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Introduction
Reviving perspectives on innovation in agriculture and food systems

Guy Faure, Yuna Chiffoleau, Frédéric Goulet, Ludovic Temple and Jean-Marc Touzard

Innovation has become an essential issue for our societies. It is ever-present in the discourses of economic and political actors and is the subject of dedicated policies. New structures such as clusters and platforms are built around it, and it is now incarnate in the figure of the contemporary hero, the creator of the start-up. The issue of innovation has also gained an important place in the scientific world, as shown by the growing number of studies and research activities devoted to it, the creation of learned societies and specialized journals testifying to the legitimization of an academic field on innovation studies (Fagerberg and Verspagen, 2009; Godin, 2014).

Innovating to survive in the contemporary world

Much more than a fashionable notion or buzzword, innovation has become a key issue for companies, policies and, more generally, society. In the Global North as in the Global South, innovating, i.e. introducing a novelty in an economic and social environment, appears more than ever as a factor of competitiveness for enterprises, leading to cost reductions, improved productivity or product quality, or the creation of new markets in a context of globalized competition (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). In an extension of Schumpeter’s (1934) work, innovation is more widely reaffirmed as a source of macro-economic growth, at the heart now of a ‘knowledge economy’, deriving value from creativity, learning and communication (Foray, 2004; Stiglitz and Greenwald, 2014). It is also put forward as a solution to the problems generated by economic development itself, especially in the...
ecological, energy and food fields, leading to what Callon et al. (2015) call a regime of the economy of techno-scientific promises. Finally, across frontiers opened up by new technologies, in the digital and biotechnology fields for example, innovation is envisaged as the possible catalyst of a more radical social transformation, moving the world towards increased knowledge sharing (Rifkin, 2011), transhumanism (Ferry, 2016) and a break with the current forms of capitalism (Latouche, 2006).

Of course, critical points of view question this craze for innovation (Godin and Vinck, 2017; Petit, 2015). Both creative and destructive, innovation can lead to social exclusion, destroy jobs and businesses, result in monopolies and misappropriations, and generate new technical and societal risks that need to be understood and addressed (Joly et al., 2015; Temple et al., 2018). But these critics often end up relying on the notion of innovation itself to suggest, or sometimes rehabilitate, alternative paths or avenues of resistance, for example through innovations qualified as ‘social’ or ‘frugal’. Whether in the scientific, political, industrial arenas, or more broadly those of entrepreneurship and the media, innovation appears as a notion that is open to analysis, encouragement and criticism regarding societal changes. But it is also capable of underpinning the transformations of our contemporary societies.

This primacy of innovation seems to have won over every corner of society, attracting attention, debate and engagement in all its economic sectors. It is in this context that this book presents contemporary perspectives on innovation in one of these sectors: agriculture and food. Several books and collection of studies have helped shed light on the issue of innovation in agriculture from different disciplinary and geographical perspectives (Chauveau and Yung, 1993; INRA and École des Mines, 1998; Rajalahti, 2012; Coudel et al., 2013; Touzard et al., 2014). But very often, for the scientific community studying innovation, agriculture is just one sectoral study case among many others, alongside health or transport, even if issues specific to agriculture can be raised (Malerba, 2006; RRI, 2014). This book aims to present an up-to-date reflection on the specificities of innovation in the agricultural and food sectors, in the backdrop of the reconfigured relationships between agriculture, food and human societies.
Including agricultural innovation in societal debates

The issue of innovation in the agricultural and agrifood sectors is indeed the subject of many debates reflecting the transformations of contemporary societies, moving the traditional boundaries between countries of the Global North and those of the Global South, between the rural and the urban, and even between economic growth and social development. These debates lead to the politicization of innovation and to the revitalization of its approaches at several levels.

A first level concerns political and ethical debates on which innovations to favour and which to reject. The criteria for what is or is not a ‘good’ innovation vary across societies, social groups, and historical periods. In the agricultural sector, biotechnology and genetically modified organisms are apt illustrations of these debates and the manner in which they can divide societies. Where some see a sign of progress and, for example, a way of reducing the use of pesticides or of improving food production, others see only a strategy to increase the profits of multinational firms, reduce the farmers’ autonomy or jeopardize the gene pool (Bernard de Raymond, 2010). Debates swirl around not only the proven impacts of innovation, but also the different types of risks (social, economic, health, etc.) associated with it (Beck, 2001). Given that an innovation cannot be considered good just because it is an innovation and, depending on the criteria selected and the importance accorded – or not – to certain types of impacts, it is the very nature of innovations which becomes open to debate.

A second level of debate concerns the aims of innovation, in a context subject to new local and global challenges. During the 20th century, innovation was implicitly and, later, explicitly part and parcel of the idea of economic growth and progress. Today however, it asserts itself as a process with a plurality of goals, responding to the major challenges that confront societies and public policies. Food security, the maintenance of biodiversity and the fight against pollution and climate change are representative examples of these major challenges, sparking an exponential number of initiatives and, consequently, innovations. These goals are themselves open to debate, sometimes revised, hierarchized, or recombined in political processes. Thus, climate-smart
agriculture, promoted by the FAO (2013) to encourage the adoption of agricultural innovations meant to address climate and food security challenges, finds itself being subjected to debate, because it is suspected by some countries and non-governmental organizations of being an attempt at greenwashing and an example of the dissemination of technologies controlled by industrialized countries.

These debates on the aims of innovation lead to others on the targets of innovation. Behind this third level of debate are often reflections, expounded upon in abundant literature, on improving the performance of enterprises (upstream or downstream firms, farms). In reaction, or in parallel, other reflections stress the necessity of channelling the efforts devoted to innovation, whether originating from the public sector or the private sector, in favour of populations that are economically or socially the most vulnerable, such as the policies incentivizing innovation for family farming in Latin America (Goulet, 2016). The idea is that the benefits accruing to some people due to innovation do not necessarily reach others through a trickle-down effect. However, the risk is that this line of thinking will end up supporting a vision of innovation by categories of targets (rich vs poor) or markets (effective vs ineffective), denying the natural interdependencies between processes and the need for transversal and encompassing approaches (Klein et al., 2014).

A fourth discussion level takes the previous one a little further and raises the issue of who is doing the innovating. While Schumpeter (1934) theorizes the innovative entrepreneur, and innovation analyses generally accord value to the inventions of researchers and engineers, the innovative capacity of other actors (especially farmers, artisans and consumers) often remains little recognized. A series of debates have then followed around studies refuting their role as simple receptacles or beneficiaries, and highlighting, in the agricultural sector in particular, endogenous, local, or even peasant innovation, sometimes at the risk of advocating a populist approach (Thomsons and Scoone, 1994). While this encompassing or restrictive recognition of innovators has a mainly symbolic and political value, very often it also becomes a key factor when an effective collective response to a development issue has to be formulated.
These considerations open up a last level of debate, around the ‘how’: How does innovation emerge? How should it be conceived? How to support and evaluate it? It is no longer the innovations themselves that are under discussion, nor their goals, nor even their beneficiaries or their originators, but the way to develop them and make them emerge. This debate is mainly centred around the contestation of the so-called ‘top-down’ models of innovation[1], which have had a profound impact on agricultural development (Chambers, 1983; Darré, 1999). The general idea is instead to involve a growing number of heterogenous actors in the development of innovations, and to create a new innovation regime, one that is more democratic and based on collective experimentation (Von Hippel, 2005; Callon et al., 2015). This idea is gaining ground, even in the public policies concerning the agricultural sector, and is reflected in particular in a better identification of the innovations produced by farmers on their farms and by the creation of local innovation platforms and territorial ‘living labs’[2]. The ‘right’ way of innovating thus becomes the subject of debate, of research, and of contrasting positions taken by different actors concerned by agricultural and food issues.

Analysing innovation as a multidimensional process

The perspectives on agricultural innovation presented in this book draw inspiration from these different debates and help enrich them while analysing them. But these perspectives are also based on a large corpus of recent academic contributions in economics, management, sociology, geography and agronomy, all areas that share common approaches to innovation, and which are found in two important multidisciplinary scientific communities: ‘Innovation Studies’ and ‘Science and Technology Studies’[3].

More than the mere introduction or adoption of a novelty in a socio-economic system, innovation is analysed in the work of these two communities, across all disciplines, as a process that results from the interactions between several actors, intervening in a given context and reflecting an intention to change. While innovation can certainly be characterized in different ways depending on its purpose (a product vs a process), its nature (technical vs organizational, ad-hoc vs systemic, etc.) or the characteristics of its emergence and its
deployment in the system under consideration (radical vs incremental, endogenous vs exogenous, top-down vs bottom-up, etc.), it always results, in fact, from the synergy between three dimensions: technical, organizational and institutional. Thus, Leeuwis and Van den Ban (2004) believe that an innovation combines the implementation of new techniques and practices (constituting the ‘hardware’), new knowledge and ways of thinking (‘software’) and new institutions and organizations (‘orgware’). The work of the sociologists of the École des Mines in France in the 1980s, and their contributions to actor-network theory (Akrich et al., 1988a,b), for their part, emphasized the socio-technical dimensions of innovations, encouraging researchers to overcome technical or social reductionisms in the analysis of innovation processes.

In line with Schumpeter’s (1934) approaches, many current approaches to innovation also believe that entrepreneurs play a key role because they seize opportunities to innovate by taking risks. This role of the entrepreneur manifests itself in agriculture through the farmer who innovates (Chauveau et al., 1999) or through the entrepreneur acting under the organizations’ radar (Hall and Dorai, 2012). But even more than through these individuals, sometimes called ‘champions of innovation’, it is through the construction of knowledge and capacities within networks of actors that innovation in agriculture takes place (Klerkx et al., 2010). These formal or informal networks can be characterized by a set of more or less close relationships between individuals and/or organizations. A wide range of collective and individual learning processes take place in order to produce knowledge that can be useful in bringing about the desired change (Faure et al., 2014). The function of intermediation (or facilitation) between actors is thus fundamental (Klerkx et al., 2010) to stimulate interactions, encourage negotiations, mobilize resources, help novelties emerge or be rediscovered, or allow the capitalization of experiences. The networks’ configuration changes continuously during the innovation processes, favouring the creation of new links but causing some others to disappear.

Innovation is thus understood as a complex, constantly changing and unpredictable process, which is difficult, if not impossible, to control (Akrich et al., 1988a,b; Leeuwis and Van Den Ban, 2004). Indeed, every innovation process experiences accelerations, slowdowns and crises, and since
Innovations are subject to a selection mechanism, they are not all viable (Nelson, 1993). But the complexity of the process can also be studied using frameworks that delineate its trajectory, characterize different phases or moments of the innovation, and identify its stylized sequences. The recourse to actor-network theory thus refers to the stages of problematization, engagement, enrolment and mobilization of actors (Akrich et al., 1988a,b). Studies on innovations in socio-technical transitions (Geels and Schot, 2007) show how they can emerge in niches that allow them to mature or, on the contrary, hasten their elimination, then expand, spread in their original form or in a new form and, ultimately, modify the dominant socio-technical regimes. Institutional and macro-economic environments thus play an important role, through the rules, norms and values that either support the dominant trajectory or allow the emergence and development of niche innovations.

Innovation can also be analysed in the more structured framework of national, regional or sectoral innovation systems promoted by innovation studies (Martin, 2012). Schematically, an innovation system aims to encompass, at the same time, the actors, networks, knowledge and institutions that influence innovation in a given space. It includes all the actors contributing to the innovation, i.e., the research community, intermediate actors, professional organizations, companies, the State with its public policies, etc. In this perspective, innovation results from the application of the outputs of scientific research only in some cases. Moreover, when the research community is involved in an innovation, there are many iterations between researchers and their partners, until they achieve one or more innovations, deployed by other categories of actors (farmers, firms, organizations). Such an analysis, in terms of innovation systems, makes it possible to examine not only development processes and innovation policies, but also the impacts of innovations (Klerkx et al., 2010; Touzard et al., 2014).

Studying and supporting innovation in agriculture

In this book, we want to examine and enrich the perspectives on innovation
specifically in agriculture and the food sector. We do so by basing ourselves on the substantial body of recent research on innovation across disciplines. By using reviews and analyses of case studies undertaken in Europe and in many countries of the Global South, we aim to fulfil a twofold ambition. The first is to offer an update on the state of progress on themes for which the issue of innovation is key, especially in connection with the periodisation of the major transformations of the agricultural sector and with regards to major societal challenges. The second ambition is to present a posture that research on innovation can adopt, at the intersection of analyses that contribute to societal debates and support for addressing societal challenges.

This book’s contributors all share a systemic approach to innovation, forged and translated into multidisciplinary research practices within the same research unit, the ‘Innovation’ joint research unit[4] in Montpellier, France. A common analytical approach and framework for innovation in agricultural and food systems has thus been constructed from a triple perspective. The first is to identify, study, characterize and describe accurately the mechanisms that lead to innovation. The aim is to produce factual knowledge, concepts and analytical frameworks whose scope is generic, sometimes applicable outside the agricultural and rural sectors. It is also a matter of qualifying innovation models and evaluating the impacts of these innovations. The second perspective is to use situations of innovation or, more generally, of change, as advanced observation posts to understand and characterize agricultural transformations. Innovation processes are in fact spaces of imbalance, transformation and rearrangement, a window on how actors act, how resources are used and transformed and, ultimately, how agricultural and food systems evolve. The third perspective aims to support actors who innovate, not only through participatory research or action research, but also by developing methods to encourage the emergence, deployment and adoption of innovations at the scale of the farm and of groups of heterogeneous actors, and to build the capacities of these actors to innovate.

By maintaining these three perspectives, researchers can contribute to academic and societal debates with original analyses that are useful in conceiving innovations with the actors of agricultural and food systems. Such research efforts can lead to reflection support tools for these actors and to methods of intervention for support mechanisms, help strengthen research
and development or advisory organizations, and participate in the development of innovation and research policies. This book addresses all of these considerations in four parts, whose contents we describe in greater detail below.

Structure of the book

History and positioning of studies on innovation in agriculture

The book’s first part provides an overview of the thinking on innovation in agriculture from a historical perspective, which culminates by taking into account the current and major societal challenges of our time.

Chapter 1 explores the history of innovation and its uses in agriculture by dividing the past into three distinct periods, based more specifically on the perspectives and contributions of economics and sociology. Until the Second World War, the concept of innovation was little used and it was instead the issue of technical progress that took centre stage. Over the next four decades, diffusionist approaches to innovation dominated the research world, before the emergence, starting in the 1980s, of criticism of the agricultural development model and of a shift in thinking about innovation.

In Chapter 2, the current characteristics of innovations in agriculture and food systems are analysed by examining their sectoral specificities, which are based on the relationships that agricultural and food activities have with nature, space and societies. These innovations are also characterized today by the convergence of global challenges as shown by research regarding transitions, be they ecological, climate-driven, digital, social or concerning food.

Chapter 3 shows that science and technology contribute to the transformation of agricultural worlds through the creation of national and international agricultural research institutions during the latter half of the 20th century. In particular in the context of a crisis of confidence in the industrial agricultural
model and of transformations specific to the scientific field, these institutions are being compelled to re-draw the contours of their contributions to innovation.

**Current forms and figures of innovation**

The second part examines the different visions of innovation according to different disciplinary points of view (agronomy, geography, economics, management, sociology). It also examines them according to different innovation domains (production systems, food systems, organizations, territory).

Chapter 4 discusses agroecological innovation and shows that the characteristics inherent to agroecology make it a distinct process of innovation, leading to a revamping of approaches and of support and advisory services provided to farmers.

Chapter 5 identifies the food sector as conducive to social innovations, which in particular help to address issues of access to good quality food by people in vulnerable situations. Social innovation is then understood as a relationship-based and contextualized process, built over time by singular individuals, and supported by mediation resources.

Chapter 6 shows that localized agrifood systems (LAFS) have a constant need for technical and organizational innovations. By providing an understanding of LAFS, this chapter sheds light on these collective and localized innovation processes that involve farmers and small agrifood businesses, and identify ways of supporting the actors involved.

Chapter 7 mobilizes the concept of territorial innovation to apprehend the multiple dimensions of the relationships between agriculture and the city and thus to understand the transformations of agriculture in the context of urban society. Innovation becomes territorial through the accumulation of micro-changes that end up influencing the practices of urban and rural actors, as well as the uses and norms that regulate the relationships between agriculture and the city.
Innovating in supporting and accompanying innovation

The third part focuses on supporting innovation, by discussing the diversity of research and advisory services that aim to promote innovation, and by proposing methods of intervention to support processes of innovation involving farmers or heterogeneous groups of actors. The research presented in this third part is based on analyses and experience gained from working for several years with advisory and support actors.

Chapter 8 thus discusses the different functions of existing innovation support systems, especially in the Global South. The authors show that a variety of mechanisms is necessary to create conditions favourable to innovation and to support collectives step by step, depending on their capacities and their learning needs.

Chapter 9 shows why and how researchers associate with non-researcher actors who are engaged in the transformation of reality in an action research in partnership in order to build knowledge production mechanisms with them. Action research in partnership can be seen as an innovation because it involves significant changes in research mechanisms, most notably of their governance, methods and practices.

Chapter 10 presents approaches to co-design innovative farming systems based on a high level of interactions between the actors involved. A range of intermediary objects, such as modelling or on-farm experimentation, are used to facilitate these interactions and to promote learning.

Chapter 11 discusses the evolution of agricultural advisory services and the variety of methods for providing it. It shows that the choice of an advisory method depends not only on the nature of the problem to be addressed and the solutions to be implemented, but also on the capacities of the advisers, the objectives set by advisory organizations and the mechanisms for the governance and funding of agricultural advisory services.

Chapter 12 deals with the support or ‘accompaniment’ of multi-actor collectives to facilitate innovation by comparing two intervention approaches.
These approaches aim at facilitating the emergence of solutions and action plans negotiated within peer groups or arenas of heterogeneous actors. The chapter analyses the points common to these approaches as well as their differences to draw lessons for the support of such collectives.

**Evaluating the effects of innovation on the dynamics of development**

The fourth and last part of the book covers the evaluation of the effects of innovations on the dynamics of development, starting with questions of purpose and ethics, and going on to issues concerning methods of evaluation used to measure the effects.

Chapter 13 aims to clarify the place of morality and ethics in innovation processes. The evaluation focuses in particular on the actors’ moral judgments. In support of the results of an action-research approach on alternatives to the industrial slaughter of farm animals, the chapter shows how livestock farmers place their moral responsibility for their animals at the centre of an innovation process: on-farm slaughter.

Chapter 14 discusses the demands by donors, national research and development agencies and civil society actors for the evaluation of research and development programmes. It presents the different evaluation methods that can be used, as well as the trade-offs to be made in order to choose the approach that is most appropriate for the innovation under study and for the issues raised by the evaluation.

Chapter 15 discusses multi-criteria evaluation tools to explore the effects and impacts of technical and organizational innovations. It discusses three methodological issues: the taking into account of the multiple dimensions of innovation, actor participation in identifying and developing evaluation criteria and indicators, and the manner in which to arrive at a final assessment through the choice of measurement methods.

Chapter 16, the last chapter, presents *ex ante* and *ex post* evaluations of agricultural production systems using computer tools (simulation, modelling). When used *ex post*, these tools make it possible to evaluate the effects of
adopting an innovation on the performance of existing farms. When used *ex ante*, these tools become aids to dialogue and decision-making, and make it possible to test different scenarios with farmers and technicians.

The four parts of this book present the research of scientists from different disciplines, and show the collective dynamics at work within a joint research unit. Research laboratories, just like groups of actors associated with innovation processes, are composed of diverse individuals, differentiated by their functions, their approaches and their perceptions of ground realities. In both cases, it is precisely this pluralism and the interactions it generates that make it possible for novelties to emerge in the form of new ideas, new research practices and new products. We hope that you, the reader, find this book stimulating and useful.
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Top-down innovation is one that is proposed and promoted by some actors (for example, the research community) for the benefit of other actors (farmers, for example). It contrasts with bottom-up innovation, developed by the actors for their own benefit (farmers, for example) and who seek support elsewhere for it.

The living lab is both a methodology and a place where citizens, inhabitants and users are considered as key actors in research and innovation processes.

Innovations Studies, largely influenced by economists, analyse innovation at different scales (local or national), with a particular focus on innovation systems. Science and Technology Studies, promoted mainly by sociologists, explore the relationships between scientific research and society to produce technological innovations.

The ‘Innovation and Development’ joint research unit, created in the mid-2000s, brings together some 90 researchers, research scholars and PhD students from the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD), the National Institute of Agricultural Research (INRA) and the National Institute of Higher Education in Agricultural Sciences of Montpellier (Montpellier SupAgro). The research conducted in the unit is of a multidisciplinary nature (agriculture, economics, sociology, geography, management sciences, law). The unit’s work is spread across the globe (southern Europe, Africa, southeast Asia, Latin America).
Part 1
Renewing agricultural approaches

Chapter 1
A history of innovation and its uses in agriculture

LUDOVIC TEMPLE, YUNA CHIFFOLEAU AND JEAN-MARC TOUZARD

Summary. Even though studies on innovation in agriculture are relatively new, they form part of a longer history of approaches to technical progress and transformations of the agricultural sector. This chapter explores the history of the uses of the notion of innovation in agriculture and reviews the studies in this field, focusing in particular on the contributions of economics and sociology. This history can be divided into three distinct periods: until the Second World War, the notion of innovation did not appear in the literature, even though the subject of technical progress, not included by economists in their analyses, was very present in the agricultural sciences; over the next 40 years, diffusionist approaches to innovation were applied to all sectors, including agriculture, whose modernization was supported by sociologists and economists; finally, starting in the 1980s, criticism started growing of this previous agricultural development model and was accompanied by a new way of thinking about innovation, opening up new perspectives for research on innovation in agriculture and related domains.

The origin and the first uses of the term ‘innovation’ had nothing to do with agriculture. Nor did it have a positive or technological connotation, as it does today (Godin, 2015). This term was first used in the legal and political fields, with a subversive and negative connotation in the 17th and 18th centuries, a connotation that persisted into part of the 19th century. For example, in 1740,
in the French Academy’s dictionary, innovation was defined as the ‘introduction of some novelty into a custom, into a use, into an act’. It further urged that there is ‘no need to innovate’ because ‘innovations are dangerous’. In this context, in which innovation was associated with a disruption of the established order, the first philosophers and economists who were interested in the transformations of agriculture and industry preferred to use the terms ‘improvement’ or ‘progress’ when studying technical domains or organization of labour. Such was notably the case of Smith and of Ricardo, and later of Marx, who believed technical progress to be one of the engines of economic development, or of Say, who associated it with entrepreneurship (Diemer and Laperche, 2014). It was only during the 20th century that innovation acquired a positive connotation, describing a process that generates technical or organizational changes, or in products or their uses. Innovation then became a field of research, at the interface of different scientific communities (economics, sociology, geography, management, etc.) and in multiple empirical domains, including agriculture and food. It even becomes an ideology that is inviting some criticism today (Godin and Vinck, 2017).

In this chapter, we explore how the notions of improvement and technical progress, and subsequently of innovation, have been applied and enriched by various authors, following different currents of economics and sociology, who have studied the transformations of the agricultural and food sectors. This historical approach analyses the evolution of these notions in these sectors, with respect to three factors:

– the influence of the general progression of ideas and theories on change and innovation, especially in economics and sociology;
– the macro-economic and social developments that help create the context of the challenges facing society regarding agricultural and agrifood activities;
– the transformations of agricultural and food systems that can also influence the representations, questions and methods of those who analyse them.

We will then develop the idea that while the use of the notion of progress, and subsequently of innovation, in agriculture and food has been largely influenced by exogenous factors (general evolution of thinking on technical change, macro-economic and institutional contexts), the sector is also home to innovations whose analysis and debates enrich the more general work on
This notion (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Analytical grid of innovation in agriculture.

This chapter bases itself first on a bibliographic exploration in economics and sociology, disciplines that were the first to focus on the notion of innovation in agriculture. It also relies on the work carried out by researchers of the Innovation joint research unit in France, who can be considered both witnesses to as well as actors of the uses of this notion. We have structured this chapter chronologically, distinguishing three major periods in the history of agricultural transformations and the use of the notion of innovation in agriculture. The first period covers the two centuries leading up the Second World War and the independence of many colonized countries. During this period, the notion of innovation was not used explicitly. The topic of technical progress was, at the same time, progressively excluded by academic economists in their analyses but was affirmed by scientists of the agricultural sciences. The second period covers the 30 to 40 years after the Second World
War, during which the notion of innovation, promoted by Schumpeter (1934), was mobilized in all sectors, especially in agriculture, whose modernization was supported by sociologists and economists. Starting in the 1980s, the third period was marked both by growing criticism of this previous agricultural development model and by a new way of thinking about innovation – even going as far as to criticize the notion – in economics as well as in sociology. It is opening up new perspectives on the use of the notion of innovation in agriculture.

Two centuries of agricultural revolutions without any reference to innovation

The gradual transformation of agriculture at the time of industrialization

European societies in the 18th and 19th centuries still suffered from food shortages (at least until the 1850s) that challenged the effectiveness of the institutions that governed agriculture, revealed the limitations of existing techniques, and called for progress in food production and distribution. Across Europe, the period was marked by the emergence of industry, profound political changes (including the French Revolution), an increase in scientific knowledge, population and urban growth, etc. Technical changes brought about a slow agricultural revolution, differentiated according to regions and sectors, closely linked to the growth of industry and trade (Vanderpotten, 2001). A major technical change in European agriculture was the abandonment of fallowing, replaced by the cultivation of forage and legume crops[5] (Griffon, 2017), thus reducing the need for arable land to meet food needs. The changes also concerned many other aspects: tools (ploughs, scythes, etc.), application of lime and fertilizer, drainage and irrigation, selective breeding of livestock, new crops and rotations, mechanization and motorization (threshing machines, traction engines, followed by tractors). Although mechanization of labour began in the 1850s, tractors started to be used for ploughing only much later because of the fragmentation of farms, a situation not conducive to the substitution of labour.
by capital.

All of these technical changes took place on the back of advances in knowledge about plant functioning and soil fertility. Agronomic research emerged during this period from the empirical outcomes of experiments undertaken by major landowners, and was subsequently carried forward by public action (Jas, 2005). These changes were mainly driven by developments exogenous to agriculture, such as the modification of the conditions of access to the commons (land), the growing demand for food, in cities as well in the countryside, the mobilization of fossil energy (coal) and of the steel and chemical industries, the growth of land and sea transport, and the expansion of international trade (Losch, 2015) This process spanned several centuries, with specific geographical variations. It was concurrent with the beginning of industry, which gradually absorbed the workforce no longer required by agriculture and which, in return, provided new technical objects for transport, mechanization and, progressively, fertilization and crop protection. The desire to increase the productivity of agricultural labour through scientific and technical progress kept growing.

The economic exploitation of colonial territories accelerated the industrial capitalism of European countries and allowed them to appropriate new commodities (cotton, rubber) and food resources, such as sugar or coffee, at low cost. The period of colonization can also be viewed as one in which a mode of production that ‘optimized’ the exploitation of natural resources and human resources (forced labour and slavery) was transferred through war to other territories. A technological trajectory based on a given mode of production, especially the implementation of the model of large plantations (rubber, sugar, banana, etc.) was imposed through coercion. Colonial agriculture partly funded the capital investments that accelerated the industrialization of Western countries. In 1791, for example, the main export earnings of the French Republic were from commodities, including coffee, sugar, and cotton (Jaurès and Soboul, 1983). They financed the food (cereal) imports necessary to secure social peace in the nascent industrial, textile and mining sectors.

From physiocrats to neoclassicals: the first
economists progressively excluded agricultural technical change from their analyses

These two centuries of transformation of agriculture were observed by the first economists and sometimes inspired their vision of technical progress. This was the case, in the 18th century, of physiocrats in France (led by Quesnay) who argued that investments by rich farmers, enlightened by new methods, would lead to improvements in agricultural efficiency and therefore to the creation of national wealth. Classical economists (Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Say, and others) would subsequently focus on technical change, but mainly as it concerned nascent industry – even though agriculture figured in their work (Boutillier and Laperche, 2016). For Smith, the introduction of new machines and the division of labour were the result of initiatives by economic actors (especially craftsmen), but he also believed that profound institutional and contractual changes, to which technical innovations were subordinated, were also responsible (Labini, 2007). In agriculture, he suggested, for example, establishment of long-term farming contracts to encourage investment. For his part, Ricardo (1817) identified two forms of improvement in agriculture, namely those that ‘increase the productive capacity of the land’ (new rotations, fertilizers, etc.) and those that ‘by the perfection of the machines make it possible to obtain the same product for less labour’ (the plough, the beginning of mechanization). Say compared the farmer, already dear to the physiocrats, to an entrepreneur in the agricultural industry and insisted on the links between the technical changes in agriculture and those in industry, because ‘the use of machines frees men from food production, allowing them to devote themselves to other activities’ (Say, quoted by Boutillier, 2004). He himself invested in the first French cotton spinning mills which used cotton imported from the colonies, illustrating how industrial progress, too, was driven by colonial agriculture. But classical economists did little to explain the conditions that were conducive to technological change and its links to scientific progress. While they noted the consequences of technical progress in agriculture, they underestimated the innovative capacities of agrarian societies, thus providing fodder to Malthusian theses which argued that famines and wars were the elements that reduced the disparity between demographic pressure and agricultural production.

Continuing this work in a critical way, Marx placed technical progress in a
historical perspective, inscribing it in the dynamics of capitalism and the evolution of social relationships. According to him, this entailed ‘an appropriation of living labour by capital’, violent for the workers and the peasants, but which appeared necessary for humanity’s progress (Marx, 1959). Kaustky (1900) developed this analysis in agriculture, arguing that the rise of the ‘mechanical, chemical and biological sciences’ led to its industrialization, and favoured large farms and the proletarianization of the peasantry. This thesis was challenged in Russia by Chayanov in the 1920s, but it was only starting in the 1960s that his ideas concerning the ability of peasant agriculture to adopt technical change found favour in the wider scientific community.

For their part, neoclassical economists (Marshall, Walras, Menger, etc.), who asserted themselves in the late 19th century and towered over the field in the 20th century, did not include technical change in their analyses. Even though it was promoted in the rhetoric, technical change was considered a variable exogenous to economic analysis, which had to limit its focus to the balances between and decisions of rational agents coordinated by the market. Technical change then became a possible cause, unstudied, of the change of the function of production of an enterprise, including of an agricultural enterprise. But since it was difficult to measure, it was not incorporated into this function of production. More oriented towards the analysis of the sectors of industry, commerce and business, or towards the construction of mathematical models, academic economists at the beginning of the 20th century ended up by no longer bothering about technical progress, especially in agriculture.

**The analysis of technical change in the agricultural sciences**

Although the issue of technical change in agriculture was ignored for the most part by the academic economists of the 19th century, it was, on the other hand, very present in the analyses of the first chemists, agronomists, rural economists, and historians who taught and worked in agricultural schools (Mazoyer and Rondart, 1997), were active in agrarian circles or belonged to learned societies in France, Great Britain, Germany or Russia
(Robin et al., 2007). Their vision was very pragmatic and positive, and was stamped with the conviction that rationality and science would lead to the development and growth of a modern agriculture (de Lavergne, 1860). This was the beginning of the agricultural sciences, based not only on observations, travel, historical studies, teachings, experiments at field stations and in laboratories, but also on many regional publications and on agricultural fairs (Jas, 2005). The technical progress resulting from the ‘alliance of science and art in cultivation of the soil’ (Grandeau, 1869, quoted by Jas, 2005) formed the core of this work and was embodied in journal titles, such as Progrès agricole et viticole (Agricultural and Viticultural Progress), published in Montpellier from 1884. There were debates also on the use of the very notion of innovation, which remained ambivalent and suspect, as explained by the chairman of the agricultural fair of Chartres in 1856 (quoted by Farcy, 1983): ‘Improvement and innovation! These words express two very different ideas, which is why I have great reluctance in accepting certain new machines, so extolled by some that others display completely justifiable misgivings. [...] The earth is not cultivated using a pastry-cutter approach, and some combinations, very ingenious in theory, are more admired unused, at the Centre for Arts and Crafts [in Paris], than they would be in the field, where they would have to confront unexpected obstacles.’

The analysis of technical changes was also the focus of studies that paved the way for the first rural sociologists in the early 20th century. Authors such as Weber (1904), Augé-Laribé (1905) and Bloch (1931) analysed the social and political conditions which governed the technical transformations in European agriculture (especially in France and Germany). According to these authors, technical progress in agriculture resulted from a willingness to assess and increase labour productivity. These efforts were undertaken by different categories of actors depending on the country or region (Junker, farmer, sharecropper, winemaker, etc.), all of whom had to contend with the weight of inherited traditions and entrenched social structures. This first sociology of technical change in agriculture also highlighted the many factors that influenced it, such as the dissemination of scientific progress via industry and education, the expansion of the market for products and inputs, institutional and political changes, and changing social needs resulting from the development of an industrial society.
It can be seen from these studies that agricultural transformations were not driven by violent disruptions in technical systems. Technical changes occurred gradually depending on economic, scientific, social and political movements. The term ‘agricultural revolution’ is therefore far from appropriate to describe this period. The true technological and industrial shift in agriculture happened mainly after the end of the Second World War.

Green revolutions driven by the linear and technological conception of innovation

Modernization and green revolution of agriculture during the Thirty Glorious Years[6]

The post-Second World War context created an institutional environment that placed the State at the centre of productive investments in order to quickly rebuild the foundations of global food production. Following two world wars, rural areas in Europe had become depopulated. It was a matter of ensuring food security rapidly, in light of population growth and the political risks posed by food crises. A major aspect of this reconstruction was the rapid use of technological advances generated by military investments in the war effort. Chemical work on poison gases, begun during the First World War, contributed to rapid advances in synthesizing ammonia to produce mass-market chemical fertilizers after the Second World War (Allaire and Daviron, 2017). The work on military tanks (motorization, caterpillars) led, in a few years, to the mechanization of ploughing in European agriculture. This transformation of agriculture in the industrial countries was all the more rapid since the post-war reconstruction effort increased the cost of salaried labour and forced the search for a rapid increase in agricultural labour productivity. Industry-developed models were soon applied to agriculture and activities of food processing and distribution in the quest for specialization, economies of scale and the dissemination of technological innovation. The mass consumer society in Europe and the United States could come into being only because of the many process and product innovations undertaken by companies, which would soon collectively constitute a real agrifood industrial sector.
based around milk, cereals, oilseeds, and meat, whose production was sought to be strengthened at national scales (Malassis, 1979).

The State’s pre-eminent role expressed itself through the drafting and adoption of ambitious agricultural policies, which intervened at several levels and across domains, to accompany agricultural modernization: protection of markets, subsidized credit, investment in infrastructure, teaching, extension, and agronomic research. In France, this policy was based on an approach of co-management with agricultural organizations in order to promote a modernized family-farm business model (Coulomb et al., 1990). A little later, Western countries set up international centres for agricultural research (Gerard and Marty, 1995)[7] in a context not only of decolonization but also of the fight to prevent the expansion of communism. This effort was also driven, in part, by popular discontent stemming from worsening poverty and food insecurity in so-called ‘third world’ countries. The goal of this international agricultural research effort was to increase global food production by mobilizing new green-revolution technologies, especially by growing new high-yield cereal varieties. These varieties, developed at experimental field stations, required an intensification of production systems through the use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides. The newly independent countries that emerged from the process of decolonization also implemented favourable agricultural policies (agricultural price support, input subsidies, etc.) and created extension structures, in the words of their leaders, to train the farmers to adopt the new technologies. This technological model, supported in the 1970s and 1980s by international funding and development bodies, oriented agricultural research in developing countries towards experimentation in order to ensure the successful transfer of inventions mainly developed by the research community and industry in developed countries (Lele and Goldsmith, 1989; Raina, 2011).

This model of technical intensification of agriculture, based on the consumption of chemical inputs and fossil energy, involves significant financial investments in agriculture, which are more feasible in industrial and emerging countries (China, India, Brazil, etc.) than in developing ones. It performs well in terms of the objectives of increasing productivity in contexts where the process of production is relatively secure (reduced natural and economic risks). Its implementation in these contexts leads to the adaptation
of agriculture to the requirements of industrial processing. In contrast, in contexts of low industrialization, unorganized markets, high rural densities, elevated climatic risks, low access to financing or a weak State, this model’s effectiveness is much more debatable. This is especially the case in many countries in Africa and Asia, where small family farming dominates and where farmers are unable finance the purchase of inputs and equipment but cannot find work either in the industrial sector (Dorin, 2017)[8].

The economics of innovation: from Schumpeter to industrial economists

These rapid transformations of national economies and their agriculture can be analysed on the basis of research that emphasizes the notion of innovation, with, at the forefront, the work of Schumpeter (1934). He studied how the great technological transformations (steam engine, electrical energy) punctuated economic cycles with phases of ‘creative destruction’. A driver of this trend was the concentration of companies, belonging to many different industrial sectors, both upstream (agro-chemical industries) as well as downstream (agrifood industries), into oligopolistic markets. Innovation appeared as a strategic objective of firms, the ‘weapon of oligopolistic competition replacing that of prices’, and a means for perpetuating capitalism. Schumpeter noted the distinction, still valid today, between invention and innovation, by considering the entrepreneur as the central actor who combines the new technology (the invention) with the market to produce an innovation. He proposed a first typology of innovations, according to the type of the novelty concerned (product, process, raw material, market, or organization).

Several studies, including those of Schumpeter, inspired the design of the linear model of innovation and post-war public policies, which was soon extended to agriculture. Thus industrial economics research in the post-war years legitimized both public policies and the central role of the State in defining major technological choices through public procurement and large enterprises, mainly in the infrastructure and energy sectors. In the late 1970s, neoclassical economists, in turn, accepted the idea of an endogenous dynamic of technological change by introducing the role of human capital in the
mechanisms of growth (Denison, 1962). This shift soon led to the replacement of the term ‘technique’ in the literature by ‘technology’.

**Social sciences at the service of agricultural modernization**

During these ‘Thirty Glorious Years’ of strong economic growth following the Second World War, many social scientists studied and supported technical changes in agriculture, gradually using the notion of innovation, seen above all as the adoption by farmers of new technical objects (seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, machinery, etc.) developed by the research community and industry. The disciplines of rural sociology and economics in the post-war years, first in the United States then in Europe, thus committed themselves largely to the cause of agricultural modernization (Ruttan, 1996) and the transfer of this model of development to countries of the Global South (Badouin, 1985).

Rural sociology, to begin with in the United States (Rogers, 1976), would thus provide, for more than 30 years, the analytical tools and methods to promote the dissemination of new technologies by studying obstacles to their adoption and by proposing a categorization of adopters (innovators, early adopters, followers, etc.) that is still in use today in the literature on innovation. In France, sociologists also relied on the notion of innovation to analyse obstacles to agricultural modernization and the conditions that were conducive to it, which depended on the social structures of rural societies (Mendras, 1970), the modes of engagement in collective action (Boisseau, 1982), the evolution of mechanisms of intervention (training, credit, advice, etc.) and on organizations (unions, farmers’ associations, cooperatives, etc.) driving progress in the countryside (Bodiguel, 1975).

Influenced by the evolution of the micro-economics, rural economists, on the one hand, created management tools for a modern and organized agricultural enterprise open to innovation (Chombart de Lauwe, 1949), and, on the other, mobilized econometric models to assess or account for the effects of technical change (Boussard, 1987). The farmer was thus supposed to make innovation choices as an agent optimizing an income function. These models
were used for two important purposes. The first was to orient *ex ante* technical research in experimental stations towards solutions for maximizing economic performance. The second was to model the functioning of markets in order to understand the relationships between production factor prices, product prices and the adoption of technologies in order to support the implementation of favourable agricultural policies. Economic studies on technical change were also undertaken in developing countries, in particular to measure the gaps between real productivity and potential productivity, which varied by region, and to explain the determinants of technical change. These studies generally pointed to constraints in farmers’ access to inputs, capital and knowledge produced by agronomic research. Starting in the late 1970s, other studies sought to understand the rationales and practices of farmers in order to adapt the technical proposals made to them by R&D organizations (Jouve and Mercoiret, 1987).

Innovation also attracted a critical appraisal, inspired by Marxism, by rural economists and sociologists in several countries (Coulomb *et al.*, 1990), but their analyses focused more on the evolution of labour relationships and agrarian structures than on innovation itself. Innovation was generally seen as a means for spreading capitalism, in the countries of the Global North as well as those in the Global South, or for the quasi-integration of agriculture into industrial sectors.

During the Thirty Glorious Years, the notion of innovation thus spread in the scientific communities that progressively came to constitute the disciplines of rural and agricultural economics and sociology, which accompanied and supported agricultural modernization in the Global North and in the Global South. Coupled with a fairly consensual view of progress and development in agriculture (and also in the food sector), studies on innovation referred to Schumpeter (more cited however in research on industrial sectors) and were marked by a diffusionist and pragmatic vision, in line with the development challenges of modern and postcolonial societies.

▶ A fresh look at the notion of innovation in the face of agricultural and food transitions
From the crisis of the productivist model to new approaches to innovation

The development model of the Thirty Glorious Years began to be called into question as early as in the late 1960s, marking the emergence of a search by consumers and citizens for goods of differentiated quality. The cultural crisis asserted itself in the 1970s, driven by social movements that questioned the productivist model and the willingness to let corporate interests dictate lifestyles of entire populations (Touraine, 1978). A new societal model was sought to be built around issues concerning the environment, identity, autonomy, and self-management practices. This cultural crisis was concurrent with repeated and increasingly intense economic crises that occurred as early as the 1980s and that would culminate in the financial crisis of 2008. This succession of crises has to be seen in the context of the very many environmental and social externalities of the economic growth model of the Thirty Glorious Years that was based on industrialization and global expansion of firms: accelerated depletion of stocks of natural resources (fossil fuels, water reserves, phosphates), biodiversity erosion, climate change, structural increase in social inequalities, and health and environmental crises linked to the use of synthetic inputs. Agricultural and food issues began gaining an increasing importance in these condemnations and in political debates about the planet’s evolution and the innovations likely to help meet global challenges (see Chapter 2). The reorientation of agricultural policies in the United States, and especially in Europe, starting in the late 1980s, largely reflects these concerns, as does the change in the tenor of debates in international institutions and in their development goals (McIntyre et al., 2009). At the same time, the assertion of new forms of agrarian capitalism, especially in South America and Southeast Asia, not only allowed the continuation of the agro-industrial model, but also strengthened its criticism, particularly from peasant and agroecology movements (Allaire and Daviron, 2017). The difficulties of the technological transposition of the Green Revolution to Africa also showed that the industrialization of agriculture cannot be exported to the entire world and that other ways of development would have to be found. Thus, the work of development economists in contexts of pressure on natural resources and demographic pressure emphasized the innovative capacities of agrarian societies that derived value from the productive potential of their ecosystems (Boserup, 1981).
More broadly, the crises that societies have been experiencing, especially since the 1980s, have forced companies to revamp their growth models. On the one hand, they are now being encouraged to take into account the social conditions of innovation (internally and in their environment) and, on the other, they are being called upon to invest, beyond or alongside technological innovations, in organizational innovations and intangible investments in order to become part of the new economies of quality, knowledge and services (Gadrey, 1992; Cohendet et al., 1998). Agribusiness companies illustrate this trend (Rastoin, 2000). In this context, agronomic research is now including new approaches to innovation. In France, at the National Institute of Agricultural Research (INRA), this trend was embodied in particular in the multidisciplinary and participatory work of its ‘Agrarian Systems and Development’ (SAD) department, set up in 1979 (Cornu et al., 2017). In tropical countries, it is being reflected, in particular, in the increasing use of the term ‘agroecology’, mobilized initially to characterize food crop production systems (Altieri, 1995; Caplat, 2012). This notion was also used in research studies in the mid-2000s as a basis for the concepts of sustainable or ecological intensification and to propose other ways of intensification in situations with degrading resources (Griffon, 2006). Agricultural research policies and institutions in some countries (France and Brazil, for example) would go on to use this notion more widely to encourage an improved compliance of agriculture with ecological principles.

During this period, the diffusionist paradigm of innovation was thus discarded or reconfigured, opening the way to a diversity of approaches to innovation in the entire production system (industry, agriculture, services) and in the construction of new links between agriculture and food and/or between agriculture and the environment.

**The increase in research on innovation in economics**

Economists have reacted to these social upheavals by increasing the amount of research on innovation. No doubt, many authors still continue to approach innovation as a part or an extension of neoclassical economics, not as a
process but as a (new) factor of production for the firm, associated with investments in research and development, and tradable on a market in which technologies are protected by patents. But the diffusionist paradigm was called into question in the 1980s by other economists, who propose instead an evolutionist approach to innovation (Nelson and Winter, 2002; Dosi, 1993). By making analogies with biology, they emphasize how economic decision models are adaptive. Thus, the adoption of a technology is seen as the result of a gradual process, based on interactions internal and external to the company, which culminates in a selection of the most appropriate innovations. The economic problem lies in the definition and implementation of the firms’ capabilities, procedures and decision-making rules to innovate and change their routines. Evolutionary economics is thus built not only around concepts of routine and innovation, but also around technological paradigms and path dependence[10]. This evolutionary approach has become so dominant in the economics of innovation and technical change that it has led to a new focus of the research community, on ‘Innovation Studies’ (Martin, 2012). In this framework, innovation processes are also analysed through the concept of the innovation system, which allows the business strategies, institutions, networks and knowledge dynamics that determine and condition innovation at a national, regional or sectoral level to be studied together (Spielman, 2006).

By helping determine the conditions conducive to innovation and the effects of its various categories, the notion of innovation also began to be used in economic currents other than Innovation Studies:
– research on industrial districts (Becattini, 2004), localized production systems, clusters and innovative environments thus highlighted the importance of local interactions and proximity (Pecqueur and Zimmerman, 2004);
– research on the neo-institutional economy also analysed the modes of governance of innovation and associated contracts and patents (Guellec, 2009);
– other economists, specializing in political economics, followed in Schumpeter’s footsteps by showing how innovation is linked to the crises and transitions of capitalism (Boyer, 2015);
– financial economics itself views innovation as a process, proposing ‘financial innovations’ to support it.
Diversity of uses of the notion of innovation in agricultural and rural economics

This large body of work on innovation in economics, dominated by the evolutionary influence, is reflected in the increasing number of articles and books that use this notion of innovation to address agricultural and/or food issues. We can mention at least three types of uses (Touzard et al., 2014).

First, the agriculture and agrifood sector can be considered simply as one of several empirical domains in which academic frameworks, such as evolutionary or neo-institutionalist analysis, can be used to analyse innovation. This is the case in many academic studies concerning the development of national innovation strategies or the analysis of the emergence of a new food product or biotechnology. These visions are sometimes still close to diffusionist theses, according a key role to the research community and to the evaluation of the conditions that are conducive to the acceptability of innovations by farmers and society.

Other studies, in political economics, analyse the processes of agricultural and food innovations with a more critical and historical approach, linking them to the transformations of the sector and its relationships with the rest of the economy and society (Allaire and Daviron, 2017). The issue of the sector’s specificity, its institutions and its innovations then arises, which can in return inform academic and political debates.

Finally, it is important to note the existence of analyses, often related to development actions in agriculture, which advocate more original approaches to innovation by highlighting the sector’s specificities and by defending a more operational perspective of rural and agricultural economics. Innovations are associated with the particular functioning of farms, the management of externalities and local resources (land, water, landscapes, etc.), links with tourism or food supply, etc. For example, innovations pertaining to products whose quality is linked to their local origins call for approaches specific to localized agrifood systems. Similarly, the analysis of the sectoral conditions of innovation leads to the use of specific concepts such as Agricultural Innovation Systems, which urge both the Global North and the Global South to revamp the diffusionist model and reorganize agricultural research and
advisory structures (Sumberg et al., 2002; Temple and Compaoré Sawadogo, 2018) or which propose the inclusion of specific provisions for supporting innovation in agricultural policies.

Studies on the social dynamics of innovation in agriculture

Starting in the 1970s, the break with the diffusionist model of innovation in agriculture helped to structure several research communities in sociology. By reconnecting agriculture to the domains that innovation impacts or that constrain it (environment and food, in particular), sociology also opened up spaces of new collaborations with economics.

First, a series of studies starting in the 1970s illustrated a new approach to agriculture and the rural world, relying on popular knowledge, albeit with the risk of ideological populism. The work of Chambers et al. (1989), in particular, paved the way for studies rehabilitating local empirical knowledge and endogenous innovation. A major contributor to a renewal of social science research in the agricultural sector in France in the 1980s, Darré was part of this perspective. He shifted the analysis from being based on categories (researchers, farmers, etc.) to local configurations of actors (morphology of networks), more or less conducive to the collective capacities of innovation (Darré et al., 1989). This shift was accompanied by the realization that one of the sources of innovation in agriculture is the fact that certain farmers belong to several social groups (multi-belonging). This result was consistent with research in the socio-anthropology of development conducted in the Global South (de Sardan, 1995).

Other research studies, also in the socio-anthropology of development, opened up another perspective by bringing back into the analysis of innovations the historical trajectory and institutional context that surround the technical and organizational changes, from macro-economic policies to micro-economic decisions of enterprises (Chauveau et al., 1999; Requier-Desjardins, 1999). This approach thus encourages exploration of how technical changes in agriculture can take different historical trajectories depending on national and local contexts.
Research into alternatives to the productivist model, both in the countries of the Global North as in those of the Global South, also encouraged another field of study that adopted a more dissenting perspective. Thus, the sociology of social movements found fertile ground, basing itself in particular on environmental initiatives. These initiatives denounced the environmental damage caused by technical progress and were analysed as building a new social movement, namely an action (and no longer a situation or category, such as a social class) aimed at transforming society, not only through protest but also through local, concrete and innovative alternatives (Touraine, 1978). These new social movements (ecology, feminism, regionalism, etc.) and associated initiatives, especially in the field of local development, helped bring out the notion of social innovation. Social innovation thus designates new innovation goals and rationales. Linked with agriculture, it took shape mainly through studies on alternative food supply chains and other local dynamics that reconnect agriculture and food in a perspective of sustainability (Seyfang and Smith, 2007). In these studies, and more generally, social innovation has been closely linked to a second notion, that of civil society, which highlights the need to take new actors of social change into account (Laville, 2014).

These initiatives have also been of interest to other practitioners and theorists of innovation, working in disciplines ranging from the sociology of innovation[11] to ‘science and technology studies’, who saw the opportunity to propose an alternative to the centralized model of technological innovation in the form of a distributed innovation model, open to a greater diversity of actors, non-human agents, mechanisms and novelties (Von Hippel, 2005; Joly et al., 2010). Research conducted in this perspective has shown how markets and associated technologies generate focal issues of concern that lead to the emergence of ‘concerned groups’ and new socio-technical networks (Callon, 1986). These groups and networks help invent and disseminate both organizational as well as technological solutions to the identified problems.

In the agricultural sector, this emergence is contributing to the development of a new regime of production of knowledge and innovation concerning the living world. This new regime has been put into perspective, for example, through the long history of varietal innovation in France (Bonneuil and Thomas, 2009), shaken up by movements that reject genetically modified
organisms and advocate instead for the use of farmer seeds. Analyses of the role played by local groups in the evolution of technical systems and by social structures at higher organizational levels (sectors, public policies, etc.) both inform and call into question research clubbed under the heading of ‘theories of transition’ (Lamine, 2012). This type of analysis is inspired by the sociology of innovation, science and technology studies, and evolutionary economics (Geels and Schott, 2007).

Finally, the analysis of innovation in the agricultural sector, or in connection with this sector, generates new collaborations between economists and sociologists around how the roles of institutions, networks and knowledge should be taken into account. These collaborations highlight the importance of institutional and local contexts in the emergence of initiatives, especially in the case of social innovations that pertain to sustainable food production and/or local development (Chiffoleau and Prévost, 2012; Laville, 2014). They allow to deepen the analysis of the learning and coordination processes, within networks of agricultural and agrifood actors, that underpin changes in practices and the co-production of new rules and norms (Chiffoleau and Touzard, 2014). In this way, these collaborations participate in the renewal of research on innovative environments and local productive systems.

**Conclusion: innovation in agriculture, a source of theoretical evolutions and interdisciplinarity**

In this chapter, we used a historical reading to present how economics and sociology were used to analyse technical change and innovation, first in the agricultural sector and then, more recently, in the agrifood and food sectors as also in territorial development. We have shown how the thinking in these two disciplines has shifted from technical progress to different forms and acceptations of innovation by examining the transformations of agriculture, with periods during which there were divergences or convergences of ideas, of application or reformulation of approaches and issues. The influences specific to the history of these disciplines have been significant, with, for example, the distancing of neoclassical economics from the questions of technical change, followed by the reinvestment of this discipline around the contributions of Schumpeter. Nevertheless, because work on the ground has
become inseparable from development issues, the agricultural sciences, followed by rural economics and sociology, have also in some cases contributed to changing the conceptual frameworks for analysing innovation, both in economics and sociology. The territorial anchoring of agrifood innovation, the importance of debates and controversies concerning modifications of the living world or food security, the agroecological transition, and the emergence of social innovations in food systems are important examples of the wide range of possible research today on innovation and are potentially sources of generic results for economics and sociology.

This review has also shown that the function of innovation in agricultural development processes has varied over time, depending on socio-historical contexts and societal demands that have influenced the content. In the post-war years, marked by the recourse to concepts developed by Schumpeter, societal demand led to the transformation of agricultural activity to rapidly increase productivity. From the 1970s and 1980s, the crisis (social, cultural, then economic) that productivist agriculture contributed to led to a widening of the aims of innovation and to the involvement of a wider range of social actors (consumers, citizens, experts, etc.) in its genesis. This new context has not only called for a diversification of approaches to innovation, in both economics and sociology, but has also encouraged collaborations between these two disciplines in order to better apprehend the various factors and effects of change.

Putting the varied use of the notion of innovation in the agricultural sector in a historical perspective thus leads us to a stimulating exercise, in which the scientific research on transformations interacts with these same transformations. This effort is a new contribution to the common ground between economics and sociology. In this sense, innovation in the agricultural sector is also an intermediate object (Vinck, 1999); it permits the meeting between disciplines and the construction of interdisciplinarity. The challenge thus is to focus the debate between the disciplines more around innovation, going beyond just economics and sociology, by including and combining the sciences of management, geography and agronomy, which are already very present not only in the field of analysis of agricultural transformations but also in other domains, such as food and the environment,
in particular.
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**Chapter 2**

**Agricultural and agrifood innovation in the 21st century: maintaining, erasing or reshaping its specificities?**
Summary. This chapter analyses the current characteristics of innovations in the agricultural and agrifood sector, exploring the nature and evolution of their sectoral specificities. Despite globalization, these innovations retain features specific to the relationships that agricultural and food activities have with nature, space and their societies. This specificity also depends on historical configurations of actors, institutions and knowledge that orient innovation and constitute agricultural innovation systems. However, agricultural and agrifood innovations are today marked in particular by the convergence of global challenges, as shown by research into transitions, be they ecological, climate-driven, digital, social or concerning food. The specificities of agricultural and agrifood innovations are being reshaped in the transitions underway, but their future evolution depends on the confrontations between different models of food production, exchange and consumption.

Since Neolithic times, the activities of food production, exchange and consumption have been constantly evolving, incorporating new techniques, organizations or institutions, and offering new agricultural or food products (Malassiss, 1996). While the contents, the frequencies and the scale of these innovations differ depending on historical periods and geographical contexts, their emergence and their dissemination at a global scale have accelerated over the last two centuries. Consequently, one question is being asked repeatedly by agronomists, economists and rural sociologists, and by scientists who study the sectoral dimensions of innovation (Chambers et al., 1989; Sebillotte, 1996; Chauveau et al., 1999; Malerba, 2004; Touzard et al., 2014): What are the characteristics specific to agricultural and agrifood innovations and should not these specificities be disappearing in the context of the globalization of human activities? In this chapter, we will concentrate on this question in order to uncover and explore the current characteristics of agricultural and agrifood innovations. As a first step, we will show that, despite globalization, these innovations retain features specific to the relationships that agricultural and agrifood activities have with nature, space and societies. We will then confirm that this specificity also results from particular configurations of actors, institutions and knowledge which constitute agricultural innovation systems. We will then develop the idea that agricultural and agrifood innovations are also marked today by the convergence of global challenges, as shown by research on transitions of agrifood systems. We will conclude by suggesting that even though the
specificities of agricultural and agrifood innovations are being reshaped in the
current transitions, they remain at the heart of a possible confrontation
between different models, offering several perspectives for the continued
existence – or not – of these specificities.

» The importance of relationships with nature,
space and societies

While some authors suggest that the globalization of human societies leads to
a standardization of behaviours and forms of production and exchange
(Fukuyama, 1992), the examination of the characteristics specific to
agricultural and agrifood activities suggests instead the continuance, even the
renewal, of the original features that are likely to mark innovations in these
sectors. These specificities can be approached first from an anthropological
perspective by analysing the three relationships that underpin these activities.

The relationship with the living world and nature
remains at the heart of innovation

First, agricultural activities and food products rely on relationships that are
specific to the living world and nature: food is the product of biological
systems (plants, animals, micro-organisms) that remain largely dependent on
the Earth, its climates and ecosystems, and is ultimately ingested by a human
body. Not only do these biological foundations underpin the fields of
research intervention and innovation (agronomy, genetics, zootechnics, food
technologies, nutrition, etc.) but, more importantly, they also determine the
conditions under which actors can implement change. Nature’s importance is
reflected in the instability of agrifood flows, dependent as they are on the
seasonality of agricultural production, the fragility of ecosystems, climate
risks and the perishability of many products (which therefore have to be
processed in order to be conserved), as well as on health issues (Colonna et
al., 2012). The profitability of agricultural investments is therefore often tied
to the short duration of a single stage of biological development (the harvest,
for example). Due to climate and health hazards, innovation is also often
more risky than in other sectors and, as a result, faces various forms of resistance from farmers, who are therefore sometimes described as ‘risk-averse’ (Ghadim et al., 2005). The biological act of ingesting food can also be considered as one of the foundations of its symbolic dimension, determining the permitted or forbidden fields of innovation (Muchnik et al., 2007). The social representations of nature and the living world, and their historical evolutions, are indeed important considerations for innovation, as recent contentious debates on genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and on the status of animals in food systems have shown (Porcher, 2017). This relationship with the living world and nature is expressed in an ambivalent way in innovations: the historical succession of technological changes can be seen as a long process of artificialization, of a reduction of this dependence on the living world, and of a denaturalization of the biological entities constituting the trophic networks (animals, plants, soil micro-organisms, etc.), resulting in greenhouse cultivation, non-soil cultivation, in vitro meat production, etc. But this history is also marked by movements in the opposite direction, which once again place nature at the heart of innovation, such as agroecology (Chapter 4), organic farming and new ‘natural’ foods. Even though this physical and nature-sensitive relationship is partly masked from the urban consumer by the succession of technical and commercial operations within value chains, it is also made visible afresh through the marketing of firms or the establishment of new direct links between food consumers and food producers, which, according to some authors, is merely a reflection of a quest for nature that is inherent to human beings (Tétart, 2003). Adversary, constraint, foundation or opportunity, nature remains well and truly at the heart of agricultural and agrifood innovation.

**Innovations that are tied to space**

In addition to this relationship with nature, agricultural activities have relationships with the space in which they take place. These relationships, too, influence the innovations in the sector. Land is primarily a physical platform for the practice of agriculture: while many technical and organizational changes directly concern ploughing of the soil and various types of movement over land (motorization, herd management, transport of harvests), the heterogeneity of space also comes into play in order to locate
crops optimally or adapt practices, which is today one of the bases of innovations in precision agriculture\textsuperscript{12} (Bordes, 2017). Development and management of the land is itself an area of innovation (terraces, reparcelling, drainage and irrigation systems) and has long formed one of the foundations of agricultural progress, promoted in France by the rural engineering corps. This relationship to space more broadly influences agricultural innovation through issues concerning land uses and rights (the role of tenure on investment), competition for land use (cultivation of new crops, links between cultivation and livestock farming) or even transportation that ensures supplies and sales for innovators (Chauveau \textit{et al.}, 1999). It also refers to social representations about space, taking its attributes, uses and value into account (Di Méo and Buleon, 2005). Thus, patrimonial aspects of agricultural land are often a key to understand investment and innovation choices at the scale of agricultural enterprises (Pichot, 2006) or territories (Perrin and Soulard, 2017). The evolution of representations of space in societies also influences the emergence of food products with geographical-origin attributes (Marie-Vivien and Bienabe, 2017) or, more broadly, the history of the links between food, rural communities and cities (Ariés, 2016). Finally, representations and functions pertaining to agriculture’s spatial aspect are opening up new areas of innovation today, such as prevention and control of wildfires, eco-grazing and, more broadly, the production of environmental services (Gascuel and Magda, 2015). Geographically located agricultural and food innovations thus appear to have a dual relationship to space, attempting either to extract themselves from spatial constraints or to derive specific benefits that this spatial anchoring can provide.

\section*{Food innovation as a social relationship}

The third fundamental relationship is the one between human beings in a society. It makes food production and supply a social act that involves the relationships and norms that structure the life of human communities (Fischler, 2013). This relationship with others in order to feed oneself orients innovation in food systems, from agriculture and its suppliers to the marketing of the final product. Along with the relationship with nature mentioned above, the relationship with others is the basis for food norms (cultural, religious, ethical, administrative, etc.) that permit, prohibit or
favour certain agricultural products or techniques. More widely, this relationship defines conditions of food use and sociability, especially around a meal, whether with family, individually, collectively or at a festive occasion. These conditions are taken into account not only in the innovations of agrifood enterprises (composition, packaging, and marketing of products), but also in those of some farmers, when their products are highly valued as food, such as wine in France, valued because of its gastronomic aspect. More fundamentally, perhaps this relationship to others refers to the mechanism of mimetic rivalry (Girard, 1996). In addition to satisfying a nutritional need (and sometimes that of survival), food acquires a social value because the other designates it as desirable, which is the basis of food socialization. This mechanism may explain how social distinctions are associated with food, including most notably the desire for food consumed by higher classes (Bourdieu, 1979), explaining the development and marketing of new products. While this aspirational process no doubt encompasses many types of goods that are considered markers of social positioning, food retains a special place, especially because it can be shared (Cardon, 2017). The conditions of food use and sociability are today subject to the transformations of postmodern societies, reconciling the quest for individual and immediate well-being with a critical stance on progress and a willingness to reconstruct meaning and social bonds (Charles and Lipovetsky, 2004). With variations across countries, these evolutions are redefining the conditions conducive to agrifood innovation not only around the individualization of a part of the food consumed or emphasis on health issues, but also around the increased importance accorded to ethical foods or those that link producers to consumers in short supply chains. At the same time, on a global scale, cultural food differences remain significant (CEP, 2017). They retain an identity value (observable in domestic practices and restaurant menus) for many communities, including in urban areas, and thus orient some agrifood innovations despite the establishment of industrial standards (Rastoin and Ghersi, 2010). The relationship with others thus continues to be built around food, constructing social frameworks for agricultural and agrifood innovation that now combine postmodernity with the influence of inherited cultures.

These relationships with nature, with space and with others therefore condition innovation in agriculture and the agrifood sector and place it in a fundamental tension between the rejection of influence that is inherent to
each relationship (artificialization, delocalization, individualization) and its permanence or reactivation (incorporation of nature, of space, and of others).

Specific configurations of actors, institutions and knowledge

Actors, institutions and knowledge have come up throughout history on the basis of these relationships, enabling coordination and regulation of agricultural and food activities, orienting innovation, and constituting sectoral innovation systems (Malerba, 2004).

Farmers confronted by a concentration of firms and public actors

Agricultural and agrifood activities are thus undertaken by specific configurations of actors and organizations that influence innovation in these sectors. Agronomic research centres, training organizations (agricultural colleges, agricultural engineering schools, agricultural universities) and development organizations (technical institutes, chambers of agriculture, agricultural planning and engineering companies, producer associations) across the world are today striving to construct new knowledge and know-how for use in agriculture and the food sector. They have to contend with the fragmentation of farms, which are largely family-owned, and, conversely, with a high concentration of upstream firms (supplies of inputs and equipment), financial service providers (banks and insurance companies) and downstream companies (agrifood processing and distribution). Many specific types of actors, such as associations, consultancy firms, agricultural and agrifood unions, and specialized media, also play the role of intermediaries for innovation in these sectors (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). This configuration of actors varies from country to country (higher concentration of farms in Britain, greater influence of mass retailing in France, agrarian dualism in Latin America, role of non-governmental organizations in Africa, etc.) or depends on the product (lower concentration of actors in processing and trading in the wine sector). But this general configuration is found around
the world and represents a sectoral marker. The fragmentation of agricultural producers can thus explain the significance of collective action in agricultural innovation and the importance of the role retained by public and professional organizations in ensuring economies of scale and scope in research and development activities, for example to experiment with new practices (Faure et al., 2014). It can also explain the importance of innovation networks based on local links between farmers (Chiffoleau and Touzard, 2014). Conversely, the high concentration of firms upstream and downstream of agriculture is associated with a very strong industrial development of innovation based on internal research-and-development services, international strategic alliances, and patent repositories and acquisitions. This structural contrast between the multitude of individual farmers, private industrial oligopolies, and the mass of consumers is fundamental to apprehending the debates on agricultural innovation and the role played by the State, professional organizations and the media. This applies in particular not only to the control over seeds, biotechnologies and the food products themselves, but also to the use of inputs, the management of information and the choice of agricultural practices.

Innovations framed by sectoral institutions

More broadly, these actors act and innovate within the framework of particular institutions, historically constituted at the sectoral scale, and marked by the primarily strategic dimension of food for the States and their populations. Agricultural and food policies are these frameworks’ formal expression, supporting, orienting and framing innovation at the regional, national or international level, directly (support for research and innovation) or indirectly (through investments, regulations, prices, training, etc.). In Europe, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reflects this institutionalization of support for innovation, which has become more explicit since 2006 with the establishment of European partnerships for innovation (Brunori et al., 2013). In France, the establishment of Combined Technology Networks (RMT) and Economic and Environmental Interest Groups (GIEE) also illustrates this institutionalization, with the reconfiguration of the development institutions originally set up starting in the 1960s (Hervieu et al., 2010). In countries of the Global South, such
institutions have been marked by projects funded by international donors, concerning agricultural research or advice, to support and accompany the Green Revolution since the 1960s. The recent emergence of ‘agricultural innovation platforms’ is yet another illustration (Faure et al., 2014). But we must also remember the role of less formal institutions created over time, both in the Global North as in the Global South, concerning access to resources and the organization of production (such as tenant farming, sharecropping, rules for organizing family work, the status itself of the farmer, etc.), of commerce (fairs, agricultural exhibitions and markets, the creation of standards, labels and geographical indications, etc.) and of consumption (catering norms, food standards, etc.). These institutions combine objective rules and trade-offs between different social representations (conventions) that define food quality. They show the way to innovate within the framework of sector-specific regulations (Allaire and Boyer, 1995). The example of geographical indications, mainly pertaining to agrifood products, is an apt illustration. They embody a mark of a quality based on conventions and a codification of practices (specifications of fair and consistent uses), which conditions the innovations possible (Belletti et al., 2017).

**Specific combinations of practical and scientific knowledge**

The very nature of the knowledge involved in productive and innovative processes is such that it can be considered original (Laurent and Landel, 2017). Knowledge building in agriculture and the agrifood sector, and the related training needs, concern not only several disciplines and technical fields (ranging from agronomy to food technologies and commercial technologies) but also the need for adaptation and local experimentation of generic knowledge (a consequence in particular of relationships with the natural environment). It also involves acknowledging the importance of tacit knowledge acquired and transmitted through practice, especially among farmers. This multidisciplinarity and this combination of scientific and practical knowledge justifies agricultural education and the applied character of agronomic science (Chapter 3). Since the knowledge associated with certain agricultural innovations can be distributed among the actors
concerned, it can also, as a result, be more difficult to protect through intellectual property rights, a possible reason for the reticence of the private sector to invest in innovation. In addition, the existence of agricultural advisory services (public, professional or private) in all countries shows that while the combination and specification of knowledge for agricultural innovation is of strategic importance and even though it is expensive, it is potentially effective (Labarthe and Laurent, 2013). The growing importance of consumer-citizen knowledge is also orienting innovation, as it does in other sectors (so-called ‘user innovations’), but with specific characteristics, sometimes related to the possibility that consumers have of experimenting in a vegetable garden and sharing the knowledge gained at a farmers’ food market (Chiffoleau and Prévost, 2012), or to contribute to participatory certification approaches (Mundler and Rouchier, 2016). Finally, scientific knowledge itself is being used in new ways in public debates on agricultural and agrifood innovation (Joly, 2016). Beyond its conventional contributions upstream of innovation, scientific knowledge is playing a growing role in underpinning expertise and in legitimizing innovations, as shown by the proliferation of expert groups on the use of biotechnologies or on the links between food and health.

Building agricultural innovation systems

The historical and joint construction of networks of actors, institutions and knowledge ensures the regulation of agricultural and agrifood activities and helps provide a framework for the innovations that transform them, while maintaining sectoral and national specificities (Touzard and Labarthe, 2016). The notion of the sectoral innovation system has been proposed to better study the conditions conducive to innovation (Malerba, 2004). Since it is found to be fully applicable to agriculture and the agrifood sector, some authors have proposed concepts such as the Agricultural Innovation System (AIS) or the Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System (AKIS) (Klerkurkx et al., 2010). Historical, comparative, comprehensive and operational approaches use these concepts (Touzard et al., 2014). They show the emergence of actors and national institutions across the world formally dedicated to agricultural and agrifood innovation. Often, two major modalities coexist in each country: on the one hand, a system based on public
agronomic research, universities and, sometimes, partnerships with private firms, which is generally top-down in nature, and on the other, systems which, on the contrary, derive value from collaborations between farmers (grassroots innovation) or between different actors of the agrifood sector. National agricultural innovation systems may also coexist with other, more or less autonomous innovation systems, which are organized around major products (coffee, cocoa, cotton, wine, milk, etc.), regions (in particular in countries with federal structures) or production models (organic farming, as in many European countries). This architecture of institutions, actors and knowledge clearly appears to be a specificity of the agricultural sector (Labarthe, 2005).

Renewed global challenges are driving agricultural and agrifood innovation

The specificity of innovations in the agricultural and agrifood sectors depend, of course, on the characteristics of activities in these sectors but they can also arise from the renewed challenges they face, such as environmental degradation, climate change, food security, the fight against poverty, technological revolutions, etc. Political projects take these challenges into account by attempting to reorient agricultural and food activities to make their innovations part of transitions. Since the beginning of the 2000s, several authors have proposed incorporating innovation into transitions by considering several analytical levels (‘multi-level perspective’), especially the level of the niche at which an innovation appears, and that of the socio-technical system in which a sector’s operating regime is institutionalized, irrespective of whether it incorporates these innovations or not (Geels, 2010). An examination of the political issues that confront agricultural and agrifood innovations then reveals the various transitions – agroecological, climatic, energy, food, social, or technological – of which they can be part.

Innovating for the ecological transition

Most importantly, the evolution of agriculture and the food sectors has to contend with a rapid degradation of natural resources. Biodiversity is the
primary victim, highly impacted by deforestation, agricultural specialization and the use of pesticides in industrial agriculture. The challenge also concerns management of the soil, impacted by agriculture in many regions (erosion, decline in fertility, etc.), and of water, overused for irrigation or polluted by pesticide or fertilizer residues. Agricultural and agrifood activities are also at the heart of the crises of the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles (Rockstrom et al., 2009). Today, their negative impacts even threaten agricultural productivity in many regions (OECD/FAO, 2016). Agriculture and food production are thus at the centre of environmental debates, not only because they are partly responsible for the observed deteriorations, but also because they are part of the solutions to remedy them. On the one hand, certain forms of agriculture can indeed provide environmental services (landscape opening, biodiversity restoration, wildfire prevention and control, regulation of water cycles, etc.) and, on the other, consumers can insist on the adoption of more ecological practices all along the food chains, including in agriculture. Through this double contribution, agricultural and food innovations can thus become part of an ecological transition, following technological paths that are still being debated and which are sometimes conflicting (Vanloqueren and Barret, 2009):

– optimizing the use of inputs and mitigating their impacts, while continuing with the system of industrial agriculture, through the use of genetically modified organisms, the reduction of toxicity, volume and/or the frequency of use of pesticides, the switch to precision or integrated agriculture, etc.;
– stopping the use of inputs or operations such as ploughing (Goulet and Vinck, 2012) and adopting practices such as integrated pest management to allow the ecological intensification of agriculture (Aggeri, 2011);
– converting to organic farming, which has become a socio-technical regime in some countries (Lamine, 2011);
– adopting more radical forms of agroecological practices, such as permaculture, incorporating new knowledge on the role of soils, trees, legumes, self-production of inputs, or crop associations (Ingram, 2017);
– recognizing and improving existing farm practices that are little known or poorly supported (agroforestry in the Global South, extensive livestock husbandry in the mountains, etc.).

The innovations of this agroecological transition are being supported by new networks and institutional mechanisms at the local level (associations, clubs
and networks), the national level (for example, the Agroecological Project for France, promoted in 2013) and the international level (initiatives of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Convention on Biological Diversity, International Forum for Agroecology). They are driven by a social and scientific movement (Wezel et al., 2009) and are the subject of political confrontations that are playing out in the media and legislative arenas (Aulagnier and Goulet, 2017; Sabourin et al., 2017).

**Innovating to respond to the challenge of climate change**

Climate change has also become a major challenge for agriculture. Agriculture is, indeed, the sector that accounts for the second largest emission of greenhouse gases (24% of all worldwide emissions), mainly from livestock husbandry, rice farming, deforestation and the use of synthetic fertilizers (Soussana, 2013). At the same time, agriculture is also increasingly being recognized for the role it can play in mitigating climate change because of its ability to sequester carbon (in soil, in biomass, etc.) and through possibilities of reducing emissions – which are more realistic than grandiose geoengineering projects. Agriculture is also one of the sectors most vulnerable to the effects of climate change, reflected not only in the variability and fall in yields, but also in the quality of products and agricultural geography (forced relocation of production, evolution of landscapes, competition for resources, etc.). Agriculture and the agrifood sector are therefore among those most interested in both mitigating climate change as well as adapting to it, thus justifying the search for innovations for a ‘climate-smart’ agriculture. There are different and sometimes conflicting visions of this agriculture, in particular as concerns the nature of innovation and its control: should it be essentially technological and driven by the research community and firms or should it concentrate instead on learning from and using local and peasant innovations? Non-governmental organizations have taken a stand against climate-smart agriculture, viewing it as an attempt at ‘greenwashing’ by companies wanting to maintain their control over agriculture. Other organizations, such as Climate-KIC, push a technological vision that is claimed be compatible with different forms of agriculture. Some others see climate-smart agriculture as an opportunity for
agriculture in countries of the Global South (Torquebiau, 2015) or consider it primarily as a political project for mobilization for a climate transition (FAO, 2013). Agriculture is also being linked to energy issues. While it is indeed a consumer of fossil energy for production (energy required for the synthesis of certain inputs and for motorization) and for logistics, it also produces energy itself from biomass (alcohols, oils, methane, etc.) as well as items that can substitute those made using fossil fuels. The energy transition can thus bring back other forms of mechanization such as animal traction, especially in the countries of the Global South. But, more drastically, agriculture is also finding a place in the bio-economy (Colonna et al., 2012). It is a new field of innovation that encompasses a diversity of technical and organizational options, in particular contrasting large-scale organized supply chains constructed around biorefineries and mass agricultural production (sugarcane, maize, oilseeds, etc.) with niches in which the local use of energy from agriculture is being tested. Here too, agriculture, which has become a fossil fuel-dependent sector in many countries, is the subject of controversy and major political debate, calling into question, for example, arguments in favour of the current production of agrofuels (Allaire and Daviron, 2017).

Innovating to contribute to food security

Furthermore, given global population growth and changing conditions of food production, exchange and consumption, food security has become once again a major challenge, brought to centre stage by the food crisis of 2007-2008 (Heady and Fan, 2011). Cyclical factors (droughts, wars, rising oil prices, financial crash) aside, this crisis revealed structural changes in demand (competition by biofuels, growth of food consumption in the form of animal calories, etc.), in production (stagnation of yields, decrease in public and private investments in agriculture, etc.) and in trade (financialization of agricultural markets, reduction of stocks, liberalization of national agricultural policies, etc.). This food crisis showed the limitations of the agricultural development and innovation model promoted internationally since the 1950s, which was subsequently liberalized and financialized (Allaire and Daviron, 2017). Food security concerns not only the availability, quality (especially pertaining to health and nutrition), affordability and regularity of access to food but also the ability of people and countries to
define and control their food production and supply. Innovations that can contribute to the improvement of these different dimensions of food security, i.e. to food securitization (Touzard and Temple, 2012), can be of very different types, including, for example, those concerning new cropping systems as well as those designed to cover or mitigate risks in an agrifood market. They are implemented or act at different scales, ranging from the household unit to sectoral policies and global value chains. These innovations must be apprehended in their complementarity and coherence, and combined with institutional changes, modifications in diets, the redefinition of strategies of firms and public actors, and the building up of the capacities of actors (education). But the multiplicity of dimensions of food security (not necessarily all attainable at the same time), the strong geographical differences in food issues, and controversies over the political aspects of food sovereignty or over technological options (agro-industrial regime vs an agroecological one) leave the scope of possible innovations wide open.

Innovating to meet social challenges

Poverty reduction and capacity building of populations are also major challenges facing agricultural and food activities, especially in the least developed and middle-income countries, with large and very poor agricultural populations. Globally, almost 75% of families living below the poverty line reside in rural areas and depend on agriculture (World Bank, 2016). Access to education and health is also more limited in rural areas. Innovation in agriculture and the agrifood sector presents multiple and contradictory links with these challenges. In its ‘destructive’ avatar, innovation can be a cause of the economic marginalization of many farmers, who become no longer able to make a living because of the relative decline in agricultural prices. It can also increase land concentration and human migration. In its ‘creative’ avatar, innovation can instead promote rural entrepreneurship, give a boost to value creation in rural areas, and explicitly target social issues of training and inclusion (McIntyre et al., 2009). It can thus help reduce disparities and build capacities, and hence provide freedoms (Sen, 1999). This is what is at stake, for example, in the movement of the social and solidarity economy in agriculture, or in the motivation behind the emergence of niches of social innovation in the sector (Chapter 5). Issues of
democracy and human rights – in addition to those of inequality and poverty – are also involved. Agricultural and food innovations can indeed erode these rights when these innovations’ proponents are actors (firms, government authorities, agricultural organizations, etc.) whose aim is to strengthen a socio-technical system that runs counter to positions expressed by local communities (De Schutter, 2014). But agriculture and food production are also domains of awareness raising and affirmation of projects that can contribute to political life and democratic expression (Renting et al., 2012). For example, struggles for land continue in many countries (movements against land grabbing or spread of real estate projects). The demand for a better quality of food for all generates niches of social innovation, which join participatory and open approaches to innovation (Chiffoleau and Prévost, 2012).

**Innovating in the context of two major technological revolutions**

And finally, agriculture and the food sector are also being influenced by two major technological revolutions of the early 21st century: the digital revolution and the biotechnology revolution. These are generic and exogenous developments that are already having – and have the potential for even greater – impacts on the sector and all of its innovations. The use of new information and communication technologies (NICTs) in agriculture, initially in precision agriculture, extends to a wide variety of innovations such as sensors, robots, satellite guidance, embedded computing, digital applications for herd management and irrigation, decision support tools, etc. Various digital applications are forming the basis for connected or digital agriculture (Bellon-Maurel and Huyghe, 2016), transforming agricultural work and farm management. While most of these innovations are promoted by firms and research-and-development organizations linked to industrial agriculture, new actors are emerging (digital and start-up firms, associations and non-governmental organizations) and leading to the creation of new innovation networks, benefiting from the growth – and concomitant steep decline in the cost – of digital equipment and services, including in countries of the Global South. There are proposals for new services and to make digital agriculture a path to sustainable agriculture (Walter et al., 2017) or even agroecology
(Bonny, 2017). But significant controversies exist regarding the control and ownership of information and of innovations in digital agriculture, and the possibility of exclusion of some farmers (Mazaud, 2017).

Biotechnologies came into their own in the 1990s, in particular with the creation and marketing of genetically modified seeds. The new knowledge and expertise in genetics and biology is usually applied upstream of many agrifood innovations, ranging from the creation of varieties (irrespective of whether they result in genetically modified organisms) to in vitro meat production, the production of biomolecules or the treatment of agricultural waste. Because biotechnological innovations in agriculture directly affect the living world (see above), the debates surrounding them are focused on important ethical, political and legal dimensions in order to be able to characterize and manage the associated risks (Joly, 2016). These debates are all the more vigorous and lively because the economic stakes involved are considerable, and are driven by a handful of multinational firms, research centres, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and business clusters. They are changing the positions and reconfiguring power relations within agricultural innovation systems (Laperche, 2009). While digital and biotechnological innovations certainly find place in the socio-technical regime of agriculture and industrial food production, they also help niches emerge, which can be incorporated or not into this regime, and can hybridize with different forms of agriculture, such as organic farming.

From the political challenges of innovation to the contribution to transitions

The challenges presented here are not all specific to the agricultural and agrifood sector, or do not have the same intensity across products and countries. While the challenge of food security is unique to the sector, ecological and climatic challenges concern it to a very significant extent but not solely. And even though digital technologies, biotechnologies and social issues are common to many sectors, they have a strong influence over the evolution of agricultural and agrifood activities. And yet, the convergence of these challenges at the beginning of the 21st century is a specific and unprecedented situation, giving a very political dimension to agricultural and
agrifood innovation across all levels, from the local to the international. Taking the political construction of these challenges and their axiological power (i.e. the meaning they can give to innovations) into account leads to the inclusion of agricultural and food innovations in various transitions. These transitions are closely linked and contribute to the same major transformation of agriculture in human society. The processes involved within each of these challenges are indeed interdependent, for example climate change, which accelerates the loss of biodiversity, increases food risks, and exacerbates the social disparities between the Global North and the Global South. Furthermore, each agricultural or agrifood innovation usually addresses several challenges, being able to respond positively to some, but often negatively to others. Finally, these different challenges are also combined (and sometimes obscured) in policy projects that advocate different agrifood models or their coexistence (Touzard and Fournier, 2014) and which are under debate, in competition or confrontation in each transition.

Conclusion: the specificity of innovations is being reshaped, but is not immutable

Examining the evolution of the specificities of agricultural and agrifood innovations in a context of globalization has led us to examine three sets of factors, each associated with a different approach to agriculture and its innovations. From an anthropological perspective, we first showed that relationships with nature, space and society continue to mark the sector’s innovations, but through a dialectic in which forces that are attempting to exclude nature, space or society are pitted against those that seek to renew and re-emphasize their expression, and thus to reconstruct a sectoral specificity. The analysis of the configurations of institutions, actors and knowledge then confirmed that agricultural and agrifood innovations remain highly dependent on sectoral innovation systems, which are traversed by a variety of processes that can challenge or recompose them. Finally, by referring to the approaches to transition, we examined a set of global challenges facing agricultural and agrifood innovations, highlighting their unprecedented convergence and their very political dimension in the current context.
Globalization has therefore not eliminated the specificities of agricultural and agrifood innovations. Indeed, it even tends to renew them, given the convergence of the transitions in which the sector is engaged. The specificity of these innovations emerges from the co-evolution of the anthropological relationships that underpin these activities, the innovation systems built to regulate them and the global challenges they must address. Influenced by numerous, sometimes contradictory, processes, the specificity of these innovations is neither a given nor is immutable. Three observations help us maintain an open perspective on the future evolution of agricultural and agrifood innovations and the regimes to which they belong:

– our general approach to innovation should not obscure the diversity of their concrete forms, more or less specific depending on the products, geographical location, activities (ranging from agriculture to catering) or the nature of innovations (technical or organizational, incremental or radical, exogenous or endogenous); this diversity is not only part of the overall functioning and regulation of the sector, but can also be a basis for its possible breakup;

– these innovations refer to different agricultural and food production models that go beyond the ‘industrial vs alternative’ divide (Touzard and Fournier, 2014), and in particular to models of differentiated quality (naturalistic, ethical, or pertaining to heritage or proximity); the coexistence of these models in most countries appears both as a feature of globalization and as a sectoral specificity; while innovations can be part of each of these models, they can also result from their combinations and interactions; the dominant position of the agro-industrial model, and in particular its control over biotechnologies, suggests however the long-term possibility of a loss of sectoral specificity, through, for example, the pursuit of artificialization of food production, such as in vitro meat production, and this, despite the sustained challenges that this model is being subjected to;

– the very political dimension of innovation emphasized by our analysis highlights how transitions are managed at different scales, from the local to the international; however, at the international level, political agreements remain largely open, between the revival of a neoliberal governance of agriculture and food production, a return to bilateral relationships associated with regional regulations or the construction of a multilateral and civic world governance.
Each option reflects a different view of the place of agriculture and food production, its innovations and its specificities. The issue of the sector’s contributions to the production of public goods is thus key and open to debate. The recognition of these contributions could then give agricultural and agrifood innovations a more secure and specific position in the transitions currently underway.
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Chapter 3

Agricultural research and innovation: a socio-historical analysis

Frédéric Goulet

Summary. This chapter examines, in a socio-historical perspective, the place occupied by innovation in the field of agricultural research. While the notion of innovation is ubiquitous today, it is a time-honoured idea that science and technology can, and must, contribute to the transformation of agriculture. It has even been the basis of the establishment of national and international agricultural research institutions in the latter half of the 20th century. The transformation of the relationships between science, agriculture and society has, nevertheless, called this contribution into question in recent decades. In particular in the context of a crisis of confidence in the industrial agricultural model and transformations specific to the scientific field, there has been an evolution and diversification of expectations from agriculture. Agricultural research institutions have to cope with these developments, and regularly re-invent the terms of their contributions to innovation and to the transformation of agriculture.

How can a book on agricultural innovation which presents analyses from
scientists, chiefly from agricultural research institutes, not include reflections on the relationships between these institutes and the development of innovations? Our aim in this chapter is to examine, from a socio-historical perspective (Payre and Pollet, 2013), the place occupied by the subject of innovation in the field of agricultural research. We show that, for more than half a century, profound transformations have affected the way in which agricultural research interacts with stakeholders in innovation processes, especially farmers. We note that while the objective of undertaking research to guide the transformation of productive activities and society has remained central, the modalities of doing so have, over time, taken various and diversified forms of activities and injunctions. Agricultural research here encompasses all institutions, policies and practices pertaining to the organization and conduct of scientific and technological activities related to agriculture. While this acceptation no doubt includes both public and private actors, we will mainly focus on the public sector, more specifically on French agricultural research institutes – in particular on the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA) – rather than on universities, which combine higher education with research. By innovation, we mean all the technical novelties and changes in practices that affect or re-orient the practices of farmers or other agricultural production actors.

Implementation of applied research

Innovation is associated closely with scientific and technical activities in many sectors, and is also an outcome expected from research and development investments. Agriculture is no different in this regard and the creation of agricultural research institutes in the 20th century by nation-states was consistent with this logic. Sectoral and applied techno-scientific bodies were established during the time industrialized countries were adopting policies for agricultural modernization, and developing countries were embracing the Green Revolution model. These bodies were tasked with meeting goals defined by public policies on the basis of the role assigned to agriculture in society. Food autonomy of countries, increased export capacities, and the fight against world hunger (Cornilléau and Joly, 2014) thus constituted central mobilizing challenges around which dedicated scientific and technical capacities were created. Research activities focused
primarily on the key issues of increasing productivity and agricultural yields, most often through technologies or artifacts directly involved in production processes, such as plant genetics and seeds (Kloppenburg, 2004; Bonneuil and Thomas, 2009). This scientific and technical apparatus created and organized by the State was itself a part of the public intervention designed not only to conceive technological innovations, but also to disseminate them to producers. This is why agricultural extension and development policies and institutions emerged, to take the achievements of laboratories or experimental stations and disseminate them to farmers and rural communities. In France, for example, policies for the professionalization of farmers (Rémy, 1987), or the growth of services aimed at supporting rural households in these transformations (Brunier, 2015), constituted, within the framework of agricultural ‘co-management’ (Coulomb et al., 1990), an essential facet of modernization policies. In any case, it is in this environment that agricultural research organizations, as we know them today, emerged, and which were given the explicit mandate of creating knowledge and technologies that could lead to a (r)evolution in the agricultural sector. Agricultural research has thus been conceived, from the very beginning, as an applied science, one that is able to generate results that can be appropriated by producers. However, despite this intention, various shifts have affected this proximity and operationality, and have led many actors to question the capacity of agricultural research institutions to come up with innovations.

The diversification of scientific activities and the academic shift

Activities of agricultural research institutes, their organization, and their relationship with their target audiences, have in fact evolved over time since their establishment. A major evolution concerns a dynamic internal to these institutes, arising from the significant changes affecting their agents and the nature of the knowledge they produce. First of all, scientific specialties and disciplines have progressively diversified, primarily towards agrifood technologies, and subsequently, specifically to the integration of the economic, human and social sciences, whose potential for application, while less directly related to the technologies themselves, had contrasted with the activities carried out until then. The introduction of certain disciplines such as
sociology has, for a long time, been driven – and this is still the case in many emerging and developing countries – by a desire to account for the social factors facilitating or hindering the adoption by farmers of innovations conceived in laboratories or experimental stations. Subsequently, starting in the 1980s, the general evolution of the management and evaluation methods of scientific activities led in many cases to a dilution of the goal of designing innovations directly intended for the actors of agricultural modernization, or intended to respond to concrete problems that they face. Research activities have increasingly been planned according to the agendas of a globalized scientific community due to the growing specialization of research fields and a system for evaluation of researchers increasingly focused on bibliometrics (Gingras, 2014). In some industrialized countries, agricultural research has thus become a research activity ‘much like any other’, in the sense that it has embraced the transversal movement sweeping the entire techno-scientific world. The recruitment of new researchers has increasingly been based more on academic excellence and association with the academia than on the knowledge and experience of the agricultural world. In this respect, the social sciences are an excellent case in point, with institutes such as INRA in France gradually favouring mastery of theoretical frameworks and the ability to publish in academic journals, rather than an in-depth knowledge of agriculture and its issues. Furthermore, in France, the disappearance of rural sociology-based thematic networks from professional associations and scientific societies, such as the French Sociology Association, speaks volumes in this regard. The rural world and agriculture have become objects to be apprehended through more generic or generalist theoretical currents and traditions, such as sociology of work, sociology of professions or, more recently, sociology of the environment, sociology of sciences and technology or economic sociology[13].

Academic excellence has thus become a leading driver of agricultural research, being placed at par with the initial focus on application – without, however, supplanting it, as is explained at the end of this section. An increased distance from actors in the field is not the only result of these developments, since very often dialogue and collaborations between different disciplines and specialities within agricultural research institutes have become a real challenge. These institutions host a very wide range of specialists and disciplines that are often disconnected from each other,
interacting with difficulty despite encouragement and injunctions to promote inter-disciplinarity. Thus, an agricultural economist will probably find more topics in common for discussion with a university lecturer-researcher in economics than with a wheat geneticist working in the laboratory next door, and more than this geneticist will find in common with a soil scientist he meets every day in the institute’s cafeteria! Agricultural research has, again despite its operational vocation, been following a movement since the 1980s that sometimes contributes in shifting the goal away from producing innovations and knowledge directly applicable to agriculture. In France, the recourse to external funding, formalized in 2005 by the founding of the National Research Agency (ANR), has also strengthened a logic of desectoralization, encouraging agricultural research to follow the same rules as generalist universities and institutes when seeking funding or undertaking evaluation.

While the identity and activities of agricultural research institutions have been undeniably and extensively influenced by these trends, accusing agricultural research of becoming an ivory tower would, however, be specious. Some dynamics originating from the management of institutes, or the researchers themselves, have indeed helped maintain the link to actors on the ground and the transformative ambition of agricultural research. As an example, we can mention the creation in the 1970s of INRA’s Science for Action and Development department (SAD, previously known as Agrarian Systems and Development) to offer a systemic alternative to disciplinary segmentation and opportunities for action- and development-based research (Cornu, 2012). From an international perspective, we can also note the creation in the 1980s of the Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD), institutionalizing the existence of agricultural research for development aid in the countries of the Global South. Similarly, once again in the French national context, it is worthwhile mentioning the establishment of financing instruments in the 1990s, such as the Program For and On Regional Development (PSDR, co-funded by INRA and French Regions), aimed at orienting interdisciplinary research to respond to the needs of the local actors. Finally, in the 2000s, structures such as Mixed Technological Networks (RMT) were set up to maintain, or even strengthen, relations between research institutions and actors working for the transformation of the agricultural and agrifood sectors. Thus, as the title of
this section states, the academic turn taken by agricultural research institutions is part of a diversification of activities and missions, coexisting with various initiatives aimed at maintaining or promoting a high potential for applicability by the farming and rural actors.

New relationships between agriculture, science and society

In addition to this interpretation of transformations of the techno-scientific world, other levels of analysis that refer to external factors make it possible to diagnose the changes in agricultural research vis-à-vis innovation. The reason agricultural research has changed is because the agricultural world itself has undergone transformations that have made it more difficult for agricultural research to produce innovations. More specifically, the diversification of agricultural production and development models (Lemery, 2003) has contributed strongly to the questioning of the choices made by agricultural research organizations regarding the goals and themes they have favoured thus far and, consequently, has made their task more complicated. Expectations from and new requirements concerning the environment, food quality, or animal welfare, and therefore the new mandates (Hugues, 1996) entrusted by society to agriculture, have upset the existing contractual relationship between the domains of agricultural production and public action in the techno-scientific field. Reflecting this evolution, agricultural research institutions have reshaped themselves to be able to address not only agriculture, but also food and environmental matters. In addition to these trends specific to the agricultural sector, there are tensions pertaining to the more general relationships between science and society, with certain technological innovations inviting strident criticism because of the risks they entail (Beck, 2001). This is especially the case of genetically modified organisms, which have generated particularly strong protests and controversies (Bonneuil et al., 2008), including within the scientific community (Bonneuil, 2006), or technologies such as animal cloning, which have given rise to ethical concerns. In this context of changing relationships between agriculture and society, and between science and society, it is no longer so much the issue of how agricultural research can or must generate innovations for the sake of improved or increased production. Instead, the
issue concerns the factors that make it possible to identify desirable or legitimate innovations from social, economic, moral and ethical points of view, especially in the context of a growing involvement of non-scientists in making techno-scientific choices. More than the choice of the ‘good’ technological option or the ‘good’ innovation between several possibilities, it is increasingly often the challenge of a coexistence of innovations pertaining to contrasting production and development models that is being highlighted (Hubbard and Hassanein, 2013) or, at any rate, that is currently being raised within agricultural research institutions.

Challenging the established division of tasks

 Positioned as it is, at the intersection of dynamics concerning both external actors and protagonists of the scientific world, agricultural research found its role as a designer of technological innovations subject to debate as far back as the 1970s. Indeed, even as agricultural modernization was in full flow, the linear and Fordist model of agricultural innovation was already inviting criticism, especially because of its mainly top-down approach to development and, consequently, of its tendency to ignore the ability of farmers to produce innovations. While some studies even questioned the actual existence of this linear model (Edgerton, 2004), the ability of farmers to be more than mere recipients of innovations conceived in techno-scientific spheres became the cornerstone of a body of engaged literature (Chambers, 1983; Darré, 1999). In this reflection, farmers were also seen to be a source of knowledge and creativity, a fact stressed by authors who were calling the industrial development model into question. The emergence of several alternative agricultural models is thus most often presented as the outcome of the commitment of and experiments conducted by farmers: organic farming (Barres et al., 1985), biodynamic agriculture (McMahon, 2005), and conservation agriculture (Coughenour, 2003) would thus constitute sets of technical innovations developed on the margins of official agricultural research and development systems. Indeed, this is a rather idealistic, or even populist, vision of innovation that is tending to consolidate itself (Thompson and Scoones, 1994), often allied with a sometimes radical criticism of science and technology, despite the fact that in many cases the farmers concerned do not progress alone but do so with support, especially from private operators.
who supply them with inputs and equipment (Goulet, 2011; Goulet and Le Velly, 2013). What finally links these research studies to field dynamics is not any scepticism in the capacity of agricultural research to generate innovations or the relevance of these innovations. It is instead the belief that innovation necessarily originates in techno-scientific circles that is called into question, since the knowledge and experience of the user is considered valuable, as is the case in other fields (von Hippel, 1986).

A significant aspect of this criticism of the linear approach to innovation is that it does not originate only from actors who are on the outside of agricultural research. Many collectives within research institutions themselves are indeed calling for different ways of approaching innovation, challenging, for instance, the traditional boundaries between science and non-science, between research and development, or between disciplines. This is the case for example in France, within INRA’s Science for Action and Development department, already mentioned above, which, since the 1970s, has been promoting systemic and interdisciplinary approaches to innovation and change, and encouraging research practices that are closely tied to action and development (Cornu, 2012). Other research organizations in France, such as CIRAD, are also defending this close link between research and development, understood here in the sense of international cooperation and provision of aid to developing countries. This is also the case in Latin American countries such as Argentina, where research groups were created at the turn of the century around family farming, demanding in a normative perspective a practice of science that is able to support the innovations produced by small farmers and to assist in an evolution towards a fairer society (Goulet, 2016). A more recent facet of these other notions of innovation, challenging the established divides between scientific actors and practitioners or the primacy of agricultural research in the production of innovations, can be observed in the interest expressed recently in open and participatory sciences by institutes such as INRA (Houllier and Merilhou-Goudard, 2016). The amateur and user experience no longer opposes that of the scientist, and is even sought specifically for inclusion in knowledge and innovation production activities. Agricultural research thus remains at the heart of the process of the design of innovations, but only within the framework of hybridization in which users and amateurs play an active role, just as they do in other scientific and technological fields (Charvolin et al.,
Agricultural science and research at a time when impact reigns supreme

The creation of major national agricultural research institutes over 50 years ago was rooted in a context of the primacy of nation-states, and formed part of a modernization project in which science and technology occupied a central role. However, things have changed now. The nation-state no longer occupies a central place in the governance of our societies, or, at the very least, has lost its prominence. Modernization based on the use of chemical inputs and mechanization is no longer considered the sole solution to the challenges facing agricultural sectors both in industrialized as well as emerging or developing countries. While environmental issues have played a key role in the emergence of alternatives in the former, social issues, especially with the institutional consolidation of the family farming category, have done so in the latter (Gisclard and Allaire, 2012). And finally, the forms of governance of techno-sciences have changed considerably (Pestre, 2014), especially regarding the manner in which they are linked to societal and economic issues, and, more specifically, vis-à-vis their contribution to innovation. While techno-scientific activities, in general, have probably never been independent of political or market forces (Pestre, 2003), the recent decades have seen a shift in how their contribution to the increasingly important issues of innovation and change has been perceived and encouraged. It is relevant here to cast a glance at this recent history to understand where exactly is agricultural research situated today in its contemporary forms of existence.

The 1970s and 1980s saw the enlistment of science and technology in a globalized neoliberal economic regime, in which they were used less to promote the development of nation-states than to bolster the competitiveness of countries in the context of international economic competition (Bonneuil and Joly, 2013). The rise of internationalized companies in the race for innovation, the growing importance of intellectual property, and the decline in public funding of research and development activities were key elements of this approach, marked by a withdrawal of the State. Public scientific and
technical institutions became actors, among others, of national innovation systems that the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) sought to support in the 1990s (Godin, 2009). While allocations by the State of resources to the scientific sector were designed to raise the performance of countries in the international competition for rankings and scientific discoveries, they also primarily helped reinforce industrial and economic competitiveness through appropriable research and legal and commercial protection of scientific knowledge (Popp Berman, 2012). As far as the management of the scientific sector itself was concerned, the forms of administration relied on the new public management methods to accentuate a shift towards the measurement of individual performance (Bezes et al., 2011), especially in the academic field mentioned above, or towards flexibility and competitiveness for obtaining project funding (Braun, 1998). New services and departments were created within the techno-scientific institutions to promote and organize connections with field actors, especially in the business sector. In French agricultural research institutions, such as INRA (with INRA-Transfert) or CIRAD (with its Technology Transfer and Development Office), programmes and subsidiaries were created in the early 2000s to transfer research results, to support researchers in their collaboration with the private sector, or even to promote the creation of innovative companies.

More recently, this neoliberal turn is being expressed specifically through a top-down control of scientific activities so that they can contribute to a transformation of the agricultural world that is more attuned to meeting the new societal challenges. Indeed, agricultural research is now part of a strategic science regime (Rip, 2004) in which the governance of technosciences is based both on the pursuit of an objective of academic excellence as well as on the contribution they can make towards finding solutions to the concrete problems confronting societies. To make scientific research more operational or applied in nature, especially to justify its funding in tight budgetary contexts, the major challenges have to first be defined correctly (Foray et al., 2012; Kuhlmann and Rip, 2014). The researchers are then expected to mobilize and demonstrate their ability to find solutions to these challenges for the future. For example, the European Union Horizon 2020 programme and that of the French National Research Agency identify major challenges in the fields of energy, health, food, agriculture, transport and
climate that researchers are invited to address. In the agricultural field, Wright (2012) has thus highlighted how, in the centres of the CGIARs (Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research), funding is being directed towards major challenges, such as world hunger and increased yields. To choose these challenges, and more precisely the terms that identify them, ‘umbrella’ concepts (Rip and Voß, 2013) which can address both current social issues and science have to be used. Thus, in the more delimited field of agricultural research institutes, terms such as ‘agroecology’, ‘climate-smart agriculture’, ‘sustainable agriculture’, ‘food security’ and ‘social inclusion’ have become veritable and obligatory references for researchers seeking funding and legitimacy. From the outset, the allocation of funds aims to orient the activities of researchers so that they help find solutions to problems defined as ‘public’ by the political sphere. The term ‘innovation’ as such is not always present, but the idea of producing a transformative change in society is inherently central to this way of governing science (Weber and Rohracher, 2012). Studies which have specifically examined how these forms of governance of science have or have not led to transformations in research practices remain cautious in their conclusions. They observe most often the researchers’ resistance to having their agendas defined by others (Hubert et al., 2012) and the opportunistic strategies adopted to adjust to an increasingly fragmented funding environment (Charlier and Delvenne, 2015). Tighter framing of research and the growing alignment of funding with predefined subjects are often even denounced as being counterproductive, described by some researchers as obstacles to innovation and creativity. But to a large extent, this is the classic ambiguity characterizing the rhetoric of justification by researchers of their activities (Gieryn, 1983), between the claim of a fundamental research and the defence of its potential for application (Calvert, 2006, Di Bello, 2013), which often surfaces in the face of these demands to make science operational.

Although, in most cases, agricultural research has not formed the empirical perimeter addressed by the studies mentioned above, it nonetheless forms part of these dynamics aimed at bringing science closer to society, and, in this case, to the agricultural sector. Joly (2015) has thus highlighted how the activities of researchers from agricultural research institutes, and even elsewhere, is part of a regime of techno-scientific promises, within whose framework the definition and justification of new lines of research depend on
the potential technological or economic benefits they could generate. Thus, it
is the desire to increase the impact of publicly funded research (Gozlan,
2015) that has gradually developed, and which has engendered an intense
movement in French agricultural research institutions. Indeed, INRA (Joly et
al., 2015), as well as CIRAD, have thus undertaken reflections and
methodological studies to qualify and measure the impact of research
conducted in institutes. By incorporating the motto ‘Science and Impact’ into
its logo, INRA has even made this concern for the operational results of
research activities one of the pillars of its identity, or at least of its
communication interface. In this sense, the trajectory of this institute, created
in 1946, constitutes in itself a testimony of this old relationship, sometimes
tumultuous and currently being reinvented, between agricultural research and
innovation.

In conclusion

So while agricultural research has, since its rise within the framework of
nation-states, always been planned and administrated as applied research,
aimed at generating knowledge and innovations to support agricultural
production, its constituent terms, practices and the actors have evolved
considerably and have diversified over time. These research institutes have in
fact transformed themselves, in their composition as well as in their activities,
by embracing the transversal trends sweeping the scientific world. One of the
results of these evolutions has been a loosening, or at least a transformation,
of the close ties that had originally been created with the agricultural world
and extension workers. Agricultural research, its institutions and its
researchers have gradually had to contend with very varied demands, which
individuals and organizations have accommodated in different ways. The
expectations of the agricultural world have evolved during the same period,
developing in some cases a strong criticism of these publicly funded
institutions. Furthermore, the major areas around which the missions of
agricultural research were planned have also evolved, gradually including,
alongside agricultural production – which has itself experienced a major
diversification with, for example, the rise of organic farming –, new domains
such as food quality, nutrition, and the environment. The nature of the
relationship between the agricultural research community and its partners has
also changed considerably. The culture of transfer to the private sector, just like that of major challenges and of impact, now generally dominates institutes, their scientific policies and researchers. Of course, innovation is not always the keyword that is systematically put forward to apprehend these dynamics, whether by analysts or their protagonists. The terms ‘impact’, ‘social utility’, and ‘operationalization of science’ are often mobilized, and the question can then be asked as to what constitutes innovation or what is related to it. But we have chosen here to apprehend these different terms as concerning the same dynamics, referring to the capacity of scientific activities to transform society or certain productive sectors. It is indeed this latter issue to which we want to draw the reader’s attention in this chapter by emphasizing the importance of reflecting not only on the role of agricultural research in the production of innovation, but also on the ways in which innovation is actually conceived within these institutions.
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5 In 2014, a major innovation of agronomic research in monoculture banana plantations in the West Indies consisted of the reintroduction of the practice of fallow!

6 In France, the term ‘Les Trente Glorieuses’ (Thirty Glorious Years) refers to the 30-year period (1945 to 1975) following the Second World War which saw strong and rapid economic growth in France and other developed countries.

7 The international centres of agricultural research at the origin of the Green Revolution were created in the 1970s.

8 It is interesting to note that this is the same situation that is currently found in some Asian and African countries and risks becoming more widespread in the coming decades.

9 In this book, the terms ‘sustainable’ and ‘sustainability’ will be used in a restricted sense to characterize a process, a system, or a sector of activity, among others, which are developed and function with respect for sustainable development (‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs,’ as defined by the 1987 United Nations Brundtland Commission).
The concept of path dependence conveys the idea that innovation and business performance are determined by past routines and technologies. School of thought also called ‘sociology of science and technology’, ‘translation sociology’ or even ‘actor-network theory’ depending on the authors and objects under study.

Precision agriculture aims at optimizing the use of inputs and adapting farming practices by taking intra-plot variability into account in order to obtain optimal yields.

Let us note, however, the continued existence of the Société française d’économie rurale (French Society of Rural Economics) which, despite its name, accords an important place to the pluralism of disciplines and approaches in the social sciences.
Part 2
Forms of innovation in agriculture and the food sector

Chapter 4
Agroecological innovation: mobilizing ecological processes in agrosystems

Stéphane de Tourdonnet and Hélène Brives

Summary. To meet the myriad challenges confronting agriculture, the agroecology proposes designing agricultural systems that leverage ecological processes. This requires the mobilization of nature-objects, often not very pliable and which are able to build a multitude of links with other agrosystem elements. It is these inherent characteristics that make agroecology a specific process of innovation, leading to a revamping of approaches and of support and advisory mechanisms destined for farmers.

Around the world, under-nutrition’s coexistence with over-nutrition, product health standards and environmental protection requirements, greenhouse gas emission reduction targets, and price volatility of agricultural products and inputs are generating new societal, environmental and economic concerns that are calling into question the agricultural development models inherited from the era of agricultural modernization. Faced with these challenges, agriculture must adapt and innovate. Agroecology, based on agricultural and food systems that leverage ecological processes (recycling of elements, nitrogen fixation by legumes, creation of soil porosity by earthworms, or predation of crop pests, for example), appears as an alternative solution to
respond to several different issues:
– feeding a growing population, through the design of sustainable and resilient production systems, the use of techniques to maintain fertility in situations of low input use (for reasons of poverty, conscious choice or environmental impact), and the design of more sustainable and equitable new food systems, (combination of crops and livestock, short supply chains, etc.);
– reducing environmental impacts, providing ecosystem services (such as carbon storage in soils, pollination, and regulation of water flows) and coping with climate change through agricultural systems based on increasing biodiversity, reuse of organic matter and looping of nutrient cycles;
– coping with the depletion of certain resources (energy, fertilizer, etc.) and with health risks (caused by phytosanitary products, for example) by replacing chemical inputs with the agrosystem’s ecological functionalities.

Several authors have shown that basing the design of agricultural systems on ecological functionalities requires new knowledge, a holistic approach spanning different spatial scales, and innovative design mechanisms based on a combination of scientific, technical, and operational knowledge (Altieri, 1995; Francis et al., 2003; Gliessman, 2006; Warner, 2007). The agroecological transition therefore appears to be a complex innovation process, one in which technical changes of agroecological origin are inseparable from changes in food, social, economic, institutional and political systems. While this complexity can be found in all agricultural transitions, does recourse to agroecology entail specific innovation processes? The objective of this chapter is to answer this question, starting from what is at the core of all agroecological approaches, i.e. the mobilization of ecological processes present in the agroecosystem, in order to draw lessons from them on how to support and foster agroecological innovation.

Agroecological approaches

Agroecology’s emergence over time has been a complex process and has led to many debates between scientific disciplines, between social movements, and between proponents of different alternative agricultural systems. However, it is this very combination of scientific, social and technical dimensions that constitutes agroecology’s richness (Wezel et al., 2009;
The objective of this chapter is not to describe the innovation processes at work – given the vast diversity of agroecological approaches – but instead to focus on what constitutes its originality and specificity in comparison to other forms of innovation. According to us, the very principle of agroecology, given the characteristics of living organisms and the biological processes that underlie it, confers a certain specificity to agroecological innovation. The sociology of science and technology encourages us to take these nature-objects seriously, in order to understand in particular the framework of action they belong to, as well as the relationships (or linkages) they are part of (Latour, 2000; Hennion, 2013).

Agroecology can be implemented according to two different approaches, which some authors distinguish between ‘strong’ agroecology and ‘weak’ agroecology (Duru et al., 2015a).

The first approach (strong agroecology) corresponds to the original notion of agroecology. It is based on the reintroduction of different forms of diversity (biodiversity, diversity of practices, diversity of knowledge and actors) in agrosystems in order to identify and use the levers necessary for managing and amplifying ecological processes. This can be achieved by decreasing disturbances (e.g. no longer tilling the soil) or increasing crop biodiversity (e.g. introducing service plants on or around the plot). This often leads to disruptive agricultural systems, involving a different functioning of the agrosystem, and thus to specific learning requirements to be able to manage it, a change in the system of knowledge production, and adaptive behaviour on the part of the producers (Girard, 2014).

The second approach (weak agroecology) consists of creating biotechnologies inspired by ecological processes, so as to amplify them. This can be achieved by modifying the living organisms that undertake these processes (for example, to obtain fungi that are more effective for mycorrhization) or by acting directly on the process (for example, to produce biostimulants of natural plant defences). This approach does not generally lead to disruptions in the way of managing the agroecosystem since the farmer activates ecological processes using conventional techniques. It is, however, controversial, as it is considered by the proponents of the first approach as a simple ‘greening’ of conventional agriculture through the use
of certain biotechnologies, without any reference to agroecology’s founding principles.

These two forms are not necessarily incompatible (Duru et al., 2015b) even though they refer to two contradictory paradigmatic images: the first is based on the re-naturalization of agricultural and food systems, while the second relies on biotechnological capabilities to meet the needs of societies. Their respective implementations can lead to radically different postures in the way of thinking about innovation (biotechnology vs farmer innovation), the relationship with nature (controlling vs hands-off), or the relation to knowledge (capitalizing vs co-building) (Girard, 2014; Javelle, 2016; Javelle et al., 2016).

Does recourse to agroecology lead to specific or original innovation processes?

In this diversity of approaches to agroecology, its operational implementation raises a key question: How to mobilize the organisms that underpin the ecological processes that we would like to activate? From an agronomist or farmer viewpoint, these living organisms exhibit some flaws when we seek to mobilize and incorporate them into agricultural systems. We can distinguish five such flaws.

First, these organisms are often little known in the context of the cultivated field, a situation that stems from the fact that agronomy has, for some time now, moved away from the study of the biological component and, during the same period, ecology has drifted away from the study of agrosystems (Chevassus-au-Louis, 2006). Building scientific knowledge of these biological objects is therefore a key issue for the research community, but the challenge is also to take advantage of the secular knowledge that exists of these objects, especially in the forms of agriculture in which there still exists a high level of biodiversity in cultivated systems, now found mainly in the Global South (Altieri and Toledo, 2011). It is therefore necessary to hybridize scientific knowledge with operational knowledge and expert knowledge, so that they can together lead to transformations in farmers’ practices and agricultural systems (Girard, 2014). The construction of the necessary
knowledge must therefore be based not only on scientific work, but also on mechanisms of co-design and participatory research (Warner, 2008; Meynard et al., 2012; Berthet et al., 2015).

Second, living organisms are sensitive to the environment and practices. A technological artefact, on the other hand, owes in part its large-scale success to the fact that its use is decontextualized, i.e. insensitive to the context, which makes it possible to include it in a standard technical package, easier to implement, and thus to disseminate. Living organisms often resist similar inclusion in a technical package, as they maintain many relationships critical to their very existence with the environment around them, thus making them very sensitive to context. And since each process is unique, universal recipes cannot simply be applied. It is necessary, of course, to have generic knowledge, but the actors must also build situated knowledge, put in place specific modes of learning, based in particular on the ability to decontextualize and then re-contextualize (Brives and de Tourdonnet, 2010; Brives et al., 2015).

Third, living organisms are sometimes difficult to control (Figure 4.1) because their numbers and activity respond to ecological processes that are hard to manage (population dynamics, among others). For example, a cover plant may not grow well or, on the contrary, grow too abundantly, or a drought may put a stop to earthworm activity. This control can be achieved or attempted through direct management of the organism concerned (for example, by controlling the date of planting and density of a cover crop), but most often, habitat management is involved (by planting cover crops that promote earthworm activity, for example). These indirect management methods, which can find inspiration in integrated protection and biological control through habitat management, are based on a detailed knowledge of the spatial and temporal dynamics of ecological processes. They can often lead to effects that overflow the scale of the plot to outside the field’s boundaries and, even further, to the landscape as a whole (Baudry, 1993; Francis, 2003).
Fourth, organisms mobilized for agroecology sometimes have unintended effects because their interactions with the ecosystem are not limited to the functions for which they have been mobilized. A cover plant sown to choke weeds may become a weed itself if left to seed or may become a pathogen host (Carof et al., 2007). It is necessary to be able to identify and sometimes counteract these effects, so that the service expected from the organism does not become counterproductively damaging. Risk management thus becomes a key element of agroecological innovation.

Finally, the effects of the mobilized organisms are often not very visible or are perceived too late. How can the symbiotic fixation of a cover legume or
the porosity created by earthworms be evaluated, for example? The mobilization of organisms therefore requires the development of methods to observe and assess their effects in relation to the agrosystem’s functioning and the expected benefits. This type of method, developed for example in the context of integrated protection, is often not available when it comes to soil organisms (Blanchart et al., 2005; Scopel et al., 2013; Hellec et al., 2015). The challenge is to find indicators and modes of perceiving the essential functions provided by the organisms of interest within the agrosystem.

Thus, the characteristics of biological organisms mobilized in a process of transition to agroecology contrast with those of modern artefacts of agriculture, i.e. agricultural equipment, pesticides and synthetic fertilizers. Their behaviour remains, above all, unpredictable. Their activity is difficult to contain in a framework (Callon, 1999); they require continuous monitoring and the ability to react to their overflows, which always remain possible.

These nature-objects are what Latour (1997) calls ‘hairy’ objects, because they have the ability to associate with a multiplicity of other objects and thus to exit the frameworks that had been expected of their activity. This ‘hairy’ aspect and this multiplicity of associations will generate new sources of questions, learning and actions. Thus, for example, a farmer using a cover plant for a few years as a nitrate trap can also discover this plant’s effects on the soil structure and become interested in the activity of earthworms in his plots, then potentially reduce tilling or plant other cover plants to boost the earthworms’ activity (de Tourdonnet et al., 2013). Many farmers who change their attitude as a result of engaging in an agroecological innovation process state that they have ‘become researchers’, that they have rediscovered ‘agronomy’.

This research attitude of the various actors marks the specificity of agroecological innovation. Unlike the implementation of modern objects, which presupposes a separation between their designers and their users (Hennion, 2013), that of the objects of agroecology is a privileged moment of knowledge production involving them. The distinction of roles between farmers and the scientists or technicians supporting them thus becomes blurred and reconfigured.
How to support agroecological innovation?

The changes in attitude, vision and paradigm required by a shift to agroecology calls for a suitable adaptation of the methods and the mechanisms of providing agricultural advice. The posture adopted in providing support plays a decisive role in the process of agroecological innovation and in the socio-technical systems it leads to. An apt illustrative example (de Tourdonnet et al., 2013; Brives et al., 2015) is the comparison of two very different advisory mechanisms intended to support the adoption and implementation of conservation agriculture[14], which can be part of an agroecological approach, within the same agricultural cooperative.

– The first mechanism consists of directed and prescriptive advice to accompany the farmers in adopting direct seeding, by completely eliminating tillage. The adviser, as expert, prescribes procedures to follow for a rapid transition to direct seeding and expects the farmer to apply them to the letter to ensure a successful transition. It is therefore the adviser who bears a large part of the risk, which leads him to recommend a standardized solution, in which the fight against weeds is systematically undertaken with glyphosate. The use of cover plants, an agroecological alternative to herbicide application, is not considered at all because the knowledge on how to manage this approach is not sufficiently stabilized and is too context-sensitive to be implemented through a risk-free prescriptive mechanism.

– The second mechanism consists of non-prescriptive learning support, originating from collective advice in which each member of the group advances in his own way. The adviser is in the position of a peer, engaged in learning, and in the position of a coordinator of an agroecological approach, in which weeds are managed through a reflection on crop rotation and the introduction of cover plants. This collective reflection leads each farmer to design and test these technical solutions by himself and to discuss the results he obtains within the group.

The first mechanism may appear to be more efficient because, using a radical innovation, it allows a rapid transition to direct seeding, whereas the second leads to a slower, step-by-step transition to a variety of systems (occasional no-till, reduced tillage, direct seeding under cover, etc.) However, the first mechanism creates two strong attachments on the part of the farmer: to the adviser and to the glyphosate. The second, on the other hand, creates an
attachment to the capacity of the group (or other groups) to construct knowledge suitable for solving problems. This example shows that to support agroecological innovation, it is very important to identify the attachments (or dependencies) that can be created, some more desirable than others, when undertaking an agroecological transition.

The prescriptive approach (in which there is a one-to-one correlation between a problem and a solution) often seems unsuitable for providing advice on agroecology, and this for two main reasons:
– there often exists not one but several solutions to a problem, depending on the biophysical and ecological context, locally available knowledge, and the farmer’s capabilities and accumulated expertise;
– the problem must be repositioned in a holistic approach in order to be able to rely on ecological processes, identify the levers of action, and anticipate the consequences.

That said, everything depends on what is prescribed, according to whether it is ready-to-use technical solutions or knowledge and methods to build technical solutions adapted to each particular case. While the first mechanism’s approach is too normative for an agroecological transition, there is no doubt that it generates results more quickly for a larger number of farmers. And even though the second mechanism’s approach can promote the construction and the transfer of instruments that are very useful for an agroecological transition (guides, experiments, data/fact sheets, etc.), it requires more time and therefore risks benefiting fewer farmers. These instruments make it possible to formalize knowledge, to make it accessible and actionable, which is a key challenge for agroecology. As many authors have shown (Uphoff, 2001; Warner, 2008; Brives et al., 2015), these instruments are much more effective if they are designed and used in participatory forms of intervention or support involving agricultural producers.

The example also illustrates the importance of managing the uncertainties while accompanying any agroecological innovation, whether they arise from unstabilized solutions, incomplete knowledge, the difficulties in assimilating or learning new ways of doing things, or agronomic and economic risks. A change in the type of management of the agroecological transition to address
these uncertainties is often observed (Girard, 2014). Optimal control gives way to adaptive management, defined as an iterative process aimed at reducing uncertainty over time through constant monitoring of the system. Accompanying and supporting this process requires taking the knowledge produced by the on-site practitioners into account in order to design tools and learning-in-action situations. These learnings strengthen the capacity of the practitioners: improved ability to observe changes in the environment, to interpret them, to identify and activate the levers that can orient these changes, and to assess their impacts. Advising and encouraging adaptive behaviour involves placing the farmer in a position of co-designer and co-evaluator, offering a library of innovations rather than a turnkey system (Meynard et al., 2012), and learning to let nature do its best and to manage one’s concerns (Javelle, 2016).

In the end, the key challenge in supporting agroecological innovation lies in the ability to support the farmers in their role of researchers. To do so, it is a matter of:

– managing uncertainties arising from ecological processes, while respecting the right of each actor to accept the level of risk he feels comfortable with;
– facilitating knowledge production processes, by organizing forums to share experiences and to present, compare and pool expertise from various sources;
– introducing, in a systematic way, questions on the functional processes underpinning the behaviours of the objects observed and a holistic approach to the interactions between the objects;
– encouraging the exploration of new objects and of the effects of their interactions during the innovation process.

**Conclusion: agroecology forces a revamp of agronomy as well as of support and accompaniment**

The fundamental originality of agroecological innovation stems from the characteristics of the objects on which it is based. Mobilizing living organisms in agrosystems leads to a focus on nature-objects. The foundations of agroecology – the holistic, participatory and situated approach; the hybridization of knowledge; and risk management – derive from the specific
characteristics of these nature-objects that we seek to use as technical levers.

This leads to shifts in the field of agronomy and in the relationship between man, technology and nature. The mobilization of nature-objects does not mean the abandonment of all technical objects and disconnection from the upstream industrial or artisanal world. In some cases, this connection is, on the contrary, reinforced, when new artefacts are needed for this mobilization (a direct seeding drill, for example, to no longer disturb the soil) or when nature-objects are ‘manufactured’ (cover plants selectively bred to provide certain services, for example). Not only the workings of nature, but also the visions of the relationships between man and nature and between man and machine are essential to understand and accompany the process of innovation.

This also influences the way support has to be provided to agroecological innovation. It has, in particular, to strengthen the capacity of the actors of this form of innovation to be able to experiment and design solutions by themselves. To this end, it is essential to take the disruptions induced by this form of innovation into account. These breaks can pertain to the knowledge production system (way of ascribing meaning to singularities and hybridizing knowledge from different sources), the frameworks of thought and action which structure the individual and collective learnings, the agrosystem’s functioning and management (perception of processes and taking of risks into account), or social relationships built on knowledge production (between scientists, technicians and farmers). Increasing collective capacities to design alternative systems and adapted support systems is without doubt one of the biggest challenges of agroecological innovation and calls for the revamping of mechanisms of providing support and advice to farmers.
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Chapter 5

Social innovation through short food supply chains: between networks and individualities[15]

YUNA CHIFFOLEAU AND DOMINIQUE PATUREL

Summary. Even though ignored for the most part by the literature on social innovation, the food sector is illustrative of a profusion of innovative approaches aimed
at responding, in new ways, to its various problems. In this chapter, we combine the contributions of the new economic sociology and of the ethic of care in order to analyse two examples of social innovations that rely on short food supply chains to facilitate access to good quality food by people in vulnerable situations. Social innovation is then understood as a relationship-based and contextualized process, built over time by singular individuals, and supported by mediation resources. In line with work on the theory of transitions, our approach allows us to determine the conditions conducive to the emergence of innovative niches as well as to explore the various mechanisms that can help scale an innovation.

‘It is not a crisis, it is a real change of the world.’ For the philosopher Michel Serres, writing in 2012, the movements that were rattling contemporary societies went well beyond the sole economic crisis. The multiplicity of crises – climate change, depletion of resources, increasing inequalities, identity crises, disruptions brought about by the digital revolution –, coupled with profound changes, was a matter of deep concern (Serres, 2014). Would it be an opportunity to take a relook at the ways of conceiving and apprehending innovation? For some, this context reinforced the interest in technological innovation, seen as a miracle solution, a harbinger of growth. For others who were critics of technical progress, innovation evoked unprecedented interest through the recognition of new forms and purposes represented in the concept of social innovation. In European economic policy, social innovation is defined as a new response to socio-economic problems and to social needs that are not or very inadequately met by markets and public policies (BEPA, 2011). In this case, solutions are built in a participatory manner and sometimes lead, expectedly or unexpectedly, to social transformation (Klein et al., 2017).

Even though ignored for the most part by the scientific literature on social innovation, the food sector is host to a profusion of innovative approaches aimed at responding in new ways to its various problems. Food remains a stark marker of social inequalities. Indeed, many studies have demonstrated a high correlation between a low level of economic resources and food-related health problems (Caillavet et al., 2006). For many institutions and researchers, it is therefore a matter of finding ways to promote healthier food habits among people with limited budgets or who are in vulnerable situations. For a growing number of actors, however, the problem is the difficulty in obtaining good quality food rather than unhealthy consumption behaviours (Celavar and Inra, 2010). Several innovative initiatives have thus emerged in
recent years in various territories to allow these people, through short food supply chains and participatory approaches, to obtain good quality food products at prices commensurate with their resources.

This chapter is based on two initiatives along these lines and which we analyse as social innovations. More broadly, our analysis aims to produce knowledge on these new forms and rationales of innovation. We take recourse to the new economic sociology and enrich it by the ethic of care (Tronto, 1993) to apprehend social innovation as a relationship-based and contextualized process, built over time by singular individuals and supported by mediation resources.

In the first part of this chapter, we revisit the notion of social innovation, highlighting the three major ways it is conceived of today, which are illustrated in the food sector. We then present the main theoretical and methodological challenges raised by the emergence of social innovation and show how the new economic sociology, combined with the ethic of care, can help meet these challenges. In the second part, we test our analytical framework, between networks and care, on two innovative initiatives to make good quality food available to all. In the third part, we explore the benefits of a dynamic and contextualized approach to innovation, which combines the monitoring of relationships and the taking of people into account, by calling for an in-depth examination of the conditions necessary for the scaling of social innovations.

**Questions raised by social innovation regarding the framework of interpretation**

**Three conceptions of social innovation, illustrated in the food sector**

Innovation covers a wide range of practices and yet it is often considered solely from the perspective of technological innovation: new products or production processes or new processing techniques, supposedly more
efficient than existing ones. Furthermore, innovation is often thought of as the domain of companies or entrepreneurs endowed with capital, especially economic capital. The notion of social innovation first appeared in the 1970s (see Chapter 1). At the time, it was understood as an openness to consider other processes, actors and results, originally in a posture that was very critical of technical progress and its effects, then through more diverse approaches that incorporated the participatory construction of compromises between the various dimensions of sustainable development (Laville, 2014). The proliferation of crises at the beginning of the 21st century, many of which continue to persist even after several years, is reviving interest in this notion and the processes that constitute it (Klein and Harrisson, 2007).

In a recent review covering a wide gamut of work, Richez-Battesti et al. (2012) proposed three ways of thinking about social innovation today. The first views it as a tool for modernizing public policies in order to better respond to social problems. It thus encompasses new modes of intervention that leverage the partnership between the public and the private sectors. In the food sector, the implementation of territorial food projects (French acronym: PAT[16]), based on a concerted development at the territorial scale, can be understood in this perspective. The second way of conceiving social innovation refers to the activities of social enterprises and social entrepreneurs, who undertake market activities that have economic as well as social purposes. In the food sector, the Food Assembly[17] (in French: Ruche-qui-dit-oui), an Internet buying platform linking consumers to local producers, is part of this tradition, even if this enterprise, initially recognized for its social utility, has since become controversial, especially because of its dependence on private shareholders. The third way of thinking about social innovation is through bottom-up, multi-stakeholder collective processes that emerge in a territory to address social needs that are not being met by public policies and markets or to translate an aspiration for change. The AMAPs (Associations for the maintenance of a peasant agriculture)[18], solidarity exchange systems between producers and consumers, are an example often cited in the literature to illustrate this third acceptation. Indeed, together with community or shared gardens, they constitute the only examples from the food sector that are cited in the literature on social innovation in general.
From an institutional analysis of social innovation to the highlighting of issues that require further in-depth study

When applied to bottom-up and multi-stakeholder collective processes, analyses, mainly in the field of institutional economics, lay emphasis on the importance of the institutional and local contexts, as well as the learning and coordination processes that underlie changes in practices and the co-production of new rules and standards (Klein and Harrisson, 2007). In these situations, too, inventions are most often the result of everyday activities of organizations or the ordinary life of citizens, which just highlights the disconnect with investment policies that encourage technological innovation. Over the longer term, this type of local innovation can arrive at results that go beyond the framework of the local actors’ project to even call prevalent development models into question: social innovation then becomes a vector of social change.

Richez-Battesti et al.’s (2012) review, nevertheless, reveals several types of challenges, both theoretical and methodological, in analysing and supporting social innovation, irrespective of the definition used. One of the first challenges is to understand the conditions that are conducive to the emergence and dissemination of these innovations, in the third type of situation in particular (bottom-up and multi-stakeholder process). Who are the individual or collective actors in ordinary life who initiate new rules and practices aimed at solving socio-economic problems, fulfilling unmet social needs or translating aspirations for change? What are the channels for disseminating these innovations at the local level and, in a perspective of social transformation, at higher organizational levels? Another major challenge is to find methods to evaluate social innovation processes in a way that can help avoid the misrepresentation of the concept by operators who instrumentalize social goals to serve their own economic or political strategies. Before revealing the analytical framework we propose to use to address these questions, we briefly present the studies referring to actor-network theory that already provide some elements of an answer, albeit incomplete.
A first - but inadequate - analysis grid

To understand the emergence of a local innovation and its capacity to transform higher organizational levels, Actor-Network Theory (ANT) can be used as a first analysis grid: the innovation is built through a network of actors and objects mobilized around a new idea. The socio-technical network formed in this way can contribute to an evolution of society and markets. Indeed, Callon (2007) uses the notion of social innovation to show the role played by inhabitants of northern Japan, who were affected in the 1970s by a disease initially of unknown origin. Their participation not only helped to identify the source of the disease, polluting discharges from a mine into a downstream river, but also to implement solutions. More broadly, Callon shows how markets and associated technologies generate topics of concern that trigger the emergence of ‘concerned groups’ that ultimately play a role in the dynamics of innovation (Callon, 2007).

Drawing on the contributions of actor-network theory and of science and technology studies and combining them with those of the evolutionist economy (see Chapter 1), studies undertaken over the past decade and grouped under the term ‘theories of transition’ also seek to understand how major transformations take place in the way societal needs, such as housing, education, health, nutrition, etc. are met. The approach is that of a multilevel analysis of transformations resulting from interactions between different types of socio-technical systems (Geels and Schott, 2007). The analytical levels are the niche sources of radical innovations (micro level) – which can be social, even if the notion is not used in these studies; the regime (meso level) composed of norms, rules, and public and private knowledge and actors who ensure the stability of dominant practices and technologies; and the landscape (macro level) representing the context formed by the institutions, flows, and social values over which actors have little control. Studies using this approach are proliferating but they face several criticisms, including that of taking little account of the diversity of actors, their relationships and their strategies (Lamine, 2012). In fact, most often, the analysed cases present niches formed by actors who can be called ‘alternative’, in that they are opposed to the dominant system and are proponents of radical innovations. They thus tend to obscure the dynamics of change driven initially by the actors in ordinary life, which are pointed out
more clearly in Callon’s work. In addition, the transformations of the dominant system are analysed as being related to the opening of a window of opportunity in the regime, under pressure of the landscape and/or niches, without any precise visualization of the underlying social mechanisms (Smith, 2007). We therefore propose to rely on another interpretive framework to take forward the analysis of the emergence of local innovations and their transformative capacity, especially in the case of social innovations.

The construction of a new interpretive framework

We therefore propose to combine two types of contributions to analyse social innovation: those of economic sociology and those of the ethic of care. Starting from economic and network sociology, also called new economic sociology, we analyse social innovation through the social relationships that build it. Our approach thus dovetails into the conception of an economic and technological activity ‘embedded’ in social structures, especially in interpersonal relationships, at the foundation of the new economic sociology (Granovetter, 1985). In line with the work of Grossetti (2008) on the creation of innovative companies, we also take into account the other forms of mediation (organizations, media, etc.) on which the actors rely to acquire the resources necessary to implement changes (information, legal aid, etc.). Furthermore, it is a matter not only of analysing the social relationships and mediation resources involved in the dynamics of change, but also of taking into account the diversity of the actors’ strategies, and, in particular, of incorporating the quest for social status through participation in the innovation (Lazega, 2002). The evaluation of the effects of social innovation thus has to include the motivation behind it.

The new economic sociology also provides the means to reflect on the dissemination of the social innovation beyond the local situation and on its transformative capacity. Scaling can indeed be understood as a process of decoupling, the opposite process of embedding, in which the invention extracts itself from the social relationships that created it (White, 1992), through new devices for example. However, this stream of economic sociology is ultimately little concerned with individualities and how they evolve within networks beyond their ability to provide resources for
innovation. Taking these individualities into account is however essential if one wants to analyse innovations aimed at fulfilling an unmet social need or to translate an aspiration for change.

The ethic of care, as proposed by Tronto (1993) in particular, recognizes vulnerability as constitutive of human life, starting from the principle of interdependence between everyone’s lives and everyone’s responsibility for, and in relation to, the lives of everyone else. This approach consists of looking at the work undertaken in ordinary life by sensitive and singular actors, to ‘maintain, continue and repair our world’ (Ibid.), in order, for example, to facilitate access to good quality food by populations in vulnerable situations. The ethic of care also shows how this endeavour leads various actors to lash out at the institutions that are responsible for making people vulnerable or invisible, as has been the case regarding those who supervise food aid (Paturel, 2010). This approach then leads to an analysis of the solutions implemented by the actors to obtain recognition and to open up new possibilities for excluded or vulnerable people. These solutions consist of new practices and new mechanisms, which, by modifying certain power relationships, become sources of social transformation (Molinier et al., 2009).

The combination between new economic sociology and the ethic of care makes it possible to propose an original framework for apprehending social innovation: it can be understood as a process based on personal relationships, mobilizing singular actors who are, or become, sensitive to the need for recognition, for themselves and for others. This process is rooted in a local situation and is constructed at the outset or along the way in reference to a global context. It relies on resources and is able to make encompassing levels evolve through the creation of devices decoupled from local interactions, vehicles of social recognition and harbingers of new possibilities.

Two stories of social innovation concerning access to food for all

On the basis of this new interpretive framework, we examine two examples from southern France, representative of current bottom-up dynamics concerning food. They are focused on the problems of access to food and on
trying out solutions based on short supply chains as well as on the participation of vulnerable actors:
– a purchasing group formed by persons entitled to social minima benefits;
– a solidarity shop, open not only to those in vulnerable situations but also to people with higher incomes.

Both initiatives have been analysed since their inception. The analysis combined participant observation during meetings and individual interviews that led to narratives, especially of relationships built or broken due to the initiative. Our method is similar to that of quantified narratives, developed by Grossetti following his work on the creation of innovative companies. We use narratives of practices, in particular, to determine the relationship chains that build innovation, much as in the method of quantified narratives, but by additionally taking into account the individuals who participate in them and the effects that the innovation generates at their level. In interviews, taking individualities into account is also essential to establish contact with vulnerable people and to build relationships of trust with them, even if it is not enough to eliminate the asymmetries between the interviewer and the interviewee.

The lacklustre story of a purchasing group aiming at social diversity

In a large city in southern France, a purchasing group was formed in 2009 following a cooking workshop entitled ‘Smart and gourmet cooking for next to nothing’ organized for the city’s social minima beneficiaries. This workshop was conducted by a restaurant owner convinced that it is possible to cook with fresh agricultural produce at low cost. The link between the restaurant owner and the workshop participants was encouraged and overseen by two social workers. Until then, the participants were strangers to each other and some of them had never had a direct relationship with the agricultural world. They were eager to pursue this endeavour in their daily lives by finding the means necessary to obtain good quality agricultural products at prices commensurate with their level of resources. The social workers organized a meeting for discussion. A first link was established between the group and a producer through an AMAP arrangement, then a
visit was organized to a social grocery store\textsuperscript{[19]}. It led them to specify their project: their wish was to find a way to avoid the stigma usually associated with those who had to take recourse to social grocery stores and which was, for producers, less restrictive than AMAP. Links with other producers, especially with a young person in the process of establishing himself, and with rural development actors were formed thereafter and reinforced the idea of forming a purchasing group that would seek a socially diverse membership and with a more flexible way of functioning than AMAP.

The concrete action of the group flowed from the daily reality of its members: they started by listing the fruits, vegetables and basic commodities (rice, flour, etc.) that they all consumed. They then organized themselves to compare the prices of products in different outlets. This information on prices became an important mediation resource in the group’s trajectory and its innovative approach (Grossetti, 2008), not in itself, but because it acquired sense through the link established with producers. Indeed, the discussion made it possible to understand the price variations between the sales outlets due to differences in product quality (in particular in terms of the duration between harvest and consumption) and on the basis of the price finally paid to the producer. It also helped overcome the idea that products sold through direct sales are always more expensive than when sold through longer supply chains.

However, while the group agreed on its plan to buy from producers, it was slow to implement the approach, primarily because the income mix was difficult to achieve. The group, very limited in financial resources, did not therefore represent sufficient demand for a farmer. As one of the latter explained to them, the time spent preparing and delivering the products would not be remunerative. Nevertheless, it was as much a social link that was being sought through the initiative as the solution to a real problem of everyday life, so much so that meetings were mainly used to discuss and share the hardships of everyday life.

In terms of networks, the initiative did create new types of links with institutions interested in social innovation. These institutions not only offered the group new resources (grant, formalization of the project, etc.), but, above all, they gave the group recognition on the public stage, recognition which
people in vulnerable situations often feel deprived of (Honneth, 1995). However, these links soon dissipated given the time needed for the group to assert its values and create the conditions for putting the innovation into practice. The breakdown of these links led some members to leave the collective. Some, however, still pursued the endeavour and finally entered into a partnership with a fruit and vegetable producer. In addition, two members were recruited and remunerated by one of the institutions that had followed the project. Even though their own initiative had failed to live up to its initial expectations, they were asked to share their experience during support sessions organized for the promoters of other social innovation projects. This institution also drew lessons from this example to modify its programme to support social innovation, previously solely targeted at social enterprises, by opening it up to bottom-up multi-stakeholder initiatives.

The success story of a solidarity shop

The second example is that of a solidarity shop, which emerged in 2009 from a meeting between producers in difficulty and social minima beneficiaries. This meeting was organized by an agricultural association and a poverty alleviation association that were put in touch by a social worker who was formerly a farmer. Here, too, the decisive link was created between consumers and one of the producers. He explained that when he sold his apple production to supermarkets at 0.35 €/kg, he did not make money. For him to do so, he needed to sell at a price of at least 0.50 €/kg. The people in vulnerable situations were sensitive to and understanding of this statement and said that, despite their limited budget, they were ready to make an effort to provide a fair remuneration to the producer. As in the case of the purchasing group, here too, the challenge was to find a formula that avoided the stigmatization of people in difficulty.

The project took the form of a solidarity shop, open to all but with different price levels which depended on the buyers’ incomes. The associations supporting the project involved local food-aid institutions, which brought in other social minima beneficiaries. The beneficiaries could buy food products at cost, while the operating costs of the shop were covered by the more well-to-do consumers, who had to pay more for the same products. This solidarity
shop, based on those originally set up in English-speaking countries, was one of the first of its kind in France. Its coordinators introduced another organizational innovation, consisting of dividing management into three parts: concerning producers, concerning consumers, and concerning associations, communities and institutions. This method of management allowed the food-aid institutions to better understand the issue of the participation of people in vulnerable situations in the shop’s operational decisions. In fact, participation allowed these people not only to obtain their food, but also to regain a status as actors, a status that had been eroded by financial difficulties and the associated stigma. The creation of several thematic committees (product quality and pricing, organization of production, etc.) helped maintain a participatory manner of functioning and ensured that the participants’ constraints, especially economic ones, were not forgotten. The shop emerged as a space for meetings, debates and learning (Klein and Harrisson, 2007), providing consumers and institutions an opportunity to understand the difficulties of the agricultural world.

Six months after the launch of the initiative, the shop had 2500 members, of whom 256 benefited from cost pricing and accounted for 15% of the products on offer. The price of a product was different for each consumer and was fixed, as in other social intervention experiments, on the basis of his or her ‘reste-à-vivre’, i.e., a consumer’s real resources after basic expenses had been deducted from his or her income, and not on the family quotient. The originality of the shop also derived from the fact that each member received a payment card whose use ensured that the price being charged was not displayed during the checkout process. No proof was required at the shop since that process had been completed upstream. This innovation combined practicality with respect for people. It was the result of an unprecedented dialogue between the beneficiaries and the food-aid institutions, which the context of the shop first allowed to be established and then to be transformed into an innovative mechanism. Subsequently, this innovation went beyond being simply a local initiative and was replicated in other territories, through information conveyed via interpersonal links.

Embedding and decoupling of social innovation, towards a change of scale
Social innovation, a dynamic of relationships between singular actors

In the two cases presented above, innovation emerged from the encounter or, more accurately, from the relationships between actors of different statuses. It often evolved into spheres that were little or not at all connected before, with the final result not being attributable to any particular actors. However, even though links were established and created a context propitious to finding a solution to the generic problem of access to food for people in vulnerable situations, it was only because of singular individuals, not only sensitive to situations being experienced by less fortunate others but also motivated by pragmatic and, in part, personal concerns. These two cases thus illustrate, more broadly, the new relationships between individual interests and solidarity (Laville, 2005).

The actors involved also had specific experience. This was the case of the ‘clever chef’ in the first initiative, already offering fresh-produce dishes at affordable prices in his restaurant. This was the case, too, in the second initiative, of the social worker who, because he had been a farmer, knew the difficulties faced by certain farmers and thought that sharing them with consumers in vulnerable situations could form the driving force for collective action. At the same time, this second case shows that the links that are created and that build the innovation are also, in part, enabled by the relationship history of some of the actors involved. The social worker had indeed maintained links with the agricultural world, which not only facilitated the building of a relationship between producers and beneficiaries but also motivated it. Furthermore, as Grossetti (2008) shows in his longitudinal analysis of the creation of innovative firms, innovation also feeds on personal relationships formed in other contexts. In the case of the purchasing group, for example, the first producer in AMAP contacted by the group was a former high school friend of the daughter of one of the participants.

A process partially driven by changes in social status
As noted above, Grossetti’s work presents the stories of relationships only in terms of the resources they can provide for the innovation. But the stories recounted above show how innovation is also driven forward by another type of content, concerning individual recognition and which helps accord new social statuses to the people involved in the process. Furthermore, relationships are broken off by some actors when the relationships do not, or no longer, allow them to feel recognized, as the case of the purchasing group shows. This quest for status is no doubt made more acute by the situation of the people considered here, who are vulnerable or even excluded, and for whom integration involves the (re)building of links, especially with the institutions concerned. In any case, social recognition is confirmed here as one of the engines of innovation, as shown by studies carried out in very different contexts, even when the social exclusion of some is not in question. In his analysis of a business law firm, Lazega (2002) shows, for example, that lawyers participate in the search for new solutions to new problems in exchange for an enhancement of their status. This enhancement takes the form, in particular, of being allowed to give advice to others, with this relationship providing a way to overcome formal hierarchies. This dynamic is also found in the initiatives studied here, since, in the case of the purchasing group for example, the beneficiaries were able to advise social workers on the benefits and the ways of involving children from disadvantaged neighbourhoods in cooking workshops.

However, unlike what happened in the law firm, the symbolic capital associated with social innovation – not only through its goal but also through its participatory construction – offered the participants of both innovating projects studied a rewarding collective identity. According to many of them, they felt they were producers as well as beneficiaries. In the case of the purchasing group, this collective identity initially helped compensate for individual frustrations in the quest for status and ‘attach’ participants to the innovation (Callon, 1986). It was, however, not strong enough to retain their commitment over the long term. In the case of the solidarity shop, on the other hand, the collective identity was quickly affirmed, through an innovative method of functioning, which was soon used as a model elsewhere and praised and reported by the media. Thus decoupled from the relationships that created it, the collective identity also benefited newcomers to the shop, which contributed to its continued existence.
A first approach to scaling mechanisms

The analysis presented here makes it possible to explore some of the mechanisms for scaling social innovation, which are little covered by existing theories of transition, and even less so at the theoretical level in the literature on social innovation (Bucolo et al., 2015). Indeed, the approach through networks of these two initiatives calls for further study of the relationship chains since these chains convey values and ways of acting that can influence other territories as well as encompassing institutions. The analysis presented here also invites us to further explore the conditions under which the content exchanged in these new relationships can lead to new rules, sometimes even to new devices. In the case of the shop, for example, collective functioning played a fundamental role in this respect. These new rules or devices, which translate and concretize the innovating dimension of the local initiative, form mediation resources used by others to modify existing operations, in other territories or in surrounding institutions. An apt example is the appropriation, in contexts different than that of the solidarity shop, of the invention of the adapted payment card. Nevertheless, our analysis shows that this decoupling, which allows for a scaling of the innovation, does not necessarily mean a dis-embedding from the local. Indeed, it helps, on the contrary, evolve the links between the actors of the social innovation around a collective identity affirmed by the sharing of values and rules which are valued beyond the local scale.

Moreover, from the ethic of care perspective, the scaling of a social innovation is not measured solely by the dissemination to other spaces of new (good) practices, rules or associated devices. In the perspective of social change, scaling is also understood through a social innovation’s ability to enhance the status of individuals in social contexts marked by relationships of domination. In the two cases presented here, from a passive and potentially controlled individual (by the food-aid system, in particular), the person in a vulnerable situation becomes competent and recognized for his advice on implementing the social innovation. He also expresses his solidarity, despite his limited resources, with local farmers through his support for them and no longer remains simply a beneficiary of the solidarity of others or of the State. The ethic of care thus shifts the analysis towards the capacity of initiatives not only to respect singular individualities, but also to come up with devices
that offer new rights to usually excluded persons, thus modifying certain relationships of domination.

**Conclusion: a new reading of social innovation through the food sector**

Research on innovation is taking on a new dimension with the emergence of social forms of innovations that do not find a place in a logic of technical or technological progress and which are finding legitimacy in the current context of crises. Based on the contributions of the new economic sociology and enriched by the ethic of care, the research presented here seeks to account for the processes involved in this form of innovation through two initiatives for facilitating access to a good-quality diet for families in vulnerable situations. The proposed approach relies on an analysis of the dynamics of interpersonal relationships. It takes into account all that these relationships convey and all that they contribute to innovation, in conjunction with the individualities that activate these relationships and the way they engage in them. The results highlight the importance of the experience gained in ordinary life, which makes it possible for the actors to forge links that go beyond hierarchies even as they endeavour to attain recognition and status. These results thus partly illustrate the conditions and the mechanisms of a dynamic of embedding and decoupling, iterative and personified which gives body and meaning to new practices, locally as well as at more encompassing levels. These results are in line with those of research grouped under the term ‘theories of transition’, which call the diffusionist model of innovation into question and explore new niche-driven processes, but which often limit the capacity for change to particular actors. Our approach offers a more open and precise reading of the conditions conducive to the emergence of these bottom-up innovations and invites us to continue to explore their specific scaling mechanisms. Ignored for the most part by the literature on social innovation, the food sector thus confirms itself as being a particularly interesting field for producing new knowledge on this form of innovation.
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**Chapter 6**

**Innovation, a precondition for the sustainability of localized agrifood systems**

Stéphane Fournier, François Boucher, Claire Cerdan, Thierry Ferré, Denis Sautier, Didier Chabrol, Bernard Bridier, Jean-Paul Danflous, Delphine Marie-Vivien and Ophélie Robineau

**Summary.** Small-scale food production and products of terroirs often evoke a traditional image, one of practices frozen in time, transmitted from generation to generation. The reality is however different: analyses show that localized agrifood systems (LAFS) have to innovate constantly in order to cope with internal changes (reduction in the capacity of coordination and collective action) and/or external ones (new constraints, or technical or commercial opportunities). Faced with this need to innovate, some systems are able to increase interactions between local and extra-local actors, leading to technical or organizational innovations. The LAFS concept makes it possible to shed more light on these collective and localized innovation processes than diffusionist schemes do, and to also show the way to support them.

Small-scale or artisanal food production often evokes a traditional image. Local or terroir products are viewed as having immutable characteristics and as being produced using age-old practices that are transmitted from generation to generation. And yet, studies of these products reveal processes of innovation, occurring over shorter or longer periods: sectors appear and disappear, and production systems adapt to changing technical, regulatory
and market environments. What are the determinants of these innovation processes? What are their enabling levers and their retarding obstacles? What analytical frameworks can be used to apprehend them?

This chapter addresses the issue of innovation processes in territory-linked agrifood production. We determine the strengths and weaknesses that result from the collective dimension and territorial anchorage of these processes. The first part of the chapter discusses the ‘localized agrifood system’ (LAFS) model, situating it with reference to studies on industrial districts and clusters, and clarifies the nature of the innovation processes at work. The second part examines the capacity of this LAFS model to engender and orient development programmes and analyses some of the possible levers for strengthening local dynamics of innovation and the qualification of food products.

Using the concept of the localized agrifood system to explain the dynamics of innovation in small-scale production

The study of the dynamics of innovation at work in small-scale or semi-industrial agrifood production reveals two salient facts: these dynamics are collective in nature and they are localized. Collective because they are observable among different small-scale producers, without it being possible to identify the first innovator, assumed by Schumpeter (1934) to have a key role in the innovation. Localized because these dynamics occur only in certain spaces, with traditional practices being more prevalent in others.

The collective nature of these dynamics of innovation can be explained in the light of evolutionary theories (see Chapter 1) and of industrial economics. These theories help explain the complexity of technological change, technological lock-in[20] phenomena, and the resulting technical and organizational routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982). A small-scale producer is not able to break from these routines on his own, i.e. assume all the costs and risks associated with the process of developing a new technology and of producing enough of the new product to establish trading channels. On the contrary, technological change requires a high level of coordination within a
group. The iterative process of testing, followed by the necessary corrections, and the trial and error which gradually allows the construction of an innovative technique have to be shared.

The second characteristic, the localized nature of these dynamics of innovation, seems to be more difficult to explain. Given the same environment in terms of technical and market opportunities, why do all production regions not have the same capacity to innovate? Why are some regions more successful in seizing these opportunities or overcoming new constraints? What is the nature of the resources that induce a process of development in certain spaces and not in others? The localized nature of the technical changes observed in agrifood sectors requires us to clarify the nature of actor collectives and their relationships.

**Endogenous cooperative relationships are formed more easily in certain spaces**

To understand these technical changes, an analytical framework was built around the model of the localized agrifood system, or LAFS (Muchnik and Sautier, 1998; Muchnik *et al.*, 2007). This LAFS model was inspired by that of the localized productive system (LPS), developed by various French authors (see Courlet (2002) for a literature review) following the emphasis placed on the importance of the ‘local’ by Italian authors in the context of Marshallian industrial districts (Becattini, 1992). However, because of the nature of the productions in question (small-scale or semi-industrial food production), the LAFS differ in their functioning from more industrialized localized production systems. Indeed, in the LAFS, the territorial anchorage imbues more typicality to the product than in the LPS because of possible effects related to the terroir (when it comes to agricultural production and/or agrifood processing) and because of the potential inclusion of this product in a process of patrimonialization (Fournier and Muchnik, 2012). The analytical framework of LAFS has to necessarily be multidisciplinary, based in particular on economic, geographical, socio-anthropological and technological approaches. It has to include an analysis of the actors, their practices and uses of the territory, across different spatio-temporal scales (Chevassus-au-Louis *et al.*, 2008).
Even though the LAFS model is thus distinct from that of the localized productive system, the studies concerning them do, in common, approach innovation processes directly at the level of systems of actors. Innovation in small-scale agrifood production is thus attributed to interactions emerging within systems ‘made up of production and service entities (agricultural production units, agrifood companies, commercial enterprises, service companies, restaurants, etc.) linked by their characteristics and their functioning to a specific territory’ (Muchnik and Sautier, 1998).

In a localized agrifood system or a localized industrial production system, the actors enter into subcontracting relationships, exchange information through consultation networks, create projects of common interest, etc. These types of interactions supplement the simple competitive relationships that naturally exist between a region’s agrifood producers. These relations of ‘coopetition’ (cooperation and competition) in areas of geographical concentration of activities of a similar nature then strengthen the dynamics of innovation, a phenomenon that Porter (1998) illustrates with the notion of cluster. In the LAFS model, the perception of the collective interest can help cooperation largely overshadow competitive relationships.

A localized agrifood system, like a localized productive system or an industrial district, can thus be seen as the coupling of a production system with an innovation system, with the latter being both sectoral (Geels, 2004) and regional (Asheim et al., 2011). Recent analyses of these innovation systems make it possible to re-examine the processes of innovation at work in a LAFS.

It remains to understand where this capacity for cooperation comes from in lateral relationships which, logically, should be purely competitive, and why it finds stronger expression in certain spaces than in others. The nature of the proximity that unites the actors appears to be a key point. While there is geographic proximity between actors in every production area, interactions can also be facilitated by organized proximity (Pecqueur and Zimmermann, 2004). The latter is achieved through common norms and values, and/or memberships of the same networks, organizations or communities. In industrial districts, this organized proximity is seen to pre-exist but in localized production systems and LAFS, it has to be constructed explicitly.
and progressively through interactions.

The potential role of geographical and organized proximity in innovation systems has long been recognized. It leads, first of all, to a minimization of transaction costs, with mutual knowledge and sharing of common values reducing the risk in exchanges. Such proximity also promotes innovation by making it easy to share and combine tacit knowledge and codified knowledge. Finally, this proximity makes it possible to build up social capital, which then accelerates the dissemination of innovations (Van Rijn et al., 2012).

Because of this geographical and organized proximity, local actors can construct institutions, in the sense given to the term by North (1994), over the long term, which then govern their interactions via formal and informal organizations. These progressively established rules of the game guarantee the reciprocity of commitments in processes of collective action (notably by establishing sanctioning mechanisms) and slowly engender relationships of trust (Ostrom, 2010). This trust between actors leads to social learning, which is a key element of an innovation system’s effectiveness (Sol et al., 2013; Stuck et al., 2016).

Finally, geographical and organized proximity strengthens territorial solidarity. Over the long term, the actors living in these spaces start behaving like they belong to a community, in some cases toning down or suppressing individualistic or opportunistic behaviours. The interest of the individual can be perceived as no longer taking precedence or, in any case, as being strongly dependent on that of the community. This phenomenon, highlighted by the work of Becattini (1992), removes many of the barriers that hinder cooperation, collective action and ultimately (collective) innovation processes in certain spaces. The individual does not necessarily feel obliged to protect his know-how, his inventions, or his information if their dissemination strengthens his community. In the face of a collective long-term vision that is being formed, he is more likely to build specific assets collectively (Gallaud et al., 2012).

On the basis of the theoretical advances on innovation systems, the LAFS model thus makes it possible to better understand the emergence, in certain spaces, of deeper cooperation relationships that ultimately lead to innovation
processes. An institutional and organizational mechanism develops and transforms these spaces into territories. This mechanism is the main specific strength and asset of LAFS (Cerdan and Fournier, 2007).

**External contributions**

However, these endogenous dynamics cannot fully explain innovation processes, either within LAFS or, more generally, within innovation systems. A LAFS’s strength originates also from its ability to capture ideas, innovations and new practices from outside, and to combine them with its own practices to reinforce or renew innovation processes. Relationships that local economic actors maintain with other companies, research centres, and support organizations are often essential to stimulate innovation processes. Several authors have noted the importance of building innovation platforms that reach beyond merely local systems (Schut *et al.*, 2016; Hounkonnou *et al.*, 2012).

In addition, a LAFS’s capacity for innovation is highly dependent on the nature of the interactions between producers (farmers, artisans, and small and medium enterprises) and consumers. Local markets, which benefit the LAFS, at least initially, allow physical meetings between these various actors and rapid feedback from consumers to producers, enabling a co-construction of LAFS innovations. These interactions provide a framework for the processes of innovation for products with high symbolic value forming part of the local heritage, characteristics that innovations must not dilute (Chabrol and Muchnik, 2011). Subsequently, markets for LAFS products can expand, but the local component consisting of consumers, diasporas and connoisseur communities are likely to continue to play a role in orienting innovations. Consumers are thus involved in innovation processes that lead to new terroir products (Prévost *et al.*, 2014). On a more general level, the importance of interactions in innovation systems between the product’s producers and its users has been emphasized by Geels (2004). Torre and Tanguy (2014) argue that it is the existence of ‘gatekeepers’, who provide the connection between the industrial districts and the world market (because they know both very well), that is the source of these systems’ strength.
The interactions between the innovation system associated with a LAFS and its environment are thus decisive. In a more recent article, Geels (2014) considers it necessary to analyse a triple nesting of enterprises: in an external environment, economic as well as socio-cultural, and in their industrial regimes, corresponding to specific sectoral dynamics.

In summary, thus characterized, the LAFS model makes it possible to build an analytical framework of the evolutionary trajectories of agrifood production systems (Muchnik et al., 2007). The ideal innovative LAFS is characterized by these relationships of cooperation and competition allowed not only by a strong local institutional mechanism, these multiple proximities and this territorial anchoring, but also by the relationships that the system’s actors are able to establish with the outside world (Boucher, 2004; Fournier, 2002).

**A process of innovation in fits and starts**

The innovation process in LAFS is however not linear; it takes place in fits and starts, as can be seen from the example of cottonseed oil mills in Bobo-Dioulasso (Box 6.1).

---

**Box 6.1. Cottonseed oil mills in Burkina Faso: organizational innovations at the service of technical innovations**

Bobo-Dioulasso, the second-largest city in Burkina Faso, has experienced remarkable growth over the last decade in small and medium enterprises (SME) specializing in the production of edible cottonseed oil and oilcakes for animal feed. This cluster of companies joined an older industrial base, consisting of an industrial cotton ginning company (SOFITEX) dating back to the 1980s and two industrial cottonseed crushing companies (SN-CITEC and SOFIB) which, for a long time, had operated without competition.

At the end of the 1990s, the first small oil mills were set up by technicians from the industry and from companies that manufacture spare parts for industrial oil mills. The local manufacture of copies of
imported presses (Chinese and Indian) led to the emergence of very small enterprises (VSE) to take advantage of the market for oilcake for animal feed. The oil was then sold to street food makers and artisanal soap factories.

In the early 2000s, these VSEs began proliferating. They acquired imported presses and increased considerably their production capacity and the number of employees, and started turning into SMEs. They then shifted production to higher-quality refined oil, packaged under their own brands, and began competing with industrial companies.

As these SMEs became active, competition between them and SOFITEX over cottonseed procurement became more intense. The SMEs then formed a professional group (GTPOB) to lay claim to an appropriate amount of cottonseed supply. The government officially recognized this group and fixed seed quotas for each party. This organizational innovation thus made it possible to secure supply over the long term.

The creation of this professional group, by bringing together the sector’s actors, had other positive impacts: emergence of new skills and capacities in oilseed crushing, creation of related activities of equipment maintenance and spare-parts manufacturing, emergence of local capabilities in equipment manufacturing and maintenance, etc.

In 2011, GTPOB had 44 members and reported a turnover of more than 4 billion FCFA (about 6 million Euros). It was experiences like this that led Burkina Faso to reorient its industrial policy more towards competitiveness clusters and localized production systems. In recent years, however, Bobo-Dioulasso’s oil production sector has had to contend with the entry of many new actors mainly because the professional organization has been unable to regulate the workforce. In 2017, in this city alone, there were nearly a hundred SMEs. Not only is cottonseed supply seeing renewed tensions, but the cottonseed oil market is experiencing stiffer competition. New strategies are already emerging and some mills are diversifying to sesame or soya bean.
The analysis of innovation processes shows the different phases that exist in a LAFS’s life cycle. The various types of local innovation and production systems – LAFS, localized production systems, and clusters – all face the same threat in case their innovations are successful: an increase in competition due to the entry of new actors. While localized production systems and clusters are protected to some extent from the risks of rapid expansion by high entry barriers (difficulties in acquiring technologies, size of initial investments, etc.), this is rarely the case for LAFS. The relatively easy possibilities of expansion of these systems then create a life cycle composed of distinct phases:

– initially, the innovation concerned is produced by a small number of producers, closely linked by geographical and organized proximity, participating in relationships of trust or even cooperation; this innovation is able to differentiate local production;

– if this local activity generates significant profits for the producers, the LAFS spreads rapidly since the entry barriers consist mainly of know-how, which is easy enough to acquire locally, and of a small initial investment; this extension leads the LAFS to include actors who are less and less close, who have only the practice of the same activity in common with the innovation’s community of origin;

– as long as the activity continues to provide strong margins, the number of producers continue to increase and the spatial expansion continues; past a certain stage, this growth may lead to a commoditization of the product, a fall in prices, or even a situation of overproduction; new innovations are then needed, but these are more difficult to achieve at the LAFS’s scale, due to the large number of actors, their lack of proximity and the increasingly competitive relationships between them; without collective innovation processes, this phase is characterized by a decline in the LAFS; the decrease in, or even the disappearance of, profits causes a reorientation of the actors towards other activities and/or the consolidation of enterprises;

– at this point, the actors at the origin of the LAFS have to innovate again in order to reintroduce a specificity into their product or in their mode of production or wait until the fall in production makes prices rise again (Fournier, 2002).

Although this life cycle (emergence, growth, decline, potential recovery) is not specific to LAFS, it nevertheless shows the difficulty of maintaining a
process of innovation over time, as well as the sometimes ephemeral nature of territorial dynamics (Fournier et al., 2005).

Following the reduction or the disappearance of the increased income from the initial innovation, new innovation processes are nevertheless able to emerge, thanks to the existing proximity between the actors, the trust that exists between them, the cooperative relationships and activities, the institutions in place, etc. (Courlet, 2002). Thanks to the initial innovation process(es), the territory now has a legacy ‘consisting of the memory of successful past situations of coordination, the trust between the actors that results, as well as specific cognitive resources that are virtually complementary (able to be combined to solve future production problems)’ (Colletis and Pecqueur, 2005). This can then lead to a new form of qualification of the product, or even new products and/or new know-how, potentially leading to a new LAFS configuration (new networks or even new actors, including the possibility of withdrawal of some initial actors).

There therefore exist LAFS, localized production systems or clusters ‘that win’[22], i.e., that are able to sustain a capacity for innovation and are able to innovate continuously to face new competition (Courlet, 2002; Porter, 1998), while other systems disappear. In this context, is it possible for support organizations to intervene to strengthen coordination between actors and to build up their capacity for collective action and innovation?

What sort of support can be provided to actors in localized agrifood systems?

There are two possible postures that can be adopted for supporting the dynamics of innovation in localized agrifood systems (LAFS):
– we can, first of all, assume that innovation systems can only originate from endogenous dynamics, i.e., that innovation processes are essentially based on coordination between actors connected by different forms of historical proximity; it may thus seem difficult, if not impossible, to attempt to (re)construct this proximity and these interactions through an exogenous intervention (Martin and Sunley, 2003);
– another posture, adopted by many support organizations, is to attempt to
(re)build or reinforce the mechanisms for enabling and fostering collective action at a local level; to this end, we can rely on the theoretical frameworks for analysing collective action (Ostrom, 2010) to support the (re)construction of institutions that can promote coordination between actors and enable them to activate new common resources (Boucher, 2004).

The effectiveness of external support has been demonstrated in many cases of European industrial districts, with this support making it possible to perpetuate territorial dynamics and cooperation between actors (Schmitz and Musyck, 1994). However, the creation and use of tools for development based on analytical concepts such as clusters has come in for some criticism. How to define the actors who are part of the system and those who are not, what spatial perimeter to use, which activities to include, what types of support to implement (Martin and Sunley, 2003)?

Aware of these difficulties, but also of the wider issues involved, researchers and practitioners[23] have chosen the LAFS model to construct an intervention framework. This model represents an alternative to diffusionist models that accord too little weightage to economic actors in innovation production. It emphasizes the existence of collective strategies at a territorial scale, the capacity of actors to come together around these strategies, the benefits of cooperation between them and with support organizations, and, finally, the LAFS’s ability to produce innovations that differentiate local production and its competitiveness in national and international markets. This model then makes it possible to identify levers for action to overcome situations that block collective action and to reorient the trajectories of local agrifood production systems by strengthening the dynamics of collective innovation and the product’s local qualification (Muchnik et al., 2007).

Several types of actions are possible to strengthen a LAFS, including technical, organizational or institutional support for capacity building of actors and for enhancing coordination between them.

Technology transfers, often attempted by support organizations to reinforce innovation, do not always produce the expected effects (i.e. the adoption of the proposed technique by local actors) but the combination of local knowledge with other types of knowledge can lead to innovations based on local adaptations of these exogenous techniques. An apt example of such an
adaptation is the Gloria dairy basin in Brazil. Training in good practices imparted to artisanal cheese producers, which constituted the bulk of the external intervention system, did not directly lead to the expected effects. However, the subsequent informal exchanges between these cheese makers were based around the information acquired during the training, which helped to reinforce the dynamics of innovation regarding processing methods (Cerdan and Sautier, 2002). This process of combining local knowledge with external knowledge can be supported just as effectively by means other than traditional training, such as study tours, exchanges of know-how, etc.

Technology-centred support is, however, not enough. It is also necessary to (re)establish a system of coordination between the actors and a capacity of collective action, and to promote the (re)deployment of local organizational and institutional mechanisms. There are three main ways to do so.

A first type of action is the setting up of producer organizations, which is a natural way to reinforce this coordination and to cope with new challenges, as can be seen in the example of cottonseed oil production in Bobo-Dioulasso (Box 6.1). This example also shows that the legitimization of these organizations by external actors is an important factor in raising their effectiveness (Ostrom, 2010). However, producer organizations are not always able to resolve problems concerning collective action, especially when they have been set up at the initiative of development organizations, or, as we see from the Bobo-Dioulasso example, when a jump in membership weakens their capacity of coordination.

A second type of action consists in reinforcing the coordination between actors through a stronger territorial anchoring so that public and private organizations can intervene in support of these territorial dynamics which are more inclusive than a LAFS’s. In many examples, this incorporation of a LAFS into a broader strategy of territorial development has been an important factor in its (re)energization. In the case of rural cheese diaries of Cajamarca in Peru (Boucher, 2004), the LAFS’s territorial anchoring was strengthened by the creation of an organization of cheese producers and other territorial actors (other agrifood businesses, service providers, non-governmental organizations, local authorities and representatives of public institutions, etc.). From an economic point of view, this anchoring provided
producers with new opportunities for imparting value to their products by including them in a basket of goods and services (cheese, honey, biscuits, ham, artisanal chocolate, agro-tourism, etc.) promoted collectively (advertising of the territory’s attractions, gastronomic tours, etc.).

In order to produce results, this territorial coordination of a territory’s different sectors through the constitution of a basket of territorialized goods and services does not necessarily require the formalization of a new organization, but does require the involvement of public and private actors (Hirczak et al., 2008) and a long-term perspective.

Finally, a third type of action involves recourse to geographical indications (GIs), which are frequently presented by their proponents as a tool for territorial development. In theory at least, they should be able to impart strength to a LAFS and to have a strong influence over its life cycle. Geographical indications limit the LAFS’s spatial expansion and strengthen its actors’ capacity of collective action. They do this through the creation of formal organizations (for managing the geographical indication), the increased alignment of strategies that is induced by the geographical indication’s specifications, and the reduction in competition between the actors due to the new markets that the geographical indication is liable to open up (Fournier, 2008). The example of coffee production in Kintamani (Box 6.2) illustrates a case in which a geographical indication strengthens a LAFS and makes an innovation process sustainable.

**Box 6.2. Production of Kintamani coffee in Bali: when a geographical indication sustains the dynamics of innovation**

Farmers have been growing coffee on the island of Bali (Indonesia) since the 19th century. Until the 1990s, they used the simple dry method to process the coffee and thus obtained coffee of ordinary quality. Wet processing (including fermentation to produce coffee that is more aromatically complex) was then introduced in the Kintamani region, a mountainous area in the island’s northeast. This method was first adopted by a private company sourcing coffee cherries from small growers. Starting in the 2000s, it was also adopted directly by the small growers, thanks to a Balinese government support programme that
offered processing equipment and training to producer organizations.

The creation of this new sector for a high-quality product, which progressively accounted for 20% of local Arabica production, was a breakthrough innovation for the area. In addition to the adoption of the wet-processing technique, the sector required the establishment of new organizations and was forced to target new markets. Its growth has been achieved through the establishment of a local innovation system bringing together growers and their organizations, researchers, development actors and buyers (some of whom have provided equipment and expertise to producer organizations).

These interactions, especially between the producer organizations, have to be maintained, both for mastering the processing technique and for identifying relevant markets. Existing cooperation arrangements were significantly enhanced by the decision, in 2001, to apply for a geographical indication for Kintamani coffee. This move was an initiative of research centres and the provincial government. This *ad hoc* mechanism further strengthened the cohesion between producers.

However, the coordination between the growers has been put to the test several times. In 2006 and 2007, overproduction created a crisis of large unsold inventories. In such contexts, cooperation between actors often takes a back seat, but the Kintamani coffee growers were able to maintain their information exchange networks (on techniques and markets) and their collaborative strategies. The geographical indication was registered in 2008. A few years later, in 2012, in a fresh context of falling prices, this cooperation even increased, with the different producer organizations setting up a cooperative to centralize coffee sales.

Even though Kintamani’s coffee growers have historically been very close to each other, in particular because of the numerous opportunities for meetings and exchanges provided by the many religious ceremonies they participate in, the geographical indication has played an important role in reinforcing this proximity and the resilience of this LAFS by creating an organizational mechanism that induces constant interactions between actors.
The flip side of the role of geographical indications in innovation processes must, however, also be underlined. While they can, under certain conditions, reinforce coordination between actors, they can also in of themselves reduce the possibilities of innovation. The codification of technical practices in the form of specifications constrains their evolution. Some geographical indications can thus create ‘museums of production’ in which innovation becomes problematic (Bowen and De Master, 2011). Furthermore, geographical indications do not always reinforce the process of territorial development, as their purpose may differ. In countries new to geographical indications, some of them have indeed been used solely to pursue the growth of the sector concerned on the basis of a list of modernizing specifications that do not take into account territorial specificities, and that have remained independent of the territory’s trajectory (Durand and Fournier, 2017).

➡️ Conclusion: a model for thinking and acting

The localized agrifood system (LAFS) model makes it possible to understand the innovation processes taking place in small-scale or semi-industrial agrifood production. The fundamental importance of the collective dimension and localized organizational and institutional mechanisms has been demonstrated, as well as that of relationships with actors outside of the system. The different phases of a LAFS’s life cycle have been highlighted, showing that a LAFS’s sustainability is not guaranteed, nor that of the innovation systems associated with it. Indeed, LAFS appear to be fragile and complex. In order to survive and flourish over time, they need to maintain a strong cohesion between their actors, but this cohesion can be threatened by the success and attractiveness of dynamics of innovation and the expansion of production systems.

The LAFS model can thus inspire development programmes aimed at strengthening the dynamics of innovation through technical support (especially through exchanges of knowledge and know-how) and/or organizational support (setting up, strengthening or legitimization of producer organizations; assembling baskets of goods and services; registration of geographical indications, etc.). Development organizations have a limited
ability to really influence essentially endogenous territorial dynamics, but it is possible for them, through these different actions, to (re)build a framework that is conducive to collective actions.
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Summary. The concept of territorial innovation is used in the literature to analyse centre-periphery relationships, the quality of the environment and the territorial governance. Our research uses this concept to apprehend the multiple dimensions of relationships between agriculture and the city, and thus to understand the transformations of agriculture in the context of an urban society. To this end, we analyse social, spatial and organizational arrangements in local agri-urban initiatives. Starting from the history of the recent integration of agriculture in urban planning and local policies, we use the example of Montpellier to illustrate how these ‘agri-urban’ arrangements are sources of territorial innovation. In fact, innovation becomes territorial through the accumulation of micro-changes, which end up influencing established practices, uses and norms that regulate city-agriculture relationships. This process of scaling up opens up new research perspective on the relationships between territorial innovations and global transitions.
An analysis of the relationships between the agriculture and the city, or ‘agri-urban’[24] relationships, helps apprehend the transformations of agriculture in the context of urban society. After several decades of the expansion of the corporate food regime, these relationships have become frayed. Cities have spread spatially by ignoring the agricultural and food issue (Steel, 2013). This disconnect between the urban and the agricultural is at the origin of a series of dysfunctions of which society is gradually becoming aware. On a global scale, recent studies have emphasized the expectations and adaptations necessary to make the agrifood system more sustainable, showing that neither the ‘fully local’ nor the ‘fully globalized’ scenarios are sustainable. At the regional and national levels, the principles of sustainable development are leading to the incorporation of environmental and food security issues in the drafting of public policies. At the local level, a multiplicity of initiatives and movements are militating for the relocation of agriculture and food production, especially in and around cities. In this context of a ‘new food equation’ (Morgan and Sonnino, 2010), what are the new modes of organization of agriculture and urban food systems?

Relationships between agriculture and the city encompass several dimensions: agriculture and food issues, urban planning, public health, and environmental protection. These relationships involve actors who operate according to different temporalities, rationales and values, and at different scales. The approach by territorial innovation aims to make sense of this complexity. Indeed, the concept of innovation focuses on the new agri-urban arrangements. These arrangements can be at the origin of innovations which, little by little, end up influencing the established functioning of the uses and norms that regulate city and agriculture within a territory. It is this process of change that we call territorial innovation.

How does the concept of territorial innovation help us understand the relationship between agriculture and cities? What does it tell us about the actors, the territories and the dynamics at work? Which method allows us to identify and describe these innovation processes? This chapter addresses these questions. In its first part, we argue the interest in studying innovations that link the urban to the agricultural. We define the concept of territorial innovation according to the literature. In the second part, we illustrate how the city and agriculture are connected, based on a case study of the city of
Montpellier in southern France. In the conclusion, we suggest a research perspective for future work.

Territorial innovation: conceptual and methodological framework

The concept of territorial innovation makes it possible to explore the relationship between innovation and territory. There exist two schools of thought in this regard. The first focuses on innovative territories and the second on the territorialisation of innovations. We follow this latter school by considering the territory as a socially appropriated space, subject to political and social issues.

Existing research on city-agriculture relationships with regard to territorial innovation

The literature on city-agriculture relationships covers four main fields of study: urban and peri-urban agriculture; agricultural land and urban planning; urban food supply; and urban policies.

Research on urban and peri-urban agriculture examines the forms of agriculture present in the cities and on their peripheries. While all the researchers concerned highlight the difficulties in defining these two terms (Nahmias and Le Caro, 2012), the majority of them focus on intra-urban agriculture (mainly urban gardens and market gardening) and on its contributions to urban sustainability. They identify the various forms of intra-urban agriculture as well as the actors who undertake them, and they evaluate the techno-economic models to which these forms belong. The innovative dimension of these forms of intra-urban agriculture is based on their novelty, or their rediscovery, at the technical, organizational and social levels. These forms are different from those of peri-urban agriculture. While the dynamics of the latter mainly pertain to the agrifood sector, they are also influenced by urban expansion, land dynamics, and by the commercial opportunities they create in terms of short food supply chains and socio-ecosytems services.
While the issue of innovation is ever present in studies on intra-urban agriculture, it is less so for peri-urban agriculture, mainly because the transformations that take place here – in practices, profiles of the actors and agricultural activities (Poulot, 2010) – are less radical, with changes in modes of production being more incrementally adaptive than disruptive.

Studies on agricultural land and urban planning normally focus on the preservation of peri-urban agricultural areas so that advantage can be taken of their multifunctionality. Researchers evaluate and compare planning tools, and analyse conflicts of land use in peri-urban agricultural areas (Chia, 2013). They analyse experiments of including agricultural buildings in urban planning (Nougarèdes et al., 2017). The status of these spaces remains unclear, between public space and private space, between individual uses and common goods (Clément and Soulard, 2016). Territorial innovation then refers to a choice between new planning decisions and local social dynamics.

The topic of urban food supply is eliciting growing interest (Viljoen and Wiskerke, 2012). The research community is developing urban planning schemes that integrate agriculture, nature and food. The innovation concerns architecture and the landscape as much as it does the economic and social aspects. Other research studies highlight the role of citizen movements in the emergence of local food concerns, especially in the pursuit of greater social justice (Reynolds and Cohen, 2016). They identify practices and innovation pathways that can trigger a transition to sustainable food strategies.

Studies on the inclusion of agriculture and food issues in urban policies make use of umbrella concepts such as the agri-urban system or urban food planning (Steel, 2013; Morgan, 2009; Viljoen and Wiskerke, 2012). Transversality and territoriality are indeed intrinsic characteristics of the governance of agriculture and food. Territorial innovation lies in the construction of new local political arrangements and new modes of territorial governance (Rey-Valette et al., 2014).

Thus, city-agriculture relationships renew the interface between the urban and the rural, agriculture and food, the implementation of urban planning and territorial development strategies.
Territorial innovation: a combination of social, spatial and organizational arrangements

In analysing the relationships between innovations, spaces and territories, authors usually follow one of three currents of thought.

The first focuses on centre-periphery relationships. For example, the new geographical economy (Krugman and Obstfeld, 2006), originating from the spatial economy, relies on agglomeration economies to explain the polarization of places of innovation. According to this theory, the density and diversity of economic agents at the local level provide external benefits to the enterprises concerned. This is why cities are keen to implement local policies to create ‘innovation ecosystems’. As a counterpoint to these studies, Giraut (2009) has conducted research on the dynamics specific to rural areas, located thus on the outskirts of these agglomeration centres. According to him, the outskirts offer spaces of freedom from the dominant norms. Some organizational arrangements between actors and resources are conducive to organizational and institutional inventiveness. For example, to adapt to competition for peri-urban land, farmers innovate by introducing nomadic farming systems adapted to land insecurity (Soulard, 2014). This reading is very interesting for the study of peri-urban areas, seen as an intermediate space between the city and the countryside, called ‘third space’ by Vanier (2002), where new territorialities, neither urban nor rural, are being constructed. Territorial innovation is born here from the encounter between different social worlds, in particular between the agricultural world and the urban world. It is based on socio-spatial arrangements that create new territorialities (Giraut, 2009).

The second current is based on work in regional sciences and economic geography. It focuses on the natural and human resources of a territory, and on the innovative effects of proximity between actors. Research studies focus on different territorial innovation models (Moulaert and Sekia, 2003), such as industrial districts, local productive systems, innovative environments, localized agrifood systems, alternative food networks (see Chapter 6). These studies all consider the territory as a place of resources, which offers geographical proximity and specific organizational capacities to reinforce the territorial anchoring of enterprises or products. Innovation becomes territorial
through the links created between the actors to activate and mobilize multiple resources, derive value from them, and thus produce ‘territorial innovation systems’ (Torre and Tanguy, 2014). Innovation is seen as the driving force behind territorial development, in which conflicts can lead to new forms of cooperation (Torre, 2015). Transposed to city-agriculture relationships, innovation brings together resources and actors that hybridize the agricultural and the urban.

Finally, the third current of thought focuses on the institutional and political innovations generated by the territory’s administration. For example, the decentralization of the National State produces new administrative territories. These decouplings modify the modes of governance, with the actors concerned having to coordinate increasingly nested levels of intervention. At the same time, new forms of public participation in political decision-making are being promoted (Douillet et al., 2012). Territorial innovation then originates from the construction of new political spaces, especially at emerging territorial scales (grouping of municipalities, metropolitan regions), and in the modes of governance and project engineering encouraged by local authorities. The administration of food and agriculture leads to the invention of new instruments of public action.

These approaches show that territorial innovation is a process of change based on three main drivers: spatial and political relationships, activation of resources, and configurations of actors.

‘Place-moments’ of innovations and ‘space-times’ of territories

City-agriculture relationships are part of a dynamic of continuous change. From a territorial innovation perspective, their study requires a focus on particular places and moments that are strategic for the actors. Fontan (2008) calls these situations ‘place-moments’. That means a spatial and temporal reading of the innovation process.

From a spatial point of view, it is a matter of identifying the places where novelties emerge and the scales of their deployment. Innovations result from
new initiatives that may emerge in a specific place, just as they may be the result of an actor operating on an all-encompassing scale and leading to multiple local translations. Innovation’s territorial dimension can be apprehended through these relationships between local levels and encompassing levels, and between bottom-up rationales and top-down ones. Our comparative analyses between countries emphasize the need to consider both large scales (national or supranational) as well as small ones (municipality, neighbourhood, farm) to identify and analyse these territorial innovations (Banzo et al., 2016). In each case, the territories of action are different: metropolitan areas, municipalities, inter-municipalities, development zones, agricultural production basins, project territories, etc. Describing the process of innovation will require the qualification of the different spaces that the city-agriculture relationships act upon, from large metropolitan areas to agricultural interstices embedded within the urban environment (Laurens, 2015; Perrin and Soulard, 2014).

From a temporal point of view, studying an innovation consists of focusing on particular moments: not only at the moment when a novelty emerges, often at the initiative of an actor or a small group, but also at those when the process stops, transforms or deploys. These novelties can fizzle out or be transformed, generate conflicts, or stimulate cooperation (Torre, 2015). However, the novelty’s temporal markers are not the same as those of the territory concerned. Novelties emerge during short periods while territories are transformed over much longer time spans since they retain the accumulated effects of past legacies. To characterize territorial innovation, one has thus to be attentive to legacies and inertias (notion of path dependence) as well as to current configurations and events that impel or block activation or implementation (notion of window of opportunity). The short periods of novelties have to be articulated with the long timelines of territories. Identifying the key moments of the novelties to relocate them in the territories’ timelines is necessary to analyse the innovation situations. In practical terms, an innovation situation has to be characterized by a combination of agri-urban initiatives that interact in a territory. Studying the process of territorial innovation consists of reconstructing this situation from its origins to its various deployments in space and time. The method chosen to perform this longitudinal monitoring of an innovation process is to tell the story of the situation, its transformations and its effects at different scales,
with the help of a description tool called ‘dispositif’ chronicle’ (Paoli and Soulard, 2003).

**From agri-urban initiatives to territorial innovation: the case of Montpellier**

Montpellier is a city in southern France of 270,000 inhabitants that is experiencing strong growth. Its urban area extends over more than 100 municipalities with a total of 550,000 inhabitants. The relationship between the city and agriculture has changed over time. Perrin *et al.* (2013) distinguish three distinct periods. Until the 1960s, Montpellier was a wine city, living on income from vineyards and the wine and spirits trade. This organic link between the city and agriculture then became increasingly frayed. From the 1960s to the 1990s, Montpellier experienced a boom of the tertiary economy and turned its back on agriculture. Viticulture also suffered from several market crises, which accelerated its decline in favour of urbanization. Since the 2000s, several changes, local and global, have contributed to a reconnection between agriculture and the city.

Research conducted in Montpellier illustrates how agri-urban initiatives are developed and deployed within a metropolitan area. It illustrates two phases of change of city-agriculture relationships. First, a phase during which territorial innovation emerges from a new conception of sustainable urban planning, breaking with existing ones, followed by a second phase in which territorial innovation has been driven by a new local food policy.

**Innovating through territorial management: agriculture in urban planning**

A first major development was the inclusion of the issue of agriculture into urban planning. In Montpellier, the creation in 2001 of the ‘Communauté d’Agglomération’, initially grouping 38 municipalities in the urban area, led to the implementation of the first French Scheme for Coherent Territorial Development (French acronym: SCoT). This comprehensive plan
specified the development guidelines for the next ten years. In Montpellier, as elsewhere in France, the implementation of SCoTs was a novelty. A SCoT reflects both the willingness of the French State to devolve the prerogatives of spatial planning to local governments and an injunction to these same governments to emphasize planning in an inter-municipal perspective, thus creating a favourable context for local innovation.

The Montpellier experiment was at the heart of a new concept in urban planning, involving a complete reversal of perspective. Urban planners in charge of the SCoT pursued development no longer in terms of urban infrastructures but on the basis of natural and agricultural spaces defined from a cartography carried out by researchers (Jarrige et al., 2006). The new value accorded to open spaces, previously perceived by urban planners as blank areas to be filled, encouraged this reversal of perspective, which now placed natural and agricultural areas at the heart of the urban territory project. This innovation has since spread to many SCoTs across France. However, while this new approach has allowed the Montpellier agglomeration to define urban growth boundaries and protect farmlands, it has not been able to stop the decline of agriculture, nor has it met expectations from peri-urban agriculture regarding the urban landscape and local food supply.

At the same time, the Montpellier region, faced with urban sprawl, was subject to a strict enforcement of the new national legislation reinforcing the protection of farmlands by reducing the derogatory building rights granted to farmers. This engendered conflicts between the agricultural profession and the State, and led to the creation of a department-wide negotiation authority, the Urbanism and Agriculture working group. This unprecedented initiative served as a model for generalizing these working groups at the national level in 2008 (circular DGFAR/SDER/C2008-5006, known as the ‘Barnier circular’). At the local level, the Urbanism and Agriculture working group created a new concept, that of the ‘agricultural hamlet’, which consists of grouping agricultural constructions within subdivisions in continuity with the villages concerned and, in this way, reducing construction in agricultural zones that fall within the ambit of local urban plans. This option was included in Montpellier’s SCoT (approved in 2006) and a dozen or so agricultural hamlets came up in ten years in Hérault department. This agricultural subdivision model, however, is struggling to disseminate because its
implementation is complex. Other more flexible forms of grouping are thus being devised by local elected officials to manage the coexistence of residential and agricultural activities (Nougarèdes et al., 2017).

In addition to the protection of agricultural land, Montpellier’s SCoT also defined another planning mechanism to support agricultural development in line with urban demand: the ‘agripark’ (or agricultural park). This term defines a space that combines several functions: agricultural production, food supply for the city, preservation of undeveloped landscapes, leisure and environmental education for city-dwellers. The purchase of an area of 190 ha by the Communauté d’Agglomération of Montpellier in 2010 led to the creation of a first agripark and the allotment of plots of land to about 20 farmers. However, most of these beneficiaries practice conventional farming, without any new contributions to the multifunctionality expected by the local government. Only a market gardener and the members of an organic-production cooperative nursery undertake direct sales. This situation is the result of negotiations between the community and the agricultural actors. It is revelatory of the local power that actors practising viticulture and cultivating field crops have, with their production oriented towards exports, while agriculture oriented towards the city and short supply chains remains far smaller (Jarrige and Perrin, 2017).

These local experiments revealed several characteristics of the territorial innovation. The new perspective proposed by the SCoT turned out to act as an organizational myth (Vitry and Chia, 2016), which succeeded in making many believe that an urban territory might be managed by its green belt. Even though it does not represent the reality, this novelty has grown in strength: it has spread nationally and is driving other local initiatives. The relationship between centre and periphery in the process of innovation may be observed, between the local and national levels, and between the urban centre and the rural periphery. At the local level, the results obtained with the agricultural hamlets and the agripark illustrate the disconnect that can exist between an initial project and the actual course of action resulting from negotiations between stakeholders. The interplay among actors leads to local adaptations of the initial project that reveal the power of the dominant actors. These local arrangements produce unequal results, as public resources can be captured by a minority of farmers and owners belonging to the wine sector.
Territorial innovation does not always succeed in redistributing resources equitably or in stimulating agricultural development in line with urban demands. These examples show that this first phase of territorial innovation is limited to an institutional dimension of the city-agriculture relationship: land planning.

Innovation through territorial development: including agricultural and food issues in policies

A new political team was elected in 2014 to lead the Montpellier city-region (named ‘Montpellier Méditerrannée Métropole’ in 2015). Among the new strategic orientations set by elected officials was an agroecological and food policy designed with the support of the research community. This policy’s ambit included divisions of the local government pertaining to the economy, planning, land, water, transport, waste, social cohesion, urban matters and communications. This transversality of the policy is also a source of its fragility since, without a dedicated administrative department, agroecological and food policy remains dependent on the elected officials’ goodwill.

The implementation of the agroecological and food policy can be described as territorial innovation at the organizational level, because it induces new arrangements between the various divisions of the inter-municipal establishment and between the different municipalities within the Metropolis’s territory (31 municipalities). Are we witnessing new dynamics of development on the ground? Two new actions of the Metropolis provide an answer.

A first action concerns the use of public land to set up farms that will function as part of short supply chains. While the intention is the same as for the agripark (see above), the approach used is different. Here, the land is used to set up small scale farms called ‘fermes nourricières’ (nourishing farms), defined by the Metropolis as small farms that rely on the principles of agroecology for farming. The communities invested in the recruitment of project leaders. In 2017, two farms were set up and the Metropolis offered support to other such farms set up by municipalities or local management bodies. The process is slow, and, as of now, concerns only a small surface
A second action focuses on citizen participation in the formulation of agroecological and food policy. Following an inventory of agricultural and food initiatives in the Metropolis area (more than 400 were identified with the support of the research community), a collaborative platform was envisaged to exchange information and experiences, and to bring together the actors of the voluntary sector around agroecological and food policy. The relationships, sometimes tense, between the Metropolis, the municipalities and the non-profit organizations are however leading to a delay in the implementation of the platform project. Multi-stakeholder working groups have therefore been constituted to discuss a joint-action agroecology strategy. After a year of discussions, agroecology was chosen as a mobilizing theme. As a flagship action, an agroecology month was organized, consisting of various events held at the initiative of the Metropolis, its municipalities and non-governmental actors (one of the latter was selected and funded to coordinate the event the following year).

The city-agriculture relationship in Montpellier is right now at a new stage. Territorial innovation is here not only political (development of a territorial policy), but also institutional (new internal skills and recourse to new external experts), experimental (new knowledge networks) and social (citizen participation).

These novelties are however fairly recent. The transformations they engender are reversible and their magnitudes remain uncertain. This situation of openness and uncertainty presupposes new cooperation and partnerships between public actors and civil society for the adoption and the implementation of a participatory policy and its institutionalization over time. To this end, actors involved in these situations will have to learn new ways of territorial governance, i.e., ‘processes that allow the territory’s actors to produce a shared vision, develop a strategy and to legitimize collective action’ (Vitry and Chia, 2016). In Montpellier, this new way of governance is still emerging. Compared to the previous phase, territorial innovation has become much more complex, mobilizing a wider network of actors, going beyond the traditional one-on-one interactions between the State and the wine
sector. New elected officials, new non-governmental actors and new private operators, proponents of a different model of agricultural development are arriving on the scene. Innovation is being territorialized through the creation of a way of governance that is attempting to build an urban food system specific to the Metropolis. However, these agri-urban dynamics remain marginal (including in terms of resources mobilized) within urban development and the agrifood sector. Will this movement remain marginal and eventually fizzle out? Or will it, on the contrary, drive a transition towards a sustainable agri-urban system?

Conclusion: the dynamics of territorial innovation

The example of Montpellier shows that territorial innovation emerges from the encounter between a multiplicity of agri-urban initiatives and a wider process of inclusion of agriculture and food issues in urban policies (Michel and Soulard, 2017).

The temporality associated with territorial innovation is both long and stuttering. The slow speed of changes and difficulties observed arise from the resistance, both by the city as well as the agrarian system, representing the territories’s long timelines and the effects of path dependence. But the initiatives and the changes of context testify to an effective reconfiguration of the relationships between actors who, only 15 years ago, hardly knew each other. City-agriculture relationships, and the innovations they engender, also reveal the importance of social equity issues in the governance of agricultural land. The risk of instrumentalization of agriculture in urban projects remains clear, while the risk of exclusion of innovative forms of agricultural remains significant in the face of entrenched sectoral agricultural forces. While a rebalancing of city-agriculture relationships remains an integral aspect of territorial innovation, it cannot however be achieved without evaluating the issues of social, environmental and food justice (Tornaghi, 2017).

Territorial innovation thus presents itself as a path strewn with hazards, on which progress is made in fits and starts. One question remains unanswered: Which agri-urban innovations are successful, in the sense of being able to
enhance the sustainability of the agri-urban system? This process of scaling of innovation, i.e. the mechanisms for the appropriation of novelties acquired by actors who are able to transpose them and legitimize them at higher levels, opens up a field of research on the relationships between territorial innovation and global transition. Identifying, analysing and testing mechanisms for the deployment, transposition and institutionalization of innovations at different scales can form the agenda for future research on city-agriculture relationships.
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14 In conservation agriculture, it is the conservation of soil fertility that is the focus. According to the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization’s definition of this type of agriculture, this involves maximum soil cover (by crop residues or cover crops), the absence of ploughing, a strong reduction or even an elimination of tillage, and diversified crop rotations and associations.

15 This chapter is an edited version of an article we published in the journal *Innovations* (Chiffoleau and Paturel, 2016).

16 Set out in the French law for the future of agriculture, food and forests, dated 13 October 2014 (art. 39), territorial food projects (in French: PAT, *projets alimentaires territoriaux*) are developed in a concerted manner on the initiative of all of the concerned territory’s actors. These projects are based on a shared diagnosis, an assessment of local agricultural production and of food requirements expressed at the scale of a population area or consumption area, in terms of individual consumption as well as of collective catering requirements.


18 System of trade between a producer and a group of consumers who contract to buy his produce during a season, often by paying in advance, and then receive a package of farm produce on a regular basis ([http://www.reseau-amap.org/](http://www.reseau-amap.org/)).

19 Grocery store reserved for social minima beneficiaries and subsidized by the State (in French: *épicerie sociale*).

20 The phenomenon of technological lock-in refers to the fact that when a technology has become dominant and entrenched, it is difficult to replace it, even by a more efficient or
Marshall had already described this phenomenon in his work at the end of the 19th century, writing about the ‘industrial atmosphere’ of industrial districts, within which ‘industrial secrets cease to be secrets. They are in the air itself.’

Reference to the book *Les régions qui gagnent* [The regions that win] (Benko and Lipietz, 1992).

This community is structured at the national level in France (creation of a LAFS scientific interest group, or SIG), then at the European level (LAFS European research group, or ERG) and at the international level (with the constitution of a LAFS network in Latin America).

In this chapter, we use the adjective ‘agri-urban’ to describe the relationships of proximity between agriculture and the urban environment. It also designates intra-urban agriculture (which we sometimes also describe, more simply, as ‘urban’) and peri-urban agriculture.

*Dispositif* is a French notion, without exact English translation, proposed by the philosopher Michel Foucault to describe an arrangement between heterogenous actors, tools, processes and controversies, implemented to control a situation or to reach a goal (authors’ note).

A ‘Communauté d’Agglomération’ is a metropolitan government structure in France that unites a group of towns/municipalities to work together. Communautés d’Agglomération have responsibilities that were earlier dealt with by the individual towns themselves, e.g. economic development, urban planning, garbage collection, etc.

*Schéma de cohérence territoriale.*
Part 3
Providing support to the actors of innovation

Chapter 8
Designing and organizing support for collective innovation in agriculture

AURÉLIE TOILLIER, GUY FAURE AND EDUARDO CHIA

Summary. This chapter reports on the different functions fulfilled by existing mechanisms for supporting collective innovation in the agricultural and agrifood sectors in the countries of the Global South in order to identify the potential contributions the research community can make to strengthen them. The authors show that a variety of mechanisms are needed to create enabling conditions for innovation and to provide a step-by-step support to innovation communities, according to their capacities and learning needs. Researchers are encouraged to move beyond their traditional roles of knowledge producers or trainers and work more closely with actors involved in supporting innovation. They can then generate new knowledge about innovation mechanisms themselves, helping to design and organize the support for collective innovation in a variety of situations.

In the context of developing countries where radical changes are needed in order to achieve sustainable development goals, supporting and accelerating collective innovation in the agricultural and agrifood sectors has become a central issue. However, even though innovation in agriculture has never been studied and understood as much as it is presently, there are still difficulties at the institutional and political levels to mobilize significant public or private
investments to support innovation (Hall, 2007). Existing initiatives remain disparate, uncoordinated and low-key, and they have limited effects (TAP, 2016). Our research aims to characterize these initiatives and the support functions they fulfil in order to identify the possible contributions the research community can make to strengthen them.

Innovation is in essence a risky activity, requiring the actors to engage in a process without knowing whether it will go to its term, and where the term will exactly be. The actors come upon problems and solutions along the way, according to a pattern described by Schön (1983) as a ‘conversation with the situation’ that responds to them, surprises them and forces them to learn new things. Supporting innovation is therefore a complex undertaking, as each situation is unique and the outcome uncertain. Rigid protocols have only limited application and may even be counterproductive. And yet, several such mechanisms exist today, such as innovation platforms presented as turnkey approaches.

We first present the evolution of the frameworks of thought concerning innovation support in agriculture, and the types of interventions that they have led to. We then offer an overview of the range of mechanisms for supporting innovation in order to draw lessons on the nature of research that could help to improve those mechanisms.

▶ Evolution of frameworks of thought on providing support to innovation

Garel and Mock (2016) show that innovation requires collective action and an organized environment. Two schools of thought are prominent in the field of innovation support for agricultural or rural development. The first believes in facilitation, which aims to create conditions that are conducive to innovation (Leeuwis and Aarts, 2011). The second focuses on strategic management, which involves bringing out and supervising a community of innovating actors, called innovation community, by providing support that is gradually adapted to each phase, starting from the phases for ideation and design to those for deployment and dissemination (Raven et al., 2010).
Creating conditions conducive to innovation: the contributions of systemic thinking

In the 1950s, innovation in agriculture was essentially thought of as a phenomenon of adoption and adaptation. Science was perceived as external to the socio-economic system, independent and neutral, and a source of innovation, whereas traditional knowledge was seen as a barrier to the spread of progress. In this linear model, support for change consisted of disseminating technological novelties through extension services, which mainly targeted farmers in order to train them in these new technologies. The best-known approaches included the technology transfer method, market-driven innovation, and the ‘training and visit’ system.

While this linear model of technology transfer did contribute to an increase in production and productivity in some regions of the world, it was nevertheless called into question in the late 1980s, following a paradigm shift from aid to development, advocating a participation-by-all approach, which is exemplified in the expression ‘Farmer First’ (Chambers et al., 1989). Since the beneficiaries, their objectives and their environment had to be taken more into account, it became necessary to modify the methods of intervention. With more encompassing approaches being required, the discourse among researchers and development agencies gave rise to two new frameworks of thought: AKIS (Agricultural Knowledge and Information Systems) and AIS (Agricultural Innovation Systems) (Klerkx et al., 2012). In both these frameworks, the interactive innovation model contrasts with the linear model. Innovation is thought of as a collective process of creation in which collective learning phenomena play a central role (Argyris and Schön, 1996). The farmer is no longer relegated to the role of a mere user, one who simply adopts innovation, but becomes a full actor in innovation in his own right, as a source of knowledge and a co-designer.

The AKIS framework focuses on the exchange of knowledge and information to sustain the innovation process. It is the actors of research and development, education, and agricultural advice who are at the heart of mechanisms for providing support to farmers. Participatory research methods involving farmers then followed, such as participatory research and development, participatory technology development, the Farmer First
approach, or mechanisms for action-research in partnership (Faure et al., 2014, see also Chapter 9).

The AIS approach is intended to be even more inclusive; it takes into account all the actors who participate, directly or indirectly, in innovation processes (input suppliers, actors of supply chains, banks, policymakers, etc.). Participation, the co-creation of knowledge and value, as well as the facilitation of actor networks become the key principles for designing new mechanisms to accompany and support innovation. The main form of operationalization of this approach in the countries of the Global South is the innovation platform (World Bank, 2008). Its goal is to help different categories of actors – who usually have no connection with each other – interact to share knowledge and to pool resources for innovation. Facilitation is defined as a voluntary intervention to strengthen the interactions between individuals, organizations and their social, cultural and political structures through a process of network building, social learning and negotiation (Leeuwis and Aarts, 2011).

Table 8.1 summarizes contributions systemic thinking has made in organizing support for innovation, highlighting the differences between the mechanisms that result from it, the targets of support (from the farmer to a network of multiple organizations), the intended changes (from technical change to individual or collective capacity building), the principles and methods used (from training and supervision to the facilitation of learning) and the professions of support (from the extension worker to the innovation facilitator).

Table 8.1. Contributions of systemic thinking to facilitate innovation in agriculture (adapted from World Bank, 2008, and from Hall, 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frameworks of thought</th>
<th>Agricultural research system</th>
<th>Agricultural Knowledge and Information System (AKIS)</th>
<th>Agricultural Innovation System (AIS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation model</td>
<td>Linear: A process that takes place in the isolated and controlled research environment</td>
<td>Interactive: A social process that originates from the complex interaction of various socio-economic actors</td>
<td>Complex, systemic, at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation mechanism</td>
<td>Technology transfer</td>
<td>Co-production of knowledge</td>
<td>different levels and multi-dimensional (technical, organizational, methodological)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision of interactions between the actors concerned</td>
<td>Sequential interventions, from the researcher to the farmer</td>
<td>Involving actors who possess knowledge</td>
<td>Involving actors who possess the knowledge and who have power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains of research used for the design of support systems</td>
<td>Behavioural studies (on adoption)</td>
<td>Knowledge management Network analysis Agricultural advisory systems Farming system</td>
<td>Agency (1) of individuals and organizations Institutional entrepreneurship Adaptive management of complex systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularized methods(2) for supporting innovation</td>
<td>Technology transfer Induced innovation ‘Training and visit’ system</td>
<td>Participatory research with farmers Participatory technology development, Farmer First Action research in partnership, participatory rural evaluation Field school, management advice for family farms</td>
<td>Innovation platforms Multi-actor networks Alliance for learning Agricultural advice forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of support</td>
<td>Helping a large number of farmers adopt new techniques</td>
<td>Helping farmers participate in research, training and advisory mechanisms, and express their needs, and adapting inventions designed without their involvement</td>
<td>Facilitating interactions, knowledge exchange, coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects of the support</td>
<td>Product of the innovation</td>
<td>Users of the innovation</td>
<td>Actors who contribute to the innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening farmers’ capacities and the functioning of farms</td>
<td>Strengthening the capacity to innovate in all the actors and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Intended changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended changes</th>
<th>Improving farm performance</th>
<th>Strengthening support and advisory services, and those disseminating knowledge in rural areas</th>
<th>Creating novelties in production systems, supply chains and territories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Professions of support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professions of support</th>
<th>Technicians/extension workers of government services</th>
<th>Technicians/advisers from the private and public sectors</th>
<th>Facilitators of innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Ability to set goals and act in a consistent manner to achieve them.

2. Popularized methods are those that are labelled, i.e. they are the subject of a book or a methodological guide, have been used on a large scale in development projects, and involve the use of specific approaches and tools.

The systemic approach to innovation has been widely used by development workers and researchers (Touzard et al., 2015) and has allowed the widening of the circle of actors to be considered to accompany innovation (from the farmer to the policymaker), but it is still very rarely mobilized to design national policies and interventions to support innovation (Chowdhury et al., 2014). Interventions formulated in development projects or policy documents often suffer from a lack of operationalization; they are presented as vague principles of action (such as ‘developing collective capacities to innovate’), leaving organizations that have to implement them with the responsibility of finding the right methodology to achieve the intended change (Raven et al., 2010).

## Managing innovation strategically: the contributions of theories of learning and of management

Research on strategic management and learning is increasingly being used to reinforce the field of analysis of action in order to support the emergence and rise of innovation communities (TAP, 2016), and thus moderate the overly analytical knowledge generated by approaches centred on innovation systems.

The aim is to focus on actors in innovation situations and on their support
needs, by recognizing that in the field of agricultural development, the actors are neither experienced nor trained in the collective design of innovation, nor are they used to working together towards a common goal. We define an innovation situation on the basis of the definition by Girin (2016) of the management situation. It involves, on the one hand, a community of actors undertaking activities, more or less coordinated, which contribute to developing the innovation and, on the other, physical, cognitive and relational resources that can be used to innovate. Each of these actors has a specific interest in the innovation being developed and their cooperation is guided by common goals. The complexity of an innovation situation can vary depending on the changes required at the individual and collective levels (changes in knowledge, attitudes, practices, rules) and the degree of uncertainty encountered.

As advocated by learning theories, developing individuals’ innovation capacities must be the core of the accompaniment approaches being tried out. The capacity to innovate refers to the knowledge and skills a group needs to effectively use, master and improve existing resources, or create new ones, in order to innovate (Hall, 2005). It includes the ability to apprehend the situation and its environment, set goals, take risks, experiment and implement concerted actions, build relationships and alliances, and mobilize resources. It is a matter of both technical and functional capabilities (TAP, 2016).

The managerial perspective helps to establish principles of action and to create useful tools for accompaniment practitioners. By relying on the theories of adult learning (Kolb et al., 2001), it becomes possible to determine which tools to use, given the types of learning that must be generated, whether they are simple or transformative, involving changes in knowledge, attitudes, practices, rules of action or values. The tools can be diverse and may consist of, for example, a dashboard, a computer model, a field visit, a participatory workshop, a monitoring committee, or a charter. They promote learning by guiding reflection, participating in the creation of a common language, or orienting action. Each tool must be seen as part of an intervention method that makes sense of the use of the tool.

Research about innovation management draws attention to the complexity of innovation situations, i.e. to the multiplicity of the critical drivers of
innovation at different levels, individual, organizational and inter-organizational (or collective), so that action can be taken on them (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010). For example, we can compare two innovation situations: the adaptation of an agricultural technique to a particular agroecological context vs the creation of a new agricultural model based on agroecological principles (Figure 8.1). In the first case, individuals or organizations need primarily to incrementally modify their practices and strategies for action, without questioning the values that guide their actions. It is a matter of simple learning, which can be supervised or facilitated through experimentation or decision-making support. In the second case, in contrast, a change in the reference framework, i.e. a change of all the representations that result from the acquired experience and that guide future experience, is required. This type of learning, called ‘transformative’ (Mezirow, 1991), requires a different type of support, which focuses on the capacity to make sense of collective action (i.e. ‘sensemaking’ defined by Weick, 2001). Tools to automate the search for new ways of doing things can be used, such monitoring and evaluation tools, which foster reflective analysis and enable transformative learning within the innovation community. A high capacity to innovate will result from the ability to achieve and combine simple and transformative learning, while continuing to work and by adapting work routines (Argyris and Schön, 1996). It is such kinds of learning that will enable each individual to align better with others to achieve collective innovation (Brown et al., 2004).

Figure 8.1 illustrates different innovation support approaches depending on the one hand, on the complexity of the innovation situation and thus the types of changes required and, on the other hand, on the capacity of actors to innovate. The support methods and tools to be used vary according to the four cases.
Dubois et al. (2016) show that managing the emergence of innovation communities is crucial in all innovation situations, especially for creating design spaces, organizing collective reflection and exchanges of ideas, identifying partners to involve, and monitoring collective activities. Furthermore, as the innovation community and the innovation itself progress, support needs evolve. The main challenge is to get the actors to understand the concepts to be explored, the knowledge to be acquired, the skills to be built up, and the actions to be carried out by a combination of planning and improvisation (Land et al., 2009). There are a significant number of failures in the processes of accompaniment since such situations involving several actors are conducive to opportunistic behaviour and disengagement by individuals and organizations if their interests are not adequately addressed (Vall et al., 2016). Strategic management must address these pitfalls, for example by accelerating certain phases of the innovation process (Cohen et al., 2008) or by establishing formal modes of cooperation between the various actors involved (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). More specifically, the
literature on innovation support allows us to distinguish two levels of intervention to design on and organize innovation support: the micro level of innovation situations and the macro level – sectoral, regional, or national depending on the context – in which they evolve. Innovation communities have specific support needs depending on the stages of the innovation process, the capacities of the actors involved and the complexity of the innovation situation.

Diversity of support mechanisms: their emergence and sustainability in the Global South

In this section, we illustrate the diversity of existing support mechanisms that play a role in accompanying innovation processes and examine their conditions of emergence and sustainability.

Styles and functions of support

We distinguish mechanisms based on the support functions that they fulfil with regards to innovation communities’ needs, to the stages of the innovation process and according to the style of support (Table 8.2).

The style of support can be:
– supervised, i.e. intentionally led by support practitionners who manage one or more stages of the innovation process according to strategic management principles and with the aim of meeting identified learning needs;
– facilitated, through the creation of an enabling environment by helping networking and coordinatation between actors, access to various innovation support services or obtain funding.

The identified support mechanisms fulfil four major functions:
– the emergence of innovation communities through the generation of collective ideas and by making actors willing to collaborate;
– the structuring of these communities by organizing collaborative work around a common project and with a common vision;
– the creation of technical partnerships with services for supporting
innovation thus encouraging experimentation and the development of innovation;
– the creation of strategic partnerships to allow the scaling and the dissemination of innovation through replication or its promotion at a political level by creating relationships with key actors of change.

Table 8.2. Diversity of support mechanisms in the Global South, based on the style of support and the function performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions fulfilled by the support mechanism and examples of activities</th>
<th>Styles of support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helping innovation communities to emerge and develop</td>
<td>Facilitated support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating and raising awareness about inventions (solutions) or social issues (problems)</td>
<td>Science and society forum (<a href="http://www.soscience.org">www.soscience.org</a>) Third-party areas for experiments and meetings: spaces for coworking, FabLab Competitions and prizes for innovative projects conducted by pioneers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating spaces for designing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulating the collective production of new ideas: exposure to new knowledge, confronting of paradoxes, exchanges between peers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing reflection and exchanges of ideas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuring innovation communities</td>
<td>Promoting collaborative leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisting with planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging organizations to look outside and encouraging participatory learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing methods and tools for exploration or use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business clusters in a region</td>
<td>Process to support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating partnerships with innovation support services for experimentation and development</td>
<td>Helping formulate needs for support and funding Help identifying donors and support service providers Organizing opportunities for meetings between supply and demand Creating mutual trust Helping the contractualization and formalization of partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating mechanisms for exchanges and coordination for purposes of scaling</td>
<td>Identify the key actors of change Making them aware of the benefits of innovation Organizing opportunities for discussions and meetings with the proponents of the innovation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Business to business, i.e. commercial activities and marketing between companies.

Helping innovation communities to emerge and develop entails bringing together those who have the problems and those who have the solutions, organizing reflections and exchanges, providing tools and methods for generating collective ideas, and creating design spaces. These are activities that can be implemented by projects of action-research in partnership, by certain types of innovation platforms or by innovation centers led by private or public institutions (technical and research institutes). More recently, there has been an increase in new spaces dedicated to the sharing of new ideas and to exploratory learning, which are open to all public categories. Examples include coworking spaces or FabLabs, often initiated by civil society or the entrepreneurial sector.
The structuring of innovation communities must allow the community to function over time, so that new ideas can become innovation projects. Support activities can include the emergence and consolidation of leadership roles, planning or opening up of organizations for helping them to align their strategy. Support mechanisms of this type are still rare. They can sometimes be implemented by projects dedicated to capacity development.

The creation of technical partnerships with innovation support services facilitate the stages of experimentation and development, i.e. help formulate support and funding needs, and putting in contact with organizations that have suitable technical skills to design the innovation. Certain infrastructures, such as technopoles, business clusters, or events such as innovation fairs or markets, or, at a more virtual level, crowdfunding platforms, facilitate this linkage. Incubators, usually from private entities, offer tailor-made support services adapted to these types of needs.

The creation of strategic partnerships consists in identifying key actors of change, in political or economic spheres, to raise their awareness and mobilize them so that they can make available to the innovation communities the traditional support mechanisms for disseminating innovation, such as training in formal education systems and extension services. It is also a matter of mobilizing these actors to develop incentivizing regulatory frameworks.

Some mechanisms can perform multiple functions with no coordination with other types of mechanisms. For example, some innovation platforms tend to encompass all support functions without forging alliances with other complementary systems, such as incubators or existing advisory services. Thus, the incubation of innovative agrifood companies might be complementary to innovation platforms that aimed at improving the organization of production and sale of agricultural products.

**Actors and professions of support**

The different types of support mechanisms, as well as the nature of the innovations supported, are dependent on the kind of actors providing the
support, i.e. whether from civil society, public services or private organizations.

Public or quasi-public mechanisms are mainly involved in the structuring and deployment of collective capacities for undertaking innovation at the territorial level; these include competitiveness clusters, technopoles, and technical and scientific training institutes. The State uses mechanisms that are usually part of a planned management of innovation by selecting the innovations deemed essential to meeting priority national challenges, such as food security, the fight against climate change, and the creation of new chains or new technologies (for example, genetically modified organisms, mechanization).

The private sector is increasingly positioning itself as a provider of customizable services, offering to support an innovation over time by responding to evolving support needs of innovation communities. Incubators for innovative businesses or for innovative collective projects in various supply chains and private agri-agencies specialized in organizing support programmes with relatively customizable toolboxes (for example, organization of events, creation of participatory videos) offer this form of support. Short- or medium-term value creation allows the funding of such services and thus determines the type of innovations supported, which generally consist of innovative products in value chains. These support services are expensive as the skills they provide require a high level of expertise.

Civil society is involved primarily in the emergence and structuring of innovation communities, and the innovations concerned are usually ‘responsible’ ones, in which ethics dominate. These innovations usually focus on solving environmental and societal problems by addressing the needs of the most disadvantaged populations. While the resources available are few, they are used to create mechanisms to connect various existing initiatives, such as advocacy, forums for exchanges and virtual networks.

The implementation of these various mechanisms for supporting innovation in the agricultural sector in developing countries requires the creation of new professions and, consequently, new reference standards for skills – which remain to be developed. For the moment, it is mainly agricultural technicians
and agricultural advisers who are mobilized, because they are known to be capable of providing support to farms and rural development activities. However, these skills are not enough. For example, the Global Forum for Rural Advisory Services (GFRAS) is seeking to promote a new adviser profile that is more versatile and open to managing groups of actors (Sulaiman and Davis, 2012). But many challenges are yet to be met. While such an adviser can be responsive to farmers’ innovations, he can also be perceived by farmers or by development project actors as being overly influenced by his technical background, which may drive him to orient innovation processes towards traditional themes, such as increasing production, and thus may fail to be sufficiently attentive to the needs of innovating actors. Moreover, retraining agricultural advisers is easier said than done, as vocational training courses are still scarce and often inadequate.

The professional profiles for facilitating collective innovation are, however, beginning to emerge, especially in the context of the implementation of innovation platforms, but they are still not very formalized. It is usually the consultants or service providers hired in development projects that take on this role and are trained on an ad hoc basis by the projects. While such an option has its advantages (knowledge and capacity to manage participatory processes, neutrality and goodwill, especially towards the marginalized actors), it also has its limitations (low legitimacy compared to the actors involved in innovation situations, which makes it difficult to arouse the necessary willingness and commitment). In the context of projects, the temporary status of a majority of the innovation facilitators does not favour the continuity and reproducibility of support mechanisms. They stop their activities at the end of projects and their know-how is neither transmitted nor made permanent within an organization that had gained some visibility in the field of support. Finding ways to anchor such processes or approaches, to obtain funding for them and to find the necessary skills represent new challenges that the research community will have to address.

Implications of research on supporting innovation in the Global South

The research community currently assumes different roles in supporting
innovation, depending not only on the complexity of the situation, the needs expressed by actors, and its own desire to accompany innovation, but also on its own capabilities. Toillier et al. (2017) identify several possible roles: entrepreneur, translator, or expert. In the role of an entrepreneur, the researcher mobilizes and engages the various actors around an innovation project that he is promoting, and helps set up mechanisms (including platforms, networks, partnerships) to manage the innovation situation over a long enough period of time for the innovation to emerge and succeed. In the role of a translator, the researcher is involved in defining the problem and the goals of the action, in the co-design of innovation and in the strategy to manage the innovation process. However, tasks and responsibilities are shared, and traditional and scientific knowledge are accorded equal importance. And finally, in the role of an expert, he provides the specific knowledge needed to design the innovation, without seeking to participate in its management.

However, researchers can also be excluded altogether from innovation situations. For example, many development support agencies make effective use of action research, action-training-research or farmer-based research methods, by making farmers and technicians assume the roles of researchers and knowledge producers.

New fields of research need to be opened up in order to promote the emergence of professions and mechanisms for supporting innovation. To begin with, it is necessary to conduct research at the same time in the fields of human and social sciences and management sciences on the transformation of traditional support and advisory services in agriculture, in view of the desire to involve them in mechanisms for supporting innovation. Considered in a broader sense, other issues also assume importance. Under what conditions can organizations acquire innovation support skills and offer sustainable services? What roles can public-private partnerships play in these new types of services and mechanisms so that they are able to support all types of innovations, even those that do not generate profits?

Furthermore, there is a lack of sufficient knowledge on supporting innovations and this lacuna has to be addressed. Won’t the cultural or organizational specificities in each country compel us to consider support in a
particular way? How can different types of learning at the individual and organizational levels be combined in contexts in which actors do not know how to innovate together? Is an external actor always needed to facilitate or support an innovation process?

The coordination mechanisms of existing systems also need to be examined, depending on the innovation situations and innovation phases, so as to allow the creation of systems for accompanying innovation which cover all support needs.

Finally, it is a matter of producing new tools and approaches, together with the actors of support, in order to better respond to the diversity and complexity of innovation situations. This entails an operational production which, when it is part of an intervention research approach, also helps produce new knowledge on the analysis of change and to carry out, with the actors, reflective analyses of support practices.

This kind of work applied in the agricultural sector in the Global South, where available resources, values and ethical concerns are different from those in the Global North, remain rare, not only because of its novelty, but also because of the difficulties in accessing data, and in ensuring the acceptance of intervention research on the management itself of the innovation by being present when the innovation is being carried out.

**Conclusion: towards pluralistic systems for supporting innovation**

The analysis of the evolution of thought frameworks shows that innovation support in the countries of the Global South has followed the evolution of development paradigms, which range from training farmers for technology transfers to facilitating exchanges within multi-actor innovation networks. The managerial perspective, enriched by contributions on processes of learning, makes it possible to put humans and individuals back at the centre: to support innovation is to support the actors of innovation, which implies taking interest in their abilities to learn, their progresses and their needs in order to adapt tools and support methods to the concerned stage of the
innovation process.

The panorama of existing support mechanisms that we have painted is admittedly not exhaustive, but it does provide an insight into their diversity and can help identify gaps in systems for supporting innovation at the country or regional levels. On the one hand, some support functions along an innovation process are less developed than others. And on the other, certain functions cannot be fulfilled by the traditional actors of agricultural research and extension, making it necessary to involve new private sector entities, such as business incubators or communication agencies. This not only leads to a rethinking of the roles to be played by the private and public sectors, civil society and research entities in the provision of this support, but also of modalities of coordination between these plurality of actors in order to align services and the skills and tools to be mobilized for fulfilling each function.

The research community can contribute to a praxeology of innovation support[29] in agriculture by offering methods and tools that make it possible to reflect on and propose an organization of innovation support, and to develop the professions of support. The challenge is to produce knowledge on support processes themselves in order to help outline the modalities of collaboration between different organizations, create new types of support mechanisms, or mobilize various existing support mechanisms by showing the complementarities that exist between them for a given innovation situation. Theoretical frameworks remain to be built on the basis of field experiments with the actors of support, as well as on knowledge obtained from research on the management of innovation in other domains.

The chapters that follow illustrate the different roles that researchers can play in innovation (Chapter 9), the tools and approaches proposed by researchers for the design of agricultural innovation (Chapter 10), the evolution of agricultural advisory services in how they take the project of change and the farmers’ capacity building needs into account (Chapter 11), and, finally, the support of multi-actor innovation by two different intervention methods (Chapter 12).

---

28 Intervention research aims to generate both practical knowledge useful for action, as well as more general theoretical knowledge (David, 2000).
The aim is to produce a theory for supporting action: analysing the practices and their effects and, in turn, designing support mechanisms.
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Chapter 9

Action research in partnership and emancipatory innovation

MICHEL DULCIRE, EDUARDO CHIA, NICOLE SIBELET, ZAYDA SIERRA, LUANDA SITO AND DOMINIQUE PATUREL

Summary. This chapter shows why and how researchers associate with non-researchers actors engaged in the transformation of reality in an action research in partnership (ARP) in order to build a knowledge production mechanism with them. An action research in partnership arises from a meeting between an intention to conduct research and a desire of actors for change within the framework of negotiated partnerships. It can be seen as an innovation because it involves significant changes in research mechanisms, most notably of their governance, methods and practices. The mutual learning of the actors involved in this process improves their capacities to take decisions, explore, and act together. Thus, the actors use their empowerment for the future, which is the basis of sustainable development.

Innovation can be described as a capabilities-building process, as defined by Sen (2009), i.e., one that improves the capacity of actors to take decisions, explore and act together. As several authors (Rancière, 1991; Boltanski, 2011; Guespin-Michel, 2015) have noted, this empowerment is reflected in an improvement of the actors’ autonomy, in other words in an operational, collective and individual emancipation. Indeed, in the field of science for development, participatory research is deemed to be an ethical approach (de Santos, 2009) by which a mechanism can be constructed for producing knowledge with the actors engaged in the transformation of reality (Dulcire, 1996), and not for producing knowledge about non-researcher actors or for imposing a solution designed by researchers on them.
Linking research activities with social demand originating from farmers, support services, policymakers, supply-chain actors and consumers requires significant changes in research mechanisms and in the practices of all concerned. It is a matter of strengthening the dynamics of collective learning, in contrast with approaches built around the supervision of farmers supposedly guided solely by technical rationality.

This broadening of scope leads to the following questions:
– How to make all the actors work together?
– What role should be played by the research community?

By engaging in collective processes of action research in partnership (ARP), rural actors and researchers become partners in a process of shared research. The overall goal of the ARP is to strengthen the individual and collective capacities that drive the innovation processes of the actors involved, with a view to their emancipation. ARP fully associates farmers and other actors in a process of change, which requires interactions between the technical, social and organizational dimensions. Since their own needs and practices are included in this way of doing things – instead of only the points of view of the institutions that are providing support to them –, actors are no longer objects of study or passive beneficiaries.

The complexity of social interactions and contexts of intervention argue in favour of ARP, in which collective research and action are based on reflexive mechanisms constructed with the actors. While this research practice claims to be both ethical and methodological, it is not ideological. It positions research at the interface of knowledge production and action. The act of taking a social issue and translating it into a joint research project structures the ARP. It is a demanding approach that cannot be improvised and in which common sense is not enough. This form of research has its own paradigms, hypotheses, methods and tools, which are based on experience and a constructivist attitude.

In this chapter’s first part, we present a brief state of the art of approaches that involve non-researcher actors in the production of knowledge and the design of innovations. The second part presents the work of constructing an ARP that has as its goal the emancipation of all actors, including of the most marginalized. Finally, in conclusion, we return to the functions of the ARP as
an emancipatory approach. We illustrate our observations with two text boxes that describe implementations of ARP.

A brief state of the art

If you want truly to understand something, try to change it (Lewin, 1948).

Social science research has, at least since Lewin (1948), been developing and theorizing practices aimed at involving all actors in the construction and conduct of their mechanisms of study. Research and development, participatory research, clinical research, action research, and collaborative research are all terms that reflect this effort. Indeed, all over the world and in different situations (companies, hospitals, education, agriculture, etc.), researchers have found that their proposals are often rejected, circumvented and at best modified by non-researchers. As a result, a number of researchers wanted to better understand the reasons behind these instances of resistance to change. Thus, Lewin observed that when actors are involved from the beginning of the research process, they implement the co-developed solutions more readily. This was the birth of action research, which aims at change in addition to the production of knowledge. Its goal is thus to promote modes of democratic participation to enhance the actors’ capacity to work collectively, deal with complex problems, experiment and develop shared visions of a future and desired world. One of the main outcomes of this work is the formalization of the principle that reality must be modified in order to know it better and to improve it (Freire, 2005).

This line of thought is behind the various research practices that encourage interactions between actors. Collaborative research thus makes it possible to bridge the divide between researchers and non-researchers in an aim of sharing objectives, methods and results. Participatory research, often associated with social innovation, mobilizes all the actors in the production of knowledge and therefore aims to increase their ability to acquire skills and expertise (Anadón, 2007). For its part, intervention research has the objective of solving problems for which research is deemed necessary. It is contextual and aims to produce actionable knowledge.
Action research in partnership (ARP) refers to multi-actor collective processes at the scale of the actors’ territories in order to respond to social needs that could not be met via markets and social policies (Richez-Battesti et al., 2012). It aims to make visible the invisible (de Santos, 2009) in order to build alternatives and generate knowledge on complex and interdependent physical, biological, economic, social and cultural phenomena. ARP can originate from two sources: non-researchers themselves or the research community. The engagement of local actors and researchers gives rise to a true partnership, such as those sometimes established between the State and private companies to stimulate innovation (Dhume, 2010). Farmers and their organizations thus move from being mere objects of study to being true project stakeholders. Such a partnership requires a pooling of resources, tangible and intangible, to achieve a common goal (Storup, 2013) and it aims to strengthen the capacity of all actors to act and to leverage the knowledge that each of them possesses (Bosc et al., 2015).

In a perspective that goes beyond Lewin’s original approach to action research, the fostering of partnerships involves setting up new spaces for action and interaction between researchers and other actors, where a common language, projects and new practices can be developed. Each ARP implements mechanisms adapted to the specificities of the situation, depending on the problem to be addressed, the system of actors, the urgency, the uncertainties and the trajectories of internal and external relationships.

The different practices and experiences of action research in partnership in agriculture

In the agricultural field, the failure of the linear model – from researcher to extension services to producer – in which the farmer is considered to be a simple passive receiver to which the researcher transmits knowledge via advisory services, has favoured the emergence of different forms of participatory research, including ARP (Chercheurs Ignorants, 2015). ARPs in agriculture generally focus on the co-production of innovations by involving local actors as soon as possible to define the problem (Chia, 2004; Dulcire et al., 2008; Faure et al., 2014). These ARPs all have the same goal: a change in the reality where the stakeholders are actually active. The ARP thus
originates from the meeting between an intention to conduct research and a desire for change on the part of local actors, within a framework of negotiated partnerships that allow different actors to play recognized roles and to co-build innovations likely to better address their concerns (Faure et al., 2014). The negotiation process that is then established between the actors gives rise to a shared ethical framework, which defines the parameters of action of each of the ARP’s stakeholders (Vall et al., 2016). This practice of ARP also allows the actors involved to examine the conditions that are at the origin of the problems being addressed, especially those pertaining to inequalities.

The ARP translates an epistemology that relies on an ethic of the other by questioning the position from which research is conducted (Paturel, 2010). The basis of this questioning is not decided upon a priori and arises from the heart of the ARP process itself. ARP is a way to make sense and to anticipate (Paturel, 2015); it is a constructive friction between the different rationales of the (Soulard et al., 2007). It allows the evolution of socio-technical networks (Callon and Ferrary, 2006) on which the process of change is based. It is the link between knowledge for its own sake and knowledge for action, and between the genericity and uniqueness of the research outcomes.

More concretely, ARP entails the implementation of specific activities by researchers and other actors for different expected outcomes (Table 9.1).

Table 9.1. Activities to be carried out during action research in partnership (ARP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Activities to be carried out by local actors (farmers, technicians, etc.)</th>
<th>Activities to be carried out by the researchers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying the actors and the organizations, the know-how and the phenomena involved</td>
<td>Understanding the complexity of situations (technical, economic, social, political, scientific, cultural, legal dimensions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formalizing the problems and choosing together the levels of analysis and action</td>
<td>Identifying practices and know-how of local actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Studying the possible trajectory</td>
<td>Identifying the balances of power and alliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building ARP governance mechanisms</td>
<td>Building researcher teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formulating the issue identified with the actors into a problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1. Activities to be carried out during action research in partnership (ARP).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Setting up distancing mechanisms (monitoring committee, etc.)</th>
<th>Communicating through documents, articles; popularizing, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fostering synergy between research and development</td>
<td>Developing an engagement and enrolment strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up experiments</td>
<td>Producing actionable knowledge and consolidating know-how</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected outcomes</td>
<td>Actionable knowledge and area of validity</td>
<td>Intervention methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solutions to problems</td>
<td>Innovations at different scales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of complex situations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to acquire expertise and to experiment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ARP approach is applied and ‘involving’; it is research for and in action, in which researchers and other actors influence the course of events in a continuous manner.

**From innovation to emancipating partnership**

The ARP is undertaken within the framework of particular apparatuses. Foucault (1994) defines an apparatus as a system of relationships established between heterogeneous elements, such as discourses, institutions, regulatory decisions, laws, scientific statements, etc. These mechanisms make it possible to construct collective strategies adapted to contexts and situations, modify the system of relationships through social and collective arrangements – and not just through rigid technical ones –, and to formalize and manage relationships between actors.

In an ARP, participants and researchers jointly define a common problem and the manner in which to address it, implement alternatives and then evaluate the results, then use them individually or collectively. They thus find themselves in a sharing attitude and enjoy relationships of equality, sometimes in deliberations and decision-making, sometimes in action. Four principles guide this partnership engagement:

– scientific knowledge is not superior to other types of knowledge, local knowledge must be taken into account effectively;
– research must lead to action, i.e. it must address a given problem;
research is carried out in projects (including the definition of the problems and the objectives, the implementation of actions and the evaluation of the outcomes) implemented jointly by all the actors;
– the partnership must be effective, with responsibilities negotiated and shared by the various participants.

Launching such ARP processes is a complex undertaking. Indeed, they require the mobilization of many actors and dialogue, for which researchers and the other partners are not always prepared. The partnership construction phase is crucial to an ARP; it takes time and resources. Furthermore, the conduct of this partnership must be based on flexible and modifiable contractual agreements, in which each party has designated rights and duties. In certain situations, an ARP and a classical research undertaking, oriented towards the production of technical references, can work in a complementary manner. Box 9.1 illustrates both the time taken to build a partnership and the creation of an ethical framework.

**Box 9.1. Action research in partnership (ARP) in Burkina-Faso**

The work we have done (Vall et al., 2016) in western Burkina Faso since 2005, in the context of various research and development projects, has enabled us to formalize the ARP approach by putting it to the test. It was a matter of modifying the reality with the farmers, livestock breeders, agricultural advisers, technicians of decentralized government ministries and municipalities through the co-conception of socio-technical innovations.

We experimented with and implemented new cultivation techniques (combination of crops, conservation agriculture), livestock husbandry activities (dairy farming, livestock fattening, draft animals), and collective management of natural resources (drafting of land charters) and of compost production. A first organizational innovation consisted in creating a local committee that brought together a village’s farmers and researchers and technicians (village consultation committee). This innovation was then fine-tuned and generalized to nine other villages, and provided inspiration to public authorities within the ambit of the national decentralization policy.
We worked with more than ten villages and 100 farms. In a first experimental phase, in two villages, we co-designed more productive and sustainable agropastoral systems, by taking recourse to the principles of ecological intensification by (re)thinking the combination of livestock husbandry with crop cultivation at both the farm and village levels. Agropastoral field experiments with farmers were an important tool.

In general, the co-design of innovations requires the ARP to function with a long-term perspective (Figure 9.1). A first phase allows the exploration of the problem and the solutions, builds trust and enrols the actors. A second phase focuses on the co-design of innovations through the production of actionable knowledge. A third phase allows for an assessment and for the triggering of a new ARP cycle or for the negotiation of the disengagement of the researchers. The capacity to innovate of non-research actors begins strengthening during the second phase and allows actors to become progressively independent and self-reliant.
The village consultation committee facilitates the production of a common language between the actors in the field as well as the joint formulation of development strategies. It is also a mechanism for managing relations with researchers and other stakeholders in territorial development. It is a factor of emancipation (Charbonnier, 2013).

As for the research community, this mechanism allows it to develop an ethical framework and to set up agropastoral experiments (and define their themes and choose the volunteers to manage them). It is also a place to present and discuss results and to mediate priorities.

An action research in partnership built and negotiated collectively

The researcher engaged in an action research in partnership (ARP) must learn to let his research objectives evolve and to think up new research mechanisms and forms of cooperation. The questions that he must ask himself, as stakeholder of a process of change and in relation to the other actors, can be formulated as follows:
– How to conduct research that addresses the actors’ issues and how to develop a commitment to action?
– How to actively involve farmers and the other participants in the ARP, in the definition of problems, the design of the ARP mechanism, the implementation and co-management of activities, the comparison and correlation of different sources and types of knowledge, the analysis of results, and finding ways of appropriating and deriving benefits from them.

Participation cannot be imposed!

Actors do not step forward themselves to take part in an ARP. Instead their participation results from an effort of awareness-raising and construction
between the researchers and the other actors. One of the objectives of the ARP process is to build relationships of reciprocity and equality between actors (Coenen, 2001). This partnership is not imposed by an administrative bureaucracy just because ARP is popular and therefore mandatory (Coutellec, 2015; Dhume, 2010). Even though the researcher accompanies the actors throughout the ARP process, it seems that he or she too needs to learn to become truly functional (Dulcire, 2012). The balance of power is however not shared equally between researchers and the other actors, a situation that can lead to consequences in terms of domination, increase in inequalities, power relations, symbolic violence, which must be revealed and managed (Bourdieu, 2004). It is thus up to the researcher to develop his ability to listen, translate, and question himself. The collective dynamics rely on the building of trust between the various actors and the researchers.

The need to construct a common language

Soulard et al. (2007) note that if researchers and the other actors stick to their own respective languages, a common illusion can result and lead to a fiction and, ultimately, generate friction, undermining the cooperation necessary for the smooth conduct of the ARP. The construction of a common language (Akrich et al., 2006) is a precondition for the ARP’s success. De Santos (2009) describes this stage as necessary; it creates mutual understanding of different experiences without destroying the participants’ respective identities.

This common language makes it possible to agree on a representation of the existing situation, on objectives to be achieved, on actions to be carried out jointly, as well as on rules of functioning, coordination and evaluation. Researchers and non-researchers then become potentially equivalent actors (Coenen, 2003), taking decisions and modifying the situation together.

Agreeing and learning to act together

As part of the ARP mechanism, a relationship of mutual trust is gradually built up, promoting the acquisition of knowledge, know-how and inter-
personal skills necessary for action. It is on the basis of this relationship of trust that actors can work and take decisions together (Dulcire, 2012). In some cases, partners can formalize these mutual commitments in the form of a contract, which specifies the conditions for collaboration and the functions and roles of the different stakeholders (Chia et al., 2008; Vall et al., 2016). This contract promotes the creation of synergies and pooling of resources for effective joint actions while letting the participants maintain their independence and autonomy.

An ARP encourages the actors, including researchers, to question themselves and change the ways of acting and thinking. It forces them to participate in reciprocal learning and to acquire self-confidence by co-managing activities. Participating in an ARP allows participants to train themselves by and while undertaking actions, rather than undergoing training first so that they can act later. These learnings make them more resilient in the face of uncertainties, a necessity for dealing with the future. The result is a mutual emancipation of researchers and non-researchers (Rancière, 1991).

However, the co-construction of common objectives, followed by the implementation of actions to achieve these objectives, can provoke confrontations and reveal disagreements between the actors participating in an ARP. These confrontations can then be discussed and resolved through joint reconstruction. Sometimes, however, this discord can lead to the failure of the collective process, and thus of the project being undertaken by the ARP. These potential failures can in themselves build up the actors’ capacities for future collective action.

Finally, in the ARP, the transition from the ‘I’ to the ‘we’ (production of a common language, co-construction of a common project, followed by its joint management) is followed by a return to the ‘I’, as concerns the use of the common results (articles, technical practices, forms of organization, etc.), individualized derivations of value, depending on the contexts and needs of each of the actors involved.

**Tools and mechanisms for governance**
The actors use tools to undertake the ARP’s activities: production of a language, establishment of a common project, setting of rules of functioning and coordination, planning, follow-up, and the evaluation of the actions. These tools can be of various types: data collected from plots, reports of meetings, revenue and expense statements, partnership contracts, collaborative role-plays, simulation models, maps, etc. They can be designed by the actors themselves, or originate from other experiences, and be therefore exogenous. In the latter case, the actors have to contextualize them and adapt them to their situation. These tools supplement reflection and collective action. They help develop strategies, define actions, and determine the necessary short-term course corrections. While Box 9.1 emphasized experimentation with farmers, who also constitute tools for ARP, Box 9.2 shows the importance of training tools.

The ARP is part of a mechanism that is itself managed through the use of tools, such as a management committee, a scientific committee, a working group, an action plan, a monitoring and evaluation matrix, etc. The management committees that coordinate the life of the project are responsible for external communications and mediations in case of conflict, facilitate the work of the actors and evaluate the results. Chia (2004) notes that in ARPs, as in traditional research activities, scientific committees encourage the necessary distancing of researchers and reflexive action to generate valid scientific knowledge.

These tools and mechanisms constitute what may be called the technology of the governance of ARP (Vall et al., 2016). They can be supported, as in the case of Burkina Faso (Box 9.1), by the prior co-construction of an ethical framework that specifies the rules of engagement of researchers and local stakeholders.

Box 9.2. Acting together to build up the capacity to innovate of rural communities in Colombia

To make ecosystems sustainable, the capacities of collective management and creativity of rural communities have to be strengthened. In the Colombian context of post-conflict reconstruction (peace agreements signed in 2016), different rural communities
requested training that is more suited to their needs in order to respond to local challenges. In the framework of a dialogue of knowledge, for a peaceful coexistence of communities and a sustainable and equitable economic development, educational institutions and farmer organizations have jointly set up the project ‘Universities-communities dialogue to strengthen leadership and creativity skills towards sustainability in three different rural contexts (Afro-Colombian, Amerindian and Peasant)’.

This training was designed and implemented using an ARP approach. Its objective was to strengthen the capacities of innovation of the concerned rural communities so that they could design, implement and evaluate projects meant for their well-being, in their different territorial contexts. This ARP was structured around two major activities:
– training actors so that they can implement cultural, social and productive development projects for the well-being of their communities;
– strengthening participation within communities in order to improve their collective functioning, their autonomy and the coexistence of different groups.

Participants (60 men and women in 2015) were chosen from within their community based on their commitments, while respecting a diversity of ages, with the aim of strengthening the local capacities of communities for an effective autonomy (Sierra et al., 2010; Candelo, 2014). The topics covered are summarized in Figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2. Topics of the training of rural Colombian communities.
The training was based on Freire’s (2005) principles of critical and creative pedagogy and popular education, with a view to empowering actors and co-constructing knowledge. These principles include a range of methods, such as individual presentations, debates, discussions, workshops, artistic experiences and individual and collective work. The main themes of these courses were:

– identification (how was it before, how is it now?);
– problematization (what has changed, and why?);
– the project (what should we take up or transform; what creative community projects need to be developed?);
– the implementation of these creative projects with the participants’ communities.

In this framework, the participants identified, through interactions with the researchers, problems or situations requiring improvement in their community. They proposed alternatives by coming up with creative community proposals, with due acknowledgement to each participant for his or her own work. The lessons learnt during these co-constructions helped to strengthen the communities’ capacities for collective work and creative innovation, and to provide elements for the creation of a continuing education program entitled ‘Rurality, Equity and Diversity’ to be offered in other rural areas. At the end of the ARP, a diploma was given to the participants, which served as a form of recognition.

✿ Conclusion: towards a creative partnership for supporting change

Action research in partnership (ARP) is an approach that aims to remove the scientific domination of the researcher over the non-researcher. To do so, it mobilizes several disciplinary fields (social sciences and biotechnical sciences) and combines several types of constructivist and systemic approaches. The ARP requires the research community to adopt a specific posture in order to help participating actors build their own knowledge as part of a reflexive process and thus strengthen their individual and collective
capacities, and no longer be mere recipients of standardised knowledge. These new capacities lead to more autonomy for participants, who can thus respond better to the challenges of sustainable development.

Thus, the ARP is above all conceived as a democratization of the scientific research approach, allowing the inclusion of actors with a wide range of cognitive abilities. It helps make the participation of these various actors more symmetrical because it can also include those who are generally excluded from political and economic decision-making. The ARP also urges other better informed actors to take into account local knowledge and methods of organization that are usually overlooked. This observation refers to the major difficulties encountered in implementing a partnership approach with different social groups, among which are often the most marginalized (Paturel, 2015).

Finally, the ARP can also inform the social criticism that shapes the different controversies on the links between science and society or between knowledge production and public action. More generally, it is part of the dynamics of debating the role of scientific expertise and the desired evolution towards good territorial governance. The empowerment of the rural actors constitutes a stimulating approach to link the concept of sustainability with those of justice, social solidarity, recognition and emancipation.
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Co-designing technical and organizational changes in agricultural systems
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Summary. The transformations currently underway in agriculture are throwing the
Agriculture is addressing new challenges. It needs to become more efficient in order to meet increasingly important societal expectations, such as the reduction in pollution caused by the use of fertilizers and pesticides, a reduction in energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, the maintenance of biodiversity and access to a healthy and balanced diet (Schaible and Aillery, 2017; Brooks, 2014).

These challenges require agricultural innovation to be supported in its technical, organizational and institutional dimensions (Chapter 3). The farmer plays an active part in this process. He can no longer be relegated to the role of an end user, adopting technical proposals originating from the research community, but instead becomes a co-designer of innovation (Chapter 8). Such a shift requires an in-depth review of the studies and methods used to design innovative farming systems (Meynard et al., 2012).

These studies focus on the development of methods for the design and assessment of farming systems at several levels (Meynard et al., 2012), from the plot or the herd to the farm or the territory. Agronomists analyse, on this basis, the short- and long-term effects of innovations (varieties, pesticides, fertilizers, biotechnologies, and cropping, livestock and irrigation methods) by taking into account the changes they are likely to induce on production systems, territories and value chains. This knowledge is used to design new cropping and livestock systems, combining scientific knowledge with the empirical knowledge of the actors directly involved.

Design processes are by nature diverse. Hatchuel et al. (2006) differentiate
two main types. In the first, the design process is systematic, with the knowledge and expertise required available at the beginning of the process. The design goals and validation processes (prototypes, trials, tests, division of tasks) are clearly defined in advance. In the second, the innovative design aims to meet new expectations that were not explicitly defined at the outset. Through a process of dialogue, actors decide on multiple goals as the design process unfolds. As an extension of this distinction, Meynard et al. (2012) specify a de novo design and a step-by-step design in agriculture. The de novo design is oriented towards the invention of systems (crops, livestock husbandry, production) that represent a break from existing systems. It is accompanied by the drawing up of scenarios, which allow the exploration of a wide range of possible future situations involving profound changes. But this approach does not focus on the transformations needed to move from the current system to the innovative system (Prost et al., 2016). In contrast, the step-by-step design seeks to recommend and implement changes or evolutions based on iterative assessments and learning loops. In this incremental approach, the farmer gradually develops his new system, all the while learning to manage it, even as he convinces himself of its benefits and reorganizes his work and his means of production accordingly.

Basing themselves on a review of the literature, Le Gal et al. (2011) fine-tune the reflection with a typology of design approaches. They highlight ‘design-oriented’ approaches, in which the actors’ participation is limited, and ‘design-support’ approaches, in which the focus is on supporting the actors in a process of technical and/or organizational changes. The first type includes prototyping and modelling approaches. The second includes ‘participation-based’ approaches aimed at building up the capacities of actors without recourse to modelling; ‘support-modelling’ approaches based on the use of modelling tools and actor participation to compare different technical alternatives; and, finally, ‘advisory-oriented’ approaches to provide advice to farmers. These participatory processes are especially important for creating new knowledge, learnings, technologies and products that are useful for farmers (Berthet et al., 2015). Indeed, in these processes the management of the interactions between stakeholders of the action-research process is key to better combine or hybridize multiple forms of knowledge. They use specific exploration tools to do so, which facilitate mediation and the development of a common language among partners. These tools thus play the role of
intermediary objects (Vinck, 1999).

The goal of this chapter is to analyse the specificity of the approaches for the co-design of technical systems used by its various authors, by positioning them and comparing them to others referenced in the literature. To this end, we present five case studies of approaches that aim to build methods, tools and mechanisms for the co-design and participatory assessment of technical systems in varied contexts.

The technical system corresponds to all the technical means and management practices of crop or livestock systems used by a farmer at the farm level to obtain results by mobilizing factors of production and decision-making rules (Osty, 1996). This concept allows the consideration of a broad range of studies, such as the assessment of the performance of production units and the farm, the analysis and support of the farmers’ decision-making processes or the way in which they allocate their resources for agricultural and livestock production.

The common feature of the five case studies analysed is the relationship between the farmer and the technique, which incorporates the diversity of types of agriculture (organic farming, agroforestry, conservation agriculture, mixed farming systems), in the countries of both the Global North and the Global South, in order to support the innovation processes that take place at the farm or territorial level (agrifood supply basin, spaces shared by various actors).

As suggested by Berthet et al. (2015), we analyse the approaches implemented for the co-design of technical systems according to three dimensions: the type of interactions between actors, the type of intermediary objects mobilized with the actors, and the results obtained by these approaches. We also position these co-design approaches with respect to the starting point chosen by the designers to support the evolution of the practices, as defined by Doré and Meynard (2006), namely the knowledge on the biophysical functioning of the productions concerned, the technique, and the rationale behind the action.
## The types of interaction between actors in the co-design of technical systems

The five approaches analysed (Table 10.1) are based on interactions between researchers and farmers. Some also include actors of advisory services, or even institutional actors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Study area</th>
<th>Actors involved</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of cotton-cereal-livestock systems (French abbreviation: ACCE)</td>
<td>Improve cotton-cereal-livestock systems in the context of growing human pressure and degradation of natural resources</td>
<td>North Region of Cameroon</td>
<td>Farmers and advisers of the Cameroon Cotton Development Corporation</td>
<td>Djamen Nana et al. (2003); Dugué and Dounias (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Integrated Assessment of Agricultural Systems approach (IAAS)</td>
<td><em>Ex-ante</em> definition and assessment of future agricultural scenarios, involving the rice farmers’ organization and the Camargue Regional Nature Park, especially for the extension of the conversion to organic farming</td>
<td>Camargue</td>
<td>Rice farmers’ organization, Camargue Regional Nature Park</td>
<td>Delmotte et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroecology-Based Aggradation-Conservation agriculture (ABACO)</td>
<td>Conduct tests with actors in the field on the technical and organizational feasibility of conservation agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Farmer organizations, advisers, traditional authorities, technical services</td>
<td>Dabire et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crop Livestock Farm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil, Morocco, Peru, Madagascar, south-</td>
<td>Farmers,</td>
<td>Le Gal et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ACCE (Improvement of cereal-cotton-livestock systems) and CLIFS (Crop Livestock Farm Simulator) approaches additionally target the adviser, which has repercussions on the person in charge of using the co-design tools, and on their transfer to actors in the field. The ACCE approach is based on steps that rely on the adviser’s expertise, especially during farm experiments, to develop and validate technical innovations with farmers and to monitor, over an annual cycle, the resulting changes in the management of certain production units and resources. As for the CLIFS approach, it is implemented by the farmer with the support of an interlocutor who could be an adviser. The CLIFS approach simulates and assesses an initial scenario, followed by scenarios of strategic change desired by the farmer based on his production goals and the performance of the simulated scenarios.

In the IAAS (Integrated Assessment of Agricultural Systems in Camargue) and ABACO (Agroecology Based Aggradation Conservation Agriculture) approaches, several actors of the farmers’ institutional environment are involved. The IAAS approach involves farmers and local institutions dealing with agricultural issues. The commitment of these actors to the project is formalized, and their perceptions of changes in and the future of agriculture in the territory are taken into account, as are their criteria for appreciation and performance. They are then involved in the subsequent steps of the process, i.e. simulation and discussion of change scenarios at different scales (plot, farm, the Camargue region). In the case of the ABACO approach, an innovation platform composed of two bodies is formalized:
– a technical body, composed of representatives of cotton farmer organizations and livestock farmer organizations, and technical services, which is responsible for co-designing cropping systems based on the principles of conservation agriculture;
– an institutional body, made up of traditional authorities, of cotton farmer organizations and livestock farmer organizations, and technical services, which is responsible for dealing with issues of access to markets, to crop residues and to land.

The interaction between researchers and actors in the field is crucial in all these approaches, both to produce knowledge on the technical systems being implemented and to co-construct alternatives. This partnership is often informal in nature. Nevertheless, Vall et al. (2016) show the importance of formalizing it by creating a goal that is shared between the partners and by defining a set of specifications to adhere to. Such an effort is conducive to effective changes, since they are the result of the commitment of the actors.

The types of intermediary objects in the co-design of technical systems

In all these five approaches, we observe the important role of intermediary objects based mainly on the use of modelling tools or experimentation.

This important role of modelling tools is observed in other studies in the literature on co-design (Duru et al., 2012; Moraine et al., 2016; Stark and Fanchone, 2014). It allows the revitalization of an agronomy of practices – sometimes considered too descriptive and limited to an ex post assessment – by more prospective approaches. Modelling tools can be used at different co-design stages to represent the objects under study, simulate their evolution or assess them ex ante.

The use of experimentation as an intermediary object in co-designing is also very common in studies on the prototyping of cropping systems (Rapidel et al., 2009; Le Bellec et al., 2012). It allows the farmer to assess the feasibility of the technical changes on his own, with some help from the researcher.
In three of the five approaches studied, modelling tools take different forms. These include using spreadsheets, bio-economic or multi-agent models, as well as cartographic representations. The aim of these tools is to both summarize and link the knowledge on existing technical systems and, most importantly, to explore changes with actors.

Thus, the CLIFS approach is based on the use of a simulation tool dedicated to mixed crop-livestock farms, which can be understood by farmers and advisers, both in its structure and in its calculation procedures and output variables. The calculation tool can be used by the farmers and can be transferred to agricultural advisers. This simulation tool serves as a basis for dialogue between the researcher and the farmer—and the adviser, should one be involved—concerning strategic changes on the farm.

In the approach used by the students of Montpellier-SupAgro, they made a conceptual model of the crop planning and rotation rules, the organization of the work over the year, and management of the cropping systems. They then designed very simple computer models: cartographic representations of the plots using geographical information systems and spreadsheets with the rules for organizing the work. These tools allow students to test the changes a farmer would like to introduce, while representing the possible steps for their implementation on the farm (for example, introduction of a new crop or conversion to organic farming). The results of the simulations are discussed by the students and with the farmer, and studied with regard to the impacts and the feasibility of these changes on his farm.

The IAAS approach also uses modelling tools as a basis for discussion with actors in different arenas (participatory workshops, more formal meetings with institutional actors), but uses three different types of tools: crop models, to describe the performances of conventional and organic cropping systems; a multi-agent model, used during collective sessions with farmers to identify possible technical paths of evolution towards organic farming; and a bio-economic model, for a multi-criteria assessment with local actors of different options for the extension of organic farming at the farm and regional scales.

In the ACCE approach, experimentation, followed by the presentation and discussion of results, was the main intermediary object. The shared diagnosis made by researchers and farmers of farm operations and the sharing of rules
of calculation to better assess fodder stocks are also intermediary objects that help promote discussion on technical and organizational changes on farms.

As part of the ABACO approach, several intermediary objects have been proposed to facilitate innovation platforms:
– individual experimentation by the farmer with cropping systems based on the principles of conservation agriculture, so that he can assess their feasibility;
– computer simulation of farm performances, with a limited number of farmers, to discuss the possible links between cropping and livestock systems;
– territory-scale maps, to discuss with the farmers the creation of village zones dedicated to conservation agriculture.

The results of these approaches for co-designing technical systems

These different co-designing approaches analysed have led to different kinds of results.

Design of tools and methods appreciated by farmers

In general, the farmers appreciated the capacity of the tools and methods used for incorporating the different components of the farm in a holistic approach, and for comparing different options and their effects on the management of production factors and on performance. This was especially the case for the CLIFS, IAAS and Montpellier-SupAgro approaches. The quantitative assessment of possible future changes, which were carried out for their own farms and not for hypothetical cases, and the realistic nature of the simulated scenarios were also appreciated.

The different approaches also led to the design of methodological tools that can be useful in other situations. The CLIFS software can be used not only for other farms in the same area, but also in other countries, albeit with some
adaptations. The IAAS approach has resulted in a generic method of integrated assessment of production systems that can be used to analyse a variety of indicators at different scales (farm and territory).

Operational and scientific knowledge of technical changes and the conditions necessary for their implementation at the farm level

These approaches make it possible for researchers and farmers to co-construct shared visions and to explore possible futures, as observed in other similar studies (Martin et al., 2011; Moraine et al., 2016). They have thus made it possible to explore along with farmers paths to technical improvement such as conservation agriculture, insertion of fodder crops into rotations, more intensive husbandry of certain draft and livestock animals, production of organic manure, and changes in rotation or crops.

The conditions necessary for implementing these technical changes on the farm could also be apprehended, mainly with regard to labour requirements, cash and income management, and/or crop rotation choices. The CLIFS and SupAgro approaches have more specifically made it possible to discuss with the farmers the strategic orientations possible in terms of production units and also to determine the size of these units (the size of a dairy herd and the crop rotation to be adopted, for example). This enhanced knowledge of the actors is an important prerequisite to changes in practices and transformations of cropping and livestock systems.

Using a co-design approach to market gardening systems, Dogliotti et al. (2014) were able to analyse the effects on the practices of the farmers participating in the experiment. Observing changes in practices is much more difficult when the approaches are aimed at orienting the farmers’ strategic choices, but this analysis of the approaches’ effects remains useful for improving our ways of interacting with the actors. This type of analysis was undertaken as part of the ABACO approach, which led to an improvement in the farmers’ knowledge of conservation agriculture and to the beginning of the adoption of these innovative systems. Similarly, Sempore et al. (2016), having implemented an approach of individual support similar to that of
CLIFS, have shown its positive effect on practices, the result of an improved knowledge of the flows between cropping systems and livestock systems.

It therefore seems important to improve the assessment of these approaches’ effects, which may take the form of a stimulation of learning, tangible decisions taken by farmers, or the adoption of new co-designed technical systems and their impact on food security or incomes.

Scientific knowledge on the institutional conditions conducive to the emergence of new systems

These approaches also helped identify institutional conditions that are conducive to the emergence of new production systems. While these conditions were sometimes taken into account in the methods and models used, in other cases, they were only revealed during the discussions with the actors involved. They include, for example, the need for collective action or shared equipment, the importance of the supply of inputs and seeds, and enhanced land tenure security (ownership, rental, sharecropping), topics that were addressed at the end of the discussions within the framework of the ACCE approach. In the IAAS approach, the consequences of a change in public agriculture support policies (reduction of direct aid to farmers for cultivation, strengthening of agri-environmental measures) on crop rotations on farms and on the use of the territory’s agricultural area, as also the consequences of changes in land use on environmental, economic and social indicators, were more explicitly incorporated into the modelling tools. The limitations of a more widespread adoption of organic farming in the territory were discussed, as were the complementarities between different forms of agriculture being practised in the same space.

Some of these studies led to recommendations addressed to development actors for facilitating changes on a larger scale. In the North Region of Cameroon, the ACCE approach has led to the setting up of regional development programmes and new rules for the management of space at the village level and for the functioning of farmer groups for managing the stock of an input required for livestock husbandry (veterinary medicines). The
IAAS approach and some of its results were used by representatives of the Camargue Regional Nature Park to help draft local agri-environmental measures. The ABACO approach has also made it possible to define new rules for access to crop residues at the collective (village) level and to start deliberations on land charters.

Conclusion and perspectives for the evolution of approaches for co-designing technical systems

The approaches for co-designing technical systems presented in this chapter bolster the managerial capacities of farmers so that they can develop solutions on their own to address the issues they and their families face. To this end, they use various intermediary objects, facilitating the development of a common language between the partners in the approach and the exploration of possible futures. The innovations co-designed in these approaches concern technical objects (the soil management), a complete system (a cropping or production system, for example, for multicrop-livestock farms) or an organizational change (management of labour and equipment), which are resituated within the farm and the territory.

Current transformations in agriculture, especially those based on agroecology, have thrown the spotlight on these approaches for co-designing technical systems to support farmers. However, they also call for the strengthening of interactions between farmers and other concerned actors (mainly those belonging to food systems, when it is a matter of improving food security, or those involved in ecosystem management, when it is a matter of preserving natural resources). These interactions with multiple actors can be decisive in orienting innovations (choice of innovations, feasibility and acceptability).

The authors of these research studies all mention processes that require skills which go beyond those pertaining to agronomy alone, for example, for assessing learning or for understanding issues concerning scaling of transformations. These constraints raise the issue of the configuration of action-research mechanisms, which may require the inclusion of social science researchers.
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Chapter 11

Advice to farms to facilitate innovation: between supervision and support

GUY FAURE, AURÉLIE TOILLIER, MICHEL HAVARD, PIERRE REBUFFEL, ISMAÏL M. MOUMOUNI, PIERRE GASSEPIN AND HÉLÈNE TALLON

Summary. Agricultural advisory services are important to improve farm performances and the farmers’ ability to innovate. However, their effectiveness is regularly called into question. In this chapter, we discuss the evolution of agricultural advisory services and show how the mechanisms and methods used to provide advice have changed over time. There exist several different approaches to providing advice, based on different principles, which include decision support, problem resolution, capacity building for farmer empowerment, and support for individual or collective projects. The choice of an approach depends not only on the nature of the problem to be addressed and the solutions to be implemented, but also on the capacities of the advisers, the objectives set by advisory organizations, and the mechanisms for the governance and funding of agricultural advisory services.

Agricultural advisory services are perceived by agricultural development actors as an important contributor to the improvement of farm performances. Nevertheless, they are regularly called into question regarding their ability not only to meet the diverse – and sometimes contradictory – expectations of producers and of the other actors of agricultural sectors and territories, but also to facilitate innovation.

Agricultural advice comes in many forms as regards its content, the manner of providing it, and the nature of the organizations that provide it. As a result, there exist multiple definitions of agricultural advice (Faure et al., 2012). In the meaning we give to it, agricultural advice encompasses, on the one hand, the actors involved, the advisory activity, the physical resources used, the rules defined to achieve the objectives that the actors have set themselves, and, on the other hand, the knowledge, know-how and methods used by the
advisory actors, in particular by the advisers, to create knowledge useful for action, in individual or collective learning situations. The farmer can access different types of advice, defined by its content (technical, economic, social, environmental, etc.) or by the way it is provided (dissemination of information and techniques, reinforcement of learning, support of initiatives, facilitation of interactions between actors, etc.). Given this very inclusive definition of the term ‘advice’, it can be provided in many different ways, the most emblematic ways being (i) the dissemination of generic and normative messages originating from the knowledge produced by the research community, (ii) the co-construction by the recipient and the provider of the advice to address a specific problem, and (iii) the accompaniment and support of farmers to help them formulate and carry out their projects.

In this chapter, we will discuss the evolution of agricultural advisory services to show how the mechanisms and methods to provide advice have evolved over time. We will then analyse how advice enables and facilitates innovation at the farm level. We will show that this support relies on different advisory approaches that are based on different principles, but which often have to be combined. We will then analyse two examples of advisory mechanisms to draw lessons on how to provide support for innovation.

**Evolution of agricultural advice over time**

The history of agricultural advisory services has been marked by several developments. Around the world, massive public investments in agricultural advisory services were made after the Second World War in order to modernize agriculture and promote agricultural innovations. This approach started being called into question beginning in the 1990s, especially in the countries of the Global South, in the context of structural adjustment policies that were leading to the withdrawal of States from a service that was often considered expensive and ineffective. With funding originating from new orientations in development aid and from the private sector, new actors, such as producer organizations, non-governmental organizations, and upstream and downstream companies, have emerged in the world of agricultural advisory services. However, the process has not been of a uniform nature or experienced the same intensity across the world, leading to very varied
country- or region-specific advisory landscapes: still diversified in Europe, heavily marked by the presence of private operators in Latin America, weakened and still undergoing reconfiguration in Africa. The orientation of agricultural advisory services, and therefore of the innovation processes that they support, depends largely on the major actors providing the advice. Agricultural advice can be oriented by producers on the basis of their needs and demands. It can also be driven by the market and by the requirements of companies located upstream or downstream of farms, or defined by public actors to ensure a minimal level of agricultural training for farmers or to take collective interests into account.

The advisory approaches therefore have had to adapt to the changing context. During the period of strong State interventionism, the advisory services were instrumental in increasing production by favouring, in a top-down logic, the transfer of knowledge and techniques to the farmers. Innovation was then seen as originating with public or private research entities, and agricultural advisory services were the means to disseminate technical messages from scientific research and the development apparatus. The intervention model known as the ‘training and visit’ system, promoted by the World Bank until the 2000s, was emblematic of such a vision. Given the limitations of these approaches (lack of effectiveness in areas with low agricultural potential; difficulty in addressing complex problems, such as natural resource management or farm management; negative effects in some areas following the excessive use of chemical inputs), new approaches to agricultural advisory services were tried out. They focused on participatory methods in order to better take the farmer’s needs and his room for manoeuvre into account. Farmers then began to be seen as actors of innovation. These methods have been widely deployed since the 1980s, and include, for example, ‘farming systems’ approaches (Chambers et al., 1989) and research and development approaches (Jouve and Mercoiret, 1987), focusing on understanding farmer rationales and on adapting technologies to local conditions. In the 1990s, in the countries of the Global South, methods for ‘participatory technology development’ and ‘participatory learning and action research’ highlighted the process of learning and of using and taking advantage of the farmers’ knowledge (Röling and Jong, 1998). The ‘farm-school’ approach, still promoted by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, is also emblematic of such a vision. These approaches
can be clubbed with older experiments, conducted in particular in France within the framework of Ceta (Agricultural Technology Experimentation Centres), which brought farmers together so that they could share their experiences regarding production and farm management with the help of advisers. During the same period of the 1990s, support was also provided to experimenter-farmer networks in Latin America (Hocdé and Miranda, 2000), which took advantage of the farmers’ knowledge and its mode of dissemination from farmer to farmer (de campesino a campesino).

Some experiments in providing agricultural advice, carried out by non-governmental organizations or by some research entities, stress the need for approaches that provide comprehensive farm-level advice incorporating the technical and economic dimensions. These experiments are based on an individual and collective learning approach. In France, Rural Economy Centres, Chambers of Agriculture and associations such as AFOCG (Farmers’ Association for Management and Accounting) also use these comprehensive approaches at the farm level to strengthen farmers’ management capacities. In Africa, the first experiments, called ‘management advice’ or ‘management advice for family farms’, date back to the 1990s. They use decision support tools, some of which can be used by illiterate farmers since they require no reading or writing (Faure and Kleene, 2004; Dorward et al., 2007). By relying on action-training approaches cognizant of the reality of farms and by encouraging individual reflection and exchanges between producers, these experiments make it possible to strengthen the decision-making capacities of farmers, and thus their autonomy. In this sense, they strengthen the farmers’ capacities to innovate.

The increasing diversity of methods now available to go beyond the simple transfer of knowledge and techniques is the result of changes in thinking regarding the provision of agricultural advice and the objectives for providing support to rural actors. These objectives now aim at promoting the dynamics of innovation, reinforcing learning processes, building up capacities for action and adaptation and, ultimately, increasing the producers’ autonomy.

The role of agricultural advisory services in supporting innovation on farms
Characteristics of innovation at the farm scale

At this stage of our reflection, it is necessary to characterize innovation at the micro-economic scale of the farm. Schumpeter (1934) placed the entrepreneur at the centre of the innovation process. This process is defined as a new combination of factors of production, which manifest in the creation of a new product, in a new way of producing, in the construction of new markets, or in access to new resources. This definition shows that innovation has many facets. More generally, innovation encompasses various dimensions: technical, economic, social, or organizational. Indeed, as Leeuwis and Aarts (2011) note, innovation always results from the synergy between several dimensions. These authors believe that an innovation combines the implementation of new techniques and practices (what can be referred to as hardware), new knowledge and modes of thinking (software) and new institutions and organizations (orgware). Innovation can be simple or complex, incremental or radical. In a perspective in which innovation is centred on the individual, innovation is the result of the efforts of the entrepreneur who decides to change. In this chapter, we will retain such a perspective, even though it partially ignores the entrepreneur’s relationships with other actors (suppliers of goods and services, for example) who also structure the innovation process. Other chapters in this book show how innovation arises from interactions between various actors who pool resources and together create actionable knowledge.

Innovations at the farm scale can concern production processes, and many actors first think about his domain when they want to promote innovation in agriculture. In such cases, innovation may concern a part of the production system, by introducing a new technology (for example, a new crop variety or a new tillage tool). Innovation of this type is considered incremental since it does not entail a drastic change in the functioning of the farm. Innovation may also involve the entire production system (for example, a transition to conservation agriculture or organic farming, or the introduction of mechanization). It is then radical in nature because the overall functioning of the farm has to be revamped. However, improving access to means of production (land, water, labour, credit, inputs, etc.) or improving the management of post-harvest products (conservation of stocks, processing, marketing) can be more significant in increasing farm productivity and
remuneration of family labour than improving production processes. Innovation is thus also needed in these areas.

Innovation may originate from outside the farm. This type of innovation can then be popularized and disseminated by technicians. It can also be endogenous in origin, driven by the farmers themselves. But often, it results from a combination of both, either through work jointly undertaken by farmers and technicians (innovation is then said to be co-constructed), through a deferred implementation over time (an exogenous innovation proposed at a given moment and then rejected by the farmers can be appropriated and transformed by an individual or by a group several years later), or through an implementation in a different location (an endogenous innovation in one area can be disseminated by technicians in another area where it is unknown).

Farmers innovate depending on different parameters. First, in the case of an exogenous innovation, they evaluate its utility using their own yardsticks. Experts have proposed several assessment criteria for evaluating the utility of an innovation. Mendras and Forsé (1983) propose five of them: What are the relative benefits of adopting the innovation compared to the initial situation? How compatible is it with the existing system? How complex is it to implement and use? How easy is it to try out in the context of the farmer willing to innovate? If someone else has adopted it already, can it be easily observed at work? These criteria reflect the farmers’ concerns with the degree of complexity of the innovation and the level of risk in adopting it. Second, the farmer’s resources (land, water, labour, capital, knowledge, skills, social network) determine his ability to implement the changes necessary to innovate. Studies on farming systems focus on this aspect (Jouve and Mercoiret, 1987). Third, the motivation to change is equally critical. For example, research in Benin (de Romemont, 2014) shows that different farmers who access management advice for family farms may have different profiles in terms of their strategic vision, which includes a vision of their project of change and of the possible paths to implement it. The farmer’s profiles – passive, reactive, constrained imaginative, proactive – appeared to be more important than his farm’s resources in determining his willingness for change. Fourth, the external environment (physical environment, market conditions, regulations, social norms and values) also plays a key role in his
ability to innovate. As a result, innovation cannot be simply thought at the level of the individual, but must incorporate interactions with other actors. Darré (1996) attaches great importance to exchanges and debates within producer groups (professional dialogue networks) to explain the dynamics of innovation. Nevertheless, interaction with peers to create new norms and validate new ways of doing things is not sufficient; innovation requires interactions with different kinds of actors. For example, the simple introduction of a new maize variety requires taking into account the relationship not only with the seed supplier but also with vendors of fertilizers and pesticides suitable for the new variety. A transition to organic farming requires contractual agreements with certifiers and negotiations with buyers in new value chains. Finally, the adviser, a third party intervening in support of the farmer, can also foster innovation processes.

Determining a farmer’s capacity to innovate

The theory of adaptive behaviour (Brossier et al., 1997), based on a comprehensive vision of the farm, models the functioning of the farm by taking into account the environment (constraints and advantages), the project of the farmer and his family (more or less clearly defined and coherent), the family situation (characteristics that will encourage the farmer to act or, on the contrary, limit his possibilities of action), and the farm’s situation (constraints and advantages). It is the individual farmer’s perceptions of his situation and his project that are considered as determining factors in the management of the farm. This theory proposes a model that works by double adaptation, between the evolution of the farmer’s situation and that of his project. In this perspective of management, reflection, decision making and action are part of the same process of continuous adaptation. This model is useful for identifying the capacities needed for the farmer and his family to implement their innovative project.

The first capacity conducive to innovation is one that allows the farmer to formulate a strategic vision of the changes to be made. Building on previous research (Torset, 2005), de Romemont (2014) defines strategic thinking as ‘a process of creating meaning, in and for action’ that helps the farmer understands his environment. It allows him to develop and revisit the vision
of his project and to implement strategic actions related to this vision by adapting these actions over time, consistent with his perception of the environment. The farmer develops a strategic vision with the intention of influencing his environment by creating opportunities for himself in this environment in order to turn his vision into reality. The farmers’ strategy development is thus an emerging, non-linear and complex process (de Romemont, 2014).

The second capacity required to innovate is the farmer’s ability to carry out a project. It is based on the acquisition and building up of technical and managerial skills (Faure et al., 2012). Technical skills allow him to make the right choices of changes in his activities (cultivation, livestock husbandry, processing of products). Managerial skills make it possible to plan actions, to take tactical decisions (at the level of a single agricultural season) or strategic decisions (at the level of several agricultural seasons), to monitor actions in order to make course corrections and to evaluate the results on the basis of indicators that make sense to him in the specific context of his project.

The third capacity required to innovate is the ability to collaborate. It is based on the acquisition of inter-personal skills in order to widen the social network of the farmer and his family. He is then better placed to obtain access to resources (physical and cognitive), generate new actionable knowledge, negotiate and enter into business partnerships, coordinate with other actors to undertake collective actions, or engage in advocacy activities and thus influence the organizational and institutional landscape (Leeuwis and van den Ban, 2004).

The adviser’s role in and advisory approaches for strengthening innovation capacities

A variety of methods and tools can be used to build up a farmer’s capacity to innovate. Methods refer here to the procedures for organizing advisory activities (sharing knowledge, providing advice, strengthening learning processes). Tools refer here to technologies used as part of an advisory method. Tools may include ‘soft’ technologies (indoor meetings, field visits, mobilizing farmers as trainers) and ‘hard’ technologies (data sheets,
information systems, computer models) (Faure et al., 2012). The choice of methods and tools depends on the adviser’s objective and reflects his approach. We propose a typology of different advisory approaches: knowledge transfer, decision support, problem solving, capacity building, accompaniment and support, and mediation (Table 11.1). Which approach is used in a particular situation depends, among other factors, on:
– the type of problem that the actors wish to solve (simple versus complex) and the type of solution they want to or can implement (standardized versus co-constructed);
– the goal of the adviser and his organization as concerns capacity building and empowerment of actors.

Each approach involves a specific type of interaction between the adviser and the farmer(s) (simple vs intense, rare vs frequent) and may lead to the use of particular advisory tools. The cost of providing advice and the number of farmers (many vs few) with access to advisory systems depend in part on these parameters.

Table 11.1. Typology of different advisory approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective of the advice</th>
<th>Methodological approach</th>
<th>Key elements of the approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and technology transfer</td>
<td>The adviser tells the farmer what to do and supervises the farmer</td>
<td>Cases for which the approach is especially relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the problem and the solutions are known If the farmers are ready and able to use the advice</td>
<td>Actors who decide the theme of the advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External actors, in general</td>
<td>Characteristics of the advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized, focusing on individuals</td>
<td>Examples tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICTs, radio, television, newspaper training, demonstration (or a combination)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision support</strong></td>
<td>The adviser offers options and the farmer decides</td>
<td>known and various solutions are possible depending on the situation of each farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem solving</strong></td>
<td>The adviser co-produces the advice with the farmers</td>
<td>If a problem identified by the actors requires a particular analysis and the solutions are either known, but have to be adapted to the local situation once the diagnosis has been conducted, or have to be invented with the actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If it is useful to make farmers more autonomous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity building</td>
<td>learning processes to help farmers become more autonomous so that they can solve complex problems they may encounter on a regular basis services) and local actors (need for services) elaborated by the farmers who change their perceptions and their way of acting strategic decisions, including a strong training dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompaniment and support to initiatives and projects</td>
<td>The adviser facilitates the construction and implementation of the project If the actors’ project is complex and original, and if new solutions have to be found every time Local actors</td>
<td>The diagnosis is undertaken jointly and the solution is co-constructed by the farmers (or other rural actor) and the adviser Self-diagnosis, mental maps, development and action plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation between actors and conflict resolution</td>
<td>The adviser plays a role of facilitator and enables interactions between actors If the problem is complex and the solution depends on getting several groups of actors to come to an agreement</td>
<td>The diagnosis is undertaken jointly and the solutions are co-constructed by the farmers (or other rural actor) and the adviser Network maps, analysis of relationships between actors, negotiation mechanisms, role plays, modelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most approaches can be applied either through individualized interactions between the adviser and the farmer, in order to customize the advice to the situation, or through interactions within farmers’ groups, in order to foster exchanges between peers with the aim of strengthening collective learning. However, some approaches used to advise a farmer or a farmer group may be better suited than others to solve problems involving multiple actors of a heterogeneous nature (mediation between actors and conflict resolution, see
Two points deserve highlighting, however. First, the same adviser need not choose the same approach all the time. Thus, an adviser, with the same target audience, can at some point choose a problem-solving approach and another time a capacity-building one, or even a simple knowledge transfer. Thus, the adviser can use a range of approaches to achieve the objectives assigned to him by the farmer or his advisory organization. Second, and limiting the scope of the previous statement, the choice of an approach also depends on the objectives of the advisory organization (Compagnone et al., 2009). Thus, some advisory organizations seek to apply rules on farmers that have been developed by others (a downstream firm that wants to ensure that the farmers’ products are of a certain quality, a public service that promotes administrative or environmental standards, etc.). Other organizations can clearly deploy a capacity-building or a support approach (non-governmental organization wishing to implement agroecological practices based on the knowledge of farmers, association supporting the setting up in agriculture of people from outside the world of agriculture, etc.).

### Two case studies of advisory services

In this section, we discuss two case studies in providing advice. One pertains to building up the capacity of farmers so that they can manage their farms better (Faure and Kleene, 2004) and the other to supporting the project of setting up in part-time agriculture of multi-active persons (Gasselin et al., 2013). We then draw lessons from these cases.

#### Building up farmers’ management capacities: the case of management advice for family farms (MAFF) in Africa

**Context and objectives of MAFF in Africa**
A variety of actors, such as non-governmental organizations, producer organizations, cotton companies, and ministries of agriculture, have been involved in providing management advice for family farms (MAFF) since the 1990s in several West African countries. MAFF aims to revamp the traditional approaches of agricultural advisory services which are considered too top-down in nature. The aim is to empower the farmers and build up their capacity to innovate so that they can better manage their farms’ resources (land, labour, inputs, finances) and their activities, both agricultural (crops and livestock) and non-agricultural. MAFF is also designed to support farm initiatives and projects.

Principles of intervention, methods and tools of MAFF in Africa

MAFF is based on the use of participatory methods, allowing farmers to analyse their own practices concerning the different aspects of their farms (production, processing, marketing, etc.), and their technical and economic performances. The principles behind this approach originate from the management sciences and divide the process into several phases: analysis, planning, monitoring, adjustment and evaluation. Analysis and decision support tools are most often based on data recorded by farmers with the help of advisers. The data are sometimes processed on computers by the advisers to refine the analyses. MAFF tools and methods are adapted to the local context, taking into account the objectives of the main actors involved in the implementation of MAFF, and the human and financial resources available.

MAFF is delivered by advisers, often supported by farmers who play the role of facilitators. To be able to do so, the advisers must gain mastery over the technical contents of the advice (production activities, farm management), modalities of providing advice (participatory methods, learning processes, intermediation with other service providers), and the management of interpersonal relationships (listening, empathy, dialogue). Identifying, training and funding such advisers remains, however, a major challenge in Africa.
MAFF-stimulated innovations in Africa

The changes farmers attribute to MAFF pertain to farming practices, management practices of the farm and the family budget, and strategic farm management. Innovations are therefore not only technical, leading to better performance of crops and livestock herds, but also organizational, at the farm level, leading to better management of financial resources and labour. Innovations such as these are often incremental in nature. In some cases, however, MAFF can lead to more radical innovations, involving strategic changes in farm functioning and the emergence of new production systems. Even though MAFF does not explicitly address the collective dimension of innovation, it can often strengthen farmer organizations, since some participants rise to leadership positions within their organizations due to their enhanced capacities.

Supporting the progressive setting up in part-time agriculture: the case of multi-active persons in France

Context and objectives of providing advice to multi-active persons in France

The setting up in agriculture of people from outside the agricultural world is a significant phenomenon in France and raises specific questions. These new farmers, often with multiple jobs and skills, usually leave their territories to embark on agriculture. Due to the uniqueness of their situation and the gradual nature of the process of undertaking agricultural activity, they pose new challenges for the support-providing community. The following issues have to be tackled head-on:

– all the various dimensions of the activity (organization of work, technical and commercial options, taxation, family economics, choice of residence, of territory, of occupation, of consumption, etc.);
– the uniqueness and diversity of their motivations and resources (especially
in terms of skills, networks, funding capacities);
– the progressive nature of the implementation of agricultural and non-
agricultural activities over several years (constituting a system of activities),
which involves taking into account how the person is coping with the new
activities, the progress of his project and his relationship with the adviser.

The challenge of providing support is to clearly define household’s farming
project, first with the project’s initiator himself, then with the various actors
with whom he is in contact. The approach is based on a redesigned
accompaniment framework (approaches of accompaniers, main principles,
temporality, evaluation, etc.), which needs to legitimized by the actors of the
territorial support services system.

Principles of and tools for the accompaniment of
multi-active persons in France

The approach allows the farmer to clarify and strengthen his motivations. The
support (or accompaniment) is therefore primarily a relationship mechanism
allowing the accompanier and the project’s initiator to work together to co-
build the project. This accompaniment consists of iterations between
intentions, changes and the expected goal during a reflexive evaluation. In
this sense, accompaniment is neither advice, nor expertise, nor training, nor
diagnosis, but a process that harmonizes a set of diverse practices adapted to
each phase of the project (Paul, 2002). The ethical framework that the
accompanier must respect guarantees the process; it includes confidentiality,
an inter-personal relationship, the preservation of the ‘enigma of the other’, a
voluntary commitment, but also flexible mechanisms in order to adapt to
particular situations.

In southern France, this accompaniment approach, co-built by researchers
and associations supporting the setting up in agriculture of persons from
outside the world of agriculture (Association for the development of
agricultural and rural employment of Languedoc-Roussillon, Airdie[32]),
relies on three reflexive tools, whose flexibility is guaranteed because of the
possibility of instrumentation that is inherent to them (Dalmais et al., 2015).
The first tool helps determine the motivations and skills of the person, the second the project’s territorial anchoring, and the third the sustainability of the system of activities which is planned by the initiator. In a situation of uncertainty, these tools are designed to build up the capacity of action of the individual being supported.

**Innovations facilitated by the accompaniment of multi-active persons in France**

Accompaniment helps identify and support initiators of innovative projects in their relationships with the market, work and the territory (Tallon *et al.*, 2013). The new relationship with the market appears in particular in the forms of production for self-consumption and non-market exchanges which form the basis of certain projects. The new relationship with work is often expressed in the meaning and motivations assigned to the professional project, the paradoxical link to salaried work, the mastery of the calendar of activities (seasonality, etc.), the access to different forms of financing, as well as in the management of contingencies and uncertainties. The new relationship to the territory is visible in new ways of living and of managing the landscape, in the mobilization of territorial resources and in the reliance on specific networks.

**Lessons from these two cases**

Management advice for family farms focuses, as its name explicitly states, on farm management. The issues to be addressed are defined through dialogue between the farmer and the adviser as also, in part, by the advisory organization. There is a deliberate focus on the creation of learning situations so that the farmer’s managerial capacities can be built up and he becomes more autonomous. To this end, the adviser alternates moments of training and moments of interaction to encourage reflexive processes. The method is standardized in order to orient advisers and therefore can be used with a variety of adviser profiles, thus facilitating the dissemination of the approach to a wider audience. The tools are aids for reflection and decision making.
They structure thinking and reasoning by helping the farmer take management decisions; there is no standardized technical or managerial solution but an adaptation to each farmer’s situation. The innovations facilitated by MAFF are generally incremental in nature and pertain to farming techniques and the management of farm resources. However, the technical and economic performances of the farm can be greatly improved as the farmer gradually builds up his managerial capacities thanks to MAFF (de Romemont, 2014). The most proactive farmers can embrace more radical innovations. The collective dimension is however absent from MAFF, which can engender tensions between actors or make it impossible to address problems at the scale of the territory.

Accompaniment of the creation of agricultural activity always focuses on both the project (feasibility, necessary resources, objectives, etc.) and the person (sense of the activity for the initiator, skills, representations, etc.). It therefore has a broad aim because the objectives to be attained have to be defined along the way, depending on the progressive maturity of a life and activity project, and on the evolution of the capacity to act of the concerned individual or household. The adviser, renamed ‘accompagnier’, must possess capacities of listening and reformulation. He must demonstrate empathy and distancing. These skills require training that conventional agricultural education rarely offers, but which can be acquired through certain professional training conducted by associations. The tools available encourage reflection and help to make regular diagnoses, before and during the action. Some are intended to serve as a unifying thread all through the support. Innovations are often incremental, affecting the organization of work or the balance among activities, but they can also be radical, helping innovative activity systems emerge. While the collective dimensions of the project are taken into account, in particular by paying attention to networks and the territory, the accompaniment remains mainly oriented towards the individual.

**Conclusion: the choice of an advisory approach and innovation**

Agricultural advice can be based on different approaches, which are
characterized by the extent to which farmers’ demands and knowledge are taken into account and the importance accorded to support learning activities and to empower farmers. The choice of an approach depends not only on the nature of the problem to be addressed and the solutions to be implemented, but also on the advisers’ capacities, on the objectives set by the advisory organizations, and on the mechanisms of governance and funding of advisory systems. Agricultural advice promotes innovation on the farm or, more broadly, within the activity system, leading to new farming practices, new ways of managing the farm’s resources, and new relationships with the outside world. In some cases, innovation can be described as ordinary because it is undertaken by individuals who modify their perception of their farms and their environment and change their practices to achieve an objective they have defined. But innovation can also be radical, when the advice leads to a transformation of the production system or the activity system. Nevertheless, even though agricultural advice is a lever for bringing about change, it does not facilitate all forms of innovation and, in particular, does not facilitate those that require the creation of new relationships between heterogeneous actors within a value chain or territory. Links between the world of agricultural advice and that of support of collectives for territorial development are yet to be developed.
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Chapter 12

The ComMod and Gerdal approaches to accompany multi-actor collectives in facilitating innovation in agroecosystems
Summary. The ComMod (Companion Modelling) and Gerdal (Group for Experimentation and Research: Development and Local Action) approaches facilitate the emergence of solutions and action plans negotiated within peer groups or arenas of heterogenous actors by stimulating interactions between their participants. Their theoretical, ethical and methodological foundations are described, and two case studies illustrate their use. In order to help practitioners reflect on their mode of intervention to collectives, the comparative analysis of these approaches highlights the key points of their accompaniment, such as the initial situation, creation of relevant collectives, management of processes, sharing of knowledge and points of view, monitoring and evaluation of effects, and strengthening of the capacity of collective innovation.

While new approaches to innovation regard it as a reflective process involving heterogenous actors, the way of accompanying these processes is still the subject of an open debate: with which tools, based on which theoretical reference frameworks and which ethical principles? This chapter examines this problem on the basis of two approaches that have been implemented for many years, in different geographical contexts in the countries of the Global North as well as those of the Global South. The first is companion modelling (ComMod) and the second is the Group for Experimentation and Research: Development and Local Action (Gerdal). The analysis of these methods provides information on the theoretical, ethical and practical foundations mobilized to facilitate the emergence of acceptable solutions or negotiated action plans within peer groups or arenas of heterogenous actors. Both approaches are based on the facilitation of interactions amongst actors confronted by a problem, whether internal to the collective, or in the form of an external injunction imposed on a given social group.

Following a brief presentation of the approaches, two case studies are used to demonstrate their implementation. A comparative analysis of such accompaniment processes then focuses on a few key points to help practitioners reflect on their mode of intervention to collectives.

Key features of the ComMod and Gerdal
approaches

Companion modelling (ComMod)

In 1996, several researchers working on the collective management of renewable resources started to build an intervention approach for complex territorial systems, which they named companion modelling (ComMod)[33]. This type of modelling is characterized by a transdisciplinary analysis of the object under study, focusing on the interactions between actors and the co-viability of ecological and social dynamics. The researchers relied on collaborative modelling to catalyse interactions between researchers from different disciplines, as well as interactions between them and local actors. The initial implementations offered models that incorporated knowledge from different disciplines, and were quickly followed by dozens of case studies in many countries, covering a variety of themes. They favoured interactions between different holders of knowledge, researchers and local actors, through the use of different tools such as surveys, interviews, group exchanges, conceptual modelling workshops, role-playing games, multi-agent computer simulation models, etc. It then became necessary to clarify the initial postures of the researchers involved in the accompaniment and support of individual or collective actors, each with his particular representations of the situation, with different objectives and influence in the negotiation of solutions. Even though participating as a facilitator, the practitioner-researcher is one of the participants interacting in the ComMod process. In addition to favouring the production and sharing of knowledge, when the participants deem it necessary, the process aims to change the initial unsatisfactory situation by transforming the modalities of interactions between the actors and the common resource to be managed, and/or the forms of existing socio-economic relationships (Collectif ComMod, 2005).

ComMod theoretical references

This approach is inspired by:
– the sciences of complexity (interactions and unpredictability of trajectories
of socio-ecological systems);
– constructivism (taking into account different points of view of actors);
– post-normal science (importance of the quality of the process of co-construction of collective decisions);
– the theory of resilience of socio-ecological systems and their adaptive management involving production and knowledge sharing;
– self-organization and social learning (co-design of a shared representation and implementation of a joint action plan);
– the patrimonial approach and mediation which suggest the use of the model, as a third-party mediator translating the parties’ perceptions to facilitate exchange.

The ComMod model is used to construct a common representation of the system to be managed and to explain its dynamics. Once it is validated with the concerned actors, it can be used to analyse scenarios that explore possible future situations (Collectif ComMod, 2009).

Collaborative and integrative companion modelling

The use of protocols of interaction between actors and multi-agent simulation models as key accompaniment tools is an original feature of ComMod processes (Bousquet et al., 2002). They are used to conceptualize a common representation of the situation by sharing points of view. Their implementation, as computer simulations and/or role-playing games, not only favours individual and collective learning, but also the group’s creativity to identify desirable scenarios and the paths to follow to achieve them. The ComMod process is located upstream of the collective decision-making or of the technical action plan aimed at achieving the desired state of the system, and promotes the adaptive management of common resources.

Sequential, iterative and evolutionary accompaniment processes
The ComMod processes are often preceded by a stage of raising the awareness of the parties concerned of the issue at stake regarding this approach, and by the *ex ante* evaluation of the relevance of such a process and of its feasibility in the actual intervention circumstances. This is followed by a chain of iterative sequences that are evolutive; the first focuses on key issues arising from the initial analysis of the problem, and succeeding ones on new issues that emerge during the modelling and participatory simulation activities carried out previously. Each sequence consists of several phases (Box 12.1) aimed at the analysis of the problem, the co-construction of its representation into a conceptual model, and its implementation and use in the form of participatory simulations (Etienne, 2014).

**Box 12.1. Phases of a sequence of a companion modelling process**

1. Definition of the key issue to be examined with the process’s proponents.
2. Inventory of available relevant information (scientific data, expertise, local knowledge, etc.) and complementary diagnostic surveys.
3. Obtention and clarification, through surveys and interviews, of knowledge relevant to the conceptual modelling.
4. Co-design of the conceptual model with the concerned stakeholders.
5. Choice of the multi-agent tool (computerized or not) to implement this conceptual model.
6. Verification, validation and calibration of the model with the stakeholders.
7. Identification and definition of possible scenarios with the participants.
8. Exploratory participatory simulations with actors.
9. Dissemination of the results of the process to the concerned local actors who did not participate in the workshops.
10. Continuous monitoring and evaluation of the effects and of the evolution of the situation.
11. Identification of new key issues (return to point 1) or/and negotiation of a collective action plan.
12. Training of facilitators in the use of the co-constructed collaborative modelling tools.
Although they are often applicable on multiple scales, these processes have primarily concerned spatial entities ranging in size and scope from villages to small watersheds. Depending on their dynamics, the evolution of the context and the facilitation postures adopted, their duration varies from a few months to several years. On-going monitoring and evaluation mechanisms during the process and external *ex post* evaluations of their impact have revealed a variety of effects: awareness of a problem, improvement in self-confidence, widening of exchange networks, change in the mode of decision-making, adoption of new practices or rules of collective management, and organizational innovations ensuring their local regulation.

**Gerdal’s help in formulating and resolving problems**

The approach proposed by the Group for Experimentation and Research: Development and Local Action (Gerdal)[34] was formulated in 1983, in a context in which the agricultural research community and agricultural organizations were underscoring the need for diversification of development models in agriculture in response to impasses created by agricultural modernization and by the organization of advisory services for farmers. Starting from a critical analysis of the model of social division of labour in the organization of agricultural development (distinction between those who think and those who execute) and the observation that farmers were facing a kind of domination by agricultural advisers, who were acting as votaries of technical-scientific knowledge (Darré, 1996), the Gerdal sociologists tried out, in several countries, an alternative approach to this diffusionist paradigm with the aim of helping farmers formulate and deal with the problems they encounter, and to increase their capacity for taking initiatives.

The Gerdal approach seeks to strengthen the activity of knowledge production and transformation through dialogue and collective reflection among peers in order to identify ways towards finding appropriate solutions and to be able to discuss them with other actors (Darré, 2006; Ruault, 1996).
Rethinking relationships between actors from the point of view of plurality of forms of knowledge

Emphasizing the plurality of forms of knowledge entails, first of all, differentiating scientific and technical knowledge from actionable knowledge. It also means accepting the multiplicity of ways of knowing and perceiving reality. From an action perspective, this leads to a rethinking of relationships between technicians, researchers and farmers, as well as those between farmers and other actors, in terms of comparison and the use of different ways of analysing and evaluating situations and, consequently, of formulating problems. Paying attention to each actor’s voice, to the way of saying things, is thus central to the proposed intervention tools.

Linking social dynamics and dynamics of norms and practices in peer groups

On the basis of case studies, the Gerdal approach has shown that change in agriculture is a collective process of producing and transforming norms (rules of action), undertaken by the practitioners themselves in response to problems concerning action. This process is, in particular, carried out on an everyday basis in dialogues where, on the basis of the diversity of ways of perceiving and acting, there are revealed differing points of view regarding a given problem, change of context or injunction in order to arrive at suitable solutions. The nature of the debates, and what they produce in terms of knowledge, is correlated with the structure of the networks of relationships and the position occupied therein by individuals (giving them more or less a voice and power of initiative). In this way, the Gerdal approach aims to strengthen cooperation between farmers who do different things and do not occupy the same positions in professional networks.

Creating conditions conducive to productive cooperation between actors
These conditions refer, on the one hand, to the design of working mechanisms (with which social unit to work, with which bodies, at what scales, and to do what?), and, on the other, to carrying out activities to formulate the problems and find solutions (i.e., facilitating meetings, the most common form these activities assume).

To begin with, it is a matter of constituting relevant collectives, ensuring that their social configuration is appropriate to the nature of the problems to be addressed (Ruault and Lémery, 2008). These collectives are defined on a case-by-case basis relying, to the extent possible, on the practitioners’ existing dialogue networks, and distinguishing between instances of practical discussion from those concerning policies and strategies. This step relies on analytical means (Table 12.1) to understand situations. Based on the sociological survey, the proposed tools aim to characterize the systems of actors and their socio-professional dynamics (kind of networks, multi-affiliations, levels of inter-knowledge, gaps in social positions, etc.), as well as the places and topics of the debates.

Table 12.1. Notions and tools for analysis and intervention used in the Gerdal approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful concepts to understand and analyse situations</th>
<th>Concepts and tools used to guide action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals and social norms</td>
<td>Notion of relevant collective; conditions for mobilizing actors and to limit their selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social configurations: local professional group; dialogue networks; multi-affiliations</td>
<td>Notion of addressable problem: transition from concerns or wishes to concrete questions allowing action (‘How to ...?’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link between morphologies of dialogue networks and the dynamics of norms</td>
<td>The Say, Connect, Propose functions; methodological aid:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical, scientific and action-oriented points of view and forms of knowledge</td>
<td>The dynamics of speech; the dual value of arguments: social value (weightage given to the arguments depending on the social position of the speaker) and intrinsic value (weightage given depending on the relevance to the problem being addressed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices and conceptions; system of norms; differentiating things, situations and relationships to things, to situations</td>
<td>Social positions and right to be</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The management of collectives is then facilitated by the use of methodological tools to support reflection (also called ‘tools of co-active search for solutions’) (Darré, 2006; Ruault and Lémery, 2009; Table 12.1), in order to enhance the effectiveness of collective reflection. These tools focus on speech (vector of thought), by promoting dialogue and the expression of different ways of perceiving, and thus of expressing things, and by managing the gaps in social positions (able to speak and opportunity to be heard) in order to make the most of this diversity. The first step is to analyse the situation and define the problems to be addressed, and then help change the way the problem is posed in order to widen the range of possible solutions. During the research, resources outside the group, especially scientific and technical knowledge, are mobilized as required. Their usefulness, however, depends on the conditions of linkage of the external contributions of knowledge to the questions which participants ask themselves in the context of the practical exercise of their activities, and on the feasibility of specific actions to be carried out.

Case studies of the accompaniment of multi-actor collectives

Use of ComMod to support a fodder revolution in Thailand

The recent rapid transformations of the northern highlands of Thailand have created many land-use conflicts between government forest agents and herders practising extensive cattle rearing. The former are attempting to rebuild the forest ecosystem while the latter, encouraged by the strong demand for beef, want to continue with their livestock raising activity.
During one such conflict between these parties in Nan Province, a companion modelling process was carried out over a two-year period, in order to share knowledge of the effects of extensive grazing on the growth of young trees and to identify new livestock rearing practices that could help both parties attain their respective goals (Dumrongrojwatthana and Trébuil, 2011).

The situation of intervention

Additional surveys were carried out by the team managing the process, consisting of researchers and their students, who were being trained in this approach, in the Hmong village of Doi Tiew, at different scales:

– at the scale of the grazed and/or replanted plot, to understand the dynamics of biomass with and without grazing;
– at the scale of the family farm, to understand the diversity of production systems and livestock rearing practices;
– at the landscape scale, to link recent changes in land use with the strategies of the institutions and actors intervening in this village territory (foresters, the new national park, the network of livestock traders, etc.).

The results helped researchers form their own opinion of this land-use conflict, and to build the first participatory modelling tool, based on a series of pictograms to represent local vegetation states that evolve over time and due to human actions.

Initiation to conceptual modelling

These pictograms were used in awareness-raising workshops on collaborative modelling held separately with foresters, on the one hand, and with Hmong livestock herders, most of whom had little formal education, on the other. Reconstructing the chronology of the state of vegetation, with human intervention and without, this set of cards was enriched by the addition of the states of vegetation used by these two actor groups as key indicators of the environment’s productive potential. A conceptual model of changes in vegetation was thus gradually co-constructed in the form of a state transition
diagram. Implemented as a multi-agent computer model, it was then used in a role-playing game to update, at each round of play, the vegetation types for every pixel of its visual interface. This game was the main intermediary object used to stimulate exchanges.

First role-playing workshop facilitated by a computer simulation tool

This first role-playing game had, as a visual interface, a simplified representation of the gradient of vegetation states (ranging from dense forest to orchards through annual crops and different types of fallow lands) of the most diverse part of the village’s lands. The game was first enriched, and then validated, during an initial participatory simulation workshop with the herders in the village. Another session was held the following day with the majority of the herders and several forest agents (including the manager of the local reforestation unit) on neutral ground, in the district administrative offices. Simulations of forest replanting and cattle grazing practices showed the gradual colonization of extensive pastures by the forest. They led to the identification of a scenario for the future, acceptable to both parties, based on the introduction of artificial pastures of Bracharia ruziziensis, a technique that had long been available locally, but had yet to be adopted in the highlands.

Second, expanded workshop, with a modified game and simulation tool

The multi-agent computer model used for the role-playing game was modified to include the ‘Bracharia pasture’ option, and the game components were also adapted. On the request of herders, who had limited trust in the foresters, the arena of actors was expanded to include the district livestock technician, agents of the national park and those of the neighbouring Sob Khun Royal Project, who expressed interest in the approach and in observing its implementation as it pertained to a topic close to their concerns. This
second workshop took place in the village school and brought livestock herders, foresters and park agents together for the first time. The results of the participatory simulations of the selected *Bracharia* scenario, with individual and collective herd management, allowed participants to come up with a concrete collective action plan. It integrated the knowledge of the technician, who was an expert in the envisaged fodder innovation. He also acted as a witness to the agreement between the parties. The plan of action was based on the provision by the foresters of a 10 ha fenced experimental plot, sown with *Bracharia* using inputs supplied by the livestock department, and grazed by a herd lent by some large herders, and managed collectively.

**An autonomous multi-agent model for training herders on this innovation**

A full-scale experiment of the new livestock system, involving collective management of grazing was thus jointly created. The final version of the role-playing game was implemented in the form of a self-contained computer simulation tool playing the game. It was used by the local researcher and the herders who co-designed it to train other herders who had not participated in the process at the meetings of the villagers, and then to train a few small groups of herders who had not participated in the earlier stages of the process. The new system’s co-builders were thus able to explain and discuss the fodder revolution proposed to intensify cattle rearing, while allowing forest replanting of the upper watersheds.

**Monitoring and evaluation of participation and knowledge sharing**

The logbook, maintained in the form of a spreadsheet by researchers, was used for monitoring and evaluation. It allowed to quantitatively show the intensity of the interactions between the actors, who had not been on speaking terms earlier, as well as the diversity of information exchanged during the process. Figure 12.1, in which the line thickness is proportional to
the intensity of the actors’ interactions, shows that more than 40% of the time was devoted to sharing the herders’ empirical knowledge, previously largely ignored.

Figure 12.1. Interactions between different types of participants and diversity of knowledge exchanged during the ComMod process in Thailand.

Use of the Gerdal approach for hillside maintenance in the Isère valley

A deliberation was initiated between 2005 and 2008 by the elected members of an association of municipalities in the Isère valley in south-eastern France on the future of agriculture, in connection in particular with the revision and extension of the master plan of the Grenoble agglomeration. Based on a diagnostic study of the territory, conducted by the chamber of agriculture, a baseline appraisal of agriculture (number of farmers, farm characteristics, succession perspectives, etc.) and land use was undertaken, which resulted in the formulation of development objectives (maintaining a balance between agricultural activity and urbanization, maintaining open landscapes, etc.). The local elected officials, in an attempt to understand how to translate these
objectives into action, deputed the development agents to work with the farmers and develop concrete proposals. It is around this aim, of engaging farmers to implement a public policy objective, that the Gerdal approach provided methodological support to the coordinating advisers of the South Grésivaudan Territorial Committee, the body in charge of the process.

In an effort to ensure that the proposals would have the full backing of the farmers, development workers raised several issues:
– at what scale should farmers be organized, since that of the Territorial Committee seemed too broad to them and did not correspond to their usual scales of action and social relations;
– who to invite, in order to engage people other than just professional managers;
– how can farmers’ concerns be emphasized, since issues raised by elected representatives (such as that of the landscape) were not necessarily priorities for them;
– how to organize a dialogue with other actors of the territory (elected officials, in particular)?

**Constitution of a peer group**

Based on an identification of dialogue networks, it was decided to invite all farmers, at the level of one to three municipalities – which led to four parallel meetings – to define the working method on the problem to be addressed (formulated from a sharing of concerns and desires about the sustainability of their activities and agriculture in the territory) and then constitute issue-based groups and envisage possible solutions.

Following the first meetings, which saw the participation of between 25% to 50% of the farmers in each municipality, one of the issues formulated, selected for the Cras and Morette municipalities, was as follows: ‘How to make hillside maintenance profitable without it being too expensive or labour intensive?’ This issue engaged a working group for three years. Based on a detailed analysis of the constraints and the evolution of agricultural activities (overwork, low profitability of the hillsides, accessibility, access to water,
etc.), this question helped translate a territorial challenge, formulated by elected officials in terms of maintaining open landscapes, into an issue that could be addressed by the farmers.

Several possible solutions were then studied, mobilizing different tasks: inventory of hillsides and their land uses, compilation of a list of farmers interested in maintaining cultivated plots in these areas, and a study of different maintenance options (shared employees, insertion-employment company, etc.). The project based on collective maintenance equipment was finally selected, followed by the search for suitable machinery from companies, cost studies, etc.

**From the local peer group to an extended collective and multi-actor meetings**

Since it was necessary to increase the number of farmers involved to make the project viable, the group’s members made contact with farmers from neighbouring municipalities and with a cantonal Cuma (cooperative for the use of agricultural equipment). In addition, exchanges were organized with local elected officials to ascertain their position on the planned solutions and to study the possibility of including the municipalities in the collective equipment effort. The elected officials supported the project and formed the link to the association of municipalities.

This example shows that the configuration of working groups evolves as the problem is addressed and that discussion within multi-actor bodies is more productive the more it is based on previously elaborated points of view amongst peers, especially between farmers (Ruault and Lémery, 2008). It also shows that the ‘appropriation’, by the territory’s actors, of a development goal formulated by others is contingent on a reflection that relies on the knowledge and analysis of circumstances in the field, based on their own relationship to the concerned situations.

This collective reflection is not a given and requires the facilitator to play an active role to help undertake this analysis, formulate addressable problems
and build relationships necessary to solve them, produce new knowledge and, ultimately, help participants retain control over the progress of their research, while helping them negotiate solutions.

## Comparative analysis of the ComMod and Gerdal approaches

The importance accorded to dialogues within actors’ groups is a common feature between the ComMod (companion modelling) and the Gerdal (Group for Experimentation and Research: Development and Local Action) approaches. These diverse and evolving collectives represent, based on the subjects addressed, either groups of peers or multi-actor arenas. The challenge is to facilitate the exchange of knowledge, arguments, points of view and proposals to arrive at negotiated and acceptable solutions. Several key periods of these approaches require particular attention.

### Initial situation and enabling context for such approaches

Changes in practices are processes of collective transformation of norms and rules in use. However, since the change towards an objective is always driven by one or more particular actors, it is necessary to characterize the request for change accurately (Who formulates it? What is the objective or the problem? Who is it addressed to?).

The ComMod and Gerdal approaches take into account the different points of view present, which represent different ways of understanding, describing and analysing situations. The involvement of the actors thus requires an initial stage to formulate the issue to be addressed. In the case of multi-actor processes to examine an issue, a productive discussion requires taking into account the manner in which each of the parties present formulates one or more specific problems in terms of their own room for manoeuvre and possibilities of action.

ComMod assumes that the initial points of view on the issue to be addressed
are based on an incomplete knowledge of the agroecosystem, due to the actors’ focus on their respective activities. Thus, for the forester, extensive grazing had a negative effect on the growth of young plantations (trampling, increased risk of fire), but it was perceived positively by the farmers (reduction of fire risk by limiting biomass, organic fertilization), which the researchers’ diagnostic survey confirmed. This example illustrates the importance of a shared and galvanizing definition of the problem to be tackled so that the actors engage in work that can be translated into action.

Setting up collectives that are relevant to the issue to be addressed

Arriving at a consensus on what to work on is, of course, necessary, but it does not say much about who should be involved in the exchanges to create the knowledge and solutions that are acceptable to all. The composition of work collectives can be based on certain criteria of relevance of participants, such as their knowledge of the situation, their relationship with the issue, their representativeness, their legitimacy, or their social status, and, in particular, by taking the asymmetries between actors into account, i.e. how much of a voice, information, power, etc. do they have. However, these collectives are not fixed over time and can evolve depending on new questions raised and which have to be addressed.

For the Gerdal approach, support for arriving at a common point of view of a group of actors, especially those who are socially disadvantaged, is a necessary condition for cooperation. This implies a plurality of arenas of dialogue, with working sessions between peers alternating with multi-actor meetings. Special attention is also paid to the practical arrangements that encourage the actors’ involvement, such as the choice of invited individuals, the way to contact them, the purpose of the invitation, the location and size of the meeting, etc.

The unpredictability inherent to such processes entails managing absences and refusals to participate, and adopting positions that facilitate cooperation. In the case of the ComMod approach applied in Thailand, given the impossibility of carrying out a first round of activities with all the actors, who
were no longer on speaking terms, it was decided to first help the marginalized Hmong herders build their representation of the territory and test it in the form of role-playing sessions. At the end of this stage, the majority of them were able to defend their point of view in front of the foresters. Indeed, it was these herders who then wanted to expand the arena to include the livestock technician, for his knowledge and as a neutral observer to serve as a witness to the commitment made by the foresters for implementing the negotiated action plan.

**Key role of facilitators in accompanying such collectives**

The two cases described above illustrate the crucial role of the mechanisms’ facilitation, alternating between periods of high and low interactivity, and evolving towards an enlargement of the collectives involved. While the definitions of facilitation are distinct – methodological assistance to aid deliberations, in the Gerdal approach, *versus* facilitator, non-neutral, participant just like others, in ComMod –, in both cases, the facilitation covers a variety of functions and refers to specific postures and skills, such as sociological analysis, support for group dynamics, and the organization of dialogue forums.

In the case of the Gerdal approach, the tools for methodological assistance to aid deliberation build up the capacity of the actors to express themselves verbally. While these tools help balance the amount of time each protagonist holds centre stage, they also orient discourse so that it is useful to action. To this end, the actors are encouraged to transcend preconceived ideas, clichés and dominant discourses in order to be more in sync with the experience and practical knowledge of people. Facilitation also aims to turn concerns into issues of action, to favour the expression of a wide range of ideas to open up new possibilities of solutions, and to organize what is being said in order to show the way forward for research. Particular attention is paid to topics that may crop up along the way that require research for information or specialized expertise. The facilitator helps evaluate this information, shows how it can contribute (or not) to solving the problem, modify its definition or the range of possible solutions.
For its part, the ComMod process consists of a series of sequences centred on the analysis of a key question to be examined. This involves a sharing of knowledge, a representation of the system concerned and its implementation using relatively sophisticated tools (role-playing games, multi-agent computer simulation tools, etc.), used to simulate possible evolutions of the situation and to evaluate these scenarios using indicators chosen by the participants. Interactive modelling and participatory simulation workshops, held over a few days, alternate with longer periods of surveys and the (re)construction of tools. A reflexive and critical posture on the part of the facilitators uses the monitoring and evaluation periods to build alliances between peer groups instead of insisting on the simultaneous presence of all actors, for example. A significant flexibility in the calendar of activities is required to deal with changes in context or unforeseen events and in order to adjust to delays or roadblocks, as also to favourable accelerations.

Sharing of know-how, knowledge and points of view

The central role of dialogue in these two approaches helps express points of view, a precondition to cooperation between participants. It is not a matter of making compromises or creating consensus, but of identifying differences and lack of understanding, so that the debate of ideas is structured and leads to the exploration of a variety of possible solutions, and subsequently to the choice of the most acceptable scenario to implement.

These two approaches use different methods of formalizing knowledge. In the case of ComMod, various collaborative modelling tools are used as intermediary objects. In the case of the Gerdal approach, this formalization essentially involves modelling dialogue networks (prior to creating the collectives) and phases of organizing ideas generated by the groups during or after meetings. The reports of the meetings help to move on from one meeting to the next, or between the different groups of actors involved.

Monitoring and evaluation
This task ensures that the ethical and methodological principles of the approaches are adhered to.

The Gerdal approach, with its action-research orientation, reinforces its support to field teams with monitoring and evaluation tools which are useful to development agents. They help understand what is happening, the difficulties encountered as well as the progress made, in order to be able to adjust the course of action and, ultimately, to learn from it. These tools are useful for analysing not only an entire process (growth in participation, circulation of information between groups, emergence of tensions or cooperation, change in the positions of the actors, etc.), but also a particular moment, for example a meeting. It is a matter of linking the results obtained and the difficulties encountered with the configuration of the collectives and their functioning. The goal is to identify the potential for improvement that will be useful to actors in dealing with complex situations.

In the case of the ComMod approach, a dashboard to keep track of activities was used to record step by step their type, contents, participants, durations, results, etc. Because this dashboard is linked to a network-visualization computer application, this database helped monitor and quantitatively analyse the effects of these activities on the frequency of communications between participants, on their degree of engagement in the successive sequences, on the different types of knowledge in interaction, etc. (Figure 12.1). The evolution of these networks over time can help predict necessary inflections, or support emerging trends. The debriefings at the end of the simulation sessions are undertaken systematically in order to promote learning. And individual interviews are carried out to compare the characteristics of the situation on the ground that needs to be improved and its representation in the simulation tool used, to draw lessons from the results of the workshops held and to prepare follow-up phases of the participatory process.

▷ Conclusion: similar objectives, but different ways to reach them

The ComMod (companion modelling) and Gerdal (Group for Experimentation and Research: Development and Local Action) approaches
have proven their ability, across numerous types of territories and themes, to build up the actors’ capacity to deliberate on their situation and identify collective solutions. The facilitation of dialogue, the sharing of points of view and knowledge, the creation of forums of relevant actors, and the importance of managing and facilitating such processes are features common to both approaches. They differ in the manner in which they address situations and problems, as well as in the types of tools used. While the Gerdal approach can deal with a wide range of topics, ComMod is mainly designed to facilitate the management of renewable resources and belongs to the family of participatory simulation methods. The facilitators responsible for implementing either of these approaches need to work on the accompaniment posture and the skills required to place the actors in the field at the heart of innovation processes. ComMod’s simulation tools require access to expertise that is sometimes difficult to mobilize at the right moment in order to build and modify these tools iteratively in response to actor requests. However, training programmes now exist to overcome this limiting factor. In the Gerdal approach, the mastery of sociological analysis and tools for methodological assistance requires prior training, but it can also be acquired through practical experience.
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Summary. The aim of this chapter is to clarify the place of morality in innovation processes. To generate responsible innovation(s), a category that is today key in innovation policies, we have to understand how moral responsibility, which is at the heart of agriculture and food issues, influences innovations. This assessment is undertaken here using a descriptive approach and lays particular stress on the actors’ moral judgments. This chapter discusses the results of an action-research approach on alternatives to the industrial slaughter of livestock animals, showing how farmers place their moral responsibility for their animals at the centre of an innovation process: on-farm slaughter. More broadly, it invites us to restore the common-sense knowledge of morality in the face of a rise in ethical expertise, both in the evaluation of innovations and in the transformation of relationships with animals in our societies.

One of the pressing current challenges for agriculture and the food sector is to develop innovations that can be called responsible. If responsibility is central to European research funding programmes[35] and innovation policies[36], it is only because it is at the heart of developmental issues in Western industrialized societies. And yet, ethics and/or morality are poorly addressed in much of the research on innovation in agriculture and the food sector.
The aim of this article is to show that morality not only regulates innovations but can also help generate them. The notion of moral responsibility is not just a mere part of the production of innovations, it can even be its most important rationale. The challenge here is to shed light on the place of morality in the innovative choices of actors and in innovation processes.

Innovation, in fact, is no longer sufficient in itself to legitimize the implementation of new technologies. When called upon to justify socio-technical changes, arguments such as ‘it is new, so it has to be better’ or ‘we do not stop progress’, which would suggest that innovation, by itself, is virtuous and beneficial to all, are considered inadequate and inconsistent. The moral requirement arises from the recognition of the negative consequences of technology-based innovations, which are not ethically neutral because they have magnified the vulnerability of human beings and nature in a critical manner (Jonas, 1990).

On this point, in the livestock sector, an industrial and intensive form of relationships of work with livestock animals, and the technical and organizational innovations of recent decades are one of the causes of the degradation and destruction of environmental resources (pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, species extinction, etc.). In addition, innovations related to the industrialization of livestock farming activities cause suffering, not only to animals, but also to human beings at work (Porcher, 2002a, 2017b; Mouret, 2010, 2012a). Suffering at work is a moral issue: it results not only from the violence of working with animals and with nature, but also from the increase in disparities between farmers, and thus from the impoverishment of a growing proportion of them.

After a discussion on the distinction between ethics and morality, we will focus on the links between morality and innovation in the evolution of relationships with animals for food production. We will illustrate these links using an example of an innovation process based on morality, namely the action-research effort for innovation titled ‘When the abattoir comes to the farm’.

Ethics or morality?
Do ethics and morality refer to the same concept? Should we differentiate between them? It is not easy to provide a clear answer to these questions. It is common to distinguish between these two notions by assigning morality a more normative or even universal meaning, referring to rights, rules, principles or maxims. Ethics, on the other hand, is more subjective and reflexive, and can refer to desires, interests, etc. This contrast reflects, in part, a key distinction in the social and human sciences between norms and values, although this distinction is sometimes challenged, for example, by situated ethics (Dewey, 2011). The sociology of ethics (Isambert et al., 1978) favours the notion of ethics over that of morality, not only to guard against the excesses of moralism, but also because ethics appears as a broader and dynamic notion, with morality designating, in contrast, rigid systems of norms attached to values. Nevertheless, the term ‘ethics’ also contains, in its common meaning, a deontological (or normative) dimension.

Applied ethics, a branch of moral philosophy, takes the form of a kind of science on morality concerning human and non-human affairs, which can sometimes include doctrinal characteristics. It is characterized by a set of distinct disciplinary fields (bioethics, animal ethics, environmental ethics, etc.) whose approaches are, for the most part, \textit{a priori} normative. It can be assumed that the rise of applied ethics is, more broadly, part of the growing importance of ethics in Western societies, a symptom of a moralization of various fields of human activities. Based on the pretext that there would no longer be any – or at any rate not enough – morality in the organization of these activities, there has been a spurt in the establishment of ethics committees, ethical charters, ethical labels and guides to good practices for some years now in an effort to reintroduce moral rules in these activities. Agriculture and the food sector have not been immune to this process of moral rationalization.

There is therefore no reason, \textit{a priori}, to maintain or underscore a distinction between those two terms. Their meanings tend to be merge and they can be used without differentiating between them (Canto-Sperber and Ogien 2004; Pharo, 2004).

In this chapter, however, we rely on the distinction proposed by Riceur to understand the respective places of ethics and morality in the emergence of
an innovative proposal, that of on-farm slaughter. For Ricœur (1990), ethics refers to an objective, both collective and individual, of a good and just life, i.e., ‘a goal of a good life, with and for others, in just institutions’. Morality, on the other hand, is the ‘articulation of this goal through norms characterized by both the claim to universality and a controlling effect’ (Ricœur, 1990). Ethics is an intention, morality a praxis. Ricœur establishes a primacy of ethics over morality, but also the necessity for ethics to go through morality. From his point of view, ‘morality is only a limited, though legitimate and even indispensable, implementation of the ethical goal, and ethics in this sense encompasses morality’ (Ricœur, 1990). Ethics can therefore be seen as a project of society, a project of collective life, while morality represents the means to realize this project in terms of values qualified by the notions of good and bad, right and wrong.

**Morality and innovation**

One of the main debates on innovations in the agrifood sector, concerning controversial technological innovations such as genetically modified organisms, pertains to their ethical assessment (Reber, 2011). Ethical assessment aims to influence the instrumental rationality of innovations by restoring a moral rationality, so as to reduce their significant negative effects on the human or non-human environment. In other words, it aims to regulate work through morality (Habermas, 1990) and can therefore be seen as an instrument for the moralization of innovations (Chapter 2).

How to assess the ‘good’ or ‘less risky’ nature of technical innovations? To examine the issue of the ethical assessment of innovations is to be interested in the forms of judgments and value systems which participate in an innovation process, i.e. in the processes by which technical inventions become morally acceptable innovations. Assessment becomes more complex, both ethically and politically, the more inclusive it becomes. The inclusion of civil society actors in processes to assess innovations originates from a crisis of the right of science to manage innovations on its own, including assessing them ethically. It reflects a challenging of the hegemony of experts (Reber, 2011; Pellé and Reber, 2016) in innovations and in debates on ethics. For example, animal welfare standards in the agrifood sector, as also in
biomedical research, have been largely defined on the basis of the influence of experts. Groups of researchers from various disciplinary backgrounds have been assigned the task of studying the moral problems posed by the use of livestock animals and those used in experimentation, and of proposing areas of reflection and action to public institutions in their decision-making.

It is necessary to consider the plurality of dimensions in moral judgments and the distinctions that can be made. Distinctions can be made, for example, between the moral judgment of the innovation process and that of the innovation itself. For example, a distinction of moral judgment can be made between, on the one hand, the use of genetically modified plants to gain knowledge on plant growth and, on the other, the cultivation of genetically modified organisms in the open field for production and consumption. However, it is also possible to paint both situations with same moral brush: whatever the goal and possible consequences of the innovation, it is already an evil in itself to manipulate living organisms.

If innovation has to pass the test of morality – which underscores the importance of moral assessment –, morality can also be a source of innovation. It can even be considered an essential source, according to suggestions emanating from discussions on environmental issues, which call for the development of ‘green’ technologies, based, for example, on the use of solar or wind energy to combat global warming. These technological innovations are, no doubt, also motivated by economic and political motives. But they still originate partially from moral rationality. This is what agrifood innovations based on fair trade also reveal, albeit in other ways (Ferrando Y Puig and Giamporcaro-Saunière, 2005; Le Velly, 2017). This type of trade was implemented in response to a growing awareness of social inequalities between consumers in industrialized countries and producers in developing countries. Solidarity is the ethico-social glue of the relationships of network of actors on which this innovation is based.

The transformation of the moral status of animals in our industrialized societies has led to an entire series (or cluster) of innovations that are part of production and service economies (Porcher, 2011 and 2017). These innovations are either inclusive or exclusive, depending on whether they help maintain animals within the agrifood sector or to exclude them from it. The
first type increases the value assigned to the work of animals, offers new services (animals insurance, retirement, etc.), generates labelling (the consideration of animal welfare or ethics), reorganizes work (on-farm slaughter) or changes the very nature of animal contributions (animal-assisted therapy or zootherapy). The second type, on the other hand, follows the logic of substituting animals and products of animal origin by artefacts and substitutes (robots or ‘augmented’ humans, food substitutes or in vitro meat production).

Innovations of substitution are emerging in the context of controversies surrounding animal foodstuffs, in which moral responsibility for animals and, more broadly, for nature acquires centre stage. Substitution takes the form of a process of increasing human independence from livestock animals, an independence that will require major agrifood innovations. The production of plant milk, imitation meat, vegetarian food supplements (for example, spirulina) and the growth of bio-vegan agricultural systems (agriculture without livestock) are part of a process of transforming agriculture and the food sector towards an all-vegetarian diet, in which the animal no longer has a place. The substitution of animal proteins by plant proteins is seen as a remedy for the violence and the suffering experienced by livestock animals. Furthermore, research on entomophagy (production and consumption of insects) and on in vitro meat (culture of muscle cells extracted from live animals) aims to substitute the production and consumption of animal proteins by those that are ‘suffering-free’. These innovations of substitution are not only a consequence of criticism from animal welfare movements against using animals for human consumption, but also from the adaptive strategies of economic actors in the agrifood industrial sectors. In other words, this type of substitution has at least as much to do with capitalism as with veganism (Porcher, 2013; Porcher, forthcoming).

After this brief discussion on these food innovations to exclude animals from our diet, we will focus in particular on an inclusive innovation and will show, via an example of an action-research innovation concerning on-farm slaughter, how moral responsibility for animals is at the heart of an innovation approach for sustainable livestock farming. This requires, as a first step, a quick look at some key elements of the process of industrialization of livestock farming.
When the abattoir comes to the farm: an action-research effort for innovation based on moral values

The manner in which abattoirs, both large and small, are currently being operated is being called into question by numerous livestock farmers due to their opacity and potential or actual violence against animals. The farmers’ misgivings over these abattoirs’ functioning are a source of moral suffering for them, especially for those who participate in direct sales or short supply chains and claim to be traditional farmers (Porcher et al., 2014). A growing number of them, with the informed support of their customers, therefore choose to slaughter their animals on the farm, albeit illegally, risking six months in prison, a fine of 15,000 euros, and the loss of agricultural aid, among other sanctions.

The anchoring of the relationship of work between livestock farmers and animals, and more broadly that of our domestic relations with animals, in the triptych of the gift according to Mauss (2016) – to give – to receive – to return –, helps explain this transgression of regulations. Raising animals is not just about producing them on the basis of technical and economic efficiency. It is also, and above all, the living together of human beings and animals. The moral rationality of the relationship of work in livestock farming is based on a gift of a ‘good life’ (to use Ricœur’s expression) to animals. This gift is as much an act of the legitimization of their slaughter for the purposes of food (Porcher, 2002b) as it is a gesture of gratitude towards them, for the life they give to human beings, since ‘to feed oneself is to live’ (Mouret, 2012b). It is in the framework of these relationships of gift-giving that the death of animals acquires meaning, and that the criticism of abattoirs by livestock farmers can be understood.

Give a good life, give a good death

The gift of a good life forms part of a moral outlook of livestock farmers towards their animals, which does not end at the gates of the abattoir. The ethical intention of the farmers who circumvent the regulatory requirement of
taking their animals to the abattoir is also to give them a good death. Death represents the end, not the goal, of their relationship of work with animals and their investment in giving them a good life. The death of animals can only be considered good if their life has been as good as possible, and the slaughter takes place under conditions that accord them respect. And yet, the abattoir, because of its predominantly industrial character, is incapable of giving them this good death. Since the ethical aim of giving a good death is a priority for these breeders, they adopt various practices (slaughtering *in situ*, in a dedicated room; slaughter in the meadow; purchase of *ad hoc* equipment, such as a stun gun, over the internet) that contravene legislation in force, but which they consider appropriate and necessary at a moral level, given the absence of other alternatives more conducive to the fulfilling of their aim of giving a good death.

To give a good death is therefore to make moral choices. It is, first of all, to assume responsibility for the killing, i.e. to choose not to abandon one’s animals. This does not necessarily mean that livestock farmers have to slaughter their animals themselves, but creating conditions that allow them to take responsibility for it. Giving a good death also means preventing any suffering to animals, be it related to the practical accomplishment of technical acts such as stunning and bleeding, or be it due, before their transition from life to death, to the removal of the animals from their social environment of belonging, namely their herd. This is why slaughter in the meadow, sheep pen or barn, amongst other animals, is considered a good practice. To give a good death is also to give death for good reasons. This is why the waste that is left over at the abattoir, of a substantial part of the carcasses, is considered immoral. The animal must not die for nothing. This means that the carcass must be utilized from head to hoof. A farmer phrases it thus: ‘We do not waste, it has cost a life.’

**Innovating to respond a moral issue**

How to encourage innovations in the slaughter of animals based on the moral issues raised by the relationship between human beings and animals? How to generate an innovation process that aims to legalize practices which, while being based on moral values, are considered illegal today?
In 2005, following surveys of livestock farmers and abattoir workers which highlighted the importance of moral issues in the abattoir problem, an article was published proposing a slaughter truck concept, developed with the help of a student designer (Porcher and Daru, 2005). The results of the surveys showed, on the one hand, the regret expressed by abattoir workers of doing a bad job not only in the treatment of animals but also in the processing of meat (‘hastily done, badly done’) and, on the other, the underlying resistance of farmers to delegate the slaughter of their animals to abattoirs that show scant respect for animals. This proposal in 2005 was apparently premature, and its author was requested by the French government’s Directorate General for Food to stop promoting such tools, given that they were prohibited by the regulations in force.

Almost ten years later, in 2013, following new results of surveys of livestock farmers, especially of those involved in direct sales and short supply chains, which showed the continued reluctance of farmers in using abattoirs, and even its crystallization in more assertive rejections, we organized collective surveys of livestock farmers. These surveys led to the publication of a book (Porcher et al., 2014) presenting not only a critical summary of abattoirs but also alternative proposals from livestock farmers, such as on-farm slaughter using a mobile abattoir, or the revival of smaller and local abattoirs. Given that the obstacles to the implementation of these alternatives were regulatory in nature, we sent the book to a hundred members of the French parliament and the French senate concerned by agricultural issues. Our mails went unanswered. In 2014 too, our proposals for an innovation mechanism regarding the slaughter of animals remained a non-starter.

In 2015, following our investigations and efforts for mobilization, the Federation of Associations for Agricultural and Rural Employment (Fadear) presented a Casdar[37] project, which was rejected. It was presented again in 2016, only to be rejected again, despite a context of critical media coverage of abattoirs.

We then decided to undertake an action-research effort for innovation[38], on the margins of what is now called ‘living labs’. To innovate in this area of slaughter of animals and to convince public authorities, the moral concerns of livestock farmers alone were clearly insufficient and it became necessary to
buttress them with those of other actors, such as consumers, animal protection groups, veterinarians, butchers, etc., and to use other avenues than books or submissions of research and development projects. This action-research effort for innovation assumed the form of a collective, and thence of an association called ‘When the abattoir comes to the farm’[39], and was disseminated through a website and a Facebook page[40]. This association includes livestock farmers and their collectives, researchers, animal protection groups, consumer associations (BioWhere, Nature et Progrès, Demeter), veterinarians (affiliated to ‘Groupement d’interventions et d’entraide Zone verte’ as well as independent veterinarians), butchers, journalists, filmmakers, and other citizens. In addition, nearly 1300 people[41] have voiced their support for this collective through the internet.[42] The main objective of this action-research effort for innovation is to remove the regulatory barriers that prevent livestock farmers interested in experimenting, on their own, with equipment for the on-farm slaughter of animals. While our effort was slowly growing in the public domain, the impact in the media of videos denouncing livestock farming, made and widely distributed by abolitionist associations, gave a huge fillip to our own effort, and made it possible to contrast the moral injunctions of activists advocating the wholesale abolition of livestock farming with more complex and nuanced lines of thought.

The media buzz around these videos led to the setting up of a Parliamentary Commission on abattoirs. As representatives of a collective offering a major innovation in livestock farming, we were successful in being heard by this commission[43] and in showing the link between the implicit moral positions of the livestock farmers, their deontology and their slaughtering practices which, while illegal, were moral from their point of view. We were also able to show that there are viable alternatives to current slaughtering methods.

To innovate, one has to undertake an exercise of criticism

For livestock farmers, engaging in an illegal process of innovation constitutes an act of civil disobedience (Ogien and Laugier, 2011). The transgression of the regulations governing the slaughter of livestock animals reflects a refusal
by farmers, expressed non-violently, collectively and publicly, to comply with the law, because they consider it shameful and illegitimate and because it does not allow them to meet the ethical goal inherent to their relationship of work with animals.

This opposition to the law is characterized by a profound asymmetry in the actors’ positions in this balance of power which opposes, on the one hand, a collective that is the proponent of an innovative proposal – on-farm slaughter – and, on the other, the legislative apparatus in charge of regulating the slaughter of livestock animals. This asymmetry reveals, a contrario, the power of the moral commitments of the livestock farmers with respect to their animals. Because this moral commitment comes at a price; it constitutes a legal and economic risk. These farmers have everything to lose, except their dignity. Because what is legal is the industrial model, as reminded to Stéphane Dinard by a member of the French parliament, during its ‘abattoirs’ hearings: ‘We are in parliament, where laws are made. And yet, you have just told us that you work in an illegal manner, and you question those who work in a legal manner, according to another model, albeit industrial, but one that society agreed to at a given point in time.’ To which Stéphane Dinard answered simply, ‘We must change the law.’

The action-research mechanism for innovation through which this innovation process takes place has also the aim of sharing the livestock farmers’ existential predicaments with a wider public (Boltanski, 2009). These predicaments are marked by their painful experiences when they are confronted by the impossibility of giving a good death to their animals, or even of continuing in their profession. The action-research effort for innovation has not only helped formulate these painful experiences using the theme of ethical suffering at work (Dejours, 1998), but also helped consolidate these actors’ desire for change, thus providing visibility to what had been scattered and invisible. The collective thus formed serves as support for livestock farmers to engage in a critical action and be more effective proponents of on-farm slaughter.

For the researchers, it is a matter of framing the moral questioning of the livestock farmers and of the other actors involved into a research topic on the dynamics of innovation generated by moral issues. But this questioning,
outside the normal framework of accepted dominant systems, is tainted and alleged to be unscientific.

From our point of view, any innovation concerning the slaughter of animals that satisfies the ethical desire of the livestock farmers who wish to regain control over their work will entail an act of disobedience. Disobedience of the law, disobedience of the axiological and political neutrality expected from research. It is worth remembering that if the law was respected at all times and by everyone, nothing would ever change. It is because there are, at a given moment, people who disobey the law and highlight its faults that the law can change. This applies not only to the law in its legal sense, but also to rules based on an implicit consensus and applied in a profession.

**Responsible innovation and research**

The action-research effort for innovation concerning on-farm slaughter, as presented in this article, can be considered responsible research and innovation. Moral responsibility is at the very heart of this innovation mechanism. The latter takes different forms. For livestock farmers and for other actors of the collective (researchers, consumers, animal protection activists, veterinarians, etc.), it is not only a question of answering the ‘call’ of animals, which suffer due to industrial slaughter, but also to answer for the life and death of these animals, to whom they feel morally obligated. For an increasing number of citizens, eating meat is becoming a moral predicament (Neron de Surgy and Porcher, 2017), with the suffering of animals and their slaughter forming its two nubs.

On the other hand, the criticism this action-research mechanism has given rise to contrasts with the criticism of the relationship between human beings and animals by animal rights groups, which permeates the contemporary debate on what is commonly called the ‘animal question’. Which natural beings should our moral responsibility favour? How to be morally responsible with respect to them? The answer to these questions is essentially based on science, against a backdrop of moralism (Hache and Latour, 2009). Philosophers and legal experts are entrusted with the task, assuming they have not already grabbed and appropriated it as their own, to decide the
moral value of non-human organisms, and thus define the perimeter of our moral responsibility and its internal variations. The influence of animal ethics (Jeangène Vilmer, 2008) in the debate on the animal question testifies to this apportionment of facts and values. The *a priori* normative approaches of this discipline – and more broadly the approaches of animal studies – are disconnected from the moral reality of the relationships between human beings and animals, and consequently of the relationship of work between livestock farmers and their animals.

Because of its inclusiveness, the action-research mechanism for innovation that we have discussed here helps restore common sense knowledge about morality and, consequently, influences moralism. The inclusion of livestock farmers lends weight and importance to the manner in which laypersons address the question of good and bad, right and wrong, regarding the life and death of animals. The action-research mechanism for innovation transforms the conditions, both social and political, of exercising their critical sense, and therefore of their moral sense.

### Conclusion

Taking ethics and morality into consideration in the dynamics of agricultural innovation and in the assessment of their properties is necessary because, explicitly or inexplicitly, researchers and actors of the agricultural world are, like all other actors, often driven by moral forces (Mauss, 2016). And yet, in agriculture, moral motives, as well as emotional ones, are neither obvious, nor evident. That is why they often stay unnoticed. Ethics and morality, however, are not areas reserved for the experts in ethics; on the contrary, one might even say, they are too important to remain solely their concern. To live, to work is to philosophize. What is amply demonstrated by the ‘When the abattoir comes to the farm’ action-research effort for innovation is that philosophizing, even though the experts may be loathe to admit it, is much better done as a shared activity. And it is in this bottom-up process that we should reconsider the place of ethics and morality in agricultural innovations. Furthermore, this chapter shows that instead of starting from an *a priori* definition of the concept of responsible innovation, which is the approach currently used in assessing innovations, we should start from the concept of
moral responsibility and, more broadly, of morality, as it unfolds in the course of social life. Only then we will be able to understand, in association with a sociological approach, its role in innovation processes as illustrated by the action-research effort for innovation.
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Chapter 14

Evaluating the impacts of agricultural
Summary. Since the 2000s, researchers engaged in innovation processes are having to respond to the demand of donors, national research and development agencies and civil society that their research should be open to evaluation. In order to meet this demand, agricultural researchers have to use tools and methods to help them determine the effects of their proposals, not only at agronomic level, but also on the economic, social and environmental dimensions. This chapter presents the different evaluation methods that can be used, as well as the trade-offs to be made in order to choose the approach that is most appropriate for the innovation under study and for issues raised by the evaluation. Two case studies on the use of methods to evaluate the impact of research, conducted as part of the ImpresS and Impresa projects, are presented and discussed.

Since the beginning of the 20th century, many studies conducted by researchers in the field of agriculture have included rigorous evaluations of the impacts of innovations they propose (Fisher, 1926). These evaluations have focused almost exclusively on the innovations’ agricultural impacts, but researchers today have to use evaluation methods that can also predict the social, cultural and economic impacts of their innovations. Since the beginning of the 2000s, donors, international organizations, and national research and development agencies have expressed their preference to fund innovations that have been partially proven on the field, i.e. evaluated positively as to their initial agricultural and social impacts (Naudet and Delarue, 2007; Evaluation Gap Working Group, 2006).

This new evaluative imperative is compelling agricultural researchers to adopt evaluation methodologies that conform to international standards, and which are similar to methods used in the evaluation of public programmes and projects. As a result, there is a shift from a scientific evaluation of a project’s agricultural effects towards an evaluation as defined by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2002), ‘The systematic and objective assessment of an on-going or completed project, programme or policy, its design, implementation and results. The aim is to determine the relevance and fulfilment of objectives, development
efficiency, effectiveness, impact and sustainability.’

Even though agricultural research is backed by a substantial body of programme-evaluation methodologies (Shadish et al., 1991; Weiss 1972; Patton, 2001), the application of impact assessment methods to sometimes complex innovation processes raises specific methodological challenges. Consequently, several agricultural research institutes, in France and elsewhere in Europe, have undertaken research projects for developing adapted evaluation approaches. Three such projects are: Analysing the Impacts of Public Agricultural Research (Asirpa), undertaken by the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA); Impact of Research in the Countries of the South (ImpresS), undertaken by the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD); and the European project Impact of Research on EU Agriculture (Impresa) which brings together several institutes, including the Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL)[45]. These initiatives have the common challenge of developing approaches, tools and mechanisms capable of understanding and determining the impacts of these innovation processes on society.

This chapter first presents the evaluation methods, tools and instruments used in areas other than agricultural research, but which can be useful for it. Then we compare two innovation evaluation approaches studied in the ImpresS and Impresa research projects. Finally, we will discuss the takeaways from these two experiences.

How to choose an evaluation method?

In order to understand the issues surrounding a methodology to evaluate innovation impacts, we must first present the range of evaluation methods and the issues that each one of them raises.

Evaluation: a range of practices

‘Evaluation – more than any science – is what people say it is; and people currently are saying it is many different things’ (Shadish et al., 1991). This
definition from American academics testifies to the difficulty of understanding evaluation, a difficulty explained by the multiplicity of reasons for using evaluation, by the varying degree of openness to different actors in the evaluation, as well as by the diverse uses of its results.

Why evaluate?

A first objective that justifies evaluation is to produce information relevant to planning a project or a process. This type of evaluation is conducted *ex ante*, i.e. before the intervention. This involves estimating the impacts of a future intervention, of building scenarios that will help choose between different options and of anticipating the potential risks in the intervention’s implementation so that it can be appropriately fine-tuned. It also involves understanding the mechanisms through which the intervention can produce the intended impacts.

A second objective is to identify areas for improvement for future interventions. This concerns the generation of knowledge about the intervention’s processes and mechanisms that hinder or enable its smooth conduct and the production of impacts. This type of *ex post* evaluation can be carried out after the intervention mechanism has been implemented, with a view to fine-tuning and improving future interventions. It can also be conducted *in itinere*, i.e. during its implementation, in order to evaluate the achievement of the initial intermediary effects, identify the strengths and weaknesses of the intervention, and make the necessary adjustments as soon as possible. This type of evaluative approach requires the resources and capability to comprehend the causal mechanisms involved. Unlike a monitoring mechanism, which can also be set up during the intervention, the evaluation not only examines the logic and the relevance of the assumptions guiding the intervention, but also the way in which it fits into its environment.

The third objective is accountability, i.e. the need or requirement to be accountable for the action undertaken as part of the intervention, with regard to the expectations of the entity that commissioned the evaluation. We can
investigate the efficiency of the action (measured by the ratio between the results obtained and resources expended), its usefulness (does it meet the needs of the beneficiaries?), its effectiveness (are the objectives attained?), as also its coherence (link with other mechanisms) or its relevance (is this the best solution to solve the problem identified at the outset?). Of course, the answers to these questions can also be responses to the second objective presented above. The diagram below (Figure 14.1) presents these different evaluation criteria and the dimensions concerned.

![Figure 14.1. Evaluation criteria and dimensions concerned (source: Quadrant-Conseil).](image)

For example, when an evaluation question is meant to determine the production of results in terms of resources, it becomes part of the efficiency criterion.

The same evaluation can meet several of these objectives. Thus, a results-oriented evaluation may also seek to understand the nature of the processes that influence the course of the action in order to make adjustments to it. It is also possible for the same intervention to provide for three evaluation periods: first, estimating the impacts *a priori*, then undertaking a mid-point evaluation in order to correct the implementation and finally comparing the final results to those expected through an *a posteriori* evaluation.
Evaluation, for whom and by whom?

Evaluation methods can also be distinguished on the basis of the different kinds of actors participating in them. An evaluation can be conducted either by a person belonging to the institutions implementing the intervention that is being evaluated, or by external persons. External evaluators are usually preferred for result-oriented evaluations, whereas internal evaluators (usually better placed to identify intervention issues) are favoured for learning-oriented evaluations (Conley-Tyler, 2005).

The team responsible for conducting the evaluation can also involve other actors in the process, such as funders, supervisory bodies, field workers, direct or indirect beneficiaries of the intervention, or even other citizens. There can be several degrees of participation characterized by the ‘breadth’ of the evaluation (representing the diversity of actors) (Table 14.1) and its ‘depth’ (representing the role played by each actor in the evaluation) (Baron and Monnier, 2003).

Table 14.1. The five levels of ‘breadth’ of participation in an intervention’s evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘Breadth’ of the evaluation</th>
<th>Evaluation participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Those who commissioned the intervention that is being evaluated and its main operators (for example, donors and researchers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Level 1 participants + those actually implementing the intervention (for example, research partners and technicians)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Level 2 participants + direct beneficiaries (for example, agricultural producers experimenting with or trying out the innovation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Level 3 participants + indirect or potential beneficiaries (for example, producers located in the same area as the experimenters, and potentially impacted by the intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Level 4 participants + members of civil society or their representatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation is said to be managerial, or co-produced, when the breadth of participation remains at level 1 or 2. It can be seen as participatory when the breadth reaches level 3, with direct beneficiaries starting to participate in the
evaluation activities. However, it is necessary to distinguish simple consultation from actual participation. The fact of taking the opinion of actors into account when collecting data, through interviews or questionnaires, does not constitute a participatory dimension \textit{per se}. For evaluation to be truly participatory, the concerned actors must contribute directly to one or more evaluation activities.

Baron and Monnier (2003) identified the following evaluation activities:
– defining evaluation issues and questions;
– validating the evaluation method;
– managing the evaluation work;
– analysing and interpreting the evaluation data;
– formulating recommendations based on evaluation results.

Depending on the requirements, the evaluation team decides on the ‘depth’ of the participation; it may choose to assign different evaluation activities to different groups of actors. In order to encourage the appropriation of the evaluation results, it is advisable to include the actors who will be their future users. They must at least be part of the bodies managing the evaluation, or even participate in defining the evaluation’s questions and scope (Patton, 1997). It is only when actors of level 3, 4, or 5 (Table 14.1) are involved in defining evaluation questions or issues, as well as in all of the evaluation’s tasks, that we can speak of an empowerment evaluation (Fetterman \textit{et al.}, 2015).

The issues presented above are common to all evaluation procedures. We now present those that are specific to the evaluation of the innovations’ impacts of.

\textbf{The specificities of evaluating the impacts of innovations}

On the one hand, the evaluation of impacts consists of assessing qualitatively or quantitatively the long-term changes resulting from the innovation. On the other, it can confirm that these changes are attributable to the innovation and not to other causes. The effects of the innovation may be positive or negative,
direct or indirect, expected or unexpected.

Consequently, an evaluation of impacts requires the use of methods to analyse the relationships between the innovation and the observed effects. Two approaches are suitable for this purpose: first, an attribution analysis, comparing the results of the innovation to a counterfactual scenario and, second, a contribution analysis, which breaks down the innovation process into different stages, and then verifies and clarifies the causal links from each of these stages to the observed changes.

**Methods to demonstrate impacts using a counterfactual scenario**

These evaluation methods use a demonstration protocol based on the comparison of two situations, one with the innovation and the other without. Such an approach is known as an attribution analysis. The methodological challenge is to ensure the two groups are as similar as possible, consisting of units that we want to observe (for example, individuals), which are used for comparison, so that they are only differentiated by the innovation’s presence or absence. The counterfactual scenario, i.e. the situation without the innovative intervention, is then comparable to what would have been the situation of the group being evaluated should it not have participated in the innovation.

The counterfactual group can be reconstituted by the evaluation team in a quasi-experimental manner, using statistical methods such as matching methods for internal or external comparison groups or the double difference method. It can also be reconstructed through modelling, to obtain a modelled counterfactual situation (SFE, 2011). Comparison groups can also be randomly constituted from among the potential beneficiaries of an innovation to be implemented, some of whom are included in a test group which will actually be affected by the innovation, with the others being included in a control group, which will not be affected and will serve as a counterfactual group, as part of a random assignment experiment (Duflo, 2005).
This type of demonstration is adapted to simple innovations whose dissemination is based on the technology transfer model. It requires the innovation to remain stable over time and also not need major adaptations when implemented by actors on the field (Devaux-Spatarakis, 2014a). These innovations may be termed ‘tunnel-type’ programmes, in the sense that they follow a simple linear causality, and are little affected by the intervention of the actors (Naudet et al., 2012).

**Methods to demonstrate causality through a contribution analysis**

This second approach is based on the breaking down of the innovation process and an analysis of the different causal links involved. This is a contribution analysis (Mayne, 2001). It theorizes the link, not between an effect and a single cause, but between an effect and a set of causes, each of which cannot alone cause the final effect, but whose synergy with the other causes is likely to create the effect in question (Befani, 2012). In fact, the innovation being evaluated is only one contribution, among others, to the observed change. The challenge of the evaluation is to quantify the extent to which the innovation has contributed to the observed changes and to describe the manner in which it has done so.

Such an assessment is part of the ‘theory-driven’ family of methods. This approach breaks down the innovation into a succession of hypotheses on the changes it should engender among the various actors, hypotheses that are examined during data collection for the evaluation (Devaux-Spatarakis, 2014b). This key analysis tool can be called the theory of change, the logical impact diagram or the impact pathway (Douthwaite et al., 2003). It helps explain and provide information not only on the innovation, but also on its interaction with different actors and the influence the context has on it.

This approach is adaptable enough to be used for evaluating the impact of complex innovations, whose deployment is accompanied by evolutionary processes, especially as a result of the actors’ involvement. It shows the various hypotheses underlying the innovative intervention and identifies the
critical points pertaining to the interactions between the various actors participating in the innovation.

There is therefore no standard evaluation method. The evaluation’s objectives, the role that one wants to assign to the different actors and the type of innovation process under study has to be ascertained before the general approach and the associated tools can be chosen for the evaluation (Table 14.2).

Table 14.2. Choice of impact evaluation approaches depending on the type of innovation to be evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the innovation and adapted evaluation approaches</th>
<th>Simple innovation or technology transfer</th>
<th>Complex innovation system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation process</td>
<td>New technology, practice or standard, whose implementation is controlled by the initiators</td>
<td>Technology, practice or standard constantly subject to adaptations by the actors who adopt it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation actors</td>
<td>Defined in advance and monitored throughout the implementation</td>
<td>Evolving during the innovation’s implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation goals</td>
<td>Defined in advance</td>
<td>Can be redefined as and when required during the innovation’s adaptations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation approaches</td>
<td>Experimental or quasi-experimental methods</td>
<td>Approaches based on the theory of change (impact pathway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of demonstrating causality</td>
<td>Attribution analysis</td>
<td>Contribution analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▶️ An evaluation approach for complex innovations

The contribution analysis approach for the evaluation of complex innovations is illustrated by two case studies concerning agronomic research from the ImpresS and Impresa projects. A comparison of the approaches used in these
two cases will help draw conclusions on the methods, tools and instruments for evaluating the impact of agricultural research.

The ImpresS project[46] (Impact of research in countries of the South), led by the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD), aims to develop and implement an impact evaluation approach to promote an impact-oriented culture within this institution. This involves, on the one hand, determining the impacts of innovations supported by CIRAD and its partners in the countries of the Global South and, on the other, to produce knowledge on the role of the research community in these innovative processes in order to help improve interventions. Thirteen case studies, spanning a range of innovations, were carried out in 2015 and 2016.

We will briefly present here one of these innovations, concerning the implementation of the ‘Vales da Uva, Goethe’ geographical indication for wine produced from the Goethe grape in the state of Santa Catarina, in southern Brazil, from 2004 to 2014[47], starting from the preparation of the dossier to apply for the recognition of the geographical indication, up until the marketing of wine under this appellation.

The Impresa project[48] follows the same type of approach, but with a few differences. The project’s general aim is to measure, evaluate and understand the impacts of all types of European agricultural research activities. Part of the project involved the study of the complex causalities of the impact pathway starting from the research activities to the development of agricultural innovations, and then to the effects on society. We illustrate this approach using the example of the transition to organic rice systems, as part of a research programme for the deployment of organic farming in Camargue, France, initiated in 2000 by the French National Institute of Agricultural Research (INRA) and its partners. It was a matter of addressing the dilemma between, on the one hand, the need to produce rice to desalinate the soil and thus help sustain agricultural activity in the territory and, on the other, the obligation to reduce the environmental impacts of rice production.

These evaluations relied on a participatory approach and brought together the innovation’s direct and indirect beneficiaries (i.e., levels 3 and 4, respectively, in the ‘breadth’ of participation, as defined in Table 14.1).
Recreating the impact pathway of the innovation in a participatory manner

These two evaluation approaches used a causal analysis, by way of a reconstruction of the impact pathway, starting from the intervention of the research community to the impacts on the innovation process and, subsequently, on the beneficiaries and on society. The impact pathway is represented graphically in Figure 14.2 and shows the causal process of the innovation.

In the ImpresS approach, the evaluation of the impact begins with a participatory workshop for all the actors of the innovation in order to trace the innovation’s chronological narrative and to highlight some of the lesser known parts of the process. Based on this workshop, the evaluation team can draw up the impact pathway which depicts the causal relationships of the innovation.

This impact pathway shows:
– the resources used by the research community (inputs);
– the products of research activities (outputs);
– the appropriation and transformation of outputs by the producers who are members of the association for the promotion of the geographical indication (GI ProGoethe), especially into socio-technical mechanisms (outcomes);
– first-level impacts on actors interacting with the research community (GI ProGoethe members);
– second-level impacts on other actors who are the indirect beneficiaries of the innovation, such as the other producers in the region who are outside the ambit of the geographical indication.

All the complexity of the impact pathway resulting from the innovation’s dynamic and non-linear processes is disentangled. The impact pathway shows that the innovation process is complex, involves multiple actors, and is composed of multiple causalities that can interact with each other.

As part of the evaluation of the Camargue organic rice programme, the impact pathway of the research programme was reconstructed and drawn in a participatory manner with the various actors during a workshop[49] (Quiédeville et al., 2017). The participants first identified the different changes pertaining to the transition to organic farming in Camargue since 2000. They then sought to define how, when, and where these changes occurred. Subsequently, they drew the impact pathway, taking into account the complex and dynamic nature of the innovations concerned. A specific focus was to understand the nature and intensity of the links between stages, in order to better determine the role of the research undertaken. In addition, an analysis of the social network made it possible to examine the real role played by different research institutes in the transition to organic agriculture and, as a result, validate the actors’ statements (Quiédeville et al., 2018).

In order to establish the extent to which impacts are attributable to the innovation on the one hand, and to the intervention of the research community on the other, it is necessary to triangulate information from different sources. This involves a combined analysis of documents, statistics and existing studies (constituting secondary data), as well as conducting surveys using questionnaires, individual interviews or collective interviews.
Identifying and measuring the impacts

The evaluation based on the impact pathway requires specific work to identify and measure the innovation’s impacts. The two approaches selected as examples are exploratory and participatory in order to help identify the impacts of the innovation process. In the evaluation in Camargue, the impacts were primarily revealed through individual interviews. In the evaluation of the geographical indication in Brazil, the participatory workshop brought together different actors and beneficiaries of the innovation, who worked in small groups to identify impact descriptors, i.e. the effects of the innovation – as the workshop participants perceived them – on their activities and their environment. These impacts can be positive or negative, expected or unexpected. They can be supplemented by the impacts expected by the research teams, for example, such as biodiversity preservation (as in the case of Camargue). In Brazil, the actors noted an unexpected impact of the geographical indication on the local economy as a whole, extending to well beyond the known producers using this geographical indication, which thus gave another dimension to the initial innovation.

Once the impacts are identified, the evaluation team looks for suitable indicators. To do so, it can rely on a study of the literature, and also look at the impact descriptors formulated by the beneficiaries. For example, in Brazil, in order to estimate the impact of the geographical indication on the professionalization of artisanal and colonial wine producers, the indicators chosen were the change in the quality of the wines, as judged in local competitions; the number of visitors to the wine festival organized in 2015 for wine with the ‘Vales da uva, Goethe’ geographical indication; and the change in direct and total sales by producers of wine labelled with this geographical indication.

Once the indicators are decided upon, the evaluation team collects data to quantify them and to estimate the extent to which the identified impacts are indeed verifiable in the field.

Feedback on the role of evaluation in understanding innovation
An improved understanding of the causal mechanisms of innovation processes

These two case studies enrich our understanding of the innovation process, including of the underlying causal processes. The impact pathway tool makes it possible to organize the information, and more importantly, to better understand the causal relationships between research outputs, their appropriation and adaptation by other actors and, finally, the impacts they produce. It also makes it possible to determine the cause of the observed impacts, and thus to distinguish between those resulting from the innovation being studied or its environment and those attributable to other programmes.

A detailed analysis of the impact pathway also helps determine when and where research plays a key role in the innovation process. In the case of Camargue, it was the statements of actors during the workshop that helped formulate hypotheses on the innovation process, starting from the beginning of the research programme and going up to the impacts. These hypotheses could then be confirmed, or refuted, by the evaluators (process tracing), on the basis of official documents, actual observations made on the ground, the statements of actors from individual interviews, statistics, as also an analysis of the social network to discern any changes in relationships between individuals and/or institutions. In the case of the geographical indication in Brazil, the evaluation team considered that the work on the impact pathway made it possible to impart a coherent structure to all the activities of different actors of the innovation. This tool also helped determine the activities through which the actors in the field had appropriated – or had been unable to appropriate – the outputs of the research teams (Cerdan, 2016).

In order to make the analysis more rigorous, the evaluator can also look for possible alternative explanations for the different causalities of the impact pathway (their correctness can also be verified by process tracing). This in-depth analysis of the impact pathway, on the basis of the attributability of the impacts observed to the innovation, compensates for the lack of comparison with a control group (Mayne, 2001). This analysis can, however, be further strengthened, as in the case of Camargue, with the help of questions to be asked during individual interviews, such as: ‘If activity X of the programme had not taken place, what would have happened?’ These questions help
determine the counterfactual situation, i.e. the situation without the intervention of research activities, would have been. In the same vein, the actors were asked to estimate the importance of each identified event on the impact pathway, in relation to their influence on the events that followed. This helped us to better understand the role and contribution of the research activities to the innovations, as also the contribution of these innovations to the impacts on the beneficiaries and on society.

**Usefulness of the evaluation for innovation actors**

These approaches for evaluating impacts have been a source of learning for the research community and other innovation actors. Workshops to present the findings and conclusions were organized in both case studies, providing actors with an opportunity to comment on the results of the evaluation.

In the case of Camargue, the evaluation of the research programme helped identify factors that facilitated or hindered the farmers in the transition to organic farming. The actors were also able to express their desire that scientific experiments be conducted in closer collaboration with farmers for improving their effectiveness. Furthermore, the evaluation revealed that researchers were too optimistic about the adoption and use of their research by the beneficiaries. It showed that while the research had positive effects, its influence was not very significant since other important factors (institutional framework, economic and political factors, etc.) also played a role. The research community has begun to take these elements into consideration. For example, the French National Institute for Agricultural Research and the French Rice Centre have initiated deeper discussions on how to work together with farmers and involve them more in defining goals and in implementing research activities, especially in terms of experimenting with agricultural practices.

In the Brazilian case, the evaluation opened avenues for reflection on the establishment of new geographical indications. The phase of appropriation and transformation of research outputs by the other actors emerged as the most critical moment for the production of impacts. Following this assessment, the research team plans to adopt a new approach to promote
future geographical indications, by working more closely with producers, especially in the creation of various tools such as simplified guides for those involved in the creation of geographical indications. It is also planned to apply the ImpresS evaluation method to ongoing projects for registering new geographical indications, for an *in itinere* evaluation, focusing specifically on the risks and opportunities to be considered during the development of the innovation.

Conclusion: moving towards a culture of impact to favour the learning process of the research community

A variety of methods, tools and instruments are available to the researcher to evaluate the innovations in which he participates. A suitable method can be chosen only after defining properly the scope and goals of the evaluation as well as its openness to the actors of the innovation in question. It is also necessary to examine the nature of the innovation process itself before evaluating the impact of an innovation. Furthermore, one has to ensure that the method chosen for the evaluation is adapted to the innovation process being studied.

Complex innovation processes call for an approach based on the reconstruction of the impact pathway and the study of causal links. The impact pathway can also help build consensus amongst actors on the innovation process, identify the causal links leading to the impact, structure the collection of information on impacts, and encourage the different actors in acquiring knowledge and know-how. The challenge then lies in using the acquired knowledge and in leveraging learning in order to guide action. Promoting an impact culture in research institutions is not just about providing reports to the management of these institutions. It can help in an improved planning of research to target the impact. It can also favour a learning process for researchers in reviewing their practices so that they can better support innovation processes.
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Chapter 15

Evaluating impacts of innovations: benefits and challenges of a multi-criteria and participatory approach

JEAN-MARC BARBIER AND YUNA CHIFFOLEAU

Summary. To support actors to migrate to more sustainable food systems, multi-criteria evaluation tools are required to explore the effects and impacts of technical and organizational innovations. In this chapter, we present two possible constructions and uses of such tools: the first involves support for agroecological transitions on farms, and the second aims to compare two food chain models, one local and the other global. These two examples allow us to address and discuss three methodological fronts: the taking into account of the multiple dimensions and properties of sustainable systems, in a search for comprehensiveness across environmental, economic and social dimensions;
actor participation in identifying and developing evaluation criteria and indicators; and the manner in which to arrive at a final assessment through the choice of methods for measuring, scoring, weighting and aggregating indicators or performance calculations.

If innovation is a process by which a new idea, concept or object becomes a functional system that is adopted and mastered by the actors (in this case, actors in food chains, i.e. chains linking agricultural production, raw-material processing, marketing and consumption of food products), then it must be admitted that the changes actually implemented, as also the effects and impacts[50] of the process, can rarely be known in advance. On the one hand, the concept or the original object is apprehended and adapted in varying ways by different individuals and, on the other, the interactions within the production systems in which the innovation takes place lead to reorganizations whose nature is difficult to foresee, especially at scales that exceed those of the implementation of the concept or the object (Flichy, 2003). Finally, it is not always easy for the actors involved in the innovation process to project themselves forward in time and anticipate medium-term, long-term, or even long-distance effects.

It has been shown that the dissemination of a technical production system such as organic farming, which is considered inherently beneficial due to its low environmental impact, could lead to regional land-use patterns deemed unsustainable by the same actors who initially promoted these very systems (Delmotte et al., 2016). This shows the potential contradictions of any innovation process. Moreover, the point of view on the same innovation process often varies from actor to actor. The challenge is then not only to create a list of criteria and indicators[51] to evaluate an innovation in several dimensions, but also to allow different types of actors, in addition to researchers, to participate in defining these indicators to ensure that different points of view are taken into account.

Developments in agriculture have triggered interference from society, more specifically from citizen groups (e.g. consumers, environmental associations), in the management of agricultural affairs (Pujol and Dron, 1999). The rise in the influence of civil society on these issues, the exacerbation of agricultural crises linked to scandals, be they related to health or food matters or to certain technical models, and the awareness of issues hitherto barely recognized (fine particulate pollution, obesity, etc.) have made agriculture a
sector that is under constant and close surveillance. There has been a marked increase in the number and diversity of actors involved in and of points of view of agriculture.

According to the literature on agriculture, approaches for designing – or for assistance in designing – innovative technical systems rely on evaluation methods in which existing or proposed systems (whether they originate from the research community or are inspired by the innovations of some pioneering actors) are measured by the yardstick of a number of so-called ‘performance’ indicators (Lairez et al., 2015). However, these evaluation methods often exhibit some flaws:
– since they are focused on the agri-environmental dimension, they pay scant heed to social criteria;
– since they are concerned about evaluating direct impacts, they rarely examine the effects of innovation on the reorganization of socio-technical systems;
– they rarely rely on the actors’ points of view and on their criteria for satisfaction.

In order to improve evaluation methods, it may be necessary to take the point of view of the farmers who are directly involved into better consideration, through a reassessment of their usual practices, as well as those of their representatives and/or persons who provide support to them in their change of practices. More broadly, it may also entail incorporating the points of view of other actors concerned by agricultural innovations, such as traders, consumers or even ecologists, local inhabitants, citizens, etc.

This chapter’s objective is to show, on the basis of two case studies, the benefits and limitations of methods for the multi-criteria evaluation of innovations, which propose an overall vision, rely on a concept of strong sustainability and involve different actors.

In the first case study, we show how a group of experts, of which we were part, sought to renew a method for evaluating farm sustainability (the IDEA method) to better understand the overall performance of farms that are in a relatively advanced stage of transition towards agroecology. In the second case study, we present the participatory creation of an evaluation method to compare two food chain models, one local, the other global. In each case, we
highlight some key methodological aspects. We then discuss the co-constructed and multi-disciplinary nature of these tools by repositioning them in the evolution of multi-criteria evaluation approaches in agricultural research (Sadok et al., 2008), on the one hand, and in the perspective of a democratic regime of performance evaluation (Jany-Catrice, 2012), on the other.

A renewal of the IDEA method to evaluate a farm’s agroecological transition

A major challenge for agricultural development today is to define methods to support and assess agroecological transitions on agricultural farms. Monitoring and evaluation procedures based on lists of good practices to be identified on farms in transition cannot guarantee the establishment of a system that is really more sustainable. To do so, we need to be able to assess the overall performance of the transition, i.e. the effects and potential impacts, at different scales and for a wide range of performance domains (environmental, economic, social, ethical, well-being and health). To this end, we have taken recourse to the IDEA method, one that is already recognized for its educational and comprehensive nature, but after modifying it to suit our purpose.

The IDEA method for assessing farm sustainability

The IDEA (French: Indicateurs de durabilité des exploitations agricoles, Farm Sustainability Indicators) method (Vilain, 2008) was designed to support actors in the fields of academics, professional education and agricultural extension. The aim was to provide teachers and agricultural advisers with an operational tool to effectively break down the concept of sustainability and this for all forms of agriculture in the French national territory. Sustainable agriculture, according to the IDEA method, is defined as agriculture that is ecologically sound, economically viable, socially just and humane (Zahm et al., 2015). This is why IDEA aggregates indicator scores to arrive at three evaluation dimensions: agri-environmental, socio-territorial, and economic. IDEA also subscribes to the concept of robust
sustainability, in which the assumption of substitutability of different forms of capital (manufactured, human and natural capital, as well as stocks of knowledge and know-how) is rejected. Thus, in IDEA, aggregation between the three pillars of sustainability (economic, social and environmental) is not possible. The final assessment of farm performance, in terms of sustainability, is based on three juxtaposed scores (Figure 15.1).

![Figure 15.1](image)

**Figure 15.1.** Example of an evaluation of farm performance based on the three pillars of sustainability.

The maximum score for each pillar is 100. Since there is no substitutability, the lowest score determines the level of sustainability.

### A renewed method to evaluate innovations and agroecological transitions

Considered in its wider definition, agroecology (Doré *et al.*, 2011) not only concerns new agricultural and environmental functions that must be fulfilled by agriculture, but also the broader objectives of contributing to the sustainability of society as a whole. For this, the IDEA method needs to be modified, because in its original form it fails to capture the impacts of the farm on global changes (for example, climate change), the exacerbation of
uncertainties arising from these changes, a number of key concepts related to agroecology (autonomy, circular economy, frugality) and the issue of food.

Defining the categories of the experts concerned

A first step was to determine the participants who should be involved in the evaluation tool’s construction. A project group was assembled, comprising experts from different professions (researchers, teachers, members of specialized technical institutes) and from different scientific disciplines (agronomy, zootechnics, sociology, management sciences, economics, etc.) covering, through their combined experience, the diversity of production systems and chains (field crops, viticulture, livestock farming, etc.), and representatives of the major French agricultural regions (Mediterranean, mountains, etc.). This group was tasked with developing a didactic tool for assessing farm sustainability, which could not only be easily used to train and support farmers, but would also be relevant to the entire gamut of French agriculture[52], and which would take into account new issues and knowledge related to agroecology. This group was active throughout the design process, and in all the steps detailed below.

Defining the boundaries of the system to be evaluated at different scales

After agreeing on revised definitions of the concepts of sustainability, sustainable agriculture and sustainable farms in terms of a robust sustainability, the experts were called upon to define the boundaries of the system being studied and the scales of evaluation. We decided, in line with Bossel (1998) and Terrier et al. (2013), that the criteria retained would have to simultaneously encompass two notions (Figure 15.2):
– on the one hand, the durability of the farm, referred to here as ‘limited sustainability’, which implies that the farm must be sustainable by and for itself, through practices that ensure the reproduction of the system and of its subsystems;
– ‘extended sustainability’, on the other hand, which means that the farm contributes to the sustainability of the nested organizational levels it belongs to, be it level 1 (local or territorial scale, for example, which can generate local synergies between different types of production systems), or level 2 (national or even global scale, notably through contributions to the carbon balance or greenhouse gas emissions). It is this stance that led, for example, to examine livestock feeding choices with regard to the consequences of deforestation in the tropics.

Renewing the conceptual framework

In the second step, the experts came to an agreement on ways to represent the sustainability of agriculture and the farm. Two avenues were chosen in the new IDEA method:
– sustainability as an ability to meet or address goals, which represent, at a given moment, a societal consensus on the functions that agriculture must fulfil (preserving biodiversity, ensuring animal health and welfare, protecting water resources, etc.);
sustainability as a set of emerging properties and attributes of a sustainable system (Lopez-Ridaura, 2002).

Thus, in IDEA, five properties were selected, the first three being strongly dictated by agroecological innovation, in that it comprises agronomic and technical issues. These include:

– productive and reproductive capacity;
– robustness;
– autonomy;
– territorial anchoring;
– global responsibility (Zahm et al., 2015).

Defining criteria and indicators, and agreeing on weighting and the aggregation method

On the basis of this conceptual framework, the next step was to redefine and structure the hierarchical construction of the criteria and corresponding indicators[53]. A total of 54 indicators were finally selected. On this point, the IDEA method relies on two major characteristics – a mix of quantitative and qualitative indicators and the development of scoring scales – to place the absolute value of an indicator in a normalized range of possible values, and to convert the absolute value into a sustainability score or points. For some qualitative indicators such as quality of life or work stress, the IDEA method relies on a self-evaluation by the farmer, thus expanding the categories of actors contributing to the evaluation. When the indicators are quantitative, the value is evaluated against national or regional references. For example, the indicator for water-use on the farm compares the reported annual consumption with national statistical values (averages and quantiles) established for each major type of production (viticulture, arboriculture, dairy farming, etc.).

The method of weighting and aggregation of indicators (to go from sub-indicators to indicators, then to criteria and, finally, to the five attributes constituting sustainability) was the most contentious. Ultimately, the IDEA method is not much concerned by the weightage of indicators and criteria. It
barely does so in the agroecological dimension where, for example, the experts did not want to decide between the importance accorded to groundwater pollution, air pollution, soil fertility and climate change. Weighting is also relatively ignored in the territorial dimension, where the contribution to local development counts for as much as to the quality of life and relationship to work. On the other hand, it intervenes a little more strongly in the economic dimension, where certain economic indicators and overall farm efficiency are considered more important than others (for example, for the criterion of economic and financial autonomy, the method gives more weight to the indicators of the diversity of productions and contractual relationships than to perceived public support indicators).

We will now show how another approach, focused on the evaluation of food chains and associated innovations, also led us to debates on criteria and indicators, and issues related to their weighting or hierarchization. This alternative approach, however, saw the participation of actors of innovation themselves in the debates.

The participatory construction of a multi-criteria evaluation of food chains and associated innovations

Defining the objects of the analysis

Are short food chains more sustainable than long ones? The actors who worked for their revival in industrialized countries, as early as the 1970s in Japan and only later in France (Maréchal, 2008), are often convinced they are. Even though this question was hardly accorded any importance until recently, it is now at the heart of many debates. These debates not only concern the effects of a limited number of intermediaries, – according to the official definition of short chains in France[54] –, they contrast at least two very different models of food chains that we described, as part of the European research project Glamur[55], through the notions of local and global food chains. Local and global chains correspond a priori to two extreme
cases of food chains, based on five factors that we selected in the project to differentiate food chains in general:
– the number of intermediaries between the producer and the consumer;
– the geographical distance between production and consumption;
– the origin and nature of the resources used in the chain (raw materials, inputs, technologies, etc.);
– the governance of the chain;
– the type of attributes used to characterize the product’s identity.

The Glamur project thus aimed to describe local and global chains in each country and for different types of products in order to compare their performances. It is interesting to note that local chains were considered innovative for some project partners (for example, in Spain and England) while others thought global chains were innovative (in Latvia). The local and global food chains for ten products were compared by the project partners in terms of five performance areas, each corresponding to a dimension of sustainable development, i.e. the economic, social, environmental, ethical, and health dimensions.

We studied two products in France illustrating a different relationship between the local and the global: wine, linked to specific territories (appellations of origin, etc.) but often marketed at great distance and which, in this sense, is both a local and a global product, and the tomato, which can be considered a flagship of local food chains. As wine was already the subject of a publication (Touzard et al., 2016), we summarize here the study conducted on the tomato chains in order to illustrate the principles of a participatory multi-criteria approach. Our approach followed the general framework of the Glamur project (Brunori et al., 2016), adapting it to the specificities of the French context and anchoring it further to the principles of economic sociology, given that the economic activities – referring here to agricultural and commercial practices – are embedded in social structures (networks, moral values, institutions, etc.) that influence their forms and their effects (Granovetter, 2000).

Structuring different levels of participation
The first stage of the research carried out in France, common with the study on wine, consisted of questioning a variety of experts on the criteria to be taken into account to analyse and compare the performance of local and global food chains. We selected 20 experts who are well-known in France for their research, their activities or their positions on this subject. The selection was also designed to bring together experts from the four spheres concerned with the sustainability of local and global food chains, i.e. the research community, the economic sector, public policies, and civil society. These experts came up with some 30 criteria to characterize local and global chains, or to compare them, by referring to innovations deployed in each chain (innovations such as partnerships between producers and consumers in local chains, or precision agriculture in global chains). This list of quantitative and qualitative criteria proposed by the experts was complemented by an analysis of documents originating from the four spheres mentioned above – more than 500 publications, reports, websites, pleas, etc. were analysed. The criteria were then ranked according to the five performance areas identified in the Glamur project.

In the second stage, we formed a second group of experts which, while maintaining the participation of citizen representatives, included experts on the tomato. The group was thus made up of researchers with different specialties (production, nutrition, long chains, short chains, etc.), technicians, development agents, producers, a wholesaler, a distributor, consumers and an elected community representative. In order to facilitate the evaluation, we validated with them a model for each chain, both archetypical and representative of a dominant trend in the tomato industry. Two typical situations were selected in the south of France to represent these two models: – for the local chain, we selected one that dealt with old varieties of tomatoes that were grown around the city of Montpellier, sold at the farm gate, or distributed in Montpellier or nearby open-air markets; – for the global chain, we selected one that dealt with hybrid tomato varieties, that were grown in unheated greenhouses in southern Spain (Almeria province in Andalusia), and distributed in supermarkets in Montpellier.

In the third stage, the experts of the second group took note of the criteria defined by the first, validated, fine-tuned and finalized them, producing ultimately 32 performance evaluation criteria. The work with this second
group of experts consisted in particular in clarifying the method for evaluating these criteria, by breaking down each of them into several relevant quantitative and/or qualitative indicators, by discussing the method of calculating or setting scores for each indicator, which itself was broken down, whenever necessary, into sub-indicators, and defining a ‘benchmark’, so that the performance of food chains in terms of each indicator could be calculated.

Calculating the performances

In our case study, for indicators favourable to sustainability, such as contribution to employment, the benchmark corresponds to a high reference value or a score which, from the point of view of sustainable development, is desirable to attain or exceed; achieving this benchmark is possible under certain conditions. For indicators that are detrimental to sustainability, such as the quantity of greenhouse gases produced along the chain, the benchmark is set at a maximum value or score that should never be achieved or breached, according to experts.

Setting a benchmark then makes it possible to calculate the performance of the chain with regard to each indicator. For favourable indicators, the performance is calculated according to whether the value or the score evaluated for the indicator considered falls between 0% and 100% of the benchmark, or even exceeds 100%. For detrimental criteria, the performance is inversely proportional to the percentage that represents the value or the score evaluated for the indicator with regard to the benchmark.

While defining benchmarks may appear to be relatively simple for quantitative indicators, it is far less so for qualitative indicators. To evaluate qualitative indicators favourable to sustainable development and to define benchmarks, experts were invited to identify good practices or factors that promoted a high performance for each of the selected indicators. These good practices and/or factors constituted a list of sub-indicators, whose scores were then added to arrive at a score for the indicator concerned. On the other hand, to evaluate unfavourable indicators, experts listed bad practices that are detrimental or contrary to sustainable development.
As illustration, we present here three examples of indicators, each referring to one of the dimensions of sustainability:
– for the indicator of net farm income per working member (economic dimension of sustainability), of a quantitative nature, the group of experts selected as a benchmark, i.e. as a performance level of 100%, the maximum agricultural income recorded in France; the income of the producer at the bottom of the local or global tomato chain was thus compared to this value;
– for the indicator of conservation of agricultural biodiversity (environmental dimension of sustainability), of a qualitative nature, the benchmark chosen is a score of 7, consisting of the sum of good practice scores (corresponding to sub-indicators) that can already be observed in either one or the other chain (Table 15.1); a score of 7 achieved by a chain then corresponds to a performance of 100% with regard to the indicator of conservation of cultivated biodiversity;
– for the criterion of relationship between the producer and the consumer (social dimension of sustainability), also of a qualitative nature, the benchmark is a score of 10, corresponding to the sum of factors favourable to a strong producer-consumer relationship (Table 15.1).

Table 15.1. Choice of sub-indicators that allow the setting of benchmarks for two qualitative indicators favourable to the sustainability of the tomato chains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator favourable to sustainability</th>
<th>Sub-indicator of good practice</th>
<th>Score assigned to each practice</th>
<th>Maximum score to achieve (benchmark)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preservation of cultivated biodiversity</td>
<td>Diversity of the agricultural model</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity of cultivated varieties (in number of varieties)</td>
<td>0 to 2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implementation of biodiversity conservation practices (for example, biological pest control)</td>
<td>0 to 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultivation of old varieties</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between the producer and the consumer</td>
<td>Geographical proximity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sale and/or meeting at the farm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanisms or mediations favouring a strong relationship (in number of mechanisms)</td>
<td>0 to 4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information exchanged between producers and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussing the measurements and results

Following the co-construction of this first grid of indicators, the scores were evaluated based on concrete data, produced or collected for each of the chain models. For the local chain, we presented to the experts the results of in-depth surveys of some 20 farms representative of the chosen model, which we put in perspective with surveys of a larger sample (Bellec-Gauche and Chiffoleau, 2015). For the global chain, we provided very extensive secondary data from recent theses on tomato farms in Andalusia, as well as interviews with resource persons in Spain. This data helped fine-tune the first grid of indicators and helped fix the values or scores for each indicator, for each chain.

However, the goal was not so much to arrive at absolute values as it was to understand the strengths and limitations of each of the two food chain models through the practices implemented, both current and innovative. Therefore, we did not aggregate the values or scores at the level of each sustainable development dimension, but instead retained the performance calculations for each indicator. The results ultimately showed that neither of the two chains is, based on the full set of indicators, more efficient than the other. Each chain is better according to some indicators, and exhibits worse performance according to others. However, while this finding has provided fodder to some experts to argue for the coexistence of different agricultural models, others have pointed out that some indicators are more important than others, and have thus introduced the prospect of a possible hierarchy between the two types of chains. Other experts have moved the discussion towards an evaluation of the performances with regard to the means available to the actors (access to land, subsidies, technologies, etc.) and the constraints to which they are subjected (organization of the work in particular), thus highlighting the efficiency of local chains, which have fewer resources and face more constraints than global chains. These conclusions lead us to compare this approach with the new IDEA method, to open a wider
discussion on the modalities and challenges of a multi-criteria and participatory evaluation of innovations.

Feedback on questions raised by the evaluation of innovations

What is the purpose of evaluating innovations?

The two examples presented here illustrate how to implement multi-criteria evaluation procedures. This is not so much to arrive at absolute performance values or to compare systems objectively. The challenge is instead to encourage the actors involved to consider the impacts and possible effects of certain choices and to better understand the advantages, as well as the limitations, of the different possibilities of change available to them.

The IDEA (Farm Sustainability Indicators) method was not initially meant to evaluate innovations. Its goal was, in the context of the Rio Conference and the emergence of the multi-functionality of agriculture in France, to translate the concept of sustainability into an operational tool, and to train agricultural teachers and students using a normative approach so that they, in turn, could support farmers in this direction. Of course, comparing different systems has led to the identification of forms of agricultural systems that are more sustainable than others. The demand to compare different types of agricultural systems (biological, reasoned, agroecological, etc.) has thus increased, leading the designers of the IDEA method to focus increasingly on these comparisons, as also on the assessment of change and support for it. IDEA, with its global approach based on indicators that are, for the most part, easily measurable, can evaluate the effects of innovative systems (reconfigured and stabilized systems) which represent clear breaks from dominant systems. However, it is unsuitable for evaluating innovations that lead only to incremental changes (for example, a simple change in equipment for applying pesticides). Wherever IDEA has been implemented, users have highlighted the method’s usefulness because of its comprehensive character and its usability at different scales. Indeed, it reveals the effects or consequences of certain changes that farmers did not give any thought to (for
example, food issues, losses and waste, and waste management). This allows
the farmer to correct and fine-tune his farm’s trajectory of transition, and the
actors who advise him to better apprehend the complexity of the changes.

In the Glamur project, the multi-criteria approach was regarded both as an
approach for producing new knowledge on food chains, and as a tool to help
all the actors in these chains adopt an approach for progress. Moreover, while
the project’s aim was not to contrast local and global chains, it nevertheless
served, for some of the project’s designers, to provide a set of arguments and
concrete leads to public policies to support local sustainable chains, and this
in a context that is still largely oriented towards global chains.

How to evaluate innovations? Feedback on multi-criteria evaluation

Multi-criteria evaluation is distinct from multi-criteria analysis. The latter
notion, originating from the management sciences, is a decision support tool,
created to solve complex problems that include qualitative and/or quantitative
aspects in a decision-making process (Roy, 1985). Multi-criteria evaluation,
on the other hand, is not directly concerned with a decision-making objective,
but more with a diagnosis of a situation. Unlike a multi-criteria analysis, an
evaluation includes a comparison of the system being studied to known
systems, or positions its results in relation to reference values. As we have
seen, whether for the IDEA method or for the Glamur project, it is not the
indicators’ absolute values that allow the evaluation of a system, but how far
these values are from those taken by these same indicators in another system
or in a reference system (Acosta-Alba and Van der Werf, 2011).

In taking this reflection further, we emphasize that the approaches used are
not necessarily aimed at helping choose the best system, but instead offer an
open evaluative outlook on a set of criteria, without defining a hierarchy or
reference between the evaluated systems. In the end, the approach mainly
serves to modify the representations and to promote the learning of the actors
(Chia et al., 2009). In this perspective, the challenge is also to widen the
scope of analysis beyond the indicators typically considered, by taking into
account, as was done in the case of the Glamur project, the concerns and
experience of a variety of actors. The approach there was explicitly part of the research on new wealth indicators (Gadrey and Jany-Catrice, 2005) that sought to broaden the evaluation of wealth produced by economic activities beyond the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) alone, by assigning value to the practices of the actors of the innovations. Some researchers of Glamur, however, refused to translate qualitative criteria into scores, considering them too subjective to be evaluated, even through the aggregation of good practices. The same controversies arose during the renewal of the IDEA method. Subjectivity was, nevertheless, taken into account, since farmers were allowed to undertake a self-assessment for certain criteria, sometimes in combination with a criterion considered more objective. For example, economic viability is apprehended not only through net income per worker with respect to the minimum wage, but also by enquiring with the household about its degree of satisfaction with this income.

**Evaluation of innovations, with whom and in what perspective? Deliberative regime and ‘global performance’**

In the IDEA method, criteria and indicators are specified and developed by researchers, teachers, trainers and members of specialized technical institutes. In other words, the perspective on the systems is that of non-farmer experts, in terms of their idea and perceptions of a conception of agricultural sustainability, of the concerns and issues raised by society and included in the agenda of national or international bodies, and of what is said by the scientific literature and expert reports on French agriculture and the functioning of a diversity of farms. Farmers and their direct representatives do not participate directly in the evaluation because the designers of the method thought it important to function independently of pressure groups and special interests. Indeed, at the time of the creation of IDEA, in the late 1990s, they considered it essential to remain outside the thinking of reasoned agriculture, for example. This approach, however, has its limitations as the institutions are often found lagging behind what actors – in this case, farmers – do and know (Darré, 1999).
In the Glamur approach, the actors of the innovations were directly involved in the evaluation, alongside researchers and development agents, and we sought to take into account actors who were representative of the different strategies observed. The critical participation of all, however, implies that the actors have sufficient knowledge of what is at stake in the evaluation, and are conversant with its procedures (Friedberg, 1988). In this sense, participation is by choice, and cannot be decreed, for fear of becoming manipulative. In seeking to create the conditions for this critical participation, the Glamur approach sought to experiment with a concrete form of implementation of a deliberative ‘global performance’ regime (Jany-Catrice, 2012), in which both the criteria and the ways to evaluate them are decided collectively, with all the actors concerned, ensuring that they can actually participate.

Finally, in IDEA as in Glamur, we believe that indicators for evaluating innovation cannot be reduced to measuring instruments. Instead, they are also tools for mediation and coordination, and can even be intermediate objects (Vinck, 1999), learning aids and creators of links, revealing both objective dynamics and the subjective way in which society perceives sustainable development. As objects that allow heterogeneous actors to discuss and arbitrate, they are also a medium for a democratic process that is considered to be conducive to the transition of food systems (Lang, 1998).

**Conclusion: lessons from the two case studies**

In an agriculture and agrifood sector facing new challenges (Chapter 2), the implementation of innovations that have a high level of performance across multiple criteria takes on a major strategic dimension. In this chapter, we have presented and compared two examples of application of multi-criteria evaluation to support processes of change concerning the agroecological transition of farms and the establishment of more sustainable food chains. Because the challenge is to take into account all the dimensions of sustainable development, which may be difficult to reconcile, we highlight the benefits as well as the difficulties of a multi-criteria and participatory evaluation. In particular, in both examples, we underline the advantages of translating qualitative data on to a quantitative scale and of discussing the controversies that this translation may generate. This approach helps better
explain the issues surrounding innovations, not only in terms of effects on their actors, but also on scientific and methodological issues to be pursued further.

However, using multi-criteria evaluation methods to accompany innovation will always be problematic since innovative practices are often unstable, whose effects are not well known. In addition, farmers, food chain intermediaries, as also advisers and researchers, are liable to miss a bigger picture due to their proximity to the innovation concerned. This uncertainty of knowledge on the processes involved calls for great prudence, as most of the data for identifying impacts and documenting potential consequences are still missing. More radically, the use of these tools to help the de novo design of new systems is not yet possible and requires further exploration.
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Chapter 16

Simulation tools to understand, evaluate and strengthen innovations on farms

ÉRIC PENOT, NADINE ANDRIEU, NATHALIE CIALDELLA AND PHILIPPE PEDELAHORE

Summary. The evaluation of agricultural production systems with computerized...
tools makes it possible to analyse, design and support innovation at the farm level. We present here two experiences of using computerized tools in Africa: Olympe, in Madagascar, and Cikeda, in Burkina Faso. Olympe helped assess ex post the relative impact of adopting an innovation such as conservation agriculture on farm income. It also demonstrated its medium- and long-term benefit, through an ex ante analysis, by suggesting ways of stabilizing incomes. Cikeda allowed an ex post analysis of the performance of existing farms and an ex ante determination of new modalities of crop-livestock integration in an approach to support these innovations amongst farmers. Since these tools are only intended to address a specific issue, they are likely to be eventually discarded; they may, however, be of value to advisory organizations if they are incorporated in these organizations’ workflows.

The evaluation of agricultural production systems allows the study of the trade-offs and synergies between their different functions (production, income, food security, employment, preservation of landscapes, biodiversity, etc.) and the comparison of current systems in terms of the complex dimensions of sustainability (van Ittersum et al., 2008). This evaluation can also help identify the determinants of change in technical or organizational practices (Cialdella et al., 2009) or to determine the consequences of these changes in the short, medium or long term (Andrieu et al., 2015). The results of the evaluation can then be used to guide the decision making of farmers, agricultural advisers and policymakers wishing to analyse ex post or ex ante the effects of different options for change in the management of production systems or in the farming environment. Evaluations, whether ex post or ex ante, are at the heart of approaches for co-designing new production systems, which include shared diagnoses, the testing of new systems and the measurement of their performances (Duru et al., 2012; Le Gal et al., 2011). An ex ante evaluation essentially involves comparing virtual scenarios and identifying promising patterns, whereas an ex post evaluation involves drawing lessons from the performance of existing practices. The evaluation is a tool and an approach at the same time, and can be used to analyse, design and support farm-level innovation.

This evaluation can be based on qualitative or quantitative approaches using mathematical and/or computerized models. The line of research that has now developed around the use of computerized models of the functioning of farms was inspired by the analytical frameworks of the management sciences, initially focused on accounting and fiscal analysis, and by the analytical frameworks of the economic sciences, by combining the management of
farms with the analysis of income formation (Penot, 2012). These computerized tools, and especially the simulation tools, help undertake an analysis that takes time into account (cropping season, a single year, or several years). They also allow a prospective analysis through the creation of scenarios to either estimate expected results or test the usefulness of certain changes.[56]

By focusing on specific technical or organizational changes at the farm scale, these approaches can be distinguished from other approaches to simulate accompaniment, such as Companion Modelling (Barreteau et al., 2003), whose primary goal is the coordination of actors around the management of a collective or common resource, or Mesmis (Manejo de recursos naturales incorporando Indicadores de Sustentabilidad) (Lopez-Ridaura et al., 2002), whose goal is to define, in a shared manner, the relevant criteria for evaluating the sustainability of agricultural activities of a given family or community.

In this chapter, we want to discuss the utility of computerized tools for both ex post and ex ante evaluations of innovations and changes in farms, and to support actors in innovation processes, by referring to two experiences of using computerized tools in Africa. The Olympe software package, which permits a step-by-step budgetary simulation, was used with farmers in the Lake Alaotra region of Madagascar (Penot, 2012), and Cikeda, a simulation tool to evaluate crop-livestock integration, was used in Burkina Faso (Andrieu et al., 2015; Sempore et al., 2015). The evaluations based on these tools, carried out in Madagascar and Burkina Faso respectively, are part of the dynamics of the participatory accompaniment of innovating actors.

In both cases, the farmers were involved in the construction of models and in discussion of computer outputs, through presentation sessions in focus groups (in Madagascar) or through exchanges amongst individuals (in Burkina Faso).

We will present and compare these two examples to show the utility and limitations of these types of quantitative simulation tools for evaluating technical and organizational innovations at the farm level. We will then propose methodological avenues to broaden their area of application.
Context and issues in the Lake Alaotra region

Madagascar’s Lake Alaotra region is a densely populated area, struggling to maintain long-term land fertility in hilly and rainfed areas. The main problems faced by farms here are heavy erosion and high soil fragility, significant variability in the amount of rainfall and the length of the rainy season, a lack of capital resulting in reduced use of agricultural inputs, inadequate mechanization for unirrigated rainfed agriculture, and difficulties in marketing. In order to understand the strategies of agricultural households, and then to be able to accompany them better in a transition towards a more sustainable agriculture, an annual monitoring of a network of reference farms (set of agricultural farms representative of the various agricultural situations and selected from a typology) was instituted to gauge the impact on farms of a development project (the BV-Lac or ‘Basin-Watershed-Alaotra Lake’ project) whose goal was, among others, to promote conservation agriculture.

This annual monitoring had a twofold objective:
– estimate the impact on the results of the farms of the adoption of new farming techniques and practices proposed by the project;
– compare the results obtained with those of other potential scenarios.

The Olympe modelling tool was used for this purpose.

Features and goals of the Olympe tool

Olympe, developed by researchers from the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA), the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Montpellier (IAMM) and the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD), is a tool for farm budgetary modelling and simulation of the economic functioning of farms that takes their diverse activities and resources into account. It is capable of creating models of
farming systems that are sufficiently detailed to allow an economic analysis of performances based on technical choices, types of production and labour management methods. Olympe simulates economic performance at the scale of a cropping or livestock system, or a product-processing sector, at the scale of the farm or of groups of farms. In addition to undertaking automated calculations (farm accounts, balance sheet, monthly cash flow, hours worked, labour calendar, records of animal entries and exits), Olympe can be used to create customized data output tables by selecting a set of calculated variables and by creating indicators that appear relevant. The tool includes a module for graphic presentations. It is capable of analysing ten-year data series and can compare farms according to different scenarios. Basic structural farm data are obtained through farm characterization surveys. Information is collected on production systems and technical itineraries adopted, on sources of agricultural and non-agricultural incomes, and on hours worked. Data is also collected on constraints on farms, strategies of farmers and the opportunities available to them. The modelling of farms, on the basis of the reference farm network, also relies on the availability of a plot-level database that was created from the monitoring of 3000 plots over the ten years of the BV-Lac project.

Using the Olympe tool

The network of reference farms, consisting initially of 55 farms, was set up in 2008. In 2011, it was reduced to 15 farms that were considered representative in order to carry out a prospective analysis focused on the likely effects of the adoption of conservation agriculture through an exploration of different possible scenarios. This network made it possible to measure the potential impact of the adoption of new practices proposed by the project (cropping systems in conservation agriculture), first at the level of the cropping systems and then at the farm level (Penot et al., 2015). The actors concerned by this mechanism included the surveyed farmers – regularly invited to sessions for the presentation of results –, the 60 technicians and engineers involved in the project (from the project team, consultancy firms and non-governmental organizations) – responsible for experimentation and extension activities –, and researchers from CIRAD and FOFIFA (National Centre for Applied Research on Rural Development, Madagascar). The presentations of the
results, sometimes organized in the villages, made it possible not only to discuss the results but also to improve the modelling by taking the participants’ observations into account and defining new simulations based on their proposals.

**Results of the Olympe tool**

The results showed that aside from a limited core of about 600 farmers who had fully adopted conservation agriculture techniques, a large number of farmers had partially adopted agroecological techniques and had thus achieved varying results that are yet to be really assessed. Although the techniques promoted in conservation agriculture ensure production over the long term and appear to maintain soil fertility, it is still the standard agricultural intensification (which uses significant amount of mineral and organic fertilizers for soil fertility) that provides the best yields, and thus the highest incomes. The quantification obtained by modelling with Olympe helped detail the farmers’ costs and margins, and thus put into perspective the real impact of the adoption of conservation agriculture on the income of a farm using low levels of inputs. The impact is greater on production stability in the medium term. The prospective analysis also made it possible, by testing various possible technical innovations and theirs impact on the farms’ economic results and by taking into account the variability existing between farms, to change the perception of the technicians of the development project on the technical choices they were proposing. Thus, new actions have been proposed by the project in terms of agricultural experimentation, technical proposals made to farmers, and training them. In a certain way, farmers were the first beneficiaries of these modelling activities since it was their realities and constraints that were taken into account, thus leading to modifications in the extension services on offer. Figure 16.1 illustrates this approach.
Cikeda: a computerized tool for the co-design of mixed farming systems in Burkina Faso

Context and issues in western Burkina Faso

Like other areas in sub-Saharan Africa, western Burkina Faso has experienced demographic growth and the settlement of its populations over the last 30 years. The upsurge in the clearing of rangeland to increase arable land and an increase in the same period of the size of cattle herds of both livestock herders and farmers, has led to friction between these two producer groups. One of the challenges faced by our research and development efforts within the framework of the collaboration between CIRAD and its research partners in Burkina Faso was to develop and implement new production systems with producers to find and strengthen complementarities between
crop and livestock systems. These new systems include, for example, innovations based on the inclusion of fodder crops in cropping systems and on the use of crop residues. It was also a matter of updating the approaches for the co-design of production systems and for the accompaniment of producers. Tools to simulate farm operations were used to do so. We present here one of these tools, Cikeda (meaning ‘farm’ in Dioula), the manner in which it helped farmers who used it to make \textit{ex ante} evaluations of the different scenarios of change they themselves had defined, and the effect the approach had on their knowledge and practices.

**Features and objectives of Cikeda**

Cikeda aims to strengthen approaches for co-designing production systems within the framework of a participatory approach involving the researcher, the farmer and a technician (deputed from the agriculture or animal resources ministries). This tool helps calculate the effect of different technical and organizational alternatives on resource flows (residues, organic manure, cereals) at the farm level, in terms of balances of fodder, mineral and cereals, as well as of income (Andrieu \textit{et al.}, 2012). Cikeda was developed on the basis of surveys on the functioning of farms, as well as several focus groups with farmers between 2008 and 2013, so that its inputs and outputs could be defined and farm specificities better taken into account. It has been used to help producers compare the performance of different strategic and tactical choices and, in particular, those of different scenarios for crop-livestock integration (Sempore \textit{et al.}, 2016).

**Using Cikeda**

Cikeda was used by technicians and researchers to support the decision-making process of 13 producers representative of the three kinds of farmers (cultivators, livestock farmers, agropastoralists\cite{58}) found in Koumbia and Kourouma villages, in western Burkina Faso. Different interactive scenarios, i.e. scenarios that were explained and discussed with the producers, were simulated: the reference scenario, or scenario 0, corresponding to the existing characteristics of each farm and its practices, and different prospective
scenarios in which strategic and tactical changes were introduced by the producer, in interaction with a researcher (Sempore et al., 2015; 2016) or a technician (Andrieu et al., 2012), based on the results obtained in previous scenarios. The innovations evaluated were diverse and depended on the farm’s strategic orientation. These included, for instance, compost production by cultivators and agropastoralists, the introduction of fodder crops and storage of crop residues by agropastoralists and livestock farmers, or the introduction of a beef fattening unit by these same producers. Surveys were then conducted with producers who had used Cikeda to assess their perception of the tool, the effect of the approach on their knowledge and practices concerning crop-livestock integration.

**Results obtained using Cikeda**

The use of Cikeda allowed producers to systemically and prospectively evaluate different innovations for their cropping and livestock systems, before testing them on farm, and to select options that are useful and feasible in the short term. The co-design and simulation of alternative solutions and strategies led to a rapid change in the management of soil fertility and of animal feed for the 13 producers who tested the approach between 2009 and 2013 (six producers in Koumbia, seven in Kourouma). They undertook these changes mainly because of their improved knowledge and understanding of the flows of fodder biomass and fertilizers between cropping and livestock systems on their farms.

The use of the Cikeda to evaluate different scenarios for the next cropping season, with six producers between 2011 and 2012, made them aware of the need to better manage organic manure and livestock feed using fodder. Thus, one of the agropastoralists who used the tool understood the need to prepare for the fattening process, not, as he tended to do, at the end of the harvest season, but before it even started, in order to determine the fodder plot size and the reserves of residues to maintain. Cultivators noted an improvement in their knowledge of fertilizer production and crop fertilization, as also in their ability to estimate the amount of residue to harvest to meet the needs of their draft animals and limit their dependence on cotton cake. Reflection encouraged by discussions of the scenarios resulted in changes in practices,
in particular in an increase in the amount of organic fertilizer produced on the farm as compared to the initial practices.

This case study shows the value of an evaluation based on a computerized tool, used in an approach for co-designing, with the farmer, production systems using scenarios incorporating and comparing innovations that promote or optimize the crop-livestock relationship. However, one limitation of the approach lies in the time required to be devoted to each farm, which prevented the transfer of the Cikeda tool to advisory entities, even though their technicians were involved in its design and utilization phases. Reflection is needed on how this kind of tool can be used to train technicians so that they can apprehend the complexity of farms and are able to conduct the necessary dialogue with the farmers to improve production systems.

Lessons from these two case studies

Advantages and limitations of simulation approaches and tools

These two case studies illustrate two approaches for the quantitative evaluation of farm operations in Madagascar and Burkina Faso to support agricultural innovations (conservation agriculture, in the first case, and management of crop residues and fodder crops for animal feed and manure production in the second). These approaches use computer software to provide quantified information on the advantages and disadvantages of adopting a technical innovation (conservation agriculture) or a set of techniques and management modalities of a farm’s various production units (crop-livestock integration). This evaluation concerns the existing situation of the farms (ex post evaluation) as also – and this represents the value addition of these approaches – the discussion of possibilities of change with the actors and their effects on farm performance.

In both cases, the tools used are based on a detailed knowledge of the farming environment and the ground realities of the farmers. Variables are therefore chosen, as are processes to simulate, from a shared vision with the actors...
involved of the situation and the agricultural problems to be addressed. These tools are complex because they incorporate a systemic representation of different farm components, and possibly of the household (notion of production systems and activities). In fact, they simulate economic flows (money, labour) and, in the case of Ciked, material flows (biomass, nutrients) between the different compartments of the farm. They generate annual, economic (Olympe) or agroeconomic (Ciked) reports, which can illustrate and compare the impacts of technical or organizational changes at the farm level. Passage of time is taken into account in Olympe through the looping of the simulation outputs for a given year \( n \) into the inputs of the model for the year \( n+1 \). In Ciked, the changes are simulated at the seasonal scale (dry season and rainy season) and aggregated over the year. The structural evolutions of the farms (over a period of more than ten years) are not simulated but can, however, be input into the model by the user, if they correspond to a desired scenario. It is, however, difficult to analyse the processes of socio-economic differentiation between farms using these models.

In general, the use of these tools by the practitioners (farmers and technicians) within the framework of approaches to co-design innovation is complementary to on-farm experiments. Modelling can be used to test a wide variety of scenarios for introducing innovations in farms in order to narrow the options to the most promising innovations, whose performance can subsequently be evaluated through experimentation.

The potentially normative nature of this type of tool requires a considered and contextualized approach to their use. The results of computer-generated evaluations should not be considered in absolute terms; they should instead be used as a basis for discussions with the actors concerned to evaluate \textit{ex post} or \textit{ex ante} the adoption of innovations, or to evaluate changes in farm trajectories.

**Appropriation of these simulation tools by the actors**

The tools were mainly designed to test new production systems and to
accompany farmers. However, they were also used to train technicians, project engineers and students. Thus, students of the Polytechnic University of Bobo-Dioulasso in Burkina Faso used Cikeda in their work. Olympe helped train the BV-Lac project team and students from local and French universities associated with the project.

However, these tools were not retained by the development partners (non-governmental organizations, producer organizations, etc.) when research support ended. Even though Cikeda was tested with technicians of the agriculture and animal resources ministries, the research effort was focused mainly on changes in knowledge and practices that the tool could help bring about within an approach for the co-design of innovations, and much less on the conditions of using the tool within advisory structures. Olympe was used, with the support of the research community, as part of another project (BVPI-SEHP[59]) in Madagascar between 2006 and 2013, based on four reference farm networks, but its use was discontinued when the projects ended, partly due to the structural weaknesses of Malagasy advisory organizations.

Indeed, advisory organizations in the countries of the Global South find it very difficult to appropriate these complex tools to support farmers within a framework of group advice (common in Africa) or of the individual monitoring of farms (common in Europe, the United States and Australia). In the case of Olympe, however, an experiment showed that its use for individual advice was easier and more relevant for large farms, even though these tools were not specially created for this type of farm. Cikeda has not been tested with farmer groups. However, in addition to this distinction between individual and group advice, the two experiments did not seek to evaluate the costs to advisory structures of using this type of tools, in terms of technician training, acquisition of computer hardware or reorganizations of the workflow of advisers.

Finally, two options are possible for the appropriation of these tools by non-research entities. We could assume and admit that the structure and use of the tools are project-specific. They depend on the context in which they are built, the nature of the innovations evaluated, as also the skills of the designers. Such an assumption implies that the tool could be discarded once the specific goals of the project have been met. This is the case in our two examples, as it
appears that the tools were primarily designed to address specific research or project issues. Or we could wish for the tool to be more generally useful, beyond addressing the specific issues raised by researchers or the project, especially for advisory organizations or regional observatories – but such an intention would require the tools to be redesigned. An increased participation by development actors would be needed in the design of such a tool, so that, on the one hand, it is more adapted to the actors’ need and, on the other, it may eventually be appropriated by these actors, by becoming part of the workflow of the organizations that are its intended users.

► Conclusion: the use of simulation in the evaluation of innovation processes

Through two case studies, this chapter shows how the use of simulation tools can effectively contribute to the co-design and evaluation of innovations on farms. In Madagascar, the use of Olympe has allowed, by means of an *ex post* analysis, to put the real impact of the adoption of an innovation such as conservation agriculture into perspective, especially in terms of farm income. It has also demonstrated its medium- and long-term benefit, through an *ex ante* analysis, in terms of stabilization of farm income. The use of Cikeda in Burkina Faso allowed an *ex post* analysis of the performance of existing farms and an *ex ante* assessment of new modalities of crop-livestock integration. Its use also helped gauge its value as part of an approach to support these innovations with farmers. However, we want to emphasize that evaluations through simulation should always be combined with methods of qualitative evaluation of farm trajectories in order to better take into account the interactions between farms and their environment. It also appears important to undertake an improved analysis of the conditions conducive to the co-design of these tools with and their use by advisory organizations, in order to improve the advice they provide by incorporating the complexity of the farm.
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A responsible innovation can be defined as one in which the actors, in complete transparency with society, take into account the possible consequences of its process and its products, ‘while keeping acceptability (ethics), sustainability and social desirability in mind’ (Von Schomberg, 2011).

Projects for agricultural and rural development financed by the French Ministry of Agriculture.

It is an action-research effort linked from its inception to a goal of innovation.

This association was formed in September 2015 at the initiative of Jocelyne Porcher and Stéphane Dinard, a livestock farmer in Dordogne.

As of April 2018.

Because of its success, the ‘When the abattoir comes to the farm’ collective acquired the status of an association in September 2017, which allows it to receive donations and funding from public and private entities.

The Parliamentary Committee on slaughtering conditions of animals bred for food, chaired by Mr Olivier Falorni, questioned Ms Jocelyne Porcher (National Institute for Agricultural Research) and Mr Stéphane Dinard (farmer) on 16 June 2016.

Hearing of 16 June 2016, by the French Parliamentary Committee on slaughtering conditions of animals bred for food.

From its offices in Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Belgium (Brussels), FiBL conducts research and provides support to extension efforts on organic farming and sustainable development.

This innovation was led by Claire Cerdan, of the ‘Innovation’ Joint Research Unit (Montpellier, France), and by Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), Empresa de Pesquisa Agropecuária e Extensão Rural de Santa Catarina (Epagri) and producers belonging to the ProGoethe association, Brazil.

The workshop was attended by two researchers from INRA and three from the French Rice Centre (CFR), two representatives from SARL Thomas (a company that sources and markets organic rice from Camargue) and one from Biocamargue (a sourcing company that processes and adds value to the organic rice from Camargue), a moderator, a facilitator, seven farmers, and two assistants.

We consider impacts to be the direct effects of practices on the state of goods, people and resources. The effects are reorganizations within the system (which may affect different subsystems) whose nature and eventual consequences on the objects mentioned
above are initially difficult to gauge.

51A criterion is a relatively broad category for judging the state of a dimension of the analysed system (for example, indebtedness, to assess the economic dimension of a farm’s sustainability). In practical terms, a criterion is measured by one or more indicators.

52In fact, IDEA is turning out to have a much more universal appeal, since the method has been widely used and adapted in many parts of the world (Tunisia, Morocco, Canada, Argentina, Réunion, etc.).

53A criterion can be evaluated using one or more indicators. Similarly, the indicator is often composite in nature and is then the result of the measurement of several sub-indicators. We thus obtain a hierarchical tree but the manner of aggregating the results obtained at each level has to be determined.

54Methods of sale that do not involve intermediaries or, at the most, only one between the producer and the consumer (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, 2009).


56There are several tools for prospective analysis. They include linear programming, to define the technical optimums, methods centred on decisional rules, such as MATA (Multi-level Analysis Tool for Agriculture), DEXi (Decision EXpert for Education) and MASC (Multi-attribute Assessment of the Sustainability of Cropping systems), and simulation, with or without a decision-making process.

57In French: Bassin-Versant-Lac.

58While a cultivator may own a few draft animals, most of the animals owned by agropastoralists are for fattening.

59Watersheds and irrigated perimeters in the southeast and the highlands.
Afterword
What types of innovation for sustainable agriculture?

The food we eat and the way we produce it are signs of our relationship to the world, to spaces and to others. Any reflection on innovations in the agriculture and food sectors thus compels us to look at the links between these innovations and our relationship to the world. And herein lies the main strength of this book: agricultural and food innovations are apprehended through the societal debates of which they are part, be it debates on animal welfare, biodiversity preservation, or the access to a balanced diet for all.

There is no easy solution to the problem of feeding a growing population given our limited natural resources – some of which, such as copper and phosphate, are already relatively depleted. How can we feed an extra two billion people by 2050 without breaching the physical limits of our planet? As it is, 815 million people in the world are today suffering from hunger, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization. The availability of a healthy balanced diet for all is nowhere near ensured, especially given the brutal disruptions that climate change is bound to inflict on agriculture, starting with its impact on soil fertility. According to the latest IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report, wheat yields declined globally by just over 5% between 1980 and 2010 due to the first observable climate-driven disruptions. If unchecked, climate change is expected to reduce median agricultural yields by 2% every decade. And yet, to meet the world’s growing demand for food, production needs to increase by 14% per decade. The news is no better on the biodiversity front: we are witnessing a vast migration of species, from the equator to the poles, from the plains to the mountaintops, with their move towards more favourable climes now averaging 6 km a year across the surface of the planet. A stroll for bipeds such as ourselves, but a momentous challenge for plant cover!

Agriculture is not only a source of income for 2.5 billion people and major
consumer of natural resources such as water and phosphate, but also a victim of climate change and contributor to global warming (24% of greenhouse gas emissions are of agricultural origin, if we include land-use change). As such, the sector plays a decisive role in all the major transitions: ecological, of course, but also social and demographic, political, energy, and even digital. What is worse, agriculture mainly relies on the small peasantry that often survives close to the threshold of extreme poverty. The paradox now pervading our contemporary societies is that the social value given to work seems inversely proportional to the latter’s contribution to the common good. In large cities, in the event of a global disaster, one of the jobs that needs to be ensured at all costs is not that of a footballer or business lawyer, but the work of the operators of sewage treatment plants. Without them, no city can survive beyond a few weeks. Mutatis mutandis, the same thing applies at a global scale: without the small farmers in the Mekong Delta or the Gulf of Guinea, the overwhelming majority of humanity would run out of food within a matter of months.

Agricultural and food innovation is therefore decisive for the transformation of our food systems and the transition of our economies towards societies that are carbon-neutral, fair, and resilient to the seemingly unavoidable collapse of natural ecosystems.

What technological avenues?

As the book notes, the choice of technological avenues to follow in order to ensure that agricultural and food innovations contribute to the ecological transition is a source of lively debate. Contentious arguments flow back and forth between the proponents of the technical intensification of agriculture, the promoters of ecological intensification, and the followers of agroecological practices, organic farming and peasant agriculture, among others. These debates reflect the different possible avenues towards sustainable agriculture that are open to us. They clearly represent real societal choices, as important as the choice of the energy mix that will characterize our economies in the 2030s.

Until the 1990s, the agricultural models advocated by the international donor
community for the countries of the Global South were predominantly those of the Green Revolution. The trend was to standardize farming practices to increase yields, with farmers rarely being seen as vectors of innovation. However, the potential of the often-frugal peasant inventiveness is today gaining more recognition. On African cocoa farms, for example, chicken droppings are beginning to be used to maintain soil fertility and avoid the expense of synthetic fertilizers, which are greenhouse gas emitters. Farmer innovations can also be a source of inspiration for researchers working on the agroecological transition of African cocoa farming. In Cameroon and Côte d’Ivoire, we are witnessing the rediscovery or continued use of complex agroforestry systems in which the cocoa tree is associated with other perennial, forest and fruit species offering multiple uses. In Ghana, a simpler form of agroforestry is being used. Planted around the cocoa tree are orange trees, teak, or other species that combine three properties: income or income expectancy, a potential ecological service such as providing windbreaks, and better land demarcation.

Agricultural and food innovations take many forms and affect the entire value chain, from production to consumption. They can help bypass the productivist model of the Green Revolution and encourage an agriculture adapted to climate change and the biodiversity collapse already underway. The survival of agriculture in areas especially vulnerable to ecological disruptions depends on the implementation of technical innovations. This is the case, for example, in the Sahel, where increased rainfall variability can endanger the food security of populations whose demographic transition is not yet complete. The use of zaï (half-moon planting pits for microcatchment) could be extended to help maintain soil fertility, use rainwater runoff, and combat drought. Similarly, in a warmer future climate, some traditional varieties of cereal would actually be less vulnerable than ‘improved’ varieties thanks to their photoperiodic characteristics.

Digital advances and artificial intelligence are expanding the possibilities of innovation in sustainable agriculture across all of its three dimensions: social, environmental and economic. The collection of numerous data, whether through satellite imagery, sensors installed directly on farmers’ plots, or via digital platforms, provides valuable information on the state of the soil, the weather, the availability of products, or the location of consumers. This opens
countless opportunities for improved management across the sector, from production to distribution. The 2017 Digital Africa award, funded by the French Development Agency and the French Public Investment Bank, has rewarded two start-ups in the agricultural sector whose activities are firmly rooted in the new digital age. The first, e-Tumba, provides a data analysis solution for plots of land, simulating crop development, predicting yields, and offering individual plot-level advice. The second, Farm Drive, has developed a risk analysis model of small farmers’ activity using geographic, biological, and satellite imagery data. Multiple digital applications are now available for agricultural and food activities and often promote networking, as for example, the ‘app’ that connects retailers who have unsold products to consumers wanting to buy low-cost food.

Upstream of the agricultural sector itself, the Watex process for exploring deep aquifer sources, developed by engineer Alain Gachet, could help identify underground drinking water resources that have hitherto remained unexploited. In a world where the water cycle is already severely disrupted and will undoubtedly be more so tomorrow, the good news is that there is much more drinking water underground than on the planet’s surface. But its reasoned exploitation presupposes a certain number of drastic conditions. First and most importantly, humanity must use the already available water far more judiciously. The losses, both in agriculture and in the end use of water for urban purposes, are colossal and the scope for progress is therefore huge. Second, the issue of recycling and waste-water treatment must become a priority, otherwise any additional influx of water to meet a growing demand could have disastrous health effects if the appropriate water infrastructure is lacking. Third, even if we discover the location of aquifer sources, we still need to be able to access them. Pumping water from a water table 400 metres deep requires infrastructure similar to the equipment enabling the oil industry to extract fossil hydrocarbons. The costs can be significant and must be calculated ex ante. Finally, we must acknowledge that this subsoil water is the last ‘clean’ water that humanity has. After all, we do not have another blue planet.

Yet, while technical innovation in the agriculture and food sectors is necessary to meet agricultural and food challenges, it can also pose a threat. The use of neonicotinoids in agriculture is a good example of this duality.
Introduced in the 1990s to control crop pests, they have also proved destructive to pollinators. It has taken more than 20 years for the European Union to ban the use of three neonicotinoids for field crops, and this after numerous studies had shown how toxic these products are to bees. This example underscores how the quest for private short-term profit can trump the general good, since it is now clear that the corrupt campaigns of misinformation (also involving reputable scientists) that helped maintain a climate of collective doubt as to the toxicity of these insecticides were funded by industrialists with a vested interest in seeing the ban on these products delayed for as long as possible. Obviously, any evaluation of the impacts of an innovation cannot abide by the yardstick of the expected additional yield made possible by the innovation, and even less by that of the eventual additional income it may create.

Financial environment

Agricultural technical innovation and the possibilities opened up by digital technology are all well and good, but genuine creativity is essential for better sustainable agricultural management. In the area of financing, I can cite the example of the ‘warrantage’ credit system, whereby a farmer is able to obtain a rural loan by putting up part of his production as collateral. Of course, this type of mechanism must be used with extreme caution given the risks it incurs to the said farmer if he is unable to repay the loan. The problems of moral hazard are legion in this domain, as they are in the area of microcredit in particular. The mismanagement of microcredit schemes has already led to tragedies, the numerous incidents of farmer suicides in India being one example among many.

But building a financial environment conducive to sustainable global agriculture also requires international regulation of the financial derivatives markets for agricultural commodities. As we know, the price of these basic commodities – on which not only the survival of small farmers but also the availability of food for all of humanity depends – is no longer determined in the short term by the balance between the supply and demand of agricultural products, but by capital flows into and out of derivative instruments that have these products as their underlying assets, in particular forward delivery
contracts. The financial value of the derivative markets for such products is often several tens of times greater than the spot market value of the commodity itself. And the portfolio strategies that play out are mainly driven by speculative forces that are largely disconnected from the interests of farmers and consumers alike. The World Trade Organization is helpless in the face of this reality, as financial markets remain outside its ambit. It is thus crucially important to bolster the regulation of international financial derivatives markets for agricultural products. The same problem obviously applies to all derivative assets, most urgently to those whose underlying assets are energy products as vital as oil. The stark difference separating these two markets is that the oil sector has substantial lobbying power over financial regulators – the peasantry in the Global South does not.

Biodiversity and the commons

The impact of innovation on biodiversity, especially on common species, is often poorly understood. So-called ‘common’ biodiversity is often overlooked in assessing the impacts of technical innovations, even though it can fulfil important functions in the ecosystem or landscape. Common species thus play a vital role in maintaining all biodiversity, be it directly (trees that provide micro-habitats for insects and cavicolous fauna, for example) or indirectly (interactions of predation or pollination). This interdependence between species has been highlighted by the recent work of the French National Museum of Natural History and the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), which report the disappearance of one-third of bird populations in the French countryside in the space of 15 years.

How can the genetic heritage of flora and fauna be preserved? The genetic diversity of peasant seed and plant varieties is the result of individual and collective innovation over the long term. It promotes the resilience of animal and plant populations to changing ecological conditions. In Senegal, for instance, some farmers in the groundnut basin have recently reintroduced long-cycle millet varieties that were abandoned during the droughts of the 1970s in order to benefit from the current rains. But genetic diversity is being undermined by monocultures. A 2011 study published by the Foundation for
Research on Biodiversity on indicators used to monitor the genetic diversity of cultivated plants highlights, for example, the genetic and spatial homogenization of a species widely cultivated in France: soft wheat. The Foundation is alarmed by the growing vulnerability of wheat crops in the face of current and future environmental changes (pathogens, droughts, sustainable agricultural practices, etc.). In the intensive agriculture model, farmers no longer maintain plant genetic diversity in their fields. Even as we await the invention of models able to safeguard agricultural biodiversity more practically than the ‘refrigerators’ of research centres and the world-famous seed vault in Norway – which, in any case, are unable to preserve every agricultural species –, we urgently need to reflect on ways of safeguarding biodiversity in our fields.

One possible path forward would be to treat the genetic heritage of plants as a form of ‘common’ property around which one or more communities could be built to preserve this heritage. We have seen, for example, the formation of commons in some countries of the Global South for the conservation of peasant varieties that are absent from, yet complement, the selection of pure seeds found in national catalogues. More generally, managing natural resources as commons can constitute a third mode of appropriation, midway between privatization and nationalization, more likely to ensure that the planet remains hospitable to our human presence. Numerous such examples exist for water resources: in Jordan, Tunisia, Bolivia, and the Democratic Republic of Congo, communities have created and implemented their own rules for managing this resource, be it groundwater withdrawal or water access services. Agriculture and the food sector would certainly benefit from being viewed and organized as commons. As would money or work, for example. But such a transition would be a societal project of some proportion!

As for institutional innovation, the creation of the Associations for the Maintenance of Peasant Agriculture (Amap) in the 1990s in Europe has proved to be an unprecedented success. In France, according to the interregional Amap movement, 2,000 associations of this type were identified in 2015. Finally, innovations in the area of labelling also deserve mention, particularly the introduction in the 1990s of eco-labels, often referred to as ‘voluntary sustainability standards’, which rely on the willingness of some
members of society to pay more in order to encourage others to adopt more sustainable production methods. In 2012, it was estimated that 40% of the traded coffee and 22% of cocoa were eco-labelled.

As the book emphasizes, a supportive institutional and legal environment is crucial to the emergence and dissemination of innovations in civil society and small enterprises. In this respect, support services for farmers play a key role. Contrary to what a proponent of libertarian thought might suggest, the State still has a major role to play in fostering the emergence of institutional innovations that enable humans to structure their relationship to the world they share with other living things. But, as the example of neonicotinoids reminds us, it is also up to the State to regulate the use of innovations that are detrimental to the collective interest – provided, of course, that the State manages to free itself from the regulatory ‘prison’ in which the private financialization of Global North societies sometimes keeps it confined.

In our era of the ‘capitalocene’, when the activities of the top decile of the most affluent humans (responsible for 50% of greenhouse gas emissions) contribute massively to the ongoing destruction of the terrestrial ecosystem, it is our responsibility to promote innovations that will facilitate the advent of ecological and social transitions to a more just and sustainable common world.

GÆL GIRAUD
CHIEF ECONOMIST AT AFD; DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AT CNRS; PROFESSOR AT ÉCOLE DES PONTS PARISTECH; DIRECTOR AT CHAIR ENERGY & PROSPERITY

60Warrantage, a French word commonly used in West Africa, denotes the inventory credit system (normally called the warehouse receipt system, or WRS, in English).
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